
1881 – From 24th-26th September, a congress of comarcal
(cantonal) federations is held in Barcelona. By their very
structure, many of these federations are based on land work-
ers grouped into the syndical organisations. Two hundred
sections are represented, 136 delegates attend. With only 8
votes against, a resolution is accepted declaring their goal as
collectivist anarchism. The dissenters subscribe to Marxist
State Socialism.

1882 – National Congress (referred to as Regional since the
libertarians consider Spain as a region of the International)
held in Seville; 212 delegates. 10 Regions organically consti-
tuted; 218 local federations, 633 syndical sections and 49,711
members. The latter figure is made up as follows: Western
Andalusia 17,021 members, Eastern Andalusia 13,026; Aragon
689; Catalonia 13,181; Old Castile 1,036, New Castile 515;
Murcia 265; Galicia 847; Basque country 710; Valencia 2,355.
These figures are much lower than the number of people who
were active in the social struggles.

Let us also underline the efforts, in some cases extraordinary,
that are implied by the presence of so many delegates, a great
number of whom had to travel on foot, or cross Spain under
unbelievably bad conditions.

Let us note too that at this congress, it was decided, some
thirty years before Francisco Ferrer undertook the task which
cost him his life, to establish schools which were under the
aegis neither of the Church nor of the State.

Still in Andalusia, the Local Federation of Seville, where at
the time social life was bound up with agrarian activities, con-
sisted of 53 syndical sections and 6,000 members. Immediately
after the Seville congresses, seven new local federations are
organised in the province, and 19 sections affiliate to the An-
dalusian regional federation. Each issue of the journal El Tra-
bajo (Work) which appears in Malaga announces the forma-
tion of a score of syndical sections which land workers join in
large numbers. Of the circulation of 18,000 copies of La Revista
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Jose Campos Rodriguez, die. A bomb explodes in front of the
mayor’s house in Coruna (in Galicia).

In the province of Huelva (Andalusia) destruction of the
flocks by the strikers, and of tree plantations. A dozen or
more uprisings against tax collector’s agents in various parts
of the country (Valls, Arriate, Orense, in Galicia; Almodovar,
province of Ciudad Real, etc.).

Still in 1880, fires are started in the countryside of the
province of Cordoba. Thousands of hectares of cereals, includ-
ing 84 belonging to the Duke of Alba, are destroyed. Once
again the homes of the rich are set on fire. Misery is driving
the people to despair. The liberal newspaper El Siglo declares:
”We prefer to withdraw into private life, as we are convinced
that the triumphant revolution in Spain would immediately
be captured by all the demagogic elements in the country.” A
grenade explodes in the Jesuit convent in Gandia (province of
Valencia). The inmates move into the house of the Duke of
Pastrana, but it is set on fire by the revolutionaries.

On August 3rd, the three people responsible for a derailment
and attack on a train near the Alcazar, in Castile, are executed
by firing squad. On the 17th, four sentenced to death are ex-
ecuted in Berzocana, one in Riazza on the 19th, and another
in Marchena: ten executions in ten days. An underground
journal appears, El Municipio Libre, which is distributed in the
towns and countryside. The house of the collector of taxes in
Requeiia (province of Valencia) is stormed and the accounts
books with some of the archives from the municipality are
burned in the public Square. The army intervenes, the people
face up to them. In the town of Alcoy, province of Valencia2
the Jesuits are obliged to leave, faced with the hostile attitude
of the people. Militants are arrested in Malaga where the clan-
destine print shop for the Municipio Libre is discovered.

2 See later the achievements of Alcoy during the revolution of 1936-
1939.
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The Year 1879 – Execution, by garrotting, of the anarchist
peasant Oliva, sentenced for social reasons – presumably for
havingmade an attempt against a cacique. Dissolution ofwork-
ers’ societies in Tarragona (Catalonia) and of a cooperative in
the village of Olivera (province of Cadiz). In Valencia a strike of
farmers and share-croppers who refuse to pay the landowners.
Intervention by the civil guard, many arrests, proclamations by
the strikers affixed to trees, 75 peasant strikers are deported,
though unconvicted, to the Marianne Islands (archipelago of
the Philippines, which were Spanish colonies at the time). In
Arcos de la Frontera (province of Cadiz), in Granada, Ronda,
Jean – all in Andalusia – demonstrations of strikers demand-
ing work and bread. Numerous arrests. In many places, the
populace raids the bakers’ and butchers’ shops.

In June and July, burning of the harvest, in the vineyards,
forests, and grain fields as well as in the barns of the large
landowners of Castile, Estremadura, the Valencia region and
above all in Andalusia, where the fires blaze for the whole of
the month of August. A man named Moncasi is executed for
an attempt on the life of a master. He is followed by Francisco
Otero Gonzalez, who fired two shots unsuccessfully against a
rich man.

1880 – Gangs sack churches and tax collectors’ offices, hold
to ransom a number of rich people in the provinces of Tarrag-
ona, Toledo, Ciudad Real (the latter two in the very heart of
New Castile). Agitation in Andalusia. According to the Re-
vista Social, 4,566 allotments were seized and sold by the col-
lectors of taxes. Later a further 51,854 were seized but not sold
because of a shortage of buyers. In the early months of 1880,
39,000 more allotments suffer the same fate.

InMay and June, fire raising involving small farmhouses and
vineyards of the large landowners takes place in the region of
Jerez, in Andalusia. In that town, 13 militants have been held
in custody for twenty-threemonths chargedwith incendiarism
which had occurred in Arcos; two of them, Manuel Alvarez and
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the most educated militant in the locality would take his
place. Then almost always it would be his turn to experience
deportation. And another worker or peasant would replace
him, who would also go, from prison to prison, to the distant
provinces. Sometimes the authorities succeeded in closing the
school. With a determined syndicate there were cases where
the pupils would leave for the mountains each morning with
their most recently improvised teacher, where he would get
them to read, teaching them by writing words and figures in
the air, or natural history by direct observation.

What I have just written only portrays one of the aspects
of the social struggles which, it goes without saying, applied
to existing conditions of life, but which were also inseparable
from a higher objective. It is true that these struggles assumed
many forms, such as demonstrations against the State, which
so often aroused the peasants of France, Italy and Central Eu-
rope against the tax collectors in the times of the great kings
and emperors; but to them was added a class war which at the
time was more bitter than it had ever been.

Using information drawn from reliable sources and going
back to a particularly troubled period, we will enumerate facts
which will allow the reader to grasp the importance of the so-
cial struggle engaged in by the disinherited of Spain in revolt.
They only refer to a very limited period but the intensity of
the events they describe allows one to appreciate the acute-
ness of the general situation. They do not give an idea of the
widespread nature of the general strikes, in Andalusia above
all, during the latter part of the l9th Century which brought ev-
erything to a standstill in the towns, villages and countryside,
where shepherds abandoned their flocks on the mountains, the
wet nurses handed over their charges to their aristocratic moth-
ers, domestic staff joined in with industrial wage earners. Nev-
ertheless, what follows, and which started ten years after the
birth of the Spanish libertarian movement, will allow us the
better to understand the meaning of that social struggle.
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of escuelas modernas (modern schools) he had in that huge
area of Andalusia alone – he himself was born in Seville –
started 148 small schools. Ferrer supplied the money and
equipment, while Abelardo Saavedra organised. But he had to
find means of support and the teachers locally. The workers’
syndicates supplied them. Almost always the teachers were
young self-taught militant workers, who buckled to these new
tasks and with success.

The same happened outside Andalusia. In 1919-1920 I visited
in the Levante area, especially in the province of Valencia, sev-
eral of these schools where they carried on as best they could
the work of the martyr of Montjuich.1 They existed above all
in what we might call small rural towns. The resources pre-
viously supplied by Ferrer being no longer available, the local
syndicate which included workers from all trades, or the local
federation where there were several syndicates, brought funds
deducted from the dues received. Often, the school became the
main, almost mystical, objective of the workers’ association.
And I have known peasants who would deprive themselves of
tobacco, their only luxury, in order to hand over each month, a
duro – five pesetas – to support the school which was by then,
called ”rationalist”.

One could write moving pages on the struggle waged
locally around and over these achievements in which moral
character predominated. For naturally they came into conflict
with the active hostility of the caciques, the large landowners,
masters of local life, who ganged up with the priest, the civil
guard, and sometimes the chemist and the doctor too. Often,
applying an ancient custom, the unofficial teacher would
be arrested, and deported on foot, handcuffed and walking
between two mounted civil guards toward the distant regions
where he would live under surveillance. Almost always,

1 Montjuich, fortress of Barcelona where Ferrer was executed by firing
squad in 1909.
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Atlantic south of Portugal to the Levante region on theMediter-
ranean coast.

It was in these two regions that before the revolution, and
for a long time, most propaganda journals, magazines and pam-
phlets were sold, and where social activity and sustained strug-
gles have been among the most intensive.

One can give a number of explanations. Firstly psychologi-
cal, for the Andalusian is perhaps among Spaniards the most
opposed to orders emanating from outside, to the tutelage of
the State and to the authority represented by the lawyer or the
functionary. Secondly economic, for the structure of agrarian
property in the form of cortijos, very large farms, often cov-
ering thousands of hectares, which employed locally and on a
permanent basis a large number of workers who were miser-
ably paid, predisposed the workers to agree among themselves
over resistance and facilitated their grouping. Thosewho knew
that period recount how in the evenings, labourers and har-
vesters, worn out by the day’s work, would gather in the barn
where they slept and there, in the small light of the solitary
lantern, the one among them who could read would acquaint
his comrades with the contents of the revolutionary papers
published in Barcelona or in the Andalusian towns. Thus were
the ideas spread.

This does not explain everything, however. For as one will
see later it was in certain provinces, most often among the
small landowners who were able to engage in the struggle
more freely thanks to their economic independence, that our
most tenacious, most heroic and able militants were to be
found.

Furthermore, if hunger, unemployment and endemic
poverty were factors and causes of the social war, other
factors motivated the supporters in their efforts for social
renewal. We return to the characteristics of human nature.
Abelardo Saavedra recounted to us how, when Francisco
Ferrer undertook to spread the new education under the form
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CHAPTER II: THE MEN AND
THE STRUGGLES

For most of those who deal with social history, with the revo-
lutionary achievements or possibilities, it is almost exclusively
in the industrial areas and among the industrial proletariat
that research has to be directed. The agrarian regions and
the land workers are discarded straightaway. What is more,
the social class of small peasants is inevitably deemed to be
counter-revolutionary, above all by Marxist ”science” accord-
ing to which the conditions of existence and the techniques of
work condemned their users to being the pillars of reaction,
or its incarnation. Marx insisted on this ”law” of history, even
affirming that the struggle between the town and the country
had been one of the main aspects of the class war.

It is true that in this matter, the peasants have lagged be-
hind the townsmen on many occasions. Nevertheless, nothing
is absolute and events show that one cannot claim to be able
to contain the development of the life of peoples within her-
metic formulae. Spain is a case in point. In fact, if it is true
that the anti-statist collectivist socialism conceived by Bakunin
appeared in 1869 in Madrid and Barcelona, it was soon to ex-
tend to the exclusively agricultural areas and also to the towns
whose economy was linked to the general activities of agricul-
ture. In fact the social and socialist-anarchist movement spread
to the North, above all in Catalonia, the most industrialised re-
gion, and in the South to Andalusia, a region in which agri-
culture dominates and occupies almost all the South from the
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CHAPTER I: THE IDEAL

”Now I can die, I have seen my ideal realised.” This was said to
me in one of the Levante collectives, if my memory servers me
well, by one of the men who had struggled throughout their
lives for the triumph of social justice, human liberty and broth-
erhood.

His idea was libertarian communism, or anarchy. But
the use of this work carried with it the risk in all languages
of distorting in people’s minds what the great savant and
humanist, Elise» Reclus, defined as the ”noblest conception
of order.” More especially because very often, and it was
the case in France, the anarchists seems to have done their
utmost to agree with their enemies, and to justify to negative
and nihilistic interpretation which one already finds in such
and such and order or edict of Philip the Fair in France. It
is therefore to betray the meaning of what the old militant,
who had struggled to long and had suffered so much, and
who probably was shot by one of Franco’s firing squads, was
saying to me, thus to stick to the simple expression of a word
so widely interpreted. Let us therefore look into the matter
more deeply.

In his pamphlet ”El Ideal Anarquista,” Ricardo Mella, who
was the most genuine and original thinker of Spanish anar-
chism, gave the following definition of this ideal: ”liberty as the
basis, equality as the means, fraternity as the ends.” Let us bear
this well in mind: the ultimate goal, the crowning glory was
fraternity, in which freedom would be at the same time both
a basis and a consequence, for can there be fraternity without
liberty; but equally can one deprive one’s brother of liberty?

8

ideal conceived by the human mind and this will be its perma-
nent glory.
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form of utopias and imaginary anticipations, but basing them-
selves on the concrete reality of the economy of the country, in
the light of the statistics concerning industrial and agricultural
production, the problem of raw materials, power, and interna-
tional exchanges, public services, etc… Other, but less docu-
mented, studies such as the one by Dr. Isaac Puente with the ti-
tle El Communismo Libertario and other essays of lesser impor-
tance appeared at the same time. And five or six books trans-
lated from the French were by economists such as Cornelis-
sen, by militant revolutionary syndicalist theoreticians such
as Pierre Besnard, and less dogmatic sociologists such as Se-
bastien Faure. All the foregoing, and in addition many other
books and numerous pamphlets issued by at least three pub-
lishing enterprises, contributed to preparing the majority of
militants for the tasks that lay ahead.

The ideals pursued by the Spanish anarchist-communists are
the same as those followed and propagated by the greatest
minds from Plato and perhaps some of the Stoics, right up
to our own times. The Spanish revolution achieved what the
early Christians were asking, what in the XIVth Century the
Jacquerie in France and the English peasants led by John Ball
struggled for, and those in Germany whom Thomas Munzer
was to lead two centuries later, as well as the English Levellers
led by Everard and Winstanley, the Moraves brothers, disci-
ples of Jean Huss. That which Thomas More foresaw in his
Utopia, and Francis Bacon, and Campanella in La Citta del Sole
and the priest Jean Meslier in his famous Testament (too often
ignored) and Morelli in his Naufrage des lles Flottantes, and
Mably who likeMorelli inspired the noblest minds in the Amer-
ican Revolution, and the enrages of the French Revolution of
whom Jacques Roux, the ”red priest” was one. And the army
of thinkers and reformers of the XIXth Century and of the first
thirty years of the present. It is, in world history, the first at-
tempt to apply the dream of all that was best in mankind. It
succeeded in achieving, in many cases completely, the finest
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Besides, these concepts had not penetrated in Spain with
the much debated and debatable word anarchy. In his Book El
Proletariado Militante, to which one must constantly return,
Anselmo Lorenzo, who after Mella was the most qualified
thinker among Spanish anarchists, recounts how these ideas
had been revealed to him, first by reading some of Proudhon’s
books before 1870, among them De La Capacit» Politique des
Classes OuvriÃ€res which had been translated by Pi y Mar-
gall.1 These books, and the articles published by Pi y Margall
himself in his journal La Discusion had been demonstrated
to him the reality of the social problem, whereas other men
were struggling for a republic which could not be other than
bourgeois, and they affiliated themselves with the Carbonaro
movement or with some other European secret society.

It was at this time that the Bakuninist influence penetrated
into Spain. Its bearer was a distinguished fighter, the Italian
Giuseppe Fanelli, a former Garibaldian combatant, later an In-
dependent Liberal Deputy, who havemet Bakunin, presumably
at the time of his stay in Florence, was to subscribe to his social
ideas.

Bakunin defended and propagated Socialism. At that time,
the word anarchy was for him synonymous with disorder,
chaos, delinquency. He also founded in Geneva, with friends,
including some intellectuals of the first order,2 the Inter-
national Alliance of Socialist Democracy. He was known
Proudhon during his stay in Paris, during the years 1844-48.3
As with Proudhon, Bakunin’s socialism was anti-statist. It
satisfied his Slavonic psychology, his generous Russian nature,
his cosmic view of things, and the broad human philosophy

1 Philosopher and apostle of republican federalism who was – not for
long – one of the Presidents of the first Spanish Republic (1873-74).

2 Not only the Reclus brothers, but men such as James Guillaume, Jules
Guesde, Victor Dave, Alfred Naquet, belonged to the Alliance.

3 Deported from France by Gizot in 1847, he returned there when the
revolution of February 1848 took place.
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based on experimental science which he constructed for
himself. His thought matured during the twelve years he
spend in detention in the fortress, in prison and in Siberian
deportation. The behaviour of the authoritarian and dictatorial
Marx during this long and painful period only strengthened
his suspicion and aversion to dictatorship, even when called
popular.

So, when in 1869, Fanelli expounded the doctrine of the
Alliance to the new friends he had made in Madrid and in
Barcelona, he was able to refer to the seven articles of the
programme of that secret organisation, written in the hand of
its founder:

”The Alliance declares itself atheistic; it demands
the political, economic, and social equality of
members of both sexes.”
”The land, working tools, as well as all wealth, by
becoming the collective property of the whole of
society, cannot be used other than by the workers,
that is to say by the agricultural and industrial as-
sociations.”
”It demands for all children of both sexes, from the
moment they are born, equality of the means for
development, that is to say maintenance and ed-
ucation to all levels in science, industry and the
arts.”
”It recognises that all political and authoritarian
states that exist now will have to be submerged in
the universal union of free federations both agri-
cultural and industrial.”
”It not being possible to find a definitive and real
solution to the social question, other than on the
basis of the international solidarity of workers
of all countries, the Alliance rejects all politics

10

congress at the Comedia theatre, held in Madrid in 1919, con-
firms what has always been: the aim of the C.N.T. is libertarian
communism; to achieve it, it was decided to transform the
traditional craft syndicates into industrial syndicates18 in order
the better to guarantee the management of the new economy.
A situation which was to be ratified after ten years of civil and
military dictatorship by the Congress of Saragossa in 1936,
which marks a new departure in our syndical organisation.

Let us say so bluntly: the Resolution of a constructive order
voted by the delegates in a situation which was felt to be pre-
revolutionary was inferior to those that had been voted at pre-
vious congresses. But the unceasing repetition of the ends and
means, the will for constructive activities by the syndicates,
the local, cantonal, regional, national federations, of their co-
hesion, the idea of communal activities, of widespread instruc-
tion, of large scale workshops to replace the decrepit ones in
which craftsmen and small contractors were so badly recom-
pensed for their work, all this had remained impressed in the
minds of the rank and file militants, and all those who, until
then, had given themselves heart and soul to the triumph of
the ideal. And it is surprising to see how, though the tracts
were unknown to the generation that made the revolution, the
resolutions of the congresses of 1870, 1871, 1872, 1882 and oth-
ers were applied, often to the letter, in the agrarian collectives
and in the unions industrial achievements of 1936-1939.

It should be pointed out, in conclusion, that during the five
years of the republic (from 1931 to 1936) many studies were
published which sought to prepare the way for the construc-
tive realisations of the revolution. For the first time in the his-
tory of world anarchism, in turn D. A. de Santillan, Higinio
Noja Ruiz, Gaston Leval dealt with these problems, not in the

18 Unfortunately under the influence of eloquent demagogues, the
congress rejected the constitution of federations of industries which were
so necessary. It was only started in 1931 and this delay made itself felt dur-
ing the revolution.
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tance were taken up. Individualism appeared, with its Stirner-
ite demands more or less ably interpreted by the ”self”; the re-
volt became purely negative, when it did not change course in
quest of various marginal hobby-horses such as vegetarianism,
naturism, aestheticism, Nietzschean exaltation, etc.

France enjoyed an immense prestige in Spain. It was from
France that many new ideas had been introduced or reintro-
duced such as republicanism, socialism and anarchism. Before
long the French anarchist deviations were to be imported by a
number of Spanish anarchists.17

These novelties became confused with those of a form of
anarchist communism which rejected union activity and the
broad organic anticipation of the future by the Spanish anar-
chists. But on the one hand the very intensity of the Spanish
problem limited these fantasies. And on the other the natural
social feeling and the spirit of solidarity so strongly present in
the Spaniard’s nature were too powerful for such a movement
to founder in these human follies. Furthermore the existence
of the anarchist groups did not prevent, in the first place, social
activity, and in the second, syndical action from fomenting this
almost mystical dynamic of history which drives people to big
dreams and big actions.

The ideal dwells deep in the Spanish soul. For the ordinary
militant it is not a question of philosophical abstractions, but
of social justice, of work organised jointly, of a real brother-
hood resulting from the equalitarian enjoyment of goods and
services.

The humblest anarchist peasant knows this, partly undoubt-
edly because his lot is so difficult that he cannot indulge
in chimeras when the social question is at stake. And the

17 Exile in France, during the periods of repression or of prolonged un-
employment which obliged people to seek their bread on the other side of the
Pyrenees, favoured the making of contact with the numerous little groups
where long hair, sandals and the loosely tied bow were the widespread hall-
mark of the superior individuality of each one.
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based on so-called patriotism and on the rivalries
between nations.”
”It demands the universal association of all local
associations through freedom.”

In this programme Bakunin went further than Proudhon, for
example, on women’s equality of rights”he had already done
so, among others in his Revolutionary Catechism; he went fur-
ther than Marx in his vision of a new society constructed on
an international basis of workers’ economic organisation. For
the Statutes of the International don’t go so far, they do not
imply a clear technique of social reorganisation at the same
time as a political doctrine (which was to leave the way open
to many surprises and lead to the capture of Parliament and of
the State).

But it is surprising to see with what alacrity and ease, with
what precision, the two nuclei ” in Madrid and Barcelona ” as-
similated and spread the fundamental doctrine of the Alliance.

For, a year later, on June 19, 1870, the first congress of the
Spanish section of the First International was held in Barcelona
at the Teatro Circo Barcelon»s.

That congress, at which 40,000workerswere represented out
of population of 18 million inhabitants, was characterised by
the seriousness and profundity of the discussion, the problems
studied and the resolutions passed. The need to have donewith
the domination of capital and the exploitation of man by man;
the establishment of a tactic which belonged to the working
class independently of the political parties; the need to prepare
oneself to take over from the bourgeois society through the
workers’ associations, was developed at length. And from the
beginning the ways of applying the ideal called for the elabo-
ration of directives which one finds in the revolution relative
to the organisation of the workers:
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1. In every locality workers of each trade will be organised
in socialised sections; in addition a general section will
be established which will include all workers engaged in
trades that are not yet included in special sections: it will
be a section of different trades.

2. All sections of trades from the same locality will federate
and organise a solidary cooperation applied also to mat-
ters of mutual aid, education,4 etc., which are of great
interest to the workers.

3. Section of the same trade belonging to different locali-
ties will federate to constitute resistance and solidarity
within their occupation.

4. Local federations will federate to constitute the Spanish
Regional Federation which will be represented by a Fed-
eral Council elected by the congresses.

5. All the trade sections, local federations, trade federa-
tions, as well as the Regional Federation will govern
themselves on the basis of their own rules worked out
at their congresses.

6. All the workers represented by the workers’ congresses
will decide, through the intermediary of their delegates,
as to the methods of action and development of our or-
ganisation.

Certainly the fundamental postulates of the idea were the
work of Bakunin and were brought there by Fanelli. But here
one finds a vast organisational concept and a creative initia-
tive going beyond all that had hitherto been done in Europe,

4 Note the importance attatched right from the beginning to schooling,
and which continued right up until 1936-39.
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had a circulation of 20,000 and was probably the journal most
read in Spain. Furthermore, in the history of international an-
archismwe do not know of a cultural manifestation to compare
with that of the Segundo Certamen Socialista15 and it is prob-
ably worthwhile underlining, once again, how easy it was for
the Spanish anarchists to look upon themselves as one of the
schools of socialism. In France such an attitude would have
been judged and condemned as an unforgivable heresy . . .

One will understand even better the importance achieved by
this movement when one knows that in 1903 in Madrid, Tierra
y Libertad which, as we have already pointed out, was to be-
come the traditional journal of Spanish anarchism, became a
daily newspaper under the editorship of Abelardo Saavedra.16

In the following years one observes a kind of irresolution
in the thinking of Spanish anarchism, which had previously
been lucid and unambiguous. For unfortunately French anar-
chism, so out of sympathy with Proudhon and Bakunin, ex-
erted an influence which was intellectually and spiritually re-
strictive. Its late entry into the syndicalist movement brought
with it only a part of the militants. The custom of small groups,
which Kropotkin deplored, had established itself only too well.
It is true that there was much talk about making the revolu-
tion, but this was seen as the apotheosis of the General So-
cial Upheaval, romanticised to the point where Jean Grave and
Charles Malato had to polemicise with their own comrades
for whom all organisation was necessarily authoritarian and
threatened the rights of the individual. Then, as the revolu-
tion was long in coming about matters of secondary impor-

15 TheSecond Socialist Contest, called a ”contest” because rewardswere
given according to the value of the works.

16 A talented journalist from the petit bourgeoisie who rallied to the
side of the people; an excellent speaker who could have made his career
among the privileged classes and who until his death was a paragon of de-
votion to the cause which he had adopted. When I met him in 1917 he had
already suffered imprisonment on twenty-two occasions.
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a new problem had been posed by the communist school of
anarchism – and in fact was posed implicitly in the construc-
tive conceptions of Bakunin: many members of society were
not qualified to work, so far as a productive contribution was
concerned. Society was therefore obliged to keep them and
to do so there was nothing for it but to deduct whatever was
necessary from that part which, according to the principles
maintained until then, belonged to the producers. The latter
would not therefore be able to ”enjoy the whole product of
their labour”. The formula which more and more commanded
attention was that of true communism ”to each according to
his needs, from each according to his ability”, which Louis
Blanc had advocated and which Proudhon attacked partly
on the ground that it was conceived in the form of State
communism. and partly also because he rejected instinctively,
one could almost say with all his being, what he called ”the
community”. We are now assenting to a morality of complete
solidarity, which was to find its practical expression in the
Collectives of 1936-1939.

At the instance of Marx and Engels, who sent LaFargue to
combat on the spot the Spanish Internationalists who would
not submit to their directives, another syndicalist organisation,
which wasMarxist and reformist, was set up (its founders were
seven in number and all lived in Madrid). But it did not present
either the moral strength that philosophical and social convic-
tions based on a broad humanism give, or the characteristics
of will and historic activity that spring from the ideal incor-
porated with action. In Spain, anarchism, or rather let us call
it anti-authoritarian socialist federalism, preceded authoritar-
ian State socialism, thus turning to advantage the time gained.
But because of the influence it exerted on minds it was also
better able to win over people: for not only did anarchism re-
ject authority outside the individual, it also influenced society
by its cultural activity spread among the masses. Let us not
forget that in 1882 La Revista Social, edited by Luis de Oteiza,
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indicating to what a degree the idea was understood and as-
similated. In this complex and complete structure principles
guided action, but the action to follow was to guide and com-
plement the principles. On the other hand we find ourselves
confronted by an innovatory spirit, an activewill and an ethical
sense, which in one bound went beyond the limits of syndical
corporatism. One was not only thinking of creating an organ-
isation with a professional character but one that was also hu-
manist and social in the broad sense of the word. Evenwhile an
effective weapon of struggle for the immediate future against
the class enemy was being forged, the foundations were being
laid of a new society.

Already, what later was to be called the vertical organisation
constituted on the basis of national federations, completes the
horizontal organisation. At the same time, the local federations
set up in the somewhat less important centres, where different
craft unions existed, bring together and federate the latter for
common struggles. In France, this happened thirty years later
in the form of the bourses de travail (labour exchanges) and
to achieve this it was necessary that Fernand Pelloutier, who
came from the petite bourgeoisie, should become its advocate.

But the ideal also appears in other resolutions that were
adopted, and other tasks are envisaged for the immediate
future though often the bitterness of the social struggle
prevented the application of the decisions reached. At that
same congress, tho question of cooperatives was also taken
up. For men who envisaged the radical transformation of
society in a very short tune, the cooperatives might have
appeared as a dangerous setback. But though they still did not
know of the programme of the Rochdale Pioneers, the worker
delegates at the Barcelona congress found commonsense and
well balanced solutions to this problem. Paragraph 3 of the
resolution on which they had voted stipulated that:
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”When circumstances demand it, cooperation in
production must favour the production of goods
for immediate consumption by the workers, but
we take it to task when it does not extend, in fact,
its solidarity to the large workers’ organisations.”
Nevertheless, the principle of universal solidarity,
extended to all the exploited seems specially
practicable through consumer cooperation, ”the
only one which not only can be applied in all
cases and in all circumstances, but which must
also provide the rudiments and the means for the
general development of all those workers whose
cultural backwardness makes new ideas difficult
to comprehend”.

Finally, the sixth and final paragraph sitpulates that ”along-
side consumer cooperatism and complementary to it, one can
place cooperatives for mutual aid and public instruction” (my
italics).

One must point out that we are talking about June, 1870. At
that time Marx’s book Das Kapital was still unknown as was
the Communist Manifesto, and the Paris Commune was not
to explode until the following year. Federalist and libertarian
socialism in Spain was therefore to develop by the impulse of
its own strength. In one stroke, the ideal was stated in gen-
eral terms and what was later to be called French revolution-
ary syndicalism was formulated after that period. But what
was elaborated in those historic days was to be added to in the
congresses that followed in the next decade.

Thus in the following year the conference of the organisation
comprising the ”Spanish Regional Section of the First Interna-
tional” goes further in clarifying these questions. Themost able
of the militants had been to Switzerland to establish contact
with Bakunin who inspired their action thanks to a construc-
tive mind and to organisational gifts embracing life on a world
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”The dissolution of the State.
”The expropriation of the owners of the common
inheritance of the world.
”The organisation of society on the basis of the
work of those who can produce; the rational dis-
tribution of the products of labour; help for those
who are not yet qualified to work or who are no
longer able to; the integral physical and scientific
education of future producers . . .
”For these reasons the congress, which considers
the Spanish Regional Federation as a free group-
ing in which workers can resolve all special cases
by common initiative whenever unanimous action
is necessary, recognises the freedom of individuals
and of the collectives so that they may develop ac-
cording to the special conditions that regulate the
life of each one of us . . .”

Such declarations, such programmes, to which are often
added complementary conceptions or initiatives, indicate
that the constructive preoccupations remain always in the
forefront. And underlying these preoccupations there is
invariably a fundamental doctrinal basis which inspires plans
and projects. In that last Manifesto what remains is the
collectivist concept proposed by Bakunin and modified by the
Proudhonian mutualist concept of which the distinguishing
feature is the formula of the contract.

But in the same period there was an important development,
which showed that lively minds were at work. Up to that time,
following the collectivist doctrine and, as we have seen on
different occasions, each producer had to enjoy ”the whole
product of his labour”. Naturally, this formula had as its aim to
destroy every vestige of the exploitation of man by man; but
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rights and duties everybody will be free, all will
contribute to production and will enjoy the maxi-
mum of happiness, which consists in that the prod-
ucts consumed are the fruits of the labour of each
one, without exploitation, and consequently with-
out the curses of a single exploited worker.
”The land must have no master, any more than the
air and the light, or the underground riches, or the
forests, or all that is not the fruit of men’s work.
”Science cannot have a master, any more than can
the means of production which are the result and
application of scientific knowledge.
”The Land, Science, the machines of heavy indus-
try, have not been created by their custodians, but
are created either by causes independent of Man’s
will, or by the applied work of all men . . .
”Social unity is fundamentally the producer . . .
The first social group is the group of producers in
the same line of work. The basic contract is made
between the producer and the respective group of
producers of the same line.
”The groups of producers from a particular local-
ity establish a contract – by which they constitute
an entity facilitating exchange, credit, education,
health and the local police; and they conclude con-
tracts with other localities for credit and for ex-
change in awider sphere, such as communications,
general and reciprocal public services . . .
”The land, the mines, the railways and in general
all the means of production, of transport and ex-
change are conceded for full right of use to the
workers’ collectives. The final goal of the revolu-
tion is:
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scale. But they added their own ideas to his. In the interests of
the immediate struggle, of working class resistance and for the
organisation of the new society, Spain was organically divided
into five regions by the delegates: North, South, East, West and
Central. As had been decided the previous year, the local and
national trades federations were founded. A form of coopera-
tion, also by trades, was outlined in order to be able to facili-
tate and to control this part of general activity. On September
1, 1871, after a week of discussions on various subjects, a decla-
ration of principles against republicanism as the political, but
not social, enemy of the monarchical regime was approved:

”Seeing that the true meaning of the word ’Repub-
lic’ is ’the public thing’, that is what belongs to the
collectivity and involves the collective property;
”That ’democracy’ means the free exercise of indi-
vidual rights, which is not practicable except un-
der Anarchy, that is to say by the abolition of the
political and juridical States in the place of which
it will be necessary to constitute workers’ States5
the functions of which will be simply economic;
”That man’s rights cannot be subjected to laws for
they are indefeasible and unalienable;
”That in consequence the Federation must simply
have an economic character;
”The Conference of the workers of the Spanish re-
gion of the Workers International gathered in Va-
lencia declares: ”That the true democratic and fed-
eral republic is the collective property, Anarchy
and the economic Federation, that is to say the free
universal federation of free associations of agri-

5 The word State here has been used in the sense of nation, as one will
readily see from what follows.
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cultural and industrial workers, formula which it
adopts in its entirety.”

One cannot but admire the richness of this thinking, which
has never been improved on by any working class movement
since it was first formulated. It took the French working class
movement thirty-five years to get as far as the Amiens Charter,
which is far inferior both in its theoretical and doctrinal con-
tent, in the breadth of the constructive horizons on the practi-
cal side, as well as in that sense of universality and internation-
alism which raises spirits and guides actions. Here, the basic
inspiration is in the first place an ideal of brotherhood. It is
above all a question of extending to all the peoples, to all the
inhabitants of the world, the practice of human solidarity.

In the following year - 1872 - the International was declared
illegal by theMadrid government in spite of its brilliant defence
made in the Cortes by Nicolas Salmeron, a noble figure and
eminent republican jurist. In Italy the government was to take
the same steps. In France, where the Le Chapelier law still pre-
vailed, courts continued to condemn Internationalists to heavy
terms of imprisonment. But whereas the Italian International-
ists guided by Malatesta, Covelli, Andrea Costa, Carlo Cafiero
and other young enthusiasts from the bourgeoisie, welcomed
this measure which they believed would hasten the revolution,
and launched out in wild insurrectional attempts which pro-
voked the complete dissolution of the movement, the Spanish
militants did not lose sight of the objectives of a constructive
nature and of the immediate organic action which stems from
it. They began by confirming the positive aspirations in a Man-
ifesto addressed to public opinion by the Federal Council of the
Spanish Section of the First International:

”We want justice to be achieved in all human rela-
tions;
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Bakuninwho because of, or in spite of, being a hereditary ”lord”
understood the common man and knew how to put himself at
his level.

All this explains why Kropotkin, though in favour of work-
ers’ militancy and organisation, could not exert an influence
over his comrades comparable with that of Bakunin. Further-
more, at the time, the Italian movement, because of the impa-
tience and clumsiness of its outstanding personalities was re-
duced almost to a skeletal state; and likewise the Swiss Jura
Federation.

It also explains why the French anarchist movement was or-
ganised on the basis of groups of ”seven or eight members who
have been fortuitously brought together in a district” pursu-
ing ”their petty ends” and abandoning the great tasks of social
transformation.

In June of the following year Kropotkin returned to the Span-
ish example. But without effect. It required the disastrous ter-
rorist activity of the so-called ”heroic” period, and a kind of
internal disintegration as a result of numerous deviations, for
some anarchists to decide, from about 1895 onwards, to enter
the syndicates where they introduced not only the practice of
violence, as Georges Sorel wrote of it, but a body of doctrine of
which the main elements were adopted by the school of revo-
lutionary syndicalism.

But let us return to Spain. Years have passed and in 1887
a congress was held and a Manifesto issued which was repro-
duced in the newspaper El Productor.14 In it we read:

”We declare for anarchy (no-government) and we
aspire to a socio-economic system in which, by
agreeing on the interests and the reciprocity of

14 In the 1890s the editors of El Productor were engaged in a polemic
with their counterparts on Temps Nouveaux (successor to La Revolte on the
usefulness of activity within the workers’ movement. Le Temps Nouveaux
denied that it was useful.
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day of the revolution: the revolutionary trade
association. Trade sections, federations of all
the trades of the locality, the region, and combat
groups independent of all trades but above all
socialists.13 That is how they constitute the cadres
of the revolutionary army . . .
”We could not do less than advise the French work-
ers to take up again, as their Spanish brothers have
done, the traditions of the International, to organ-
ise themselves outside all political parties by in-
scribing on their banner solidarity in the struggle
against Capital.”

We would like to comment on this commentary. We note
in the first place that it needed, at the time, a Russian to pub-
lish in Geneva the only anarchist paper in the French language,
the French anarchists being neither numerous enough nor en-
terprising enough to do so themselves; whereas in Spain . . .
This difference is most significant.

Furthermore, for the French workers it was not a question
of returning to the traditions of the First International, for the
simple reason that it had never existed in France as an organ-
ised movement, and that the few local sections which managed
to form themselves were relentlessly persecuted, whereas in
Spain the movement had a few years to establish, and to learn
how to organise, itself.

Then also it lacked a Bakunin. In spite of all his qualities
Kropotkin could not exercise this influence, this fascination,
which were characteristic of the great fighter who was also a
great thinker and organiser. He lacked that gift of human, per-
sonal attraction and understanding, which made it possible for
a peasant or a labourer to feel uninhibited when talking with

13 Note that the word socialist was still used by Kropotkin at the time.
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”We want the abolition of ad social classes and
their fusion into a single class of free, honest and
cultured producers;
”We want work to be the basis on which soci-
ety rests; that the world be converted into one
immense federation of free working class local
collectives which, by federating among them-
selves, will constitute a completely autonomous
local federation; that the local federations in one
canton will constitute the cantonal federation,
that the various cantonal federations in a region
will constitute the regional federation and finally
that all the regional federations of the world will
constitute the large international federation.
”We want the instruments of work, the land, the
mines, the shipyards, the merchant navy, the
railways, factories, machine, etc having become
the property of the whole of society should not
be utilised except by the workers Collectives
who will make them produce directly and within
which the worker will receive the full produce of
his work;6

”We want for all individuals of both sexes a
complete education in science, industry and
the Arts7 so that intellectual inequalities almost
entirely imaginary, will disappear, and that the
distinctive effects of the division of labour should
not recur; one will then secure the unique, but
positive, advantages from that economic force by

6 It will be seen later that the formula of the right of the worker to
the full product of his labour will give way, with the introduction of the
communist principle, to a more generous approach to things.

7 Clearly a Bakuninian phrase.
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the production of that which is destined to satisfy
human needs;
”We believe that by the organisation of society
in a vast federation of workers Collectives based
on work, all authoritarian powers will disappear,
converting themselves into simple administrators
of the collective interests, and that the spirit of na-
tionality and patriotism, so antagonistic to union
and solidarity among men, will be obliterated
before the great fatherland of work, which is the
whole world.
”Such is the socialism that is proclaimed by the
International of which the two fundamental affir-
mations are: collectivism in economics and anar-
chy as a political principle. Collectivism, that is
the common property in the instruments of work,
their use by the workers’ Collectives which use
them to produce directly, and individual owner-
ship of the whole product of each person’s labour.
Anarchy, or the abolition of governments, that is
to say their conversion into the simple administra-
tors of collective interests.”

Do not these last paragraphs remind one of Proudhon’s for-
mula: ”The workshop will make the government disappear”?
Or better perhaps that of Saint-Simon: ”To replace the govern-
ment of men by the administration of things”?

Still in the year 1872, the Spanish Section of the First
International continued to clarify principles and the means
for realising them. A new massive contribution came from
the Saragossa congress just before it was declared illegal. The
moral level of the matters dealt with, the resolutions that were
passed, often prevailed by far over economic problems and
solutions, the whole generally interpenetrating for the first
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who have been drawn together in a district by pure
chance, but sections of workers in the same trade,
whose members know each other intimately and
meet every day, who are inspired with the same
hopes andwho share a common enemy in the boss,
and a common objective – that of casting off the
yoke of Capital; in a word, a real organisation.
”We look through the issues of La Revista Social,
a newspaper produced by the workers themselves
and each one informs us both of the creation of
new trade sections, the support of existing groups
and the federation of groups formerly isolated. In
reading the bulletin of the Spanish movement we
feel ourselves carried back to the best times of the
International with just this difference: more sharp-
ness in the aspirations, a clearer conception of the
struggle to be waged, and a more revolutionary
outlook among the grouping as a whole.
”A comparison comes immediately to mind: the
comparison between the movement which exists
in Spain with that which exists in France all to the
advantage of Spain and all to the disadvantage of
France.”

After other considerations Kropotkin stresses the difference
between the two countries:

”Faithful to the anarchist traditions of the Inter-
national these intelligent, active, restless men will
not keep to themselves to pursue their narrow
ends; they remain in the working class, they
struggle with it and for it. They bring their
energy to the workers’ organisation and work to
build up a force which will crush Capital on the
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”The social problem is not only national, but con-
cerns workers in both worlds, for the cornering of
raw materials, the introduction of machines, the
division of labour, the concentration of Capital,
bank transactions and financial speculations, the
development of the means of communication are
so in any economic forces that have favoured
the full rise of the bourgeoisie and its excusive
domination of social interests.”

Even the relatively uninformed reader will observe that
the drafters of this document had read Proudhon, and espe-
cially Qu’est ce que la Propriete? and the Contradictions
Economiques. But he will also observe that these workers,
some of whom – Ricardo Mella, Anselmo Lorenzo, Rafael
Farga, Pellicer, Federico Urales – in analysing the structure
of capitalism and its development with an extraordinarily
profound knowledge, had attained to the level of sociologists.12

This progress and development which were pursued when-
ever the situation was favourable were on several occasions
referred to by Peter Kropotkin who, in the journal Le Revolte
which he had founded and which was the only anarchist jour-
nal then extant in the French language, wrote in an editorial
(November 12, 1881) that the workers’ movement was reviv-
ing with a new vitality in Europe”. Then, referring to Spain:

”But it is above all in Spain that at the moment
there is an important development. After having
brooded for the past eight years as the fire under
the cinders, it has just appeared openly with the
latest congress in Barcelona at which 140 work-
ers’ organisations were represented by 136 dele-
gates. Not just sections of seven or eight members

12 Ricardo Mella a worker in the hat-making industry was to become a
mining engineer.
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time in the working class movement. The subjects dealt with
included the fate of woman ”whose emancipation is intimately
linked to the problem of property”, the sections of consumers’
cooperatives, the consumer committees organised by workers’
sections of resistance and by a specialised Cooperative Feder-
ation. A long report, worthy of a jurist, indicates how much,
and in what detail, the authors had studied the problem of
property. But above all the report on ”Integral teaching” holds
our attention for it was the first time that this subject gave
rise to such a profound analysis.

It is amazing to find, in the first place, the combined scien-
tific considerations, and the enumeration in order of impor-
tance of the relations between the biological development of
the child and that of the physiological faculties which were
then being propounded. One is tempted to say that since then
none of the great masters of pedagogy has gone further. In
fact, this report was the work of an intellectual won over to
the workers and with whom he collaborated, but how praise-
worthy of those metal workers, masons, printers, labourers,
weavers, stevedores, to support the launching of pedagogic
ideas half a century in advance of their time!

Viewed as a whole their constructive spirit was exceptional.
We can find confirmation of it in the third Resolution approved
at the Congress of St. Imier, held on the 15th and 16th Septem-
ber, 1872. That congress brought together those sections of
the International which would not bow to the dictates of Marx
and to the dissolution of that Association as the answer to the
protests of the majority of the sections against the fraudulent
expulsion of Bakunin, James Guillaume and the Jura Federa-
tion.8

8 Not only was the pretext for expulsion false but Bakunin had not
been warned of what was being hatched. He was absent and number of the
delegates who voted in the manner desired by Marx were in possession of
false mandates.
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Among the questions on the Agenda was one on the subject
of ”The organisation of work, statistics”. The report presenter
had been obviously written by Bakunin, and ended with these
words:

”The Commission proposes to nominate a Com-
mission which will have to present a project to the
next Congress for the universal organisation of re-
sistance, and complete tables of statistics of work
from which this struggle will seek its inspiration.
It recommends the Spanish section as the best up
to now.”

The following year, and though, as we have seen, the Span-
ish Federation was declared illegal, the figures show that there
were 162 local federations and a further 62 in the course of for-
mation A year later, according to the Belgian historian Lavel-
eye, the number of members reached 300,000, which in our
view is excessive, and probably refers to the influence exercised
by the Spanish Section of the International. Then, when the
movement became clandestine because of the persecutions, its
numbers decreased. Nevertheless, in 1876 a Conference of can-
tonal federations once again enumerates the principles which
have to be applied at the time of revolution:

”1. The localities where the members of the Inter-
national may triumph as a result of the Interna-
tional movement will declare themselves free and
independent and released from the national struc-
ture.9

2. Each locality will immediately declare that
what is enclosed within its boundaries belongs
to it, that nothing belongs to any individual, to

9 It refers to the political structure of the State to construct a different
structure, as we shall see in due course.
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it possible for the Old World to communicate with
the New; who tunnel the mountains, build aque-
ducts and dig canals; those of us who take part in
all that mankind produces with our bare hands . .
. as a result of a terrible contradiction, do not en-
joy its riches. Why? Because the power of Capital
and of the bourgeoisie reduces our sweat to a com-
modity which is deemed a wage rate and carries
the seal of slavery and is the source from which
stem all the evils which oppress us.”

Once again one sees how the problem of social classes is
clearly posed: Here now, is the statement of the methods of
struggle and the ends to be attained.

”Our organisation, which is entirely economic,
distinguishes itself from all the political bourgeois
and workers’ parties; it is opposed to them all
because all those parties organised themselves
to win political power, whereas we organise
ourselves to destroy all existing political States
and to replace them by a FREE FEDERATION OF
FREE ASSOCIATIONS OF FREE WORKERS.”

A further commentary is necessary. The preceding para-
graph is clearly aimed at international Marxism and naturally
at Marx -who had led his supporters along the road of Parlia-
mentarianism and the State, by submitting at the Congress of
The Hague (September 1872) a resolution declaring that ”the
conquest of political power is the primary duty of the prole-
tariat”. The political polemic between the two schools of so-
cialism began in Spain. It has continued to spread and to grow
ever since.

The Manifesto then stressed the internationalism, the uni-
versality of the objectives pursued and the vision of the future:
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Most certainly some objections on details can be levelled at
the ideas on economic organisation, so long as one puts one-
self in the context of the period, and takes into account, for in-
stance, the economic structures of Andalusia and other regions.
But what matters are the broad outlines, the ever. present con-
structive spirit, whichmeans that the errors of anticipation can
be quickly corrected when the time comes.10 And one should
bear in mind this constant return to ”complete education”. It
has been possible to write, and with justice, that Joaquin Costa,
the great republican leader and sociologist, an inspired autodi-
dact, who did so much to raise the cultural level of the Spanish
people, and made free education one of the major planks of his
struggle, had been preceded by those libertarian workers and
peasants whose material existence was so dull but whose spirit
was so illumined.

The period of illegality begun in 1872-73 passed, and after
nine years during which innumerable struggles were engaged,
the syndical organisation, once more nationally linked, held a
congress in Barcelona. At the end of the discussions a Mani-
festo was drafted for the Spanish people. Exaggerations apart,
the same ideal was recalled with the same insistence:

”We the workers who are the true craftsmen in
society, its creative and vital force, who through
our material and intellectual efforts11 are building
towns and villages, who work on the land and ex-
tract from its bowels the most precious products;
who build ships which cross the seas transporting
the wealth that we produce; who build the rail-
ways which link the most isolated regions; who
lay cables at the bottom of the ocean which make

10 This was verified in fact during the revolution, some libertarians had
remained at the stage of the free, autarchic commune; they easily rectified.

11 It is noteworthy that the proletarian attitude did not exclude a crite-
rion which gave to intellectual workers a place in the struggle.
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anybody, apart from furniture, clothing and other
objects for personal use.
5. The organisation of the federation of popular
forces of all the federations, cantons, and of all
countries.
8. The local councils will subdivide into as many
commissions as are considered necessary: defence,
subsistence, administration, work, education, can-
tonal and federal relations, etc…
9. Dissolution of all the organs of the exist-
ing State, destruction and burning of all title
deeds and rent certificates mortgages, financial
securities, recognisances, etc
10. seizure and concentration of all gold reserves
and paper money, jewellery and precious stones
found in the locality; centralisation of all con-
sumer goods and; partial concentration of tools
and machines in utilisable workshops.
11. Cantonal and regional congresses will take
over the management, through special commis-
sions, of all that cannot be done by individual
communes, cantonal and regional defence, the
organisation of public services, the merchant
navy, railways, Posts and Telegraphs, etc.; nomi-
nation of delegates from the region to the general
Congress and in other regions.”’

Clearly, the problems went on being studied in the theoret-
ical sense, without preventing the movement from achieving
great material strength. At that time ”wild-cat” strikes took
place in the countryside, particularly in Levante and Andalu-
sia. Depending on the regions and provinces in which the gov-
ernors, delegates and representatives of the central power had
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the right to suspend constitutional guarantees, to close down
premises, to arrest and deport administratively whoever they
chose to pick on; where the police resorted to torture, where
unemployment was rife, where ”agitators” and their families
were reduced to such a state of penury that a pair of canvas
shoes was often a luxury, journals propagating the ideal ap-
peared openly or clandestinely.

Who will ever know how many? Let us take an example. In
the small town of Corunna (on the coast to the north of Por-
tugal), alone, where the number of inhabitants increased from
30,000 to 60,000 between’ 1874 and 1923, four libertarian com-
munist or anarchist, and of course also syndicalist, weeklies
appeared in succession during those years: La Bandera Roja,
La Emancipacion, El Corsario, La Lucha Obrera. Later, after a
prolonged period of repression, there were another five: Ger-
minal, La Emancipacion, La Voz del Obrero, Tierra and Soli-
daridad Obrera (the present writer has contributed to the two
latter journals).

It would be impossible, unless one had the archives of the
Ministry of the Interior at one’s disposal, to list all the publica-
tion that appeared between 1870 and 1936. But let us quote the
figures we know for the year 1936 – and probably the list is not
complete: two dailies: Solidaridad Obrera, organ of the CNT,
which appeared in Barcelona with a circulation of between
40,000 and 50,000, and C.N.T. the Madrid organ of the same
organisation with an average circulation of 30,000. Among the
periodicals – about ten in all – the veteran of the Spanish an-
archist press, Tierra y Libertad, published in Barcelona with a
circulation of 20,000; Vida Obrera was published in Gijon (As-
turias); El Productor appeared in Seville; Cultura y Accion in
Saragossa. But that is not all, for in addition there were the
Reviews. There was Tiempos Nuevos in Barcelona with a cir-
culation of 15,000; La Revista Blanca, with a minimum circu-
lation of 5,000; Esfuerzo, also published in Barcelona and with
the same circulation; in Valencia Orto had a similar circulation,
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but above all there was Estudios, with an average circulation
of 65,000 copies which at times reached 75,000.

In all these publications the same objectives were continu-
ally put forward. Whereas in other countries, and during pe-
riods of struggle, stress was only laid on criticism, the single
immediate demand, the denunciation of the ills of society, of-
ten with curses, the directing and constructive ideas were here
continually recalled. Even during a period of illegality, El Mu-
nicipio Libre, a journal published in Malaga, could publish the
following in its May or June issue of 1880:

”Wewant the constitution of free communes, inde-
pendent from any centralising tie, with no other
union than that which stems from federal pacts
freely agreed to and always subject to repeal by
the contracting communes.
”The appropriation by the communes of the land,
the instruments of work of which the full right of
use has been granted to the agricultural and indus-
trial Collectives.
”The recognition of the social rights of individuals
of both sexes who contribute to production.
”Complete education, and application of all the
moral and physical means of development to the
education of children.
”Amunicipal system guaranteeing in full the rights
of the individual.
”Organisation of work allowing to eachworker the
enjoyment of the whole product of his labour.
”Advances to be made in all activities which will
allow mankind to take advantage of all inventions
and progress, the fruits of man’s genius.”
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were to be found men, combatants, who for decades had been
pursuing constructive objectives, gifted as theywerewith a cre-
ative initiative and a practical sense which were indispensable
for local adaptation and whose spirit of innovation constituted
a powerful leaven, capable of coming up with conclusive solu-
tions at the required time.

The situation was therefore revolutionary both by reason of
the will of the people as well as by reason of the forces in ac-
tion. And this obliges us before entering more deeply into the
exposition of the directions and the development of the new
achievements, to refute some statements concerning these ba-
sic factors in the situation.

In the first place we refer to the contradictory situation re-
sulting from the political participation of our movement in the
central government, and in the regional Catalan government.

”Since you collaborate with the government,” the anti-
fascists opposed to the Collectives have many times repeated,
”you don’t have to act outside governmental legality.”

Theoretically the argument seemed logical. In fact things
were much less simple. Firstly, we had only four ministers out
of 16 in the Valencia government, we were constantly put in a
minority position by the other sectors in a coalition against us,
and the key ministers – Finance and War for instance – were
filled by members of that coalition. It would have been too
clever and too easy to constrain us to revolutionary passivity
in return for an illusory concession at governmental level. And
certainly, too often, our ministers tended to be only too ready
to accept such a state of affairs.

We could be told that that collaboration had been ratified by
the assemblies, plenums and congresses of our movement. But
in fact what happened was that, drowned by the bursts of elo-
quence of our interminable speechifiers, the delegates of the
provinces, the small towns and villages approved of the minis-
terial collaboration because they were overwhelmed by a situ-
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Social 8,000 were sold in Andalusia alone. Let us not forget
that at that time Spain had a population of 18 million 65% of
whom were illiterate. One should add that about 20 regional
congresses had preceded the Seville congress in order to study
the Agenda and to decide upon the motions to be submitted for
it.

1883 – La Revista Social announces that at Marchena, a
worker earns from 2 to 3 ”reales” (1 ”real” = a quarter of a
peseta) a day. There are 30,000 unemployed in the Andalusian
countryside. the federation helps 3,500 of them (there is
therefore a practical mutual aid limited only by available
resources). The government ”closes libraries and workers’
schools”.

But the violent, desperate character of the social struggle
has provoked the constitution of a secret society, La Marzo
Negra (The Black Hand). More than 400 people are arrested,
accused of belonging to it. Militants from the province of
Valencia are deported to the Mariannes Islands. Soon 2,000
workers are charged with belonging to the mysterious organ-
isation; terror reigns. The local federations dissolve, house
searches take place throughout most of the country, social
crimes are committed, the civil guard carries out searches
night and day, arrests, imprisons, tortures. A large scale trial
is being mounted in Montilla (province of Cadiz-Andalusia).
In the library-school in La Linea (province of Cadiz) the civil
guard seize furniture, tables, books, equipment, etc.

In May the first trial of the Mano Negra starts. The Advocate
General demands thirty death sentences. Five of the wretches
sentenced will be executed. The police make out they have
discovered a new secret organisation and arrest twenty o£ its
members.

1885-1886-1887 – In Coruffa (Galicia) an uprising of peas-
ants against the city toll. Books, papers, registers are com-
mitted to the flames. The troops open fire, the insurrection
lasts two days. The peasants of Canollas, (3) in the province
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of Barcelona, refuse to pay taxes, a hundred men armed with
sticks oblige the collector to withdraw. According to the liber-
tarian journal El Obrero (The Worker) in December 1886 alone
the State seized 75 farms in Jodar, 32,000 in the province of
Logrono, 4,000 in the Balearics, for non-payment of taxes. In
Onteniente, province of Valencia, the people storm the town
hall with the battle cry of ”Down with Taxes” and burn all
book-keeping documents It is estimated that from 1880-1886
the Finance Ministry seized by order of the courts 99,931 rural
and urban, properties. Since the Restoration, in thirteen years,
the figure was to reach 999,000.3

The number of seizures was enormous, but we cannot check
the exact figure retrospectively. Nevertheless in May 1887 it
is announced that in the region of Alcaniz (province of Teruel)
3,000 farms must be sold for non-payment of taxes. New
and widespread disturbances are announced in various places
against the city tolls, and the civil guard reply by firing on the
demonstrators, killing and wounding some. Arrests take place
throughout Andalusia to counteract the campaign for the
Chicago Martyrs. In Grazanela (province of Cadiz) 24 men and
6 women are imprisoned. In many small towns (for instance
in Rio Tinto, province of Huelva, Andalusia) there is active
solidarity between the factory workers’ movement and that
of the miners. Desperate poverty in numerous villages and
small towns in Andalusia. In La Loja (province of Granada),
Ecija, Los Arcos, Sanlucar, Grazamela, the mayors telegraph
to the Madrid government asking for help and troops. The
Portuguese newspaper Grito de Provo announces 414,565
confiscations of property (without specifying in what period
of time), of which 63,562 in the province of Cuenca (New
Castile), 73,395 in the province of Saragossa. The peasants of
Old Castile emigrate in large numbers.

3 The struggle against the Inland Revenue explains in part, probably,
the hostility of the Spanish people for the State.
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the metal workers’ syndicate first called for a return to work
(which had been stopped by the general strike) and then
refused, as did the other syndicates, to accept the reduction in
working hours proposed by the Catalan government; finally
it instructed the workshops to blind lorries and vans so that
they could be despatched to the combat areas.7

And it was thus that in the name of the measures neces-
sary to ensure victory, a fair number of industrial enterprises
were expropriated, their owners treated as real or potential fas-
cists, which was true in a very large number of cases. In the
medium sized enterprises, matters did not stop there, for by an
irreversible development systematically carried out, the Con-
trol Committee changed into amanagement Comite, where the
boss no longer figured as such, but as a technician when he had
the necessary qualifications.

It is clear, the social revolution which took place then did not
stem from a decision by the leading organisms of the C.N.T. or
from the slogans launched by the militants and agitators who
were in the public limelight but who rarely lived up to expec-
tations. It occurred spontaneously, naturally, not (and let us
avoid demagogy) because ”the people” in general had suddenly
become capable of performing miracles, thanks to a revolution-
ary vision which suddenly inspired them, but because, and it is
worth repeating, among those people there was a large minor-
ity, whowere active, strong, guided by an ideal which had been
continuing through the years a struggle started in Bakunin’s
time and that of the First International;8 for in countless places

7 They were called tanks. Poor tanks, it is true, and how inadequate
against which bullets perhaps ricocheted but not so shells, but, in any case,
they gave a feeling of security to those who left for the fronts.

8 There is no yardstick between the numerical importance of the Span-
ish libertarian forces in 1936 and those of the Bolsheviks in 1917. Neither as
to the existing aptitudes of those forces in the field of production, work, and
creative activities. The Bolsheviks were in all some 200,000 to 250,000 in a
population of 140 million.
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But inevitably new steps were rapidly taken. It is true that in
general the Catalan industrial bourgeoisie was anti-francoist, if
for no other reason that that Franco, a son of Galicia and a Span-
ish nationalist, was anti-Catalanist, and that for the Catalans
his triumph would mean the end of regional autonomy won
with difficulty, and the suppression of political rights as well as
linguistic privileges. But it is probable that between these dan-
gers and those represented by the revolutionary forces advo-
cating libertarian communism and expropriation of the bosses,
the former evil soon appeared to them as the lesser; Thus the
interruption of work as a result of the closure of factories and
workshops on the morrow of the defeat inflicted on the armed
forces could quite rightly be viewed as an indirect contribution
to the insurgent fascists’ cause. Poverty, already symbolised
by unemployment, a problem to which the Republic had been
incapable of offering any solution, was to increase and would
be one of the most potent factors of disorder from which the
enemy would profit. Work had to continue therefore, and to
make sure of it control committees were set up in every indus-
trial enterprise on the initiative of the C.N.T. or of its militants
acting spontaneously, to supervise all aspects of production.

That was the first step. But another reason, fully justified,
obliged them to take another, and in some industries to take
both almost at the same time. It was necessary to create
without delay an armaments industry to supply a still mobile
front 160 miles from Barcelona and 32 miles beyond the
boundaries of Catalonia, and which could get closer with dire
consequences to Catalonia (the terrain was an easy one over
most of its area). We have seen that, once the armed forces
employed by the fascists, without being themselves fascists
(consisting often of ordinary soldiers) had been driven back at
the barracks of Barcelona, militias had been organised which
immediately set off for Aragon. To do this it was necessary to
get the trains moving again. The railway workers’ Syndicate
undertook to do so without hesitation. At the same time
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What we have just enumerated, and which is necessarily in-
complete so far as it concerns the social struggle during this
period of twelve years, allows one to judge the intensity of the
battles waged by the people in all the regions of Spain – with
the probable exception of the Basque country.

Other factors complete the explanation of the behaviour of
the people of the countryside, and onewould bewrong to judge
their attitude simply by the desperate uprising to which we
have just referred. Certainly the struggle was punctuated with
periods of inactivity, when the forces of repression got the
upper hand and drove the peasants’ syndicates into illegality
for whole years, and when the majority were overtaken by a
feeling of resignation. But the libertarian militants were al-
ways there as a ferment, as a leaven. They continued to in-
fluence through action or by propaganda, the circulation of
newspapers and journals, the creation of libraries, even to sup-
port of the local section of the republican party when one ex-
isted. They gave proof of a will, a stoicism, and heroism often
staggering In their hundreds they experienced – and often for
long periods – prison, banishment to the penal islands, depor-
tation, exile, boycott by the caciques and by their administra-
tors, blacklisting by the bosses, by tradesmen refusing to give
credit, by innumerable persecutions. But this struggle hard-
ened men, and forged powerful wills. We have said, and will
see increasingly, that often the small proprietors who enjoyed
a certain material independence, could act and struggle with
greater effect than the wage earners. It is these small, indepen-
dent libertarian proprietors who contributed most during the
years 1915-1920 to the rebirth of the libertarianmovement even
in the town of Valencia, where, under the monarchy, repub-
licanism had captured the opposition. On Sunday mornings,
abandoning their tasks, they came down from the villages and
the mountain districts, or from the Huerta, to collaborate with
those in the townwhowere exerting themselves to re-establish
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the forces that had been swept away by the repressions. They
were the supporters, the principal artisans of this revival.

It was in the region of the Levante that I came to know
Narciso Poimireau4 who lived in the village of Pedralva, in
the mountainous and poor region of the province of Valencia
where he owned some land and figured amongst the well-to-
do of the area. And yet, Narciso Poimireau, tall, spare, with a
heart of gold and an illumined mind, was the agitator par excel-
lence in the canton of Liria, which possibly provides the most
interesting social history of the region of the Levante.

He worked in his fields, and at night would leave on foot
in order not to tire his mule who like himself had to work the
next day – crossing the rocky paths, going from one village to
the next, preaching the libertarian gospel, and organising the
peasants. He had realised on some of his assets andmaintained
a rationalist school at which his daughter was the teacher. At
the same time as struggling against the rich exploiters he car-
ried on the struggle against the priest. He also spoke at meet-
ings; but within our movement because of his moral rectitude
he was in the region the inspirer and thoughtful guide, who
calmed the outbursts of anger and opposed manifestations of
hatred.

When Franco’s troops took over, his local adversaries who,
after all, had not been pursued by him during the anti-Franco
period, arrested him. There was no news of him for some time,
then one day the authorities summoned the inhabitants to the
village square. And before them, holding him up to ridicule,
they paraded a cart on which there was a large wooden cage.
In the cage was Narciso Poimireau locked up like Don Quixote
on his pitiful return and subjected to the mockery of the pub-

4 The name is more French than Spanish. Narciso Poimireau was a
distant descendant of those peasants about whom Taine speaks and who,
ruined by the extortions of Louis XIV’s tax collector, driven by misery, had
to emigrate to Spain.
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ably unable to do. In the villages, more numerous than in
Aragon for the soil and the climate made possible a more in-
tensive cultivation and a denser population, in the small agro-
industrial towns of from 10-20 thousand inhabitants, provision-
ing was paralysed or decreased in an alarmingmanner because
the middlemen, doubtful of the morrow and often of the out-
come of the war, hesitated at parting with their money and
even at selling the goods that they had in stock (thoughts of
speculation certainly influenced some of them). In addition,
for others who were supporters of fascism, it was a kind of
passive resistance. There was fairly soon a growing shortage
of groceries, haberdashery, sanitary goods, fertilisers, selected
seeds, tools, some foodstuffs and this was beginning to upset
daily life. So, faced with the inertia of the other sectors, our
comrades who, almost everywhere, had gone into the munici-
pal councils where they increased the number of motions and
the initiatives, succeeded in having original measures adopted.
Often, thanks to them, the municipality organised provision-
ing centres which reduced the ascendancy of private business
and set in motion distributive socialisation. Then, rapidly, the
same municipality undertook to buy from the peasants, still re-
luctant, the products of their labour, for which they were paid
at a higher rate than they received from the normal middlemen
or wholesalers. Finally, a stage which had become complemen-
tary, integral Collectives, though incomplete in relation to the
local population as a whole, appeared in due course and devel-
oped.

As to industrial production in small towns and large cities,
the situation often reminded one of that created by small com-
merce and agriculture. The small bosses, the artisans employ-
ing up to four workers often hesitated as to what they should
do, not daring to risk their meagre financial resources. So our
syndicates would intervene, recommending or demanding as
the case might be, that production be continued.
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and Albacete) difficulties unknown in Aragon emerged. In the
first place, because at that time many inhabitants of the region
imagined themselves protected from the fascist danger by the
distance that separated them from the front line, and by the su-
periority of republican armament (official demagogy deceived
the people to the very end). Secondly because the various polit-
ical parties had not disappeared; after a brief moment of panic
they had recovered at the same time as the central government
was consolidating itself and organising its bureaucracy and po-
lice. If the government’s transfer to Valencia freed the Cen-
tral region from its pressures, and facilitated the emergence
of the Castilian Collectives, it increased the possibilities in the
Levante of an anti-socialisation resistance not only among the
parties but also from the bourgeoisie, the petty traders, and
peasants who were attached to their property.

The act of expropriation was therefore directed against the
large estates the owners of which were either fascists – which
made things easier – or were considered as such. In any case,
the large estates could not be openly defended, at least in the
first period, by what was left of the local authorities. The cul-
tivation of the orange tree, which is one of the features of the
Levante, demands heavy outgoings; so much so that almost all
the orange-groves belonged to large, often public, Companies
and, sometimes, included jurisdiction over many villages. On
a small scale, the same situation often obtained in the much
smaller rice-growing zone. The seizure of these large estates
was justified at that time when the political and the social were
interdependent, for the need to disarm economic fascism com-
pleted its political and military disarmament. And in one way
or another the revolution was establishing itself.

It did so using other means too. Still in the Levante, our com-
rades not wishing to provoke clashes with other anti-fascist
sectors since the struggle against the common enemy remained
in the forefront, had to take initiatives which the republicans,
socialists, and other respecters of the Law were demonstrat-
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lic summarily assembled. ”But the people did not make fun of
me, they looked at me with sorrow, and Franco’s men got noth-
ing for their pains,” he told my informant from his prison cell.
Narciso Poimireau was shot by the Francoists.

Let us turn to the northern part of Aragon, and to another
of those exceptional men who compel admiration. His name is
Juan Ric, and he is still alive somewhere in France. He lived in
Binefar in the province of Huesca, and owned 15 hectares (37
acres) of good irrigated land – a small fortune – and raised and
sold some hundred sheep a year, owned two mules and, with
his wife, looked after a grocer’s shop which belonged to her.
At the same time he was the principal activist in the local and
cantonal libertarian syndicalist movement.

Always driving himself with an inexhaustible vitality, he
was on a number of occasions pursued for subversive activ-
ities. Following a premature uprising in December 1934 in
which some civil guards had been killed in the struggle, he
found himself condemned twice to a life sentence (which at
that time meant thirty-three years in prison) with a further fif-
teen years added. In all some eighty-two years; Ric no longer
remembers exactly how many. He came out of prison with the
amnesty of 1936, and of course immediately resumed the strug-
gle. And naturally a few months later he was in the forefront
of the antifrancoist counter-offensive. It was also obvious that
I should find him, ever active and smiling, as the prime mover
in the collectivist organisation of the canton of Binefar, which
will be described in a later chapter. He had to cross to the
other side of the Pyrenees at the time of the Franco advance,
experienced the French concentration camps,5 and later that

5 Those concentration camps overwhich hardly anyonewas aroused at
the time, were guarded by the garde mobile and the Senegalese sharpshoot-
ers. Hundreds of refugees died there. Ric managed to escape and took part
in the struggle against the Nazi forces in the Rouergue region and, informed
against by communists (this is not the only example), he was arrested and
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of Dachau where he was taken by the Hitler police and from
which he came out alive by a miracle, and is ready tomorrow
if he can return to Binefar (where the local inhabitants refused
to buy his fields which the francoists had put up for auction)
to begin again the experiment of an egalitarian and libertarian
collectivity with the same enthusiasm, the same willingness,
the same illumined faith.

How many more rich, exciting biographies could be writ-
ten of exceptional men, of revolutionary libertarians, peasants,
small proprietors and salaried workers, stubborn believers in
the revolution because they were believers in justice and love!
I have in front of me a short account that one such man drafted
at my request, and who was the key figure in the peasant strug-
gles in Navalmoral de la Mata, a small town of 7,500 inhabi-
tants in the province of Caceres, in Estremadura. He was twice
condemned to death, gravely wounded in the battles against
the francoist forces, spent eighteen years in convict prisons,
and if he had the strength and the opportunity he too, I am
sure, would be ready to resume the struggles which I will now
summarise. But this unknown hero, modest and humble, feels
it necessary to pay homage to another modest and unknown
hero, before writing about himself. This is what he says:

”Before I start talking about myself I want to speak
of Alfonso Gonzalez, the oldest militant of Naval-
moral. He was the father of all us anarchists, had
been imprisoned many times, twice sentenced to
death, arrested by the francoists on 22 July, 1936
and set free in 1942 he was rearrested in 1944 be-
cause he was acting as the liaison agent for the
guerrillas in the region, was condemned to a con-
vict prison and locked up in the penitentiary of
Ocana. He served his sentence and returned; at the

sent to Dachau from where he eventually emerged weighing 35 kilos (79
lbs.).
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One should remember that the Francoist uprising took place
on July 19. By then the corn was ripe and the departure of the
large terratenientes (most of whom lived in their town houses)
or their administrators – almost always local despots dominat-
ing a large section of the peasantry – carried with it the aban-
donment and loss of the crop. The question of the harvest there-
fore presented itself immediately after the general administra-
tive takeover.

And in agreement with the delegates for agriculture, the
prime movers among the peasants called a conference of their
comrades. Machines and equipment found on the large estates
– the only ones to possess machines – were requisitioned as
well as the beasts of burden, and the men and women reapers
who so often were still cutting the corn with scythes. The corn
was cut, the sheaves made and gathered, and the harvest stored
in improvised communal barns. Wheat, potatoes, sugar beet,
vegetables, fruit, meat became collective assets placed under
the responsibility of the local Comite nominated by everybody.

Nevertheless, collectivisation in the full sense of the word
had not yet been achieved. Taking over the usurped property
was not enough. Collectivism – a term widely and sponta-
neously adopted presupposed the disappearance of all the
small, medium and, above all, the large, private properties;
the small properties voluntarily, the rest by force, and their
integration in a vast system of public ownership and work in
common. This was not done everywhere in a uniform manner.

Whereas in Aragon, 80% of the cultivated land belonged to
the large landowners, in other regions, such as the Levante and
above all in Catalonia, small holdings very often predominated
or played an important role in the villages which had a very
diversified horticulture. Though our best comrades were of-
ten smallholders, and though in many cases the other small-
holders joined the Collectives with enthusiasm and even or-
ganised them, it was a fact that in the region of the Levante
(provinces of Castellon de la Plana, Valencia, Murcia, Alicante
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It goes without saying that this revolution was accompa-
nied by another quite as fundamental, in the distribution of
consumer goods, not only as a consequence of the new needs
created by the war, but also by the new social ethic that was
manifesting itself. All along in the Aragonese villages – and it
started very is soon in the region of the Levante – the struggle
against fascism seemed incompatible with the capitalist order
and its inequalities. Thus, in subsequent meetings of the vil-
lages, often even in the first, the family wage was established
which equalised the means of existence for all the inhabitants,
men, women and children.

Local finances were soon under the control of the elected
Comite, which sequestrated any funds found in the local
branches of banks, sometimes issuing a receipt, or in the
homes of the rich who generally had decamped. In some cases
local currency, based on the nominal value of the peseta, was
printed, as well as food vouchers and to which we will refer
in due course. In others, all money was entirely abolished and
a Rationing Table drawn up and applicable to everybody. The
important point was that equality of the means of existence
was emerging, and from one day to the next a social revolution
was being achieved almost without upheaval.

In order the better to ensure free consumption, or to
avoid both waste and possible hoarding, the Comite took
over control of distribution. In some cases the shopkeepers
themselves were entrusted with the job or collaborated. In
others, commerce disappeared as such, and there were created
one or more depots and municipal warehouses, generally
referred to as cooperatives, in which often former professional
distributors were put in charge. Sometimes, out of a feeling of
humanity, small shopkeepers who, after all, harmed nobody
were left to go on selling their remaining stocks at controlled
prices. Once the stocks were exhausted they joined the
Collective.
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age of 84 the authorities expelled him from Naval-
moral. He spent six months in the village of Ta-
lavuela, and returned to Navalmoral where he died
six months later. By a will made before a notary he
demanded a civil burial. The authorities sought to
ignore his wishes but the notary succeeded in get-
ting the old fighter’s wishes respected. A breach
was made in the wall of the cemetery so that the
passage of the body along the paths blessed by
God and the priests should not contaminate other
tombs, and he was buried in an isolated corner.”

And now, summarised, what concerns the writer of these
lines’ Ambrosio Marcos, himself:

”The liberal opposition, which represented an im-
portant step in Navalmoral, appeared, during the
years of the monarchy towards the end of the last
century, in the persons of eminent republicans
who left behind them pleasant memories among
the people. One of them founded a large public
library where were to be found all the books
on general culture as well as those dealing with
the social problem, and therefore also books of
anarchist sociology, so numerous in Spain. This
is not at all surprising, for certain republican
currents of thought maintained fraternal relations
with the workers’ revolutionary movement in the
anti-monarchist opposition. Social conflicts arose
in the form of agrarian strikes, struggles against
the large landowners. We have no details, but at
the beginning of the century, there is talk of the
Mano Negra (The Black Hand) which caused such
terror that mothers threatened their children with
it! It replaced the devil.”
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In 1905, the people of Navalmoral rose to defend the liberal
mayor who had just been elected, and against whom the Mar-
quis of Comillas, who was reputed to be the richest man in
Spain, possessing estates within the jurisdiction of Navalmoral
as well as in many other regions, applied his veto. A company
of Civil Guards hastened there with rifles and light artillery, to
give support to the local forces; after skirmishes it ended with
their withdrawal and a triumphant people. In the years that
followed there are records of demonstrations against the high
cost of living. In 1916 a local workers’ Federation was founded,
which supported the General Union ofWorkers (U.G.T. – social-
ist and reformist). But there were some libertarian militants
on the spot who, a year later, won over this Federation to the
National Confederation of Labour (C.N.T.). The usual social
conflicts took place. In late 1923 Primo de Rivera established
his dictatorship. The syndicates were closed, as happened in
many other towns and regions of Spain where social agitation
was intense. There then emerged that kind of genius for clan-
destinity which has already been noted. The union movement
continued in spite of the closing of the syndicates, the mem-
bers paid their dues, met in the fields (in other parts it might
be in the woods or the mountains). As the law did not forbid
the constitution of work groups, nor even of certain forms of
association, the carters organised themselves into a work col-
lective. At the height of the repression, they went beyond the
wage system. Workers in other trades did likewise.6

Primo de Rivera abandoned power in November 1930. The
Syndicate is immediately reconstituted. In one month it boasts
a membership of 1,500. The peasants join in their turn. Soon
there are 400, some landless, the others possessing only a few
ares (1 are = 120 square yards) of ”secano” (dry lands). Ambro-
sio Marcos concerned himself with the agricultural friendly so-
ciety which had been founded by Catholic militants or socially

6 Ambrosio Marcos does not tell us which.
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selves with grand definitions, and inspired by the standards
which the movement had always advocated, our comrades pro-
posed a new structure for all aspects of collective life. For them,
who had struggled so hard and suffered against social inequal-
ity and for an equally social justice, since the Republic had col-
lapsed, the occasion presented itself to install a new regime
and a new way of life. And instead of reconstructing along the
old lines they proposed a natural and functional structure in
accordance with the local situation considered as a whole.

The war came first but the lives of each and all, the prob-
lems of general consumption, agricultural production and all
activities indispensable to collective life were also important. It
would therefore be decided to nominate someone to be respon-
sible for directing or coordinating agricultural work; it was fol-
lowed by the problem of stock rearing5 for which another del-
egate was given the task of preparing a return, of dealing with
overall supervision and the rapid increase in the production of
butcher’s meat. Then followed the small local industries the
continued existence of which had to be assured and also if pos-
sible expanded. At the same time immediate steps were taken
to deal with public instruction, a permanent concern in our
movement in view of the scandalous level of illiteracy. Then
the public services, health, planning, roads, and the organisa-
tion of barter and food supplies. The various delegates com-
posed the Comite.6 Sometimes, depending on the importance
of the localities, the same comrade would have two functions.
More often than not these men would be working in the fields
or workshops and only one of them would be available during
the day to deal with urgent matters.

5 Teruel had at first remained in some kind of no-man’s land. In order
to seize control for themselves, the Republican authorities in Valencia had
sent a force of Civil Guards which turned on our forces, destroyed them and
handed over the town to the fascists.

6 In Spain the raising of livestock is considered as separate from what
is referred to as agriculture.
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civic responsibilities were the rare exceptions. Terrified, out-
flanked, unsuited to the struggle, or in sympathy with the fas-
cists, almost all stood down or disappeared. By contrast, in
many cases militants of the C.N.T. would appear with the ad-
vance guard and often took control of the situation. Once the
struggle was over – in the rearguard it was of short duration –
a general organisation in the villages had to be improvised and
coordination essential to local life established. There again, in
the overwhelming majority of cases the same men took the
necessary steps. Their experience as union organisers predis-
posed them to undertaking the tasks of local administration.
They were used to public meetings, responsible committees,
administrative boards, and the role of coordinators. It is not
surprising therefore that in most cases, if not in all, where the
local authorities had disappeared, they should have called all
the inhabitants of the village to a public meeting in the public
square or in the municipal buildings (just as previously they
would call members of the syndicate to a meeting of workers)
in order to examine the situation with them and to decide what
should be done. And everywhere, in those villages of Aragon
abandoned by the authorities, they appointed not another mu-
nicipal council based on the political parties but an administra-
tive Comite instructed to take in hand the responsibilities of
public life.

This was decided either by a majority vote or by unanimous
agreement, and it is not surprising that in general men known
for their dynamism, so needed at that moment, were chosen.
They also included, but in smaller numbers, and often on
the insistence of C.N.T. militants themselves, militants of the
U.G.T., occasionally Left republicans who in their personal
conduct had not always followed the party directives, and
still attributed to republicanism the social content which it
advocated in the past.

But this variety of loyalties did not imply the setting up of
fundamentally political authorities. Without hampering them-
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neutral people. Himself a landowner, and aided by other work-
ers and peasants, he has an influence on the members and wins
them over to the struggle for the land, and in January 1931 the
field workers and the poor peasants take possession of the es-
tates of theMarquis de Comillas and of other very large owners
of these properties which had always remained uncultivated ~
and which they have always wanted. In great numbers they
. set about clearing and digging and sowing. The Civil Guard
intervene, the workers appear to give in, withdraw with their
animals, their carts and their tools; the Civil Guard remain in
occupation, triumphant. But instead of returning home, the:
peasants go to the other side of the village, on another estate„
where they resume the same kind of work. The women and
children bring them drinks and food and then remain on the
roads to warn of the arrival of the enemy, who in the end get
tired of this game of hide-and-seek and leave to the peasants
the fruits of their occupation.

In April 1931 the Republic was proclaimed. The new author-
ities did what their predecessors of the monarchy did not. A
trial against the peasants lasted for six months. They were con-
demned to pay compensation for the use of the land but did
not. Come July, they gather the harvest. The winter (1931-32)
comes. The landowners want repossession of their property,
the peasants resist. The Civil Guard intervene armed with ri-
fles, but again beat a retreat.

On a spring day a caravan of 500 labourers took to the road
leading to the fields. A regular ants’ nest of humans set to
work. The incident caused a sensation - the Madrid newspa-
pers reported it, journalists and photographers turned up for
on the spot reports. In other regions, peasants invaded the un-
cultivated estates, and the Civil Guard, now republican, began
to open fire. But not in Navalmoral de la Mata for the time
being because, in Ambrosio Marcos, words, ”they are afraid of
us”. Come 1933, The collective work on the estates continues,
but relations are more and more tense. There were continuous
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conflicts between the big terrateraentes, the caciques or their
administrators backed by the armed forces on the one hand,
and the peasants and the workers’ syndicates on the other. In
March 1933, eight of the most active militants, which of course
included Ambrosio Marcos, were secretly arrested during the
night. The order had been given to apply to them the ley de
fuga.7 But within an hour the news was known, the telephone
mobilised, and the whole population was in the streets, and
all the approach roads blocked to prevent the arrival of the de-
tainees at the provincial prison of Caceres. The authorities ar-
ranged for the itinerary of the cars to be changed, and no one
dared to apply the ley de fuga, and at three in the morning our
comrades arrived safe and sound at their proper destination.
But at daybreak in Navalmoral, not only were all the roads still
cut off; the Town Hall was taken by assault, the local authori-
ties were taken hostage by the peasants and workers, salaried
or otherwise.

The detainees were not released, as the authorities wanted
to destroy the expropriation movement at all costs. But their
places were taken by other militants and the struggle in Naval-
moral de la Mata continued.

A strike by the casual workers inMay andAugust at the time
of the harvest hits the medium sized landowners. The republi-
can government authorities, a different lot from the apostolic
figures of republicanism in its early days, intervene. But the
movement extends to the neighbouring villages, to Peralta de
la Mata, a village of no importance in which our organisation
had 500 members, to Valdeuncar with 200, to Josandilla de la
Vera, to Villanueva de la Vera. And it evenwins over the nearby

7 Under this law the police, the Civil Guard or others had the right to
fire on any detainee who might attempt to escape whilst being transferred
to the prefecture, to prison or transportation. The Civil Guard, specialists in
such matters, murdered militants in this way with the pretext that they had
attempted to escape.
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the situation. The absence of directives and official institutions
paralysed them whereas it facilitated the initiatives of the men.
who made the revolutionary struggle the basic motive for their
historic activity; very often, for this very reason, even when in
village committees or municipal councils the C.N.T. was in a
minority, it was quite as decisive, our men knowing what they
wanted and coming up with solutions where the others could
only argue, raising problems for the others as well as for them-
selves.

Of new problems there were many, often big and always ur-
gent problems. In the first place that of local defence against
attacks launched from nearby villages or from neighbouring
towns, the threat of a potential fifth column or forces gathered
in the mountains. In Aragon, every village or small town had
on the spot to face the francoist armywhich, after having taken
the provincial capitals of Saragossa and Huesca,4 was advanc-
ing on Catalonia. To halt the invaders and then to drive them
back as far away as possible: some places were taken, retaken,
sometimes lost again and yet again retaken. In other cases
the population after liquidating local fascism, sent their avail-
able forces (most often they were civilians armed only with
shotguns) to help those who were resisting or taking the of-
fensive elsewhere. All this required a spontaneous yet real or-
ganisation in spite of inevitable shortcomings. Then the mili-
tias would arrive, also improvised, sent by Catalonia and com-
posed for the most part of members of the C.N.T. which suf-
fered heavy losses of militants, often the best ones.

At other levels, and for other reasons, the need for a new or-
ganisation representing a logistics apparatus, even improvised.
made itself felt immediately. In Aragon, those mayors who
stayed at their posts or the councillors who undertook their

4 Teruel had at first remained in some kind of no-man’s land. In order
to seize control for themselves, the Republican authorities in Valencia had
sent a force of Civil Guards which turned on our forces, destroyed them and
handed over the town to the fascists.
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which stood aside, revolutionary order was being established
not only in Barcelona? but in all the towns of Catalonia. It
even happened that in many places, such as in Igualada, Gra-
nollers, Gerona, the local political parties, composed of Left
Catalanists, socialists, federalist republicans, as well as, some-
times, republicans of the Centre in Manuel Azana’s party, and
libertarians of the C.N.T., would meet as a single group within
the municipality, and the new communal authorities, free from
ties with the Catalan government, and more so with the Cen-
tral government (which soon moved from Madrid to Valencia)
constituted a local management bloc. Life thus assumed an al-
most autonomous communal character.

The melting away of the republican State was even more
marked in Aragon. Cut off from Castile in the West, where
the francoist forces were dominant and threatening, bordering
in the North along the Pyrenees with France, and to the East
with Catalonia which exerted no political pressure on it, this
region was only in contact with the zone where the central
government was seeking to dominate along what remained of
the common boundaries to the South and South-East of the
province of Teruel. Now, that province had been left to its
own devices. This ensured almost complete independence for
Aragon.3

The civil war thus created a revolutionary situation, for even
in the provinces of the Levantewhichwere not yet being threat-
ened, the determining influence exerted by the popular forces
which were inspired by the C.N.T. and the F.A.I., was upset-
ting public organisation. In many cases the united strength of
the other parties could surpass the numerical strength of these
two organisations, but their personnel were not the men for

3 A similar situation had arisen in the Asturias and in those parts of An-
dalusia and Estremadura which the francoists did not conquer immediately.
In the Basque country the autonomous government had the situation under
control for, among other reasons, the libertarian movement of the C.N.T. did
not have significant strength there, or at least, it was not comparable.
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Castilian province of Plasencia which had slumbered for cen-
turies.

In December 1933, as a reaction against the electoral tri-
umph of the right wing parties, the C.N.T. sought to call for
a national general strike which in the event proved to be a
tactical error. In Olivia de Plasencia, the Town Hall was taken
by storm, but it was in Navalmoral that the attack was seen
to be the most powerful of all. For three days the people were
masters of the town. Battle was engaged, and the Civil Guard
managed in the end to oblige the C.N.T. to beat a retreat.

Thirty-five militants, most of them peasants, appeared be-
fore the Courts and were sentenced to terms of hard labour.
They emerged from prison when the leftist Popular Front, tri-
umphant at the elections of February 1936, granted an amnesty.
In the meantime, the peasants of Navalmoral de la Mata, faced
by the superior strength of the adversary, had lost some of the
ground it had won. But they had also won some rights of land
usufruct. Ambrosio Marcos modestly sums up the results of
this epic, which alas ended with the triumph of the francoist
forces who soon after their attack on July 19, 1936 made their
victorious appearance:

”One can say, so far as the organisation of
agriculture is concerned, that our Collectives
were not the integral application of libertarian
communism,8 but that if we take into account
the circumstances, there was not a single failure.
This is what is most important, for every failure
results in a setback and sows confusion in our
midst. We had to prove that our ideas were
practical and our programme could be realised.
In spite of the authorities and the landowners,
the first attempt at cultivation in common was

8 This statement is debatable, as will be seen by what follows. But the
libertarian rank and file militants always wanted to go further.
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carried out. The least fortunate were helped,
the strongest helped the weak. Some workers
became peasants in order to take part in this new
enterprise. People in other districts were helped.
When the strike of Duro-Felguera9 took place in
the Asturias, a truck-full of chick peas and many
sacks of potatoes were sent to the strikers, as well
as money. The strikers at the Central Telephone
Exchange were similarly helped by us, and there
were other acts of solidarity.”

We have so far only given a brief account – limited in time
and geographically speaking – of the intensity of the social
struggle in the peasant and agricultural areas. But in spite of
its intensity, sometimes savage, it was possibly surpassed by
the struggle that was waged in the towns. In the first place, es-
pecially in Andalusia, town and country often acted together,
the social conflicts intermingling. But in the industrial zones,
and especially in Catalonia, the movement very quickly spread
and with a vigour which was quite exceptional. From the be-
ginning of the century, Catalonia was responsible for 70% of
Spain’s industry. The use of water power from the Pyrenees,
the permanent contact with France, the broad access to the
Mediterranean, the contribution of Franco-Belgian capital and
local human initiative, resulted in this region, which lacked
raw materials, developing in time a manufacturing industry
that acquired considerable importance.

The conditions were therefore brought together for the cre-
ation of workers’ syndicates which had already appeared in
the first half of the 19th century (as was also the case in Italy),
so much so that in 1840 there existed not only resistance soci-
eties of workers, but also craft federations which, as that of the
weavers, extended throughout the region, and that of the three

9 Aminers’ strikewhichwas full of dramatic incidents, asmost of them
were.
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Still, in Catalonia, which enjoyed an autonomous status, the
situation took on a special aspect. The day after the triumph
over the military forces and the capture of the barracks at a
cost of so many lives, Companys, president of the Catalan gov-
ernment, requested the C.N.T. and F.A.I. to send a delegation
for an important meeting. When he had the delegates before
him he made the following little speech:

”Without you, the fascists would have won in Cat-
alonia. You, the anarchists, have saved Catalonia
and I am grateful to you; but you have also earned
the right to take over the control of public life. We
are therefore ready to withdraw and to leave you
in charge of the situation.”1

Garcia Oliver, one of the most prominent anarchists, who
gave this account of the interview, replied that it was out of
the question; the hour was too grave, anti-fascist unity had to
be maintained. Companys would have to remain at the head
of the Catalan government and assume full responsibility for
the situation.2

But in fact the Catalan government was more nominal than
real. The dominant power was well and truly in the syndicates
of the C.N.T. and to a much lesser degree in the F.A.I. The re-
sistance militias were improvised, action groups of men wear-
ing red and black arm bands replaced the Republican police

1 Translator’s note: This is in fact only a summary of part of what
Companys said.

2 In fact the deeper reasons for Garcia Oliver’s attitude were others.
Hc expressed them in conversations with comrades. ”What would I have
done with the power? I was in no way prepared for what was implied, the
situation was such that I could not but fail.” And it was quite true. Garcia
Oliver like all the more or less demagogic orators of the F.A.I. was quite
ignorant of the steps that had to be taken to. direct the life, industry and
provisioning of a city like Barcelona. The same could be said of Federica
Montseny. This did not stop them from becoming ministers of the Republic.
It was easier than organising a Collective.
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liberals and Basque autonomists, communists, of U.G.T. and
C.N.T. members. Solidarity was established spontaneously in
varying degrees, depending on the town, village, or region. In
Madrid, socialists, U.G.Ters, republicans’ libertarian groups
and C.N.T. syndicates collectively took by assault the barracks
fromwhich danger might come and arrested notorious fascists,
and then dispatched forces to reconquer those localities that
had fallen into the hands of the enemy, entrenched themselves
and halted General Mola’s troops in the Sierra de Guadarrama
which Napoleon’s army had had such difficulty in crossing.

In fact, there was no official resistance for the government
had broken down. Ministers made energetic speeches on the;
radio, made gestures in a vacuum, ran round in circles for they
no longer had any organised forces, or military machinery at
their disposal, not even a bureaucratic organisation in work-
ing condition. The officer corps, most of the artillery and air-
force had gone over to the mutineers; what remained of the
army lacked unity and hesitated, the non-commissioned offi-
cers who, did not follow the fascists inspired no more confi-
dence than the, four or five generals who remained faithful to
the regime, and of whom no one was sure whether they too
would change sides ‘ at any moment. A government, a min-
istry, are created to command an organisational whole which
functions properly and according to the rules. All this was
missing.

Yes, resistance was in the streets, and for that very reason
the government was not in command of it. Political power had
been shifted, and the men who had just struck a blow to halt
fascism paid scant attention to official orders, for the minis-
ters, who on the eve of the uprising had proved themselves
so unworthy of their tasks, had lost most of their credibility.
In any case, they had lost it entirely so far as the libertarian
masses were concerned, who reproached the politicians of the
Left, and not without reason, of having done nothing to ward
off the threat they had bombastically denounced
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steam industries which, when federated, could be compared by
Anselmo Lorenzo to the Trades Unions in England.

And from 1870 onwards the anarchist syndical movement
was a revolutionary school, free from interferences, in which
the most important workers’ organisations were responsible
for their own destiny. Partial and general strikes, sabotage,
public demonstrations, meetings, struggle against strike-
breakers (they existed too), imprisonment, transportation,
trials, uprisings, lock-outs, some attentats.

The present writer arrived in Barcelona in June 1915. At that
time, the Spanish National Confederation of Labour (C.N.T.)
which had been founded four years earlier, was going through
a difficult period. Meetings against World War 1 organised by
our comrades were attracting fewer supporters than were the
Republicans’ calling for Spain’s participation alongside the Al-
lies. Yet in Barcelona there were four workers’ centres called
”Ateneos” because they each had a library, tables at which one
could sit and read, and where lectures were given. The move-
ment of anarchist groups acted in agreement with the C.N.T.

But then came the Russian Revolution, the influence of
which spread to the West, raising so many hopes. Suddenly
the membership of the syndicates grew, strikes increased, the
social struggle was intensified, always with the confrontation
of power between the workers’ organisation and that of the
employers. It was at that time that our weekly, Solidaridad
Obrera, of which Francisco Ferrer had been among the
founders, became a daily. Two years later (in 1919) we had
six dailies with the same title (in Barcelona, Bilbao, Saragossa,
Madrid, Valencia and Seville) and about a dozen weeklies
which appeared in different regions of Spain. To these one
must add magazines such as Paginas Libres, an excellent
publication edited by Dr. Pedro Vallina in Seville.

In the Andalusian countryside the harvest went up in flames,
but in the towns, in Catalonia and in Aragon and in some in-
dustrial centres in the North of Spain, strike followed strike.
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The most important of these has come to be known in the
social history of Spain as the strike of La Canadiense (the
Canadian), which broke out in Lerida, some 90 miles south
of Barcelona. This Canadian Company was building a large
dam which would have made possible the building of a big
electricity generating station. Some workers were dismissed
and their comrades immediately came out on a solidarity
strike, and in view of the resistance put up by the Company
the movement first spread throughout the province, but then
to the other three Catalan provinces. There has rarely been a
general strike which was more complete, more uncompromis-
ing or more impressive. Not only the workshops and factories,
but all means of communication came to a halt. Workers’
power made the law in the streets. Only doctors could freely
circulate. Cafes, hotels, restaurants, all were closed. At night
Barcelona had a complete blackout. That strike, which lasted
from February 5 up to March 20, 1919 was an extraordinary
battle waged against the employers and the authorities.

But the repression was let loose. Spanish law allowed for –
and never ceased to do so even during the Republic which on
the contrary, intensified the repressive legislation – internment
both of common law criminals, even if they had served their
sentence, and political opponents, especially militant workers
considered to be subversives or constituting a danger to public
order.

This gave the political authorities possibilities of taking ac-
tion which they used in full measure. In the years from 1920
to 1924, there were times when the internees could be counted
in thousands. Not only was the ”Model Prison” of Barcelona
bursting its sides but internees had to be housed in the monu-
mental Arenas, and boats were loaded with them in the outer
harbour, as had been done in France after the Commune using
pontoons. Whoever lived through those intensive turbulent
days cannot forget.
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CHAPTER IV: A
REVOLUTIONARY
SITUATION

When on July 19, 1936 the fascist attack was unleashed the re-
ply to it was centred entirely on resistance to the insurgent
army, against the threat which not only put the legal govern-
ment in jeopardy, but the very existence of the forces of the
Left and Centre, as well as the quite relative, but nevertheless
tangible, freedoms that were represented by the Republic.

Already on the eve of the military uprising the C.N.T. had
called for a general strike and almost everywhere this call had
been followed. It was not a case of social revolution, of the
proclamation of libertarian communism as had been attempted
prematurely in other circumstances. The offensive was not
being taken against capitalist society, the State, the parties
and the defenders of established order; one was confronting
fascism. As we have seen, in Catalonia and particularly in
Barcelona, it was above all the forces of the C.N.T. and of
the F.A.I. supported by the Assault Guards who forced back
the infantry regiments which had been sent onto the streets
by their officers on the orders of the military commander in
charge.

Firstly, to prevent the triumph of fascism; for if they
won the struggle, it would be the end of the republicans of
the different tendencies, the Prieto and Caballero socialists,
Catalanists of the Left wing (the more numerous) but even
those of the Right, threatened because of their separatism, of
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The author, who had previously lived and struggled in Spain.
was domiciled in South America when the civil war broke out.
Having to travel illegally, he could only manage to return and
disembark in Gibraltar in November. Convinced very soon
that the anti-fascists would end by losing the war, and being
aware of the importance of the social experiment that had been
under. taken by his comrades, he had only one thought: to pro-
mote by his propaganda the intensification and spread of this
experiment to the preparation of which he had contributed for
so long, and to record the results for the future.

This he did to the extent that the circumstances allowed, and
though with a long delay due to the ups and downs of his life
as a militant, presents the result of his personal enquiry which
was facilitated not only by his direct enquiries in the Syndi-
cates’ factories, and village Collectives, but also by the spon-
taneous contribution of documents made to him by fraternal
comrades with whom he maintained contact in his search for
materials.

He has no pretension of presenting a general history of the
Spanish revolution, even viewed simply from the constructive
point of view; for this was much greater than this book might
lead one to believe. Particularly where the Agrarian Collec-
tives are concerned he regrets that, on the one hand, the tri-
umph of the Stalinists who were their implacable enemies, and
on the other his imprisonment in France in June 1938, did not
allow him to carry his studies further.

What he presents is therefore a collection of materials for a
general history of the Spanish revolution which he is not en-
tirely without hope of writing himself one day if he can return
to a Spain freed from the Franco regime.
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But that was not all. So long as Spain had colonies, the ene-
mies of the regime were transported as were the Communards
to New Caledonia. At the time of the Canadiense strike, apart
from the Isle of Fernando Po the only other available islandwas
Mahon in the Mediterranean. It was not enough, so they had
recourse to deportation in Spain itself. Convoys were formed
of prisoners chained in pairs and all linked to a common rope.
It was for this reason that these convoys were called cuerdas
de deportados. Thus groups of 30, 40, 50 would be taken on the
highways, escorted bymounted Civil Guards, ever ready to use
the Mauser rifle with which each man in the polished cocked
hat was armed. It was a case of relegating these revolutionary
workers to the more isolated regions, 300, 400 miles and more
distant, in order to cut them off from contact with the masses.
But when men are possessed of an ideal these measures are of
no avail. In the event the cuerdas de deportados produced the
opposite results to those intended.

All along the route, the sight of the deportees aroused sym-
pathy, generosity, solidarity. The announcement of the arrival
or the passage of a cuerda swept through the villages, and even
before the convoy had reached the first houses voices were
raised crying out: ”Los presos! The prisoners!”

And the doors of the houses would open and the women,
children and old folk would come out offering them bunches
of grapes, bread, melons, while the men came down from the
fields bringing tobacco. It was a collective offering which the
Civil Guard could not do otherwise than accept.

And as in those most backward regions to which they were
sent our comrades joined in working in the fields andwere able
to communicate more advanced technical ideas, and teach the
children to read, the result was that the Good News penetrated
into the socially most backward areas of the countryside.

However, the forms the repression took did not end there.
In Barcelona, at the end of 1919, an employers’ lockout was
declared in all industries, in order to break the syndical move-
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ment once and for all. It lasted seven weeks. But though the
workers’ organisation emerged from it much weakened, it was
not destroyed. So the government suspended constitutional
guarantees (a course it had often resorted to in the past and
to which it would have recourse frequently in the future) and
our movement was made illegal. The ”workers’ centres” were
closed as well as the Ateneos. And the witch-hunt against the
C.N.T. began.

How many were murdered, shot down in the streets of
Barcelona? I have before me a list, which is not complete, but
which includes 101 names. Among them men of the quality
of a Salvador Segui, a manual worker, self educated and
an outstanding speaker; of an Evelio Boal, our finest union
organiser, and many others, some of whom were my friends.
Some gravely wounded survived only by a miracle, as in the
case of Angel Pesta³a, who received a shot in the throat and
another in a lung as he was coming out of the station in the
small town of Manresa where he was to give a lecture. When
he came out of hospital he straightway went and delivered the
lecture announced two months earlier.

Footnotes to Chapter 2
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succeeded in forcing the withdrawal of the eleven infantry
regiments which the military governor, Goded, had launched
against the city. The same happened in Malaga. In the other
regions rank and file Madrid socialists, Catalan Cenetistas
(C.N.Ters) and anarchists, liberal separatists from the Basque
country, very few republicans even among the Catalans, all
fighting, in many cases without arms, obliged Franco and his
generals to engage in battle for nearly three years before being
finally victorious.

It was in the course of these three years that the social ex-
periment to which this book bears witness took place. This ex-
periment was entirely the work of the libertarian movement,
especially of the C.N.T. whose militants, accustomed to practi-
cal problems in syndical organisation, were able to create very
rapidly, in collaboration with the masses, the new forms of so-
cial organisation which we will be describing. Even when men
belonging to other political tendencies also organised similar
enterprises, they did no more than imitate our comrades’ ex-
ample. It was the libertarians who brought the basic ideas,
the social principles and proposed the new forms of organisa-
tion based on non-governmental federalism directly controlled.
The Spanish revolution was the work of the people, realised by
the people, but especially by the libertarians, who came from
the people, who were at the heart of the people and of the syn-
dical organisations.

On the other hand our comrades’ success would have been
impossible if the libertarian concepts had not satisfied the in-
ner’ most psychology, if not of all, then at least of a great pro-
portion of workers, operatives and peasants. Particularly if
among the latter in Aragon, Castile, the Levante, Andalusia
and Estremadura, natural sociability, a spirit which was at the
same time individual and collective, had not allowed for these
unique achievements in the history of mankind.
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Andwhen the elections took place in February 1936, the Frente
Popular that had been set up won the day.

But it was not an easy victory. Once again to avoid the
greater evil, the members of the C.N.T., who did not meanwhile
forget their principles of direct action, voted in order to deny
fascism legal access to power. But in spite of this reinforce-
ment the Leftist bloc secured 4,540,000 votes against the Right-
ists 4,300,000; it only needed a shift of 150,000 votes for the
admirers of Mussolini and Hitler to have triumphed. An ad-
ditional fact to bear in mind was that there were six political
parties of the Right, six of the Centre and six of the Left; a total
of 18. This was not a guarantee of soundness.

By the application of a dishonest electoral law, the Rightist
bloc only secured 181 seats whilst its Leftist opponents got 281.
And from that moment, the vanquished set in motion prepara-
tions for the coup d’etat. Everybody was aware of it. Reports
were received at theWarMinistry and by theMinistry of the In-
terior. The Left press, especially the libertarian press, exposed
the conspiracy and the secret meetings between high ranking
officers of the army and navy who had not resigned, though
the first government had invited them to do so if they were
not in agreement with the Republic.

TheMadrid government did nothing to deal with the ever in-
creasing threat. It could have armed the people, disbanded the
army, arrested or dismissed the conspiring generals. It did not
budge, being satisfied with energetic declarations. And when
the rebellious army attacked, a good number of the republican
governors went over to the enemy and helped him very effec-
tively to arrest the most militant anti-fascists.

In the circumstances, it was the anarchists, aided in
Barcelona, it must be said, by the Assault Guards,9 who

9 Special police force organised by the Republic, and which had until
that moment shown itself to be particularly ferocious where the anarchists
were concerned.
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CHAPTER III: MATERIALS
FOR A REVOLUTION

For an area of 505,000 sq. kilometres including the Mediter-
ranean and Atlantic islands (Balearic and Canary) Spain had a
population of 24 to 25million inhabitants on July 19, 1936when
the francoist attack was launched, which is 48 to the square
kilometre.1 The low population density could lead one to be-
lieve that in this predominantly agricultural country economic
resources would ensure the well-being of the population. But
the wealth of a country, even when viewed from the agrarian
angle only, is not just dependent on its size. Lucas Gonzalez
Mallada, Spain’s most eminent geologist, who was also an ex-
cellent geographer, classified as follows the economic value of
the land – and his conclusions are as valid as ever:

10% bare rocks
40% really bad land
40% mediocre land2
10% land which gives us the impression of living
in a paradise.

These natural conditions are confirmed by other basic statis-
tics which dispel any illusions one might have. Of the 50 mil-
lion hectares an average of 20 million were cultivated; the re-
mainder were more or less unproductive. and only suitable

1 The corresponding density for the United Kingdom which in 1938
had a population almost double that of Spain was approximately 200 per sq.
km. [Translator]

2 The ”mediocre” land in Spain is similar to the ”bad” land in France.
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for grazing sheep or goats. In addition, out of the 20 million
hectares suitable for cultivation, 6 million hectares on average
were always allowed to lie fallow so that the land could renew
itself under the system known as ano y vez (one year out of
two). Thus in fact the land available for cultivation each year
was it only 28% of the total area.

The orographic situation worsens the statistics already
quoted. The average altitude is 660m (2166 ft.) which, accord-
ing to the geographer Gonzalo de Reparaz is only exceeded
in Europe by Switzerland. In the Centre the Castilian plateau
covers 300,000 sq. kilometres and its average height is 2625
ft. To the North the mountain range of the Pyrenees predomi-
nates on the Spanish side and occupies 55,000 sq. kilometres
(a tenth of the area of France). There are in Spain 292 peaks
in the 1000-2000m range, 92 from 2000 to 3000m, and 26
from 3000-3500m. This mountainous relief map influences
in no small way the climate, which in turn conditions the
agriculture. Furthermore, the direction of the Sierras,: which
cut and clip the peninsula in all directions, interrupts and
often deflects beneficial rains into the wrong direction. Thus
it is not only the winter, with the low temperatures that are
typical of all high altitudes and which militate against living
conditions; but also the summer with its droughts. All these
conditions give point to the much quoted remark that ”Africa
begins at the Pyrenees”.

Take the map of Spain: in the North continuing along the
mountain range of the Pyrenees, one meets the Cantabrian
mountains parallel to, and 50 km. distant from, the Atlantic
coast with peaks at 9000 ft., forming a screen to the passage
of clouds which the winds are blowing from the sea. Con-
sequently it rains a great deal in the Asturias, as well as in
the Basque country in the province of Santander and as far as
Galicia, to the north of Portugal. In all that region there is a
recorded annual rainfall of from 1200 to 1800mm.
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The second period was the consequence of the first. Dis-
gusted and shocked, the majority of the people voted for the
conservative ”republicans”, that is to say for the Rightists who
had had the chance to criticise their opponents and to promise
to do better. But their triumph implied a dangerous retreat,
and the Asturian miners launched a formidable insurrection
against the coming to power of those who, visibly and legally,
were opening the road to fascism. Too localised, due to a lack
of previous agreement with similar forces in the other regions,
the insurrection was implacably crushed.

If what has been called the bienio negro (the two black
years) was no more disastrous than the so-called liberal bienio
that preceded it, it was equally harsh, and when insurrectional
attempts, were made, especially in Catalonia and Andalusia,
repression was raised to the level of permanent government
practice. The two years passed without the slightest improve-
ment in the standard of living of the masses. Furthermore, the
economic crisis which started in the United States and had
spread to Europe, struck at Spain too where there were some
700,000 unemployed at least a half of whom were to be found
among the industrial workers. Unemployment relief was
then unknown. At the same time the number of prisoners –
sentenced at summary trials or held without trial – reached a
total of 30,000, the overwhelming majority of them belonging
to the C.N.T. and the F.A.I.8

Faced with the promises of the parties relegated to the op-
position, republican workers began again to hope. Once more
the non political leftists. forgetting their grievances felt a mu-
tual bond of solidarity and aligned themselves with the parties.

8 Thefirst parliament had voted a ley de vagos, a law against ”vagrants”
and set up camps for them. Those who were interned in these camps were
unemployed, workers without work who were more or less demonstrators.
It was also the workers who exposed the incompetence of the regime. The
creative imagination of the government of the Left did not go any further.
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to the jurists, professors, lawyers, journalists and professional
politicians who comprised a majority of the members in the
Cortes (the parliament). They meant nothing or very nearly
nothing, for the people as a whole. If before the Republic the
normal diet for many peasants and workers consisted mainly
of chick peaswith oil, with the Republic it continued to be chick
peas with oil, and those who went around in slippers could no
more buy shoes with the coming of the Republic than before
it.

And the Spanish people were hungry for bread and for land.
For those who had voted Republican with republican feelings
and hopes, Republic was synonymous with true freedom, true
equality, true fraternity; it implied, above all else, the disap-
pearance of social injustice and poverty.

Faced with the slowness in applying agrarian reform,
peasants began to work on their own account, invading
collectively those estates which the large terratenientes kept
uncultivated – and which, one must admit, were generally of
very poor quality. Consequently, by order of the government,
the Civil Guard which served the Republic as it had served
the Monarchy, would intervene. In the first two years of the
pseudo-socialist republic, 109 peasants from Estremadura,
Andalusia, Aragon and Castile were murdered in the name
of republican legality. The tragedy of Casas Viejas, in Es-
tremadura, where the poorest of the poor families would make
repayments at the rate of a penny a month for clothes bought
on credit; where many peasant women wore the same skirt
for the whole of their lives (this could also be seen in Galicia)
being content to reverse it on Sundays – this tragedy, we were
saying, aroused the indignation of the population.7

7 All the family of one Seisdedos (thus called because he had six fingers
on one hand) were murdered: fourteen (or sixteen) people in all because he
had refused to allow the seizure of his few possessions by order of the tax
collector.
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But on the other side of the Asturian mountains, on the
Castilian plateau, the granary of Spain, the average rainfall is
no more than 500mm, and in vast regions of the Ebro basin, the
principal river of Spain, fed by the waters that come down from
the Pyrenees, often less than 300mm of rain is recorded annu-
ally. However these statistics alone do not give a true picture
of the reality. For, in general the porous nature of the soil and
the intensity of the sun account for losses due to seepage and
evaporation of up to 80,Å ( of the atmospheric precipitations.

Sometimes it is even worse: such as the combined
geographic-economic conditions of what Gonzalo de Reparaz
defines as the tragico sudeste (the tragic South-East). Over
about 500 km. from Gibraltar to Murcia there are rainless
years. The same writer points out that Spain is the only
European country which experiences this phenomenon on
such a vast scale.3

The dryness of the soil is therefore a commonplace in the
basin of the Ebro, which covers 5 million hectares, that is a
tenth part of the country, ”the deserts alternate with the oases,
but the former prevail; the Iberian steppe which extends along
the whole length of that river is the largest in Europe”.

One must mention other steppes, and first of all that of the
Mancha which begins at the gates of Madrid and reaches Carta-
gena. In all, 40% of the land surface of Spain consists of steppes.

The Huerta of Valencia, the market gardens of Murcia and of
Granada extolled by the poets are no more than islands which
blind some romantic travellers to the realities. Thus the av-
erage yields of wheat (the most important crop at the time)
was of the order of 9 quintals per hectare, very occasionally 10
and more often 8, compared with from 16 to 18 in France (a
ten year average in both cases) from unirrigated land, and of

3 The lowest rainfall areas in the United Kingdom average not less than
550mm annually. But at the other extreme, in parts of Scotland and Wales
average rainfall can be as high as 2,500mm on the Lowlands and 4.300mm in
the Highlands. [Translator]
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22 quintals in Germany and in England. The highest averages
in Spain from irrigated land produced from 16 to 18 quintals
which remains the yield to this day, whereas in France with-
out irrigation the average harvest today is in the region of 32-
35 quintals.4

We have taken wheat as an example because it constituted
the basis of, and the major crop in, Spanish agriculture. For
other crops the situation was the same except for potatoes,
where the average yield was comparable with that of other
European countries, but these were grown on irrigated land.
The importance of sheep flocks (18-20 million animals) and of
olive groves (5) is unassailable proof of the problems of Span-
ish agriculture: throughout the Mediterranean periphery the
sheep and the olive tree are an indication of poor lands and
scant yields.

A long time ago, when I undertook to make a serious study
of the Spanish economy, I thought at first, faced with the dis-
appointing agricultural balance sheet, that for historic, politi-
cal and religious reasons which had dominated the economic
life of Spain, especially after the expulsion of the Moors, the
country had taken and pursued a road which was contrary
to its natural potential. Spain according to some writers es
la bodega mas rica del mundo – possessed the richest under-
ground resources in the world. The grounds for this optimism,
which other, better informed, specialists did not share, were
that there was coal, iron, lead, tin, copper, zinc, mercury, sil-
ver and wolfram. To all appearances these were grounds for
setting up industries the general effect of which would be to
change the economic character of the country. But if one stud-
ied the serious reports on the subject published by geographers,
geologists, hydraulic engineers and even the official technical

4 At present the average yield in Spain is of 9-11 quintals of wheat. On
an average it would seem that the increase has been of 1 quintal per hectare
in 30 years.
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anarchists who struggled in the syndicalist and purely ideo-
logical fields, and who were the organisers, propagandists and
theoreticians.

With the proclamation of the Second Republic on April 14,
1931, the advance towards a grave social crisis appeared in-
evitable. From its birth the life of the new political regime
was hazardous. The monarchy had only been routed thanks
to the part played by the C.N.T., and by the anarchists who
were active outside this organisation (but it was above all the
C.N.T. which mattered and that was producing a million votes).
Among the forces which had declared themselves against the
royal family and had contributed to its overthrow, were the
employed industrial workers and peasants who also supported
the socialist party and the General Union of Workers (U.G.T.),
or who normally voted socialist, which made up another mil-
lion votes. Finally came the communists. anyway numerically
very weak, the federalist republicans, enemies of a jacobin and
centralist republic, and regional, separatist forces such as those
predominating in Catalonia and the Basque country.

On the other side, the Right still included considerable forces.
Monarchists, dyed in the wool conservatives, reactionaries,
dominant in the still slumbering provinces, traditional clerical
forces. Of the votes cast, those from true republicans must
have represented about a quarter of the total. So much so that
Count Romanones, leader of the liberal monarchist party and
the most intelligent in this sector, could sum up the situation
with the humorous comment: ”I can clearly see a republic, but
I do not see any republicans.”

In these conditions the new regime could not establish itself
solidly except by undertaking bold social reforms which would
have weakened the army, the Church and the old caciquism
which was still master in almost all the provinces. But the
reforms envisaged, and those achieved by the left socialists
and republicans who were the government during the first two
years (1931-1933), could only appear bold and very important
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in Europe. But throughout its history, whether it was for a
just or unjust cause, the Spanish people have been combative
and adventurous. They slumbered for a long time after the
traumatic experience caused by the expulsion of the Moors,
by Catholic dominion and the consequences of the conquest
of America, but in the end they woke up with their spirit and
character, capable of courage; with, also, that mystical back-
ground which predisposes them to struggle for noble causes,
for themselves and for others, with a spiritual drive which is
almost cosmic6 and this capital of human dignity which allows
them to accept under duress authoritarian interference and to
rebel against it when they can; and then also with a sense of
solidarity and equality which leaves its mark as much on the
morale of the Barcelona worker as on that of the Andalusian
peasant.

These two factors, social poverty and individual dignity,
linked to collective solidarity, predisposed a large section of
the population to accept libertarian ideas.

In 1936, two revolutionary organisations embodied these
ideas: the National Confederation of Labour (C.N.T.) and
the Anarchist Federation of Iberia (F.A.I.). The former was
composed of regional federations which in their turn were
integrated by comarcales (cantonal) and local federations,
these latter remind one of the French Bourses du Travail,
but were more structured, more interdependent and owed
absolutely nothing to governmental charity. In 1936, the C.N.T.
had a million members. That figure is the more important
when one bears in mind that the population at the time was
between 24 and 25 million people.

The C.N.T.’s aim, as specified in its declaration of principles,
was libertarian communism. It was the exclusive work of the

6 Keyserling wrote that after the Russian people, the Spaniards of all
the people in Europe were the ones who possessed the greatest reserve of
spiritual strength.
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offices, it was clear that the various minerals and metals ex-
isted only in small quantities, and apart from mercury – the
economic importance of which was infinitesimal compared to
the national product – could not offer optimistic prospects.

Spanish mines have been exploited by the Phoenicians, the
Carthaginians, the Romans, the Arabs, the British, even by the
Spaniards. They were not inexhaustible and they are now, gen-
erally speaking and, with the exception of those supplying iron
ore (the reserves of which are not of great importance), more
or less exhausted. In 1936 Spain only supplied less than of the
world’s copper; the Rio Tinto mines were no longer profitable
and for some time the company had been transferring its capi-
tal to other parts of the world. Lead? Its market value in 1933
amounted to 21 million pesetas, and would be approximately
the same in 1936. But to put this in perspective it should be
compared with the average wheat crop then valued at 10,000
million pesetas.

Coal and iron are, and were even more so at the time, basic
to industry. Well, Spain produced on average 7 million tons of
mediocre coal; Even today when under government pressure
production has been raised to between 11 and 12 million tons,
it is estimated that the ”potential” reserves guarantee supplies
of coal and lignite for about 140 years . . . on condition that
production is not increased. But, on the present basis of neces-
sary consumption for an average industrial development, these
reserves would not last more than about 40 years.

Spain is no better off so far as iron ore is concerned. Even on
the basis of the unsubstantiated ”potential” reserves, and aver-
age consumption per inhabitant in France, she would have suf-
ficient reserves to last 40 years. And one should not overlook
the fact that the population is increasing by 300,000 a year and
has already reached 33 million.

Let us dispel other illusions on one point concerning agri-
culture. Many people with neither the time nor very often
the inclination to be seriously informed, believe in the mira-
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cle of irrigation. Unfortunately this hope has no foundation.
The volume of water carried by the streams and rivers of Spain
is a limiting factor to development: about 50,000 million cu-
bic metres a year, (6) whereas the Rhone on its own, at the
level of Avignon, carries 60,000 million. Seeing that one can-
not completely dry up all the streams in Spain, that anyway
some of them, those which flow towards the Atlantic, cannot
be utilised, for there is already too much rain in those regions,5
the most optimistic calculations allow one to foresee the pos-
sibility of irrigating at most 5 million hectares; just a tenth of
the country. Of these 5 million, at least 2 million are already
irrigated.

Following the departure of the Moors who had in the Lev-
ante increased the acequias (narrow and ditch-like pipe sys-
tems) more dams were constructed than many observers imag-
ine. Primo de Rivera himself and Franco have put into prac-
tise some kind of hydraulic policy that had been advocated by
Joaquin Costa. The trouble often was that after having built
many artificial reservoirs it was realised that not enough wa-
ter was getting there to fill them, and that in many cases it
was necessary to replace the hydraulic production of electric-
ity with thermal power.

Such was the natural cause of social poverty of the Span-
ish people in 1936; such is the cause of the continued emigra-
tion which we are witnessing to this day. But there is another
which, because it is man made can be corrected by Man, and it
is to this that the Spanish Revolution directed its efforts.

The problem of land ownership is of capital importance in
Spain. It appeared in two basic forms: the latifundia (large
estates) and the minifundia (small properties). There are very
many small proprietors in Spain: the figures in the cadastral
survey dated December 31, 1959 accounted for 5,989,637. An

5 The Mi³o is such a case.
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enormous proportion of the present total population. But to
begin with, most of the plots are of secano, that is dry lands,
which because of their unproductivity are at the present time
driving the peasant masses towards the towns where they are
packed in the cindades miseras, the shanty towns.

In 1936 only a partial census of the land and its owners had
been made. But the figures available gave a sufficiently clear
picture of the terrible social reality which we will have many
occasions to observe in the chapters that follow.

Out of a total of 1,023,000 proprietors, 845,000 could not pro-
duce the equivalent of one peseta a day from their land – and
bread then cost on average 0.60-0.70 peseta a kilo. They had to
work as day labourers, as shepherds for the rich, as roadmen,
or go to look for or ”steal” wood in the neglected forests, avoid-
ing arrest by the Civil Guards though not always succeeding,
traversing 5, 10, 15 kilometres and more, driving their donkey
ahead of them, to go and resell to more fortunate people than
themselves the product of their ”theft”. Or again they would go
to work in the town, for some periods of the year as labourers.

The second category consisted of 16O,OOO medium sized
proprietors, who lived independently and frugally.

The third was of the large landowners. They comprised
only 2.04% of the census total but possessed 67.15% of the
cultivated lands. Their estates covered from 100 to more than
5,000 hectares.

It is not difficult to understand the extent of peasant
poverty. To start with the peasants represented more than
60% of the population in Spain. To believe that this mass of
humanity would put up with and be indefinitely resigned to
its lamentable fate, showed a lack of understanding. For the
Spanish people are not among those who resign themselves
servilely. In past times Andalusians, Extremenos, Galicians,
Asturians, Basques, Castilians emigrated in large numbers
to Central and Southern America to seek there the means
of existence and they still continue to emigrate – especially
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principal local reactionaries and fascists. But on July 20, after
useless negotiations the barracks were taken by assault, and
following an inevitable settlement of accounts our comrades
left for other villages where they were needed to help to settle
once for all with the defenders of the old regime.

There was no hesitation in Binefar about taking the neces-
sary steps to ensure life for all. Most of the harvest was get-
ting scorched on the large estates whose owners had fled to
Huesca. The revolutionary Comite took over the abandoned
harvest and the mechanical reapers and binders. The wage
earners who had worked on the land for the rich decided to
continue to work for the benefit of everybody. Teams were
made up, just as happened elsewhere, and with delegates to
coordinate their efforts, would meet, to start with every night,
and when the work was under control once a week.

Once the harvest was gathered, industries were socialised.
This was followed by commerce. A general assembly was
called of all the local inhabitants, and adopted a Charter the
principal articles of which are here reproduced verbatim:

Art. I - Work will be carried out by groups of ten
people, and each group will nominate its delegate.
This delegate will have to organise the work and
maintain necessary harmony among the workers;
where necessary he may apply sanctions voted in
the assembles.
Art. 2 - The delegates are expected to present to
the Agricultural Commission each day a report on
the tasks completed.
Art. 3 - The working timetable will be established
according to requirements.
Art. 4 - A central committee consisting of a mem-
ber of each production branch will be nominated
in the general assembly of the Community of Bine-
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ation that was presented to them in the most sombre colours,
and lacked information and oratorical abilities to refute the
promises, the unverifiable explanations, the arguments the va-
lidity of which they were not in a position to check. But once
back in their towns and villages, they continued to build the
new society. They did not feel tied by the political manoeu-
vres, and they were right, for not only would we have lost the
war anyway, but the magnificent experiment of the Spanish
Revolution would not have taken place.

But some of our adversaries, in particular the Stalinists,
made play with another argument which they always use
wherever they happen to be, so long as they are not powerful
enough to take charge of a situation: the time for the revolu-
tion had not yet come, unity among the anti-fascist forces had
to be maintained in order to defeat Franco. By expropriating
the industrialists, landowners, bosses, shareholders, the ter-
ratenientes, one ran the risk of driving them into the enemy
camp.

No doubt this happened on a very small scale. But so long as
the situation is not yet ripe for them to seize control of it, the
Stalinists will always say that the initiatives of its partners who
do not submit to their control are premature, as well as counter-
revolutionary. On the other hand does one believe that without
socialisation the chances of victory would have been greater?
If so, it is to overlook the realities of the situation.

Firstly the hostility of the dispossessed bosses did not in any
way diminish the combative enthusiasm of the workers and
peasants who made up the army of militiamen. We have seen
that in general the members of the bourgeoisie and of the po-
litical parties remained passive or acted as in a vacuum when
faced with a situation which was beyond them. The strug-
gle having been transferred from Parliament and the polling
booths onto the streets, the reply to the fascist attack could
not but adjust itself to the new circumstances and follow the
path that it took. If one had had to wait for the triumph of
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the official organisation duly formed, francoism would have
triumphed in a year, perhaps even in three months.9

Footnotes to Chapter 4

9 At the other extreme was Trotsky. He reproached us for not having
swept away all the forces, parties, bourgeois and reformist socialist forma-
tions, of not taking power to continue the war as the Bolsheviks had done in
Russia. One had to be blinded by his prejudice to confuse two quite dissimi-
lar situations. It only needs amodicum of commonsense to realise that is was
quite impossible for us to wage at the same time a war against Franco and in
the rearguard a second war against the other antifascist sectors who would
not have allowed themselves to have been wiped out so easily. It would have
been a nonsense and a crime. The war of movement which favoured the
forces of the Red Army in Russia could not be repeated in Spain where the
enemy soon seized heavy industrial and war production centres and where
military forces and high ranking officers such as came from tzarismwere not
available; and they included war specialists such as General Brassilof, one
of the glories of the Russian Army, and Toutkatchevsky who was without a
doubt the No. 1 strategist of the Red Army when Stalin ordered him to be
shot.
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etc… and supplied the surrounding villages as well as local
requirements. The small numbers engaged in industry did
not however prevent there being a social movement of some
importance.

The sole syndicate grouping the workers of different trades
was founded in 1917. It encountered the kind of difficulties
experienced elsewhere too: persecutions, prolonged closures,
imprisonment and deportation of militants. Nevertheless dur-
ing the first two years of the Republic, the membership rose to
600.

Most of them were field workers and, as one can well imag-
ine, their situation was not very bright. The unequal division
of the estates was the reason, for nature is fairly clement in
Binefar, and irrigation works complete its positive aspects.

The 2,000 hectares of cultivable land available were reserved
for intensive cultivation. Animal feed, sugar beet, various veg-
etables, and olive groves were the main source of revenue. Of
these 2,000 hectares 1,200 belonged to the large landowners.
The remainder were divided into small parcels one of which
was owned by most families. But only about a hundred could
make a living out of theirs. The remainder, often husbands and
wives, in order to survive had to work for the rich landowners
as farmers or employees.

Our forces were still disorganised by recent persecutions
when in mid-July the Francoist menace took shape. The mu-
nicipal authorities belonged to the Popular Front from which
the Communists were virtually absent. They did not want fas-
cism, but they were incapable of doing anything. Fortunately,
the militants of the C.N.T. and F.A.I. as usual faced up to the
danger. And on their initiative a revolutionary Comite was set
up on July 18 which they joined as a majority alongside two
members of the Popular Front.

The Civil Guards, faced by the determination of their ad-
versaries, hesitated. While waiting for reinforcements they
entrenched themselves in their barracks accompanied by the
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Three women attended them, two of whom were former
nuns. I spoke at length with these guests weighed down by
their lot. They were sceptical of the future. Whoever has
been a lifelong victim of misfortune cannot easily believe in a
lasting, relative well-being. Perhaps they foresaw that all this
would be lost one day, either by the victory of Franco or of the
republican government, inspired by the Stalinists, and deep
within me I could not be so sure that they were wrong. But
I had to make an effort to give them confidence and offered
them words of hope. Then I asked them about the way they
were being treated. One of them summed up the view of all
with the conciseness recommended by the Aragonese writer
Baltasar Gracian, Lo bueno, si breve, dos veces bueno (the
good, if brief, is doubly good) when he said: ”We cannot
complain neither of the food, nor the wine, nor the beds, nor
of the love.”

What more could be said?

3. Binefar

By its spirit and its dynamism, Binefar was probably the most
important centre for collectivisation in the province of Huesca.
Thanks to the high qualities of the local militants it had be-
come the township of a canton of thirty-two villages. Of these,
twenty-eight were more or less collectivised. Collectivisation
was total in Esplus, and Balcarca (500 inhabitants) as it was
for the 2,000 inhabitants in La Almunia. In Alcampel and Per-
alta de la Sal there were 1,500 collectivists out of a population
of 2,000 while in Algayon only nine of its 500 inhabitants re-
mained outside the Collective. In Binefar 700 families out of
800 comprised the new society.

A tenth of the 5,000 inhabitants worked in small industries
such as milling, biscuit making, clothing and shoe factories,
foundries, machine repair shops, light engineering, shops,
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CHAPTER V: THE ARAGON
FEDERATION OF
COLLECTIVES

On February 14 and 15, 1937 the Constitutive Congress of the
Aragon Federation of Collectives took place in Caspe, a small
town in the province of Saragossa which had been freed of the
fascists by forces coming from Catalonia.1 Twenty-four can-
tonal federations were represented. The list is as follows: Fed-
eration of the Canton of Angues, Alfambra, A¬nsa, Alcoriza,
Alca”¹iz, Albalate de Cinca, Barbastro, Benabarre, Caspe, En-
julve, Escucha, Graus, Granen, Lecera, Monzon, Muniesa, Mas
de las Matas, Mora de Rubielos, Puebla de Hijar, Pina de Ebro,
Pancrudo, Sastago, Tardienta, Valderrobres. Each of these co-
marcal (cantonal) federations represented from 3 to 36 villages
of greater or lesser importance. We have the complete list of
these villages, totalling 275. The number of member families
was 141,430. But at the time, collectivism was a reality and in
full swing. So much so that very soon after many more collec-
tives added their names to this first list.

Furthermore, the existing ones witnessed a rapid increase
in their resources. For example at that congress the canton
of Mas de las Matas comprised 19 villages of which only the
head village was completely collectivised, but at a plenum held
threemonths later the other 18were too. The canton of Angues

1 A preparatory meeting, at which this constitutive congress had been
decided on, had taken place at Binefar, representatives of the Collectives
already in existence had attended in large numbers.
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comunidades de regantes (associations of water users) set up
for the irrigation of fields and which share among themselves,
more or less equitably, the precious liquid. The problems and
individual conflicts which it caused gave rise to the organisa-
tion of the famous ”Water Tribunal” in Valencia which meets
every Thursday to settle amicably without the intervention of
the authorities or of official justice, the disputes that are sub-
mitted to it.

But such disputes disappear when men no longer have to
compete and fight each other to exist, or when the will to ac-
quire wealth for oneself is no longer uppermost. In the region
of Fraga fifteen comunidades de regantes covering the land in
five villages disbanded. The morality of solidarity produced
that miracle. The old practice was replaced by a single col-
lectivist administration, which coordinated the distribution of
water everywhere, and which was proposing to improve the
catchment basin and use of the rivers, especially of the Cinca
river, by public works which none of the villages could have
carried out individually.

As was the case everywhere, solidarity was extended in all
directions. The members of ninety families who for various
reasons such as illness, death of the principal breadwinner, etc.
were condemned to poverty under the individualist society,
were receiving the ”credit” established for everybody. Themili-
tiamen’s families were supported in the same way. A final
achievement completes this story of mutual aid in action.

A number of old folk, men and women, abandoned by ev-
erybody, sad human flotsam of a society in which misfortune
is one of the natural elements had come to Fraga from smaller
and poorer villages. It was for these unfortunates that a Casa
de los Ancianos (Old Folk’s Home) was organised and at the
time of my visit there were thirty-two of them staying there.
They had rooms (or small dormitories), a dining room, a sitting
roomwith a large open fire, the whole place was kept spick and
span and reflected the warmth and cordiality of the welcome.
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a credit account would be opened for him. Without interest, of
course.

This gavemore flexibility to the daily lives of the collectivists,
and in their case the section of the Collective to which they
belonged was also responsible for the credit and guaranteed
its repayment.

It would have been surprising had the Health organisation
lagged behind. In public institutions, in their clinics or on
home visits, two doctors out of three accepted to practise their
profession in conjunction with the municipality. Medical care
was therefore virtually completely collectivised. The hospital
was quickly enlarged from a capacity of 20 beds to 100. The out
patients’ department which was in the course of construction
was rapidly completed. A service to deal with accidents andmi-
nor surgical operations was established. The two pharmacies
were also integrated into the new system.

All this was accompanied by a massive increase in public hy-
giene. As we have already seen, the cowsheds and stables were
reorganised on the outskirts of Fraga. One of these, specially
built, housed 90 cows. And for the first time ever the hospital
was provided with running water and the project in hand was
to ensure that all houses were similarly provided, thus reduc-
ing the incidence of typhoid.

All this was part of a programme of public works which
included the improvement of roads and the planting of trees
along them. Thanks to the increased productivity resulting
from collective work (which Proudhon pointed to as far back
as in 1840 as one of the features of large scale capitalism, but
which libertarian socialism can apply and generalise more
effectively), there were skilled men available for this kind
of work in the Collectives. The municipality under the old
regime would never have been able to meet such expenditure.

The advantages of a socialised economy are to be found in
many other cases. The scarcity of water in Spain, and the prob-
lems arising from its use had resulted in the formation of many
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accounted for 36 collectives at the Congress of Caspe, whereas
at the following plenum the number had risen to 70. In the
same period, the number of federated collectives in the canton
of Barbastro had gone up from 31 to 58. The development was
so rapid that in the time needed to print the latest statistics,
those figures had been exceeded.

It is worth pointing out that this movement was expanding
rapidly in spite of the difficulties created by the war: in some
cases, such as Granen, Amsa, Pina de Ebro, the Front was only
a few miles away, and large numbers of our militants were en-
gaged in the armed forces. One cannot but admire the sense
of organisation and solidarity shown by the Aragon libertarian
collectives from the beginning.

The following are the practical decisions that were taken at
the end of the discussions, the range of which can well be imag-
ined:

(1) Abolition of money within the Collectives and
the constitution of a common fund by a general
contribution of goods and financial resources for
use in exchanges with other regions and countries.
A ration book to be issued which will be valid for
all collectivists.2

(2) The examination of the structures of organisa-
tion gave rise to what constituted an innovation,
by assigning the most important role to the com-
munal organisation: ”We accept the communal or-
ganisation because it makes it easier for us to su-
pervise activities as a whole in the villages.”
Then the traditional geographic-administrative
limits were modified on the basis of the needs of
the revolution and the logic of a social economy

2 See chapter ”Collectivist Accounting”.
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opposed to the arbitrary and capricious carving
up by the historic State.
(3) The text adopted on this subject specified that:
”In constituting the cantonal federations, as well
as the regional Federation, it will be necessary to
eliminate the traditional limits between the vil-
lages themselves; on the other hand, all working
tools will be held in common and raw materials
put at the disposal of Collectives requiring them,
without any kind of discrimination.”

This intercollective and intercommunal solidarity for each
collective included, if not the whole village, at least the ma-
jor part of each village, was completed by other practical deci-
sions:

”In Collectives with a surplus of labour which they
cannot use at certain times of the year for agricul-
tural work, the Committee of the Cantonal Federa-
tions will come to an agreement to send those com-
rades wherever there is need of their services.”

Thus while maintaining the spirit and practice of federal-
ism, which imply an internal liberty and the autonomy of man-
agement, one immediately goes beyond the spirit of turning
in on one’s self, or the autarchic vision of organisation stem-
ming from a narrow concept of communalism. But is this not
the practical and almost automatic consequence of concepts
and practices of syndical organisation guiding, often uncon-
sciously, the organisers of the collectives?

We now pass on to the projects of development and improve-
ment in agriculture. The resolution recommends, as a first step,
the organisation of experimental farms and nurseries in order
to improve on the one hand the livestock - sheep, pigs and cat-
tle - and on the other vegetable varieties by plant breeding and
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it was a case of a war economy since Fraga is situated on the
road to Saragossa, that is, on what was the Aragon Front. As
a result of rationing, serious inequalities were avoided. Each
family had a ration book in which were entered the quantities
of goods to which they were entitled on the basis of available
stocks or supplies.

All goods for local consumption were under the control of
the food councillor and distributed by the communal shops,
which here too were called cooperatives. Private commerce
had disappeared. There was one warehouse for bread, three for
groceries, three for butcher’s meat and three for pork butcher’s
meat. The rest were in proportion to consumption or available
supplies.

Meat was brought direct from the slaughter houses to the
pork and meat butchers’ establishments. Consumption was
carefully checked. Those responsible for distribution had to
render exact returns on sales based on the weights of meat
delivered to them. Thus from the raiser to the consumer the
whole procedure was perfectly synchronised.

Wheat, both supplies from the individualists as well as from
the Collective, was stored in a warehouse for cereals. And
in due course controlled supplies would be released to the
communal mills which then supplied the flour to the eleven
bakeries which produced the golden round loaves which were
promptly delivered to the bread warehouse for distribution.

The Communal Council had a system of credits which I did
not see applied anywhere else. When a collectivist, or a small
proprietor, needed money for a large purchase he approached
the organisation for local finance and made his application to
them. Two collectivist and two individualist delegates would
then work out on the basis of an assessment of what the appli-
cant could earn by his work, barring accidents, in the period
during which he needed the loan and also what were his nor-
mal outgoings over a period of three months, and on this basis
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general plan of work. The agricultural delegate attended their
meetings and in a friendly manner would advise them on the
best things to grow and how to improve quality. The same del-
egate would purchase their products, on the basis of the price
scale established by the Syndicate which these individualists
who wished could join and of which, anyway, not even all col-
lectivists were members. And this resulted in a quite remark-
able freedom of movement which was characteristic of the Lev-
ante collectives as we shall see later.

The foregoing indicates that distribution was also com-
pletely socialised, so that even individualists were collectivists
where this aspect of social life was concerned. The food coun-
sellor was responsible for food arrangements with Catalonia,16
the Levante and other parts of Aragon. With the knowledge
of what stocks of wheat or the quantities of meat, wool and
hides, would be available at any given moment, he could
in advance make offers for barter based on the established
scale of prices. An alternative practise which was tending
to become more widespread was to use the Aragon Council
(which was controlled by the libertarians) as go between in
these exchanges for it was successful in obtaining for the
agrarian areas large quantities of the things they needed most
from the areas with industrial surpluses such as machinery,
fertilisers, petrol, lorries, textiles, groceries, etc.

At the beginning a system of vouchers was used instead of
money. But what was successful in one place was not neces-
sarily successful in another. There was no misuse in Colanda,
Rubielo de Mora and elsewhere. There was however in Fraga,
so I was told (though my informants never got round to ex-
plaining the reasons in detail). So local money was resorted to.
Then at the same time, goods in short supply were rationed,

16 Fraga is situated on the boundary between Catalonia and Aragon, in
the centre of a steppe almost desert and which overwhelms the traveller who
crosses it on foot.
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seed selection. In every district, the resolution declares, it will
be necessary to reserve for such experiments ”at the very least
a strip of land for the purpose of acclimatising new forms of
arboricolous cultivation”.

Later a project was worked out to divide the territory of
Aragon into three zones where huge areas would be reserved
for the production of seeds for the Collectives in general ”even
if they did not belong to the zone reserved for their produc-
tion”; that is, even if they are not in Aragon. Thus having risen
above the communalist mentality, the next thing was to over-
come the; regionalist spirit, considered as a very important step
forward: by those who know how the Spanish mentality has
remained’ attached to the traditions of regionalism. In this con-
nection, creative practice almost always goes beyond a type of
theoretical literature, which was a little too widely distributed.

The Resolution suggests: ”Take for example potatoes. The
seed has to be produced in Upper-Aragon and then delivered
to the Collectives in the other zones, for this plant is more able
to resist virus diseases in the mountainous areas than in the
lowlands where the climate is damp and warm.”

The three large sectors into which Aragon is specially di-
vided ”will exchange their seeds according to the needs, and
on the basis of the results of research at the experimental sta-
tions which must work in complete harmony and under the
direction of technicians carrying out all the research deemed
necessary.”

We have thus reached a planning concept of agrarian econ-
omy and there was no practical reason why it should stop at
potatoes.

One can easily envisage the meeting of technicians from
the different zones comparing notes on their respective exper-
iments and drawing lessons the more useful by reason of the
fact that there were no clashes of interest to prevent the gener-
alising of the most efficient methods of work.
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The third big theme on the agenda was that of the position to
be adopted towards the small landowners who refused to enter
the Collectives. A Study Commission had been nominated. It
consisted of F. Fernandez of the Canton of Angues, Julio Ayoro
of Montono, R. Castro of Alforque, R. Bayo of Gudar, E. Aguilar
of Pina, and M. Miro of Ballobar. By six votes to one the follow-
ing Resolution was proposed by the Commission and adopted
by the majority:

(1) The small landowners who wish to remain out-
side the Collective must therefore consider them-
selves able to be self-sufficient by their own work;
they will therefore not be able to benefit from the
services of the Collective. Nevertheless their right
to act in this way will be respected on condition
that they do not interfere with the interests of the
Collective.
(2) All agrarian or urban properties as well as the
assets of fascists which have been seized, will be
held in usufruct by theworkers’ organisations that
existed at the time of the seizure, o n condition that
those organisations accept the Collective.
(3) All the estates of landowners which had hith-
erto been worked by farmers or share-croppers
will be transferred to the Collective.
(4) Any smallholder who has remained outside the
Collective will only retain as much land as he can
cultivate by his own efforts; the employment of
workers is absolutely forbidden.

To counteract the spirit of individual property typical of the
smallholders, their property will not be entered in the cadastral
register.”
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lowing scale for furniture: a double wooden bed 130 pesetas, a
single bed 70 pesetas; a simple cupboard with mirror 270 pese-
tas; a dining room table 50 pesetas, with extension 70 pesetas;
a folding kitchen table with drawers 25 pesetas, without 20 pe-
setas; a child’s bed 40 pesetas. The quality of the raw materials
was specified in writing.

The buyer paid the delegate who handed the money to the
Labour Councillor. The check on the actual payment was ef-
fected by means of a counterfoil book with receipts in dupli-
cate, one of which was handed to the buyer, the other to the
councillor. The stub remained under the control of the dele-
gate of the producing Collective. Thus it was a simple matter
to check, and there was no possibility of double dealing.

As in all the Collectives, the different sections were not, so
far as accounts went, autonomous or independent. They consti-
tuted a whole the separate parts of which were interdependent
and practised mutual aid through the general machinery. Here
too, buildingworkerswhowerewithoutworkwould go to help
the land workers and when necessary the opposite would hap-
pen. And all the wages were the same, paid in local money
established by the Council of the Commune.

A single collectivist producer received 40 pesetas a week. A
couple 45 and so on to a maximum of 70 pesetas for a family
of 10 people, following the general consensus that the larger
the family unit, the lower the cost of living per person. Where
there were two producers in a family the weekly family wage
was slightly higher at 50 pesetas for a family of three, to 85 for
ten people. Working womenwere paid at exactly the same rate
as men.

To make a complete break with the past, the word ”wage”
was dropped and replaced by the word ”credit.”

The individualists - some 750 families in all, though the num-
bers were decreasing all the time - sowed, cultivated and raised
their animals for their own needs. But through the intermedi-
ary of the Collective, their activities were coordinated with the
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were now being kept in sufficient numbers for breeding.
For the same purpose a suitable number of selected sows
and cows were retained. Collective piggeries, cowsheds and
stables for the mules employed on the land were built outside
Fraga. Favoured by being able to use some 10,000 hectares
previously reserved for hunting, the increase in livestock
was rapid, and would have been even more remarkable had
not the Collectives in Aragon undertaken to keep the front
line fighters supplied with virtuality all their food without
payment. Even so it was estimated at the time that if the
municipalist Collective of Fraga were allowed unhampered
development the herds would double in two years as well as
showing a notable improvement in the quality of the stock.

Now let us pass on to non-agricultural activities. The other
trades comprised a general Syndicate with 30 sections; includ-
ing the farmers and shepherds there were at the time of my
visit, 950 members. Those sections were not therefore impor-
tant in themselves and in many cases one can hardly talk of in-
dustry: three sawyers, three farriers, thirty-two building work-
ers, nine plasterers, twenty-eight tailors and the same number
of dressmakers . . . In the relations between producers and
consumers, whoever needed a suit would contact the tailors’
delegate, anyone needing repairs to his house would approach
the building workers’ delegate; to shoe his horse the individu-
alist would go to the delegate of the farriers or the blacksmiths.
Prices were fixed, and determined by a joint meeting of the gen-
eral delegate for labour, the municipal council’s technician for
industry, representatives of the producing section and many
members of the consuming public; they come to a decision
based on the cost of raw materials, the work involved, general
expenses and the resources of the collectivists. I noted the fol-

the pasture into strips and by grazing them in rotation allowing the grass to
grow by the time the first strip is again grazed, and was obviously easier to
apply over the large areas belonging to the Collective.
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This latter measure is reminiscent of the procedure sug-
gested by Bakunin regarding the attitude to be adopted by the
revolution towards the small landowners. One had to avoid a
violent expropriation, and the solution of the problem seemed
to him to lie in ”the suppression of the right of inheritance”.
He came back to it on many occasions in his writings. And in
The Conquest of Bread Kropotkin wrote that not only would
the revolution not dispossess the small landowners who slaved
to cultivate land that had been acquired by such efforts, but
would send its young people to help them reap the corn and
bring home the harvest. Though not formulated in specific
terms, this concept was generally shared by the international
libertarian movement in general.

As one will be seeing on many occasions, not only was the
right of small landowners respected but in practice conciliatory
and even fraternal feelings were shown to them.

The fourth point in the Agenda was the formulation of a gen-
eral Rule which stipulated the general directives of the Aragon
collectives, the text of which is as follows:

(1) Under the title Federation of Agrarian Collec-
tives an 1 Association is constituted in Aragon the
object of which is to defend the interests of work-
ers comprising these Collectives.
(2) The task of this Federation will consist in the
following:
(a) To spread far and wide the benefits deriving
from collectivism based on the application of mu-
tual aid.
(b) To supervise the experimental farms and trial
stations which will be organised in the most suit-
able localities.
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(c) To encourage the preparation of the most gifted
young people by the organisation of specialised
technical schools.
(d) To organise a corps of technicians who will
study the way, to achieve a more efficient use of
labour in the different branches, of agriculture.
(e) To seek means for establishing and improving
methods of exchange outside the region.
(f) To organise exchanges on an international scale,
thanks to the establishment of statistics relating
to the production surpluses of the region; a Resis-
tance Fund will be set up to provide for the needs
of federated Collectives, always through close col-
laboration with the regional Council of Aragon.

On the subject of public education, the Federation
will undertake to:
(a) Supply the Collectives with all the rudiments
for encouraging leisure and the development of
the cultural interests of everybody.
(b) Organise lectures which will make a contribu-
tion to the general education of the peasantry, as
well as cinema and theatre evenings, outings, ex-
cursions and all possible kinds of propaganda and
cultural activities.

(3) It is also necessary to set up in each Collective
stock, rearing centres directed to the selection of
more suitable breeds in order to achieve better re-
turns than hitherto . . . Such activities must be
supervised by qualified technicians . . . On the
other hand all farming must include agriculture
and stock-rearing . . .
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ers and herdsmen which comprised 700 families - half the agri-
cultural population - was divided into 51 groups of which 20
were involved in intensive cultivation and 31 in non-intensive,
where cereal farming prevailed. Each group nominated a man-
ager and they met every Saturday to decide upon the tasks to
be undertaken. The Communal Councillor of Agriculture at-
tended this very large section in order to harmonise the activity
of the growers, stock-rearers and the individualist peasants.

At the time of my visits, the herdsmen were rearing and
minding 6,000 breeding ewes, 4,000 lambs, 150 cows,14 600
goats and 2,000 pigs. Almost all the livestock had previously
belonged to the large landowners and they employed the
herdsmen and shepherds who were continuing to work, but
for the benefit of the whole population.

Each flock had two or three shepherds, one of whom was
nominated by his comrades as their representative. The rep-
resentatives also met every Saturday, with the Councillor for
Agriculture being present at their meetings where the grazing
sites were decided upon, arrangements made for the different
herds, the importance of a breeding programme based on the
consumers’ needs, and exchanges on questions such as upkeep
of stables, slaughtering arrangements, etc…

Thus the work was carried on in a rational manner. Land,
pastures, and irrigation when needed were used systematically.
And the results were visible. The animals were slaughtered
when they were in the right condition. One no longer saw
50 sheep grazing where 200 could be accommodated nor
100 vying with each other for grass which could barely feed
40.15 Ewes that formerly would have been prematurely sold

14 Thenumber of cowswas not high, inmost of Spain there is a shortage
of pasture. There were about 3,600,000 head of cattle in 1936 compared with
15,000,000 in France.

15 Already at that time the Collective of Fraga carried the system of
”rotational pastures”, which was used in the Inn Valley in Austria and which
was more or less unknown in France. The system consisted in dividing up
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were middle class republicans, professional administrators,
collaborating with enthusiasm at the chosen tasks. The
delegate for food supplies belonged to the Left Republican
party, whose leader was Manuel Azana, more Jacobin than
socialist. The breadth of his views, his intelligence and his
impeccable Castilian kept you spellbound by his conversation.
When I asked him whether in the event of our winning the
war he would or would not return to his party and leave the
Collective, he replied with that ring in his voice which is a
characteristic of the Aragonese: ”I cannot say for sure what I
will do then, but what I can say is that now I am for what is
being done here.”

Then he showedme the index cards which referred to the ad-
ministrative section he was in charge of, with an enthusiasm
which matched mine. And this gave me once again the oppor-
tunity to see how the community of interests of all sections of
activity was the great general rule.

Undoubtedly a communal tradition inspired the organi-
sational structure in Fraga where the municipality played
an important role. The local council was the continuation
of the revolutionary Comite in action from the first weeks
following the July uprising. It was this Comite that took
over the management of all aspects of daily life, based on
the normal tasks undertaken: agriculture, livestock, industry,
distribution, health, social assistance, public works, school
organisation. There was one councillor for each. All were
nominated by the workers concerned, with the exception
of the councillor for provisioning and distribution who was
designated by a gathering of representatives of all the local
activities, for it involved problems concerning the inhabitants,
both collectivists and non-collectivists without distinction.

But whilst being linked to this coordinatedwhole, each trade
had its own organisation, corresponding to its tasks, needs and
b preferences. Being responsible for its work each trade organ-
ised it in its ownway. Thus the’ Collective of agricultural work-
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Various plans for experimental farms are available
to the Collectives.”

Such were the Resolutions adopted by the constitutive
Congress of the Aragon Federation of Collectives on the
most important problems.3 One must draw attention to the
rejection of any kind of money system, and this corresponded
to what one could call libertarian communist orthodoxy; on
the adoption of the Ration Book, described as the ”family
ration book”; and that the calculation on which distribution
was based was the official currency, the peseta. The intention
was to allow the unification, and to facilitate the levelling of
social relations, among the inhabitants of the three Aragon
provinces, where living conditions were determined by the
laws of nature which in that mountainous region often varied
from one region to another, from the simple to the complex,
by the extreme differences in climate and the irrigation of
the land. Nevertheless, the generalisation of the egalitarian
levelling up, which corresponded to the spirit of general
solidarity, could not be realised because of the attack by the
Stalinist armed forces in August 1937, which prevented many
other projects from being put into operation.

It is important to note, however, that even though these res-
olutions constitute a coherent whole that includes the princi-
pal aspects of social life, they are but a pale reflection of what
actually took place in Aragon. To fully appreciate what was
achieved it was necessary to traverse the three provinces, be
present at the creative effort of the collectivists in the villages,
on the land, in the workshops, the municipal or communal dis-
tributive warehouses, and to talk to the men who were to be
found full of confidence, buoyed up by enthusiasm, and smiling
both at the present and the future.

3 We have cut the text where it was simply repetitious.
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The final Resolution adopted by the Caspe Congress had a
political content. Faced by the virtual absence of governmen-
tal authorities in Aragon, and with a view to preventing an at-
tack by the Valencia government, the libertarian militants con-
ceived the idea of setting up a Defence Council which would re-
place the provincial Governor who represented the central gov-
ernment, and prevent or postpone government intervention in
the region for as long as possible.

But it goes without saying that this government could not
tolerate the existence of an autonomous administration. Thus
it published a first decree according to which municipal coun-
cils had to be set up everywhere in accordance with established
legal norms. Since the Collectives had often replaced the mu-
nicipalities, or had, as it were, merged with them, these recon-
stituted organisms encroached on those which the revolution
had set up.

On the other hand, this reconstitution provoked the resurrec-
tion of the political parties which had nothing to do with the
Collectives - no more, anyway, than other revolutionary ten-
dencies established as autonomous movements: the Collective
had become the embodiment of the natural and general organi-
sation of the population as a whole. Nevertheless, after July 19
and in many places, though the parties had been dismantled
(mainly because, in most cases they had effaced themselves),
their local branches either reappeared timidly, or were making
efforts to reorganise.

In isolation their members exerted no influence, united they
could not jeopardise the Collectives while creating however a
kind of nuisance opposition. And the radical republicans of the
Right and Left (those that still remained), the social democrats
(at least the official ones), some sections of the local Poumis-
tas,4 the Communists as well as the anti-collectivist smallhold-

4 Members of the P.O.U.M., the Workers’ Party of Marxist Unification
with Trotskyist tendencies.
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whether for agriculture, stock rearing or for hunting. Stock-
rearing being an important source of revenue, uncultivated
land for the custom was to sow a crop one year out of two or
even three because of the poor soil) had to be automatically
ceded to graziers whose herds in feeding themselves spread
much needed manure on the land.

But privilege violated legality, and the owners, a small mi-
nority, had in fact the rights of ownership (one can imagine
what must have been their influence on the municipal coun-
cil), and were the masters of life at local level. Nevertheless it
is only right to point out that the inhabitants of Fraga in general
enjoyed a higher standard of living than that of most people in
other towns and villages in Aragon.

The Local Syndicate of the C.N.T., which included all trades,
had been established in 1918. It was dissolved by the dictator-
ship of Primo de Rivera in 1924 as a result of which our com-
rades started the cultural Association ”Aurora” which carried
on the propagation of our ideas. When the Republic was pro-
claimed in 1931, the Syndicate was reconstituted, then closed
down by the new regime from which one had expected some-
thing better. It was necessary to return to the ”Aurora” cultural
Association which, stronger than in the past, built premises
where it set up a ”rationalist” school. When the Leftists tri-
umphed at the February 1936 elections, the Local Syndicate
was reorganised for the third time and soon had 500 members
who were agreed on the principles of the C.N.T.; the Syndicate
would in all probability have been closed down for a third time
had the fascist movement not come and in spite of itself obliged
them, to push ahead . . . only to destroy everything in the end.

From the early days of August 1936, that is a fortnight
after the uprising of he Rightists, the Collective began to be
formed. But even though our comrades were at the same time
the leaven and the principal actors in this enterprise others
kneaded the dough with them. I saw in the socialised admin-
istration of Fraga, working alongside seasoned libertarians
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of different sizes painted red and black, on which one read ac-
cording to their classification in the collective machinery of
production: Communal Linen Drapery No. 1 and No. 2; Com-
munal Joinery No. 3, No. 4 and No. 5; Tailors’ Collective No. 1,
No. 2, No. 3 and No. 4; Bakers’ Collective, Cartwrights’ Collec-
tive, Cobblers’ Collective, etc… It was a hymn, a proclamation
by each and all, an explosion of confidence and happiness.

All this was destroyed by a Brigade led by the Stalinist gen-
eral Lister and then by Franco.

It all remains vivid within me and will remain as long as I
am able to recall things and men.

2. Fraga

On the bank of the Cinca river, which races down from the
Pyrenees to plunge into the Ebro, Fraga, situated on a hillock,
rises up with its very old houses appearing to be leaning on
each other as would ailing blind people; one gets the impres-
sion that they will all crumble together.

There is no shortage of land, and Fraga’s 8,000 inhabitants
should have enjoyed a happy life. The municipal boundaries
comprise 48,000 hectares of which, however, only 30,000 can
be cultivated, the remainder is steppe which is more or less
useless.13

In addition one is faced with the misdeeds of private landed
property and of the historic thefts which, more often than not,
go back to the time of the Christian reconquest at the expense
of the Arab world: the rich owned 10,000 hectares used as a
game preserve.

Nevertheless, the ancient municipal rights prevailed - at
least in principle. Theoretically the Commune was the master
of 35,000 hectares and only granted the right of usufruct

13 See chapter on ”Materials for a Revolution” for the views of the ge-
ographer Gonzalo de Reparaz on the steppes of the Ebro basin.
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ers, attempted to set up a force which in most cases sought gov-
ernment support (Poumistas excepted), andmight have created
difficulties.

In the event, and in spite of this situation, many members of
the political parties threw in their lot with the Collectives. But
the resurrection of the official municipal councils, strictly polit-
ical in the past, would allow a degree of penetration or pressure
from the government since, according to the law, the munici-
pal councils had to obey orders emanating from the Ministry
of the Interior.

Faced with this counter attack, a defence tactic had to be
improvised. And the Congress of Caspe adopted the following
Resolution:

”Considering that the municipal councils perform
a different role from that of the Collectives
”That these councils are legally constituted organ-
isms in which all the anti-fascist organisations col-
laborate and of which the highest representation is
the Council of Aragon;
”That the administrative committees of the Collec-
tives exercise a different function from that of the
municipal councils;
”That the Syndicates are called upon to nominate
and control the comrades who will represent the
C.N.T. in those two kinds of organisms;
”That there cannot exist any opposition between
the management of the Collectives and that of the
municipal councils;
”That the one and the other are interdependent
with the Syndical organisation, so long as the
latter takes part in the constitution of the coun-
cils of the Collectives, the municipal councils
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will maintain fraternal relations through the
spokesmen of the C.N.T.”

The C.N.T. and its syndicates, a traditional combative force,
were being thus reintroduced into the political field, and with
the Collectives would make it possible to guard against the dis-
advantages resulting from the re-establishment of the munici-
pal councils. And by means of these three organs - since our
comrades were entering the municipal councils as well - the
libertarian movement gave great flexibility to its creative activ-
ity. The support of the Aragon Council, an organ which had
become semi-official, was, at least for the time being, an addi-
tional factor to that flexibility.

Opponents of the Collectives, especially the Stalinists, old
and new, often state that the Collectives in Aragon were im-
posed by our militias, most of whom had come from Catalonia
to check the enemy’s advance, which they succeeded in doing
for two years at the price of heavy losses.5

It is true that the presence of these forces, against which the
other parties had nothingwithwhich to oppose them, favoured
indirectly these constructive achievements by preventing ac-
tive resistance by the supporters of the bourgeois republic and
of fascism. But in the first place, if the other parties did not
act in this manner, it is simply because they lacked combat-
ant forces, not only coming from Catalonia but, above all, in
Aragon. For, even without this rapport of forces, our move-
ment would have played the leading role in its own right. It
must be continually repeated the situation had become revo-
lutionary due to the francoist uprising coupled with the in-
solvency of the republican government. In such a situation,
it was the most important revolutionary elements that had to
play the outstanding role because of their superiority and the

5 By July 1937, our losses had included 20,000 killed without having
succeeded in retaking the small town of Huesca with a population of 18,000.
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As everywhere else, Graus also gave high priority to edu-
cation. The most striking achievement, due largely to a man
inspired by his task and by his convictions, was an Art School
which was used during the day by primary school pupils and
in the evenings by young workers. Drawing, painting, sculp-
ture (or its study), choral societies (which must have already
existed as they were to be found throughout Spain), the mind
was being cultivated and the soul of man and of the child was
raised through Art.

At the time of my visit, eighty small refugees from the fran-
coist zone had been housed in a fine property, which had of
course been seized by the Collective, situated several miles
from the village Five teachers, three of them women, were tak-
ing classes in the shade of the large trees. In the main build-
ing, beds of every kind, which had been provided by the peo-
ple of Graus, furnished the rooms. Two experienced women
were responsible for seeing that the place was kept clean and
for preparing meals in the huge kitchen which previously was
only used by the wealthy owners for a few weeks in the year.
Food, furniture, linen, staff wages, all were provided by Graus.

The situation was splendid with its woods descending to-
wards the river, its park, swimming pool and varied outbuild-
ings. The children were visibly happy. They had obviously
never had such a wonderful time in their lives. It was the in-
tention of the U.G.T. and C.N.T. to eventually establish a perma-
nent colony there so that all the children of Graus could take
it in turns to go there to learn and to play in the open air and
the sunshine.

I will end with a final impression, a last recollection which
always takes me back to the past I lived through.

It was inGraus that I saw proclaimed at first on the facades in
all the streets most strikingly and intensively, the joy of effort
and of the new order. All the places of work, all the workshops,
depots, goods stores, carried on their facades wooden boards
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The Graus Collective gave other examples of solidarity. It
gave shelter to 224 refugees who had to flee their villages
before the fascist advance. Of this number only about twenty
were in a position to work and 145 went to the Front. Twenty-
five families whose breadwinners were sick or disabled
received their family wage.

In spite of all these expenses a number of quite ambitious
public works were undertaken. Five kilometres of roads were
tarred, a 700 metre irrigation channel was widened by 40 cm
and deepened by 25 cm for better irrigation of the land and to
increase its driving power. Another channel was extended by
600 metres. Then there was the wide, winding path that led to
a spring until then forbidden to inhabitants of the village. The
story is worth recounting.

This spring discharged in the depression of a large estate
which its owner divided into parcels and let for rent. This jeal-
ous cantankerous man refused to allow people to go and drink
the water because to reach it they had to take a path which
crossed a hedge skirting a field and a small forest which were
his property. Even his tenant farmers on hot days could not
use it to slake their thirst. Nevertheless, quite frequently, and
understandably, people disobeyed the owner’s injunctions. So
the chap had his way by having the orifice of the spring sealed
off.

But the revolution changed the roles. Among the measures
taken by the Revolutionary Comite, to the great joy of so many
people, was the expropriation of the estate of that stiff-necked
egoist and also the public enjoyment of the forbidden spring. It
was decided to build, even through the hedges, a fine winding
path down to the sparkling water; and the former proprietor
had to take part in theworkwith thosewho had been his tenant
farmers. When all was completed, and with that love which
water arouses in Spain - and in so many other countries! - a
marble plaque was placed above the sparkling jet. What I read,
in golden letters, was: ”The Spring of Freedom, 19 July 1936.”
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support they received from the masses. Without the quality
of the men, of the militant cadres who seized the initiative
and adapted themselves to the circumstances with a tactical
skill often quite outstanding, almost nothing would have been
done. Perhaps, in spite of the peasants’ hunger for land, the
large estates would have been only partially seized, and with-
out far reaching constructive imagination, because of s a lack of
clear ideological guidance. The armed presence of ourmen con-
tributed to the liberation of the population from a traditional
past which would have limited its effort far too much; that is
all.

But that presence is far from explaining everything. Other
regions bear witness that in spite of the existence of legal
authorities and non-libertarian military forces, the revolution
took place there as well. It was in the Levante, as we shall
see, that the Collectives were most numerous and of the
greatest importance. It was, for instance, in Valencia, capital
of the Levante, that the government established itself with
its bureaucracy and extensive policing forces. And in Castile,
where at the beginning republicans, socialists and communists
predominated, peasant Collectives were created and devel-
oped, and generally speaking, became perhaps more powerful
than in Aragon.

In going into things in greater depth, I feel able to say that,
contrary to the statements which attribute the setting up
and development of the Aragon Collectives to the presence
of specifically libertarian troops, they did not play a positive
role in this historic event. In the first place, from my own
first-hand observations, they lived on the fringe of the task of
social transformation that was being carried out. A military
world, even if libertarian and a civilian world. A military spirit
with its own preoccupations and, to some extent, withdrawn
into itself, generally indifferent to whatever was not life in
the Front Line. There were exceptions in which relations were
established between civilians and militiamen; they involved
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a very minor number of people. Most of the soldiers, often
Catalans, came from industrial areas, lived alongside Aragon
villages without interesting themselves in them - even when
they were billeted in the villages.

As to the new organisation of life, production and exchanges,
the military presence was more negative than positive. On the
one hand the Collectives supplied provisions without payment
for these troops who had to be adequately fed, since the gov-
ernment did nothing for them. On the other hand a goodly
number of the youngest and strongest ma”¹os6 had been called
up and so taken away from their work in the fields and work-
shops. All in all, and from the strictly economic point of view,
the Collectives would have benefited from there not being sec-
tions of the armed forces in the region. But it is true that in
that case the fascists would have advanced.

1. Graus

Graus7 is situated in the north of the province of Huesca in re-
gion less suited to socialised agricultural production than the
villages we visited further South. The topography of the land
is the principal reason. Here one is in the heart of the Spanish
Pyrenees, in the middle of the thinly wooded forests where the
rocks are more numerous than the trees. Fields are rare, and
cultivated areas small. Cultivations rise in irregular terraces
among the rocky and chaotic formations. One reaches Graus
by passes where machines cannot penetrate. There is no short-
age of water; streams, springs, rivers and torrents abound. But
soil is sparse. Erosion carried it away in centuries past. Thus
the villages are lost in the greyish masses, with their small pop-
ulations and dreary homes, which do not always reach the hun-
dred mark, one also finds them on the heights, dominating the

6 The popular name given in Spain to the Aragonese.
7 Pronounced Graooss.
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One can therefore say that in general the standard of living
rose by from 50 to 100 per cent in a fewmonths, that the produc-
tive capital increased in an astonishing manner during a war
and when a part of the labour force, mainly the youngest and
most active, was at the Front. The miracle was made possible
not only because the work was carried out with a collective en-
thusiasm that was praiseworthy, but also thanks to economy in
the use of labour and the means of production. One must bear
in mind that some 40 per cent of the population had previously
been engaged in commerce, and realise that a better distribu-
tion ofactivities made it possible there, as elsewhere, to free
a labour force until then virtually parasitic and employ it on
work which benefited everybody:

The whole economic machine-production, exchanges,
means of transport, distribution-was in the hands of twelve
employees, who kept separate books and card-index files
for each activity. Day by day, everything was recorded and
allocated: turn ver and reserves of consumer goods and raw
materials, cost prices and seiling prices, summarised income
and outgoings, profit or loss noted for each enterprise or
activity.

And as ever, the spirit of solidarity was present, not only be-
tween the Collective and each of its components, but between
the different branches of the economy. The losses incurred by a
particular branch, considered useful and necessary, were made
up by the profits earned by another branch. Take, for instance,
the hairdressing section. The shops kept open all day and oper-
ated at a loss. On the other hand drivers’ activities were prof-
itable, as was that for the production of alcohol for medical
and industrial purposes. So these surpluses were used in part
to compensate the deficit on the hairdressing establishments.
It was also by this juggling between the sections, that pharma-
ceutical products were bought for everybody and machines for
the peasants.
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and prescriptions were free, both these services having been
socialised.

One should add that there was no unemployment, and as in
all the Collectives, wages were paid in full for fifty-two weeks,
of the year for, as one of the organisers in Graus put it to me,
”one must eat every day”.

On the other hand the cost of clothing coming from Catalo-
nia and foodstuffs from other regions had increased by 30 per
cent.

If one wants to make comparisons, then let us take a family
of five (which is the average for Spain) consisting of mother,
and father and three children or two children and one grand-
parent; in other words a family in which there is a single bread-
winner. And if we take the highest wage ruling at the time, that
of a mechanic and assuming he is always in employment, then
his 8 pesetas a day, a good wage for a Spanish village, makes
200 pesetas a month based on 25 days’ work. Under the Collec-
tives’ family wage those five people would receive (including
the 15 per cent increase) 310.50 pesetas a month. Bearing in
mind the increases that took place in certain prices, the differ-
ence was. not as large as might appear at first sight. However,
it did offer a considerable advantage. Furthermore, as we have
seen, that family did not pay rent, which, with medical costs
and prescription charges, was calculated at 70 pesetas a month.
That supplemented the wages as did also the plot of land avail-
able to each family to cultivate what they wished on it for their
own use. It was also supplemented by the selected seeds, and
fertilisers distributed free, and by the animals kept in the back-
yard. And it rose verymuchmore for the builders, and builders’
labourers working out of doors, and farm labourers who used
to get paid four pesetas a day for six months of the year . . .
Under the Collectives system it was no longer necessary to go
elsewhere to look for work, and young girls stopped going to
France or Catalonia to work as domestics.
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minute valleys, and surrounded by enormous jagged boulders
in the midst of which they resemble nests.

In themore isolated places where life is so peaceful, progress
penetrates with difficulty. Long established traditions hold
sway, and minds are slow. New ideas hardly penetrated the
high mountains of Aragon, as in all mountainous regions
untraversed by living arteries. The restricted outlook on
social life, the withdrawal into oneself, predisposed few of the
inhabitants to a broad collectivist experience, which did not
exclude however, and especially in this region, either loyalty
or a regal hospitality.

By June 1937, of the 43 villages comprising the canton of
Graus, Capella, Campo, Vesian, Pelatua, Benasque, Bocamorta,
Puebla de Castro, Torres del Obispo, Puebla de Fantova,
Laguares were 50% collectivised. The organisation which
I had the time to study most carefully was that of Graus.
This cantonal village of 2,600 inhabitants which gives the
appearance of a small town, is situated on the banks of the
Esera, the river of Spain with, I was told, the most constant
flow, rising in France and feeding the immense barrage of the
canal of Aragon and Catalonia.

Also surrounded by highmountains andwell watered, Graus
is situated at the intersection of many roads. It therefore be-
came a relatively important commercial centre and the spirit
of enterprise resulted in the creation of numerous small busi-
nesses to satisfy the needs of the surrounding country. In July
1936 40 per cent of the inhabitants earned their living from
commerce; and industry and agriculture shared equally the re-
maining 60 per cent.

One fifth of the cultivated land was irrigated, and used for
growing vegetables. On the dry lands cereals, grapes, olives
and almonds were the main crops. But in that year throughout
North Aragon the almonds had failed following a heavy frost
on one night, whilst more to the south, the grapes in the canton
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of Binefar had been destroyed by a thunderstorm lasting an
hour.

40 per cent of the irrigated land belonged to two proprietors.
Another 40 per cent was more equitably divided, but the poor
harvest obliged the average peasant (and one can guess at the
fate of the really impoverished ones) to obtain a third or even
a half of his income by work other than on the land. They
took jobs in local industry, or as casual labourers on the land
of the wealthy. Or again they would go to other regions on sea-
sonal work. In the industrial jobs, wages ranged from 6 pesetas
for labourers to 8 for builders and mechanics. But an accurate
assessment showed that, bearing in mind that unemployment
was rife, builders averaged 5 pesetas a day. As for the labourers
. . .

During the early thirties the young emigrated and went to
live in Catalonia or in France; about one fifth of the young girls
left to find jobs as domestic servants in the towns. The trades-
men and the small industrialists did not live any better. For a
long time their debts had exceeded their total assets.

As soon as the antifascists, advised by our comrades, had
taken the situation in hand, they set about the social changes
which we are about to enumerate.

One has seen that the living conditions of the various sec-
tions of the population were very different. A day-labourer
working in the fields earned a half of a mechanic’s wages. The
first thing to be done thereforewas to establish the familywage
which assured to all an equal right to the means of life. At
the beginning this wage was paid by vouchers. At the end of
a month, tickets which were divided into points were issued.
Later, the relative commercial importance of Graus, its situ-
ation on busy roads, brought back the use of the peseta, the
official ~noney maintained throughout most of Spain, as the
general standard of values; then the Comite issued its own lo-
cal small coinage.
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though some families owned a small back yard. There was also
a large number of ducks, geese and goslings, for whom a pool
was being laid out. Furthermore, young turkeys and sixty pairs
of breeding rabbits were the beginnings of greater things to
come.

In June 1937, 1,500 chicks had been hatched and another 800
were on the way in seven hatcheries, five of which had been
bought in Catalonia, one had been donated and the seventh
had been built on the site.

The standards of construction and the hygienic conditions of
the building were excellent. The chicks were reared according
to the highest standards: dried milk, cod liver oil - they lacked
nothing.

But let us return to the non-agricultural activities. In what
was the corset factory some thirty women were at work mak-
ing shirts and trousers for the militiamen. Most of the young
girls were not paid specially to come and work there, since
their basic needs were guaranteed by the family wage based on
the number of members in the household. Nevertheless they
came in two groups, one in the morning, the other in the af-
ternoon; and they worked as hard as anybody. We were in the
world of human solidarity.

Let us now examine a little more closely the new conditions
of existence. We have seen from the Resolution of the agri-
cultural workers that a couple received six pesetas a day, that
an extra peseta was added for every additional person on the
principle that the more people there were in a family propor-
tionately less would be the cost of living per person. The in-
crease was uniform; thus a family of eight persons received 14
pesetas, a sum they had never seen before in their lives, for no
special grants had been available for large families. Then as
economic conditions improved the family wage for large fam-
ilies was increased by 15 per cent. Furthermore, there was no
rent to pay, housing being looked upon as a public service: the
price of gas and water had been halved, and medical services
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far from the village, on a site surrounded by trees and fields
where the Collective was intending to establish a paddock for
rearing fowls. At the time of my visit one of the two sections
of the building had been completed. It was constructed with
solid materials: stone walls, concrete floors, with ample room
and well lighted and aerated. In twenty-two divisions, 162 pigs
were housed according to age and breed. A central alleyway
separated the two rows of stalls. The walls were whitewashed
and everything swilled down daily, including the pigs when
considered necessary. Work was almost completed on a large
outside pen which would then allow the pigs to take the air
and sun daily.

On the upper floor of the building which was as solidly con-
structed though not as high, reserve stores of pig food were
kept, and a large cistern into which water was pumped by mo-
tor. Outside, specially dug furrow drains took the liquid ma-
nure and solid wastes to pits where, after any necessary treat-
ment, these were sprayed onto the surrounding fields.

The breeding sows were housed separately, and in peace.
Once all the building work was complete, the Collective ex-
pected to increase its production by at least 400 more pigs than
Graus normally produced. The increase would be even greater
bearing in mind the improved strains and the feeding methods.

The project for a huge fowl rearing complex not far from
this pig-farm should not lead one to believe that when I visited
Graus and studied what was going on, everything still had to
be done in this domain. The granja no. 2 was proof of it. It had
been organised from the first days. A plan had been prepared
on the basis of the most recent experiments. In a surprisingly
short time, considering that only human labour was available,
on one site five two-storey buildings were put up and on the
other one building with seven subdivisions. Rearing was then
started, using what was at hand. They used Leghorns, Prats,
the latter an excellent and too little known Catalan breed, and
hundreds of laying hens. Eggs were reserved for the Collective
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Trade was at first controlled but was soon socialised. Indi-
vidual transactions were replaced by collective ones. A ”Food
Cooper” ative” was set up where all the goods found in the
small shops were concentrated. Then a second cooperative8
for cloth and haberdashery was opened and replaced 23 of the
25 specialised shops - for just two were retained. There were
also 25 to 30 grocers’ shops which were transformed into two
large collective stores. One shoe shopwas retained out of three;
the two hardware shops were merged into one; and of the six
bakeries and bread stores four disappeared and one bakehouse
(instead of three) proved to be sufficient.

The process of reorganisation and technical improvement
went hand in hand with that of the collectivisation of the land
and industry. In Graus as in many other places in Aragon, the
application of socialism started with the organisation of the
agrarian Collective. Faced with the gravity of the situation,
the revolutionary Comite dealt first with the most important
and urgent needs. The harvest had to be gathered, the land
cultivated and sown and maximum returns obtained from re-
duced efforts, seeing how many young men had been taken
away by the demands of war. By the efforts of comrades of the
U.G.T. and C.N.T., the old swing-ploughs drawn by a donkey
were discarded, the strongest ranking animals were rounded
up and set to work with the best ploughs on the land from
which the boundary hedges had been grubbed up. The land
was then sown with corn. The agrarian Collective was consti-
tuted on October 16, 1936 barely three months after the fascist
attack. On the same day, the means of transport were officially
collectivised though they had been in fact almost from the be-
ginning. Other new steps were decided upon, in accordahce
with suggestionsmade by the two syndicates - the one socialist,
the other libertarian. The socialisation of the printing industry

8 As in most cases, the name cooperative was given to what were com-
munal stores.
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was decided on on November 24. (9) It was followed two days
later by that of the shoe shops and bakers.

On December 1st it was the turn of the businessmen,
doctors, chemists, blacksmiths, and locksmiths. On December
11th, that of the cabinet makers and carpenters. Gradually all
the social activities entered the new organism.

The Resolution voted by the agricultural workers allows one
to get a clearer picture of the basic outlines and general prin-
ciples of the collectivisations that followed, since in all cases
their principles were more or less the same. This is the text:

”Agricultural workers, meeting in Graus on 16 Oc-
tober, 1936 resolve as follows:

1. They join the general Community of all
trades;

2. All the members join the Community of
their free will; they are expected to bring
their tools;

3. All the land of comrades entering the Com-
munity must be handed over to increase the
common wealth;

4. When agricultural workers have no work
to do, it is obligatory; that they help in
other trades which might have need of their
labour;

5. An inventory in duplicate will be made of the
land and chattels that have been brought to
the Collectivity; one copywill be given to the
owner of those properties and the other will
remain in the hands of the Collective.

6. If for unforeseeable reasons the Collective
were to be dissolved, each comrade will have
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of 20 ton capacity, which allowed Graus for the first time in its
history to control the movement of goods arriving and leaving
the village. In addition, two electric washing machines were
acquired - one for the hospital, the other for the local collec-
tivised hotels.

Needless to say, agriculture did not stand still so far as out-
put was concerned. In view of the small proportion of cul-
tivable land, the irrigated area only increased by 5 per cent and
of the dry lands by 10 per cent, but the removal of the old prop-
erty boundaries allowed for some to be reclaimed from useless
hedges and paths. The landwas alsomore rationally cultivated;
and the headlands were all cultivated; production of potatoes
was increased by 50 per cent, which made it possible to use
three quarters of the production in exchange for goods coming
from Catalonia. And by a better use of tools and equipment,
fertilisers and human effort, more lucerne was available for the
livestock, and a doubling of sugar beet for human consumption.
Furthermore, making good use of even the smallest patches of
land, about 400 selected fruit trees were planted.

The Collective bought a modern threshing machine, modern
ploughs and seed drills, a powerful tractor, a reaper-binder, a
vine spraying machine, a ridge plough. The use of all these me-
chanical aids, to which must be added those supplied by the
chemical industry, make it easy to understand why the pro-
ductivity of the Collectivised land was 50 per cent higher than
that of the individualist farmers, and that the latter ended by
joining in the common effort.

Before July 1936, the rearing of livestock had been neglected
in Graus. But due to the force of circumstances this too com-
mercial locality had to change some of its activities. For in-
stance, the rearing of sheep was intensified by the purchase of
310 sheep as the beginning of a larger flock that could graze
on the mountain slopes. But better still, I visited two granjas
(farms) which gave a fine impression of the creative urge. Farm
no. 1 was assigned to the rearing of pigs. It was constructed
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Industry (factories, workshops, electricity, water, building
works).

The remaining two comrades, one from the C.N.T., the other
from the U.G.T., were in charge of the general secretariat; they,
were also entrusted with propaganda.

In the industrial organisation, each workshop nominated a
delegate worker who maintained the necessary permanent re-
lations with the secretary for the industry.

Each industrial speciality had its own accounts kept by the
general Accounting Section where I was shown the master Ac-
count Book from which I was able to note the most impor-
tant sections existing at the time. This list gave a fairly com-
plete picture of the non-agricultural activities of the locality
and of the general organisation: drinking water, the manu-
facture of goatskin bottles, carpentry, mattress making, cine-
matography, cartwright’s workshops, flour milling, photogra-
phy, silk spinning, chocolate making, sausage making, liqueur
distilling, electricity, oil-store, haberdashery, hotels and cafes,
forges, linen drapery, gypsum kilus, bakeries, hairdressing es-
tablishments, laundry, tailors collectives, soap making, paint
shop, tile works, tin-shop, cycle repairs, dressmaking work-
shop, sewing machine workshop, assembly and printing shops,
dairy-farm, building materials.

Thus all was supervised and coordinated. Just as for distribu-
tion, organisation for production was rationalised. For this rea-
son the Collective brought together in one building the small
undertakings which bottled wine, which made lemonade, soda
water, beers and liqueurs. Consequently the work was carried
out properly, under more hygienic conditions for both the pro-
ducers and consumers.

TheCollective also installed amill for the production of olive
oil using modern techniques, with the result that the waste ma-
terial could be used for making soap; one industry stemming
from the other. Among purchases one also observed two 5-ton
lorries, made available to the whole village, and a weighbridge
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the indisputable right to the land and goods
he had brought to the Collective;

7. Members will nominate, at their meeting, the
administrative Commission for their trade,

8. When agricultural workers have reached
agreement on this latter point, they will
have to nominate an administratiye~ Com-
mission composed of a chairman, treasurer,
a secretary and three members;

9. This agrarian Collective will maintain direct
relations with the communal Bank of all the
assembled trades, which will be set up by the
liaison Comite:

10. Workers who come to work collectively will
receive the following wages: for families of
three people or less,9 six pesetas a day; those
consisting of more than three people will re-
ceive an additional peseta a day for each of
them;

11. The wage can be modified according to the
circumstances and at the suggestion of the
administrative Commission of all the assem-
bled trades;10

12. Workers whose relatives do not belong
to the Collective will receive wages to be
established by the Comite.11

9 The limit was afterwards set at two persons.
10 It will be noted that the peasant Collective is not separated from, but

always united with, ”all the assembled trades”.
11 Therewere in Aragon, and in other regions, many cases where young

boys and girls left their family, which had remained individualist, order to
join the Collective.
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13. The expulsion of a member of the Collective
will have to be decided by the central Com-
mission of all the trades, to which the agri-
cultural section also belongs;

14. The members of the Collective undertake to
work as many hours as the administrative
Commission, in agreement with the local
central Commission, will consider necessary,
and it is vital that they should work with
interest and enthusiasm.

Duly informed and in full agreement, the agricul-
tural workers take cognisance of this Resolution.”

This document as all the others of a similar nature - only in
Alcorisa will one find an exception to the rule - was drafted
by peasants who were not literate persons, and even made fre-
quent spelling mistakes; one could also object to clumsiness
in the drafting of the text, or to ambiguities in the terms used.
Nevertheless the essential tasks are defined and practice would
clarify and sharpen the thinking.

As a contribution to this clarification, it should be said that
no collectivisation was carried out independently of the will
of the people concerned. As to the collectivist revolutionary
Comite, which is not always called by the same name in dif-
ferent texts, its function was restricted to calling to a meeting
- and only after previous agreement with the militants best
informed on the problems and activities - each section of the
producers which decided, with complete independence, to
collectivise. Once having joined the Collective, that section
was no longer autonomous.12 The revolutionary Comite was
soon transformed into a Comite de enlace (liaison Committee)

12 Though the right to secede remained. But in fact isolation was im-
possible.
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which managed or coordinated everything. It disappeared
in January 1937 with the reestablishment of the municipal
Council as required by the government.

Again, complete harmony existed between the two workers
organisations’ U.G.T. and C.N.T., who agreed to nominate four
councillors each, and that the president, whose role was that
of mayor, should be a republican worker chosen by a general
assembly of all the inhabitants of the village. Impartiality and
unity were thus secured.

But the mayor was only a figurehead; he simply applied the
decisions taken by themajority of themunicipal Council which
had to represent the Central government, to call up conscripts
for the war, furnish identity documents, establish rationing for
all the inhabitants of the village, individualists and collectivists.
The Collective was only answerable to itself. The municipal
Council intervened neither in its activities nor in its adminis-
tration - and it was also true for all the Collectives in general. It
supervised 90 per cent of production (only in agriculture were
there still individualists) and all the means of transport, distri-
bution and exchange. Of the eight comrades who comprised
it, six were at the head of the section of which they were most
qualified. The following was the classification established for
each delegate:

Education and Public Health which included everything con-
nectedwith cultural life, not east the theatre, cinema (therewas
one in Graus which when required was used as a hall for meet-
ings). The same section also extended to matters concerning
sport and public health in general;

Work and Statistics which dealt with the classification and
allocation of workers, remuneration and the general census;

Provisioning (commerce, coal supplies, chemical fertilisers,
warehouses, depots and distribution);

Transport and Communications (lorries and trucks, cars,
wagons, taxis, garages, Posts and Telegraphs);
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Of the five provinces in the Levante it was understandable
that the role of Valencia should be outstanding. Firstly for
demographic reasons. It boasted 1,650,000 inhabitants at the
time of the Revolution.1 Murcia was next in importance with
622,000 inhabitants and in which the famous gardens covered
only a very small part of the territory which had always been a
land of misery and emigration. Alicante which was richer had
a population of 472,000, then came Castellon de la Plana with
312,000 and finally Albacete with 238,000 inhabitants.

Anybody knowing however little of the social history of this
region is not surprised to learn that the province of Valencia,
especially in its achievements in agriculture and horticulture,
advanced and developed faster than anywhere else. From 1870
the libertarian movement had always numbered outstanding
militants in its ranks, especially in the county; the case of the
”martyrs” of Cullera is famous in the annals of the social his-
tory of the region. There were others, as we have already men-
tioned. And whereas in the towns of the Levante republican-
ism often dominated the opposition at the time of the monar-
chy, the fighters in the country areas were very often defend-
ing antistatal ideas, a position which was, in any case, widely
adopted among the peasantry. Thus in the period 1915-1920,
it was to them (often they were smallholders) that libertarian
propagandists coming from other regions frequently had to ap-
peal in order to reorganise the movement, the rebirth of which
had been encouraged in part by the high hopes aroused by the
still little-understood Russian Revolution.

We had, therefore, in many places in these five provinces,
militants who were economically and politically free, for
whom the revolution was not just a matter of thoughtless
agitation or of simple political changes but above all meant

1 The variations in geographical characteristics as well as of dependent
resources were such that in 1936, regions in the same province had a popula-
tion density in the Mediterranean zone of 450 per sq. kilometre, and in other
places only 25 to 30 kilometres from the coast, the density was less than 20.
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far. The committee will give a progress report at
the monthly assembly on consumption and pro-
duction, as well as reports from the rest of Spain
and abroad.
Art. 5 - All those who will manage the activities
of the Collective will be nominated by the general
assembly of collectivists.
Art. 6 - Each member will receive an inventory
of the goods and chattels he has brought [to the
Collective].
Art. 7 - All members of the Collective without
exception, will 5 have equal rights and duties;
they cannot be obliged to belong to one Syndi-
cate rather than to another;17 it will suffice that
they fully accept the resolutions adopted by the
Collective.
Art. 8 - Any profits may not be shared out. They
will be part, of the collective wealth, for the benefit
of all. Foodstuffswill be rationed and onewill have
to see to it that food stocks are set up in case of
crop failures.
Art. 9 - When circumstances demand it, as in the
case of urgent agricultural work, the Collective
will be able to require women comrades in suf-
ficient numbers to do jobs in keeping with their
sex.18 A strict control will be exercised to ensure
that women comrades fulfil this productive effort.
Art. 10 - Young peoplewill not start towork before
they are 15 years old; and will not engage in heavy
work until they are sixteen.

17 The reference is to U.G.T. or C.N.T.
18 By which was obviously meant the lighter manual jobs.
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Art. 11 - Assemblies will take the necessary deci-
sions so far as the administration of the Collective
and the replacement of the administrative commis-
sion are concerned.

It is clear that the Collective embraces the whole of social
life. For its task extends, as we shall soon see, to education,
health and all public services. Practically speaking the Syndi-
cate plays no role at all. It has prepared the new order, but the
latter establishes itselfand extends beyond the Syndicate.

Neither is there a municipal organisation in the traditional
sense, even if we go back to the communes of the Middle Ages.
The Syndicate is inadequate and the municipality has been left
behind. The Collective is the most typical organ of the Spanish
peasant revolution which embraces all aspects of life.

For now it is no longer a case of struggling against the boss,
of obtaining or snatching reforms, increases in wages and un-
proved working conditions whilst continuing to be subjected
to the wages system, but of ensuring production, of replacing
- for this purpose yesterday’s exploiters and organisers. And
this productionmust be geared to direct local requirements and
the needs for barter. Production and the enjoyment of goods,
work and the sharing out of labour, are indivisible. As are the
method of sharing out labour, the moral concepts which pre-
side over, direct and influence the orientation of work. Every-
thing is interdependent, interlinked. The sections of produc-
tion are the toothed wheels of a whole mechanism which is
available to everyone; for men old and young, fit or otherwise,
for women who work or not, for children, the sick, the help-
less, etc. This feeling of solidarity was to be found in the rela-
tionship between the different parts of the mechanism in gen-
eral A lack of corporate feeling, of rivalry between trades or in
work specialisation. The Collective was a human and fraternal
whole. Industry and Agriculture represented a common fund.
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CHAPTER VI:
COLLECTIVES IN THE
LEVANTE

General Characteristics

The regional Federation of the Levante, an integral part of the
National Confederation of Labour (C.N.T.) comprising that is
workers’ and peasants’ Syndicates, traditionally organised by
the Spanish Libertarians, served as the basis for the parallel
Federation of Agricultural Collectives of the Levante. It cov-
ers five provinces which are, from North to South, Castellon
de la Plana, Valencia, Alicante, Murcia and Albacete. The de-
velopment of agriculture in the first three of these, all Mediter-
ranean, among the richest in Spain also in terms of popula-
tion - about 3,300,000 inhabitants in 1936 - resulted in the so-
cial achievements that took place often assuming unsuspected
proportions. In my opinion it is in the Levante, thanks to its
natural resources and the forward looking spirit of our com-
rades, that the work of libertarian reconstruction was most
widespread as well as more complete. I was unable to study
it in the same detail as for the Aragon Collectives, but from
my own direct observations and much information graciously
imparted by the local comrades, as well as from first hand ac-
counts and original documents, I will attempt a general picture,
completed by a number of monographs which will bring to life
the characteristics and extent of the social transformation that
was achieved.
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a precautionary measure in favour of the towns, which were
much too self-confident, for the soldiers at the fronts, and for
any unlucky villages. This surplus actually doubled the normal
potato crop.

Before starting the reaping for which they feared a short-
age of hands so abundant was the harvest (though in fact re-
inforcements arrived from other villages), the members of the
Collective celebrated the Harvest Festival in which all the in-
habitants of Esplus joined. The huge feast, to which I had been
invited, took place in a large cornfield that had just been har-
vested. Women and children enthusiastically helped the men
to sample the hams, revolutionary hymns were intoned and I
believe some danced Aragonese jotas, without, however, for
we were in Spain, allowing joyfulness to make them lose their
dignity. By which is understood that there was not a single
case of drunkenness.
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No wage differential between the mechanic and the peasant.
The producers’ sections helped each other. A specially nomi-
nated Commission consisting of a chairman (who coordinated
thework to be done), a treasurer. a secretary and twomembers,
kept the general administrative accounts, but took care to sep-
arate the accounts of each of the specialised sections so as to
be able to correct and adjust them if necessary. Furthermore,
two comrades, who were in constant touch with the group del-
egates, were responsible for the supervision of work and the
results achieved.

The specialised sections (metal-workers, builders, etc.) met
separately to examine their problems, decide upon the work
to be done, actions to be taken, modifications to be made to
the inventories of requirements. On the other hand, in some
circumstances, the administrative Commission would convoke
them or the delegates in order to examine what this had to be.

Binefar followed the general pattern adopted without any
previous agreement, a spontaneous achievement as it were al-
most of a biological nature. The small scattered workshops
were centralised. There remained only one factory for themass
production of men’s wear, a huge workshop for the manufac-
ture of shoes and so on. As for agriculture, the cultivation of
wheat was increased by a third - without sacrificing other culti-
vations - and, but for the inclement weather that year, the pro-
duction of sugar beet throughout the canton would have risen
from the normal 40,000 tons to 70,000. Within a few months
and in the light of experience, the constitution of agricultural
groups as well as their organisation was modified. They ended
up by establishing seven zones, each of which was a complete
unit with its own buildings and with about one hundred work-
ers.

On the other hand, putting as ever the law of solidarity above
all else, an appeal would be made when necessary to industrial
workers and even to white collar workers who could not refuse
their help - since it was agreed by the Assembly - with the
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harvest. During the harvest of July 1937, even the tailors lent
a helping hand.

For such a mobilisation street lists were drawn up with the
names of married and single women. The former were not
called upon except in exceptional circumstances. It was above
all the young women who were called by means of the town
crier who the day before would move from the square to the
cross roads to read out the list of names of those whose turn it
was to help.

Visibly, work was not an irksome task. In mid-summer,
for the sowing of beetroot, groups of young girls gathered in
the early morning and would go off singing. Obviously some
would have preferred to stay in bed, but it was impossible for
them to cheat. Only those who had old relatives or young
brothers and sisters to look after were excused.

The delegate of each agricultural group or industrial section,
would enter daily, in each collectivist’s producer’s notebook,
his attendances at work. Infringements (if and when they oc-
curred) could not be repeated without comment.

The Collective guaranteed free lodgings to all its members as
well as bread, oil (the only edible fat available) and pharmaceu-
tical products. Other things had to be bought with local money
and on the basis of the family wage.

Consumer and other goods were distributed by communal
stores. There were many in Binefar for wine, bread, oil, gro-
ceries in general, haberdashery and textiles; in addition there
were three communal dairies, three butchers, a hardware shop
and a furniture warehouse where all the production of the
workshops was stored.

As township, chosen also because of its geographic situation
and for its communications, Binefar was entrusted with the ex-
changes between the 32 villages in the canton. Between Oc-
tober and December 1936 exchanges of goods amounting to 5
million pesetas (in hard currency) had been made with other
collectives in Catalonia and Aragon. And they held stocks of
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A hotel was opened for single people, another for some of
the many refugees from Aragon territory occupied by Franco’s
forces. All those who were thus supported enjoyed the same
services that were available to the active members of the Col-
lective.

Building operatives were working with enthusiasm. They
had started off by applying the eight-hour day, but the peas-
ants pointed out that they worked a twelve-hour day. They
therefore yielded to them and carried out all of the necessary
repair work to the house in Esplus. A large carpenter’s work-
shop was being built which it was intended to install machin-
ery for mass produced furniture for all the village and, it was
hoped, for surrounding villages as well.

Esplus engaged in the barter of goods using Binefar, chief
town of the canton, as the go-between. As it is a naturally
rich village, it delivered 200,000 pesetas’ worth of goods which
the cantonal Comite distributed either as a contribution to the
feeding of the troops at the front or for helping the poorest
villages.

This summary gives only a partial picture of what had been
done and what was being done. I paid many visits to this vil-
lage and one evening was there when the flocks were com-
ing down from the mountains, as they did once a week, to be
herded into the village sheep-pens. Bleating sheep and lambs,
delicate and shy ewes, rams swinging their jingling bells, dogs
on guard and watchful shepherds . . . The Collective’s flock
seemed to be unending. What a fine effort and what good re-
sults!

What good results, too, those acres of market gardens where
for the first time vegetables of all kinds were being grown on a
big scale. The different varieties of plants, and the care lavished
on them aroused much admiration. And on one visit I discov-
ered more fields of potatoes about which nobody had said any-
thing. Yet the normal production in the Collective’s huerta was
sufficient for all local needs. This additional effort represented
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been bought at the beginning and by July 1937 hundreds had
already been reared.

The cows were kept in two good houses. Only the poor milk-
ers were slaughtered.25 As for the sheep, though the meat had
been consumed locally as well as being sent to the soldiers at
the front, the flocks had increased from 600 to 2,000.

Collective stables had been constructed, but their numbers
were still insufficient. Some of the mules were being housed
by their former owners; they were not used until after rational
planning of the work decided upon by the Collective.

Medical care, pharmaceutical products, housing, lighting,
hairdressing saloons were all available without payment. As
almost everywhere, each family disposed of a plot of land
on which they grew vegetables or flowers and raised a few
rabbits or some chickens, according to their preferences. Fresh
vegetables were available in any case without payment; but
bread, meat, sugar, soap had to be paid for. A single man
received 25 pesetas a week, a couple 35 and an additional 4
pesetas per child under the age of 14, and 13 pesetas for those
over 14.

The prices of goods, which were so unstable in republican
Spain at the time because of the situation upsetting everything,
did not increase in Esplus anymore than they did inmost of the
villages which printed their own local money. Money vouchers
were guaranteed by production. The mechanism of their cir-
culation was very simple: they were distributed on Saturday
afternoon and exchanged for goods at the communal stores,
called a cooperative, which on the Saturday would hand them
to the local Comite which would then put them back into cir-
culation.

People unable to work were paid the same as the others.
Therewere examples of a chronically sickmanwith four young
children, a bedridden man and his daughter, etc.

25 The custom in Spain was to kill cows for butcher’s meat.
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sugar worth 800,000 pesetas and oil worth 700,000 as well as
less important commodities. The telephone and electricity had
been installed throughout the canton.

Still, the foregoing catalogue does not give a full picture
of the reality for this includes also negative aspects, which
stemmed from the general situation. There was frequently a
shortage of meat in Binefar and even of potatoes. The canton
was more than generous. On the Aragon Front, militias aban-
doned by the government were without food supplies just as
they were short of arms and ammunition. Binefar gave what
it could - what it had. For months it sent from 30 to 40 tons of
food a week. The whole canton donated 340 tons in one con-
signment for Madrid. In one day they donated to the Ascaso,
Durruti and Ortiz militia columns 36,000 pesetas worth of oil.

The collectives never stopped showing this solidarity. The
following is a typical example:

In June 1937 I attended a plenum to which delegations from
all the villages of the canton had come. A serious problem was
raised; the harvest was drawing near and there was a shortage
of sacks, of binder twine, petrol and other things needed for
the job. All this had to be purchased by the cantonal federa-
tion and distributed to the different villages according to their
requirements. The cost involved many tens of thousands of
pesetas to obtain for which it was necessary either to sell or
exchange oil and many other foodstuffs which were intended
for the front and thereby deprive the militiamen of them.

Well, not a single delegate was in favour of such a solution!
Unanimously, without any argument, the assembly declared
itself in favour of an alternative solution. In the end it was
decided to send a delegation to the Valencia government, a
step doomed to certain failure, for the sabotage of the Aragon
troops was a major consideration in the minds of a majority in
the Cabinet - who knew that the food shortages would encour-
age the militiamen to pillage the Collectives.
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I therefore decided to send to Solidaridad Obrera, our daily
newspaper in Barcelona, an appeal addressed to those militia-
men, explaining the situation to them and asking them to give
a part of their pay to help the peasants. The money was forth-
coming and the harvest saved.

All these facts explain the shortage of certain products that
an uninformed journalist would note on his way through Bine-
far, and without taking account of the fact for instance, that an
average of 500 soldiers were permanently billeted there.

The spirit of solidarity which is the outstanding feature of
the Collectives, invests them with other qualities. Thus Bine-
far increased its medical service. One doctor who had been in
practice for some time, declared himself for the C.N.T. and at
a regional congress of fellow doctors he persuaded a majority
of his Aragonese colleagues to follow his lead. Then without
delay he put himself at the service of the people. Thus the dis-
tribution of pharmaceutical products was followed by the con-
struction, outside the town and in a specially favourable local-
ity, of a cottage hospital as a result of contributions in money
and kind from the whole canton.

In April 1937 it was equipped with forty beds. An excellent
Catalan surgeon had hastened to join the first doctor. Appa-
ratus was purchased in Barcelona. A few months later, sur-
gical, obstetric and traumatological instruments had been ac-
cumulated in sufficient numbers to allow a start to be made.
An ultra violet ray machine made it possible to treat sickly in-
fants; a pathological laboratory was set up; a wing was added
for general medicine and one for venereal diseases - the front,
garrisoned with soldiers, was not far away - another for pro-
phylaxis and yet another for gynaecology.

Until then the birth of babies had been left to the care, more
often than not improvised, of midwives lacking the technical
means for difficult cases - and there was a lack of hygiene in
the peasants’ homes. The Catalan surgeon started a campaign
among his colleagues in other villages to send women about to
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The new form of organisation had already been clearly
thought out by our comrades when they were engaged in
underground propaganda during the Republic, and were
preparing the organisation of an agrarian community, pur-
chasing in advance tools, machines and seed.

Agricultural work was taken over by ten teams of land work-
ers. Principal aids were ten pairs of mules per team. Four addi-
tional teams dealt with the less heavy work (weeding, seed se-
lection, etc.). Young women helped when necessary. Married
women especially those with children were not bound to. But
in exceptional circumstances an appeal would bemade through
the public crier for volunteers. Only the older women would
remain at home to look after the young children. But none of
the old folk stayed away. They could not conceive of life with-
out work.

There were 110 men at the front. The increase in acreage
cultivated was therefore less; the trend was rather to diversify
cultivations and above all to increase the number of livestock.

At the beginning of the revolution, three of the former pro-
prietors each owned 200 sheep and ewes. Another had a herd
of 50 cattle. And most of the families had a cow or a pig. Pigs
were killed once a year, but poor peasants sold the hams to the
rich and kept only the carcases for themselves. Nevertheless at
the time when I used to visit Esplus, the hams were specially
kept. There were 400 reserved for the reapers at the time of
the harvest, as their work demanded richer nourishment than
usual. Four kilos were allowed per man. When I observed the
”guitars” hanging from the rafters of a huge room in anticipa-
tion of the feast of the Harvest (religious festivals were begin-
ning to be replaced by new pagan festivities) I understoodmore
vividly the importance of the change that had taken place.

The Collective had constructed four piggeries; one for breed-
ing sows, another for the piglets, one for growing pigs and the
fourth for fattening for the butcher. Two hundred pigs had
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joined the local section of the Left Republicans in order to pro-
tect themselves from any further reactionary measures, so as
not to be once again dragged from their homes and marched
off to deportation. It was for this reason that in July 1936 the
municipal Council of Esplus consisted of six libertarians pos-
ing as Left Republicans and of three Right-wing Republicans,
who five years earlier had been monarchists and who were still
monarchists at heart.

The general strike declared in reply to the Francoist coup
d’etat lasted a fortnight. A revolutionary Committee was nom-
inated, consisting of a republican majority which had gone
over from the Right to the Left, and of a minority of our com-
rades. But the two tendencies could not agree among them-
selves. The new Left Republicans went on manoeuvring and
very ably founded a reformist workers’ syndicate supporting
the U.G.T in order to make use of it to put a brake on the revo-
lution.

They succeeded in gaining time by prolonging the debates
and discussions within the revolutionary Committee. So, re-
alising that agreement would never be reached our comrades
constituted a local Comite which confiscated the large estates
and took them over; it was the only way of avoiding the dis-
tribution of the land that was being demanded by the political
turncoats and some ambitious peasants.

Nevertheless, the monarcho-republican conservatives
turned UGTers did not let go, and in the end, forcing some mis-
erable workers to take action, they attacked the local Comite
and opened fire, protecting themselves with women and
children behind whom they sheltered. Our comrades replied
by attacking the men; the conservatives were overcome and
the Collective was organised.

Eightmonths later therewere only two individualist families
whose rights were respected in accordance with the general
rule.
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give birth to the hospital where they would be better looked
after as well as the baby, who would not be the victim of the
customary lack of medical care.

A consultation service was organised and patients from all
parts attended daily.

Apart from a minority of about 5%, the small landowners,
who lived tolerably well before the revolution, retained their
way of life and were respected throughout the canton so long
as they did not keep more land than they were themselves able
to cultivate. The exchanges section provided them with a spe-
cial cash book in which were entered debits and credits on fac-
ing pages. Dates, quality and quantities and value of goods de-
livered and received by them were entered and thus provided
an immediate record for both parties as to their liquidity. Any-
way they could not exceed the rations allowed to everybody.
Which did not imply a vexatious measure against them, since
they had the right to take part in the collectivist assemblies
where the quotas were established. They had furthermore, and
this wasmore or less general, the right to make use of technical
working materials at the disposal of the Collective.

Among the work carried out for the improvement of sani-
tation, apart from cowsheds built outside the village, was the
draining of a swamp covering some 20 hectares. This swamp,
which harboured colonies of mosquitoes and foul gases, be-
longed to a large number of small proprietors each of whom
owned a strip but who did nothing with it, since their lack of
technical resources prevented them fromundertaking thework
of improvement. The Collective drained, levelled, sowed and
harvested this former swamp and the yields were higher than
average.

One must however recognise that there is not an infallible
conscience among all men and women who make up the pop-
ulation of the collectivised villages. From time to time one
comes across human weaknesses. I remember a discussion be-
tween a woman of about fifty and a much younger comrade
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who was in charge of supervising work and housing arrange-
ments. She lived with her husband, son, daughter-in-law and
their children and wanted to change house: ”My daughter has
become unbearable,” she declared. ”I want to live on my own,
as we don’t get on.”

The comrade, whose name was Turmo - with the soul of a
child, the courage of a lion, and a voice of thunder - strove like
the devil against the artful woman who didn’t lose her calm,
but had in the end to retreat grumbling. I then asked Turmo
why he had not given in. He explained that the proportion of
salaries being higher for each person when the families con-
sist of a small number of people, some large families wanted
to split up in order to receive more money, even though their
calculation was wrong. And it was a fact that there was not
enough accommodation available and it would be necessary to
wait a long time before more could be built in view of the num-
bers of conscripts who had been sent to the front which had
been stabilised some forty kilometres away.

It was a small matter; there were others, and the organis-
ers of the Collectives had to cope with them calmly or with
a sense of humour, and it was impossible not to have admira-
tion for these men so full of self-sacrifice who, as determined
constructors, did things so quickly and well. For in Binefar,
as in general among the Aragonese Collectives, not one cog
in the general organisational wheel failed, neither in the work-
shops, nor in the distributive system, nor in work in the fields.
I travelled many times on the Tamarite-Binefar road. On one
occasion, with a doctor who had also come from Barcelona, we
passed by car alongside the fields sown with cereals, planted
with vines and olive trees, where the market gardens and or-
chards alternated with the golden crops. I was pointing out all
this to my companion. ”These kilometres of plantations and
cultivations where I nothing has been neglected belong to the
Collective,” I told him with pride. Two days later I pointed out
to him in Esplus where I had accompanied him for the organi-
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accounted for a further 1,100 hectares. Another landowner
owned as much and a few others less. There were more who
were not as rich, but very comfortably off, each of whom
owned from 70 to 100 hectares.

There was not much left over for the people, half of whom
were exploited by the wealthy and the very rich, cultivating
their estates on the basis of a system called terraja, which con-
sisted in clearing and reclaiming land, getting it ready, levelling
it and growing crops on it and handing over a quarter of the
produce to the landowner. These workers had also to pay an
annual rent of six pesetas per hectare, and obliged to use a pair
of mules purchased by them to improve each hectare that had
been sowed. The fields which had been thus cultivated were
then offered to medieros who paid in lieu of rent, a half of the
harvest.

The history of our movement there was as turbulent as in
Belver de Cinca and elsewhere. A Syndicate of the C.N.T. con-
stituted in 1920 was closed down four years later by the dic-
tatorship of General Primo de Rivera. It re-emerged in 1931,
following the proclamation of the Second Republic and had
170 members when, in 1932, the Leftist government of Manuel
Azana, in which Largo Caballero was the Labour Minister (and
used his office to wage war against the C.N.T. for the benefit
of the U.G.T. of which he was the outstanding leader) closed
down the local Syndicate which was reconstituted when the
Right-wing Republicans were triumphant at the polls; but the
Republic of Alejandro Leroux was no different from that of its
predecessor and took the same action. So much so that after
the triumph of the ”Popular Front” in February 1936 our com-
rades set about the task of building up the Syndicate for the
fourth time, but there were only seventeen of them when the
Francoist attack was launched. So much persecution had dis-
couraged the workers and poor peasants.

Nevertheless there took place in a discreet way what we
have seen occurring in many other places. Our comrades had
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would be supplied and that village’s surpluses would be sent
to Mas de las Matas where they would be held in reserve for
eventual barter with other Collectives in the canton. It was a
kind of clearing-house. Thus through the intermediary of the
general Warehouse or the communal depot, barter within and
outside the village was possible at all times.

This system of compensation was carried out without the
least reticence for the spirit of speculation had disappeared.
Any villagewhichwas going through particular difficulties and
had nothing to barter was not thereby condemned to poverty
or to having to raise loans on which the interest charges and re-
payments would grievously jeopardise its economic situation
for years to come.

In the interdependent cantons the problem did not present
itself in these terms. Thus for instance in that of Mas de las
Matas the main economic resources of Seno and of La Gine-
brosa had, that year, been destroyed by hailstorms. Under a
capitalist regime it would have resulted in untold privations,
even to emigration for several years for some of the men. In a
regime; of strict justice, loans secured with difficulty could be
a permanent millstone round their necks. Under the regime of
libertarian solidarity, the difficulty was shared by the effort of
the whole canton. Foodstuffs, vegetable plants, seeds, were all
supplied in a fraternal manner, without mortgages, and with-
out contracting, debts. The revolution had created a new civil-
isation.

7. Esplus

For its 1,100 inhabitants, Esplus had at its disposal 11,000
hectares of land of which 9,000 were irrigated. But the Duke
of Luna had cornered 5,500 and the estates of the monarchist
Alvarado, former Finance Minister, who certainly showed
more concern for his interests than for those of the nation,
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sation of his work, other vast plantations, this time of potatoes,
and more vines, and on the way I repeated to him almost with
fervour before the miracle of this revolution that had at last
been realised: ”It’s the Collective, the Collective that has done
this!”

The brigade led by the communist Lister was soon to aban-
don the front to go and destroy ”manu militari” almost all the
Aragonese Collectives, including that of Binefar and its canton.
Many of their organisers, such as the Blanco brothers, were
murdered, or seriously injured. The estates were handed back
to the landowners and the hospital was completely ransacked.

4. Andorra (Teruel)

Andorra covered an area of 25,600 hectares. Its 3,337 inhab-
itants were divided into 909 families. Large landed property
was unknown. The richest worked just as did the poorest, and
only one proprietor owned four draught animals. The average
was two. At the bottom of the social scale, families possessed
a donkey and helped each other to work the land and gather
the corn.

Once again, in Spain - as in many other countries in the
world - the land area is not necessarily a guarantee of wealth.
There is hardly any rainfall in the region of Andorra. There-
fore extensive cultivation mainly of wheat, grapes19 and olives.
Barley, oats and rye were of secondary importance. The few ir-
rigated areas were irrigated only for short periods. In drought
years the springs dry up and no water comes down from the
mountains. Add to this the sudden frosts which so often de-
stroy plants and fruit blossom, and hail which in 1937 reduced
the olive harvest from an average of 28,000 sacks to 6,000. If the
individualist landed proprietors had been in control Andorra

19 In terms of must, the average yield per hectare from the vineyards
was 60% less than in France.
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would have probably become one more despablado (depopu-
lated area).

These climatic conditions obliged 300 families to live in large
run down shanties called farms dotted in the mountains. The
remainder of the population spent eight months of the year
there. In the event, the village was almost always underpop-
ulated. People would return on Saturday night and go off on
Monday morning, pushing forward their donkey which was
loaded with bread, wine, oil, beans, chick peas, potatoes, dried
cod and pork meat - in other words, the food they had bought
for the week.

There was however a social category even more poverty
stricken, below the lowest rung in the social ladder; they were
the disinherited who worked under lease land belonging to
widows, old people, spinsters, the doctor, the chemist, some
landowners who were crippled or unable to work their lands.
These farmers, who were medieros, received only a half of the
harvest produced by their work.

Two-thirds of the land was cultivated, but one must bear in
mind that at least a half of dry lands in Spain was left fallow.
In Andorra, even with chemical fertilisers and the manure pro-
duced by the large number of livestock, the land had to rest
one year out of two or three.

On the poor pastures which with rocks cover a third other
area, about 13,000 sheep and 2,000 goats were reared. The ani-
mals were sold to other regions. The peasants hardly ever ate
meat.20

[snip]
corn to local monopolist buyers who naturally earned much

more than them.

20 In general in Spain, the herdsmen and shepherds only ate meat when
a lamb had been half devoured by the wolves or a sheep had fallen over a
precipice and had been killed or badly injured.
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School attendance was compulsory up to the age of 14. In
a group of masias (small farmhouses), built on the mountain
slopes some distance from the village, a school was opened for
older children who had never before sat at a school desk. And
in Mas de las Matas two new classes had just been improvised,
each to deal with 50 childrenwhose educationwas entrusted to
two young womenwho had taken a course in advanced studies
in Saragossa and Valencia.24

Public entertainment was free both for collectivists and in-
dividualists.

On the basis of the agreements made throughout Aragon, as
well as in Castile and the Levante, no Collective could conduct
business on its own account. In this way any possibility of spec-
ulation that could arise in that agitatedwar periodwas avoided,
as well as the kind of competition which so often manifested
itself among the collectivised factories in Barcelona, especially
in the textile industry.

Thesemeasures of amoral nature, ran parallel with the sense
of organisation which emerged in most of the socialised vil-
lages. Each village Collective communicated to the cantonal
Comite a list of its surplus goods and of those it needed. Thus
each village in the canton of Mas de las Matas had a current
account in the books kept in the chief village in which were
entered what it supplied and what it received. At the same
time the cantonal Comite knew exactly what stocks of wine,
meat, oil, corn, potatoes, sugar-beet - widely grown in Aragon
- were available in each village.

Furthermore if the village which supplied the oil did not
need the wine offered, it could ask for other goods. These

24 Fifty children seems a lot. But in view of the backwardness of the
Spanish educational organisation, this represented a step forward. What
mattered was to teach people to read at any price. The writer (in the 1920s)
had 52 pupils from 5 to 15 years Of age in the ”rationalist” school in Corunna
where he had to improvise as schoolteacher. He coped with his task until the
time when Primo de Rivera ordered the closure of these establishments.
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found in large numbers text books for schools (history, geogra-
phy, arithmetic), story books, novels, and readers for the young
and for adults; then there were exercise books, and excellent
printed courses for learning how to draw, with excellent exam-
ples to follow based on the most modern teaching techniques.

Here too, though the spirit and practice of general solidar-
ity inspired the conduct and behaviour of each and all, every
family was allocated a small plot of land on which to grow veg-
etables and fruit and to raise rabbits. This supplemented the
food supply arrangements which in any case were not rigid;
things were so arranged that everybody had a choice. Thus
rationing was not synonymous with bureaucratic conformity.

The scale for consumption - foodstuffs, clothing, footwear,
etc. - had previously beenmarked on the family carnet. But fol-
lowing the resolution of the Congress in Caspe, it was thought
preferable to use the standard booklet produced by the regional
Federation of Collectives for all the Collectives, in order to
avoid excessive differences depending on the relative prosper-
ity or poverty of the villages and even of the cantons.

When therefore clothing was also rationed it was not be-
cause in this part of Aragon the Collectives lacked the neces-
sary resources to buy them. They generally had enough goods,
especially corn, to barter for cloth, machines and all that was
produced in Catalonia, where manufacturing industries pre-
dominated. But things were strained by the war effort. And
furthermore the value of the corn, meat, vegetables and oil sup-
plied without payment to support those on the fighting front
was enormous. Supplies, without payment, were also sent to
Madrid which was besieged by the Francoist armies. It was
also a fact that some industrial regions badly socialised or lack-
ing raw materials to produce certain goods, could not honour
the barter arrangements made.

Medical care and pharmaceutical products were free. Fur-
thermore, as well as the public library referred to, there was
another, operated by the Syndicate and the Libertarian Youth.
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Until 1931, the Right wing monarchists were triumphant at
the elections. But after the downfall of King Alfonso XIIIth,
the Republican Left was on top. In July 1936, its local section
boasted as many as 450 supporters. The workers’ movement
was born painfully and had to feel its way step by step. The
C.N.T. and U.G.T. had a small nucleus of sympathisers; in 1932
both formed a Syndicate. The lack of social experience of the
militants andworkers resulted in both Syndicates disappearing
that same year. On May 1, 1936 a second double attempt was
made. And each Syndicate had 15 members when the revolu-
tion erupted.

On four occasions fascists who had come from other regions
succeeded in being masters of the village. Driven back four
times, they finally withdrew altogether - at least they had not
returned at the time of my visit. A revolutionary Committee
was nominated, for here too the initiative had to come from the
village, the State apparatus having broken down and the gov-
ernment having completely lost contact with the inhabitants
in general.

The Committee consisted of three members each from the,
Republican Left, the U.G.T. and C.N.T. This generous treatment
of the Syndicates could be explained both by the broadmind-
edness of the local political faction and by the growing desire
of the people for the new revolutionary solutions. The change
was such that the Republican Left by May 1937 had; only 80
members left whereas the U.G.T. had 340, the young socialists
160, the C.N.T. 220, and the libertarian youth 100.

The local Collective, which at the time of my enquiry in-
cluded all the village and the whole population, was consti-
tuted on November 1, 1936, when on the combined initiative
of the three forces mentioned, the revolutionary Committee
called a general assembly at which republican socialists and lib-
ertarians spoke in favour of the new social organisation. Ap-
proval was unanimous. The individualists were allowed free-
dom of action, but there was not a single one.
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At the beginning, the revolutionary Committee was en-
trusted with the administration of the Collective. Then when
the municipal Council had been reorganised by orders of
the Valencia government, it was entrusted with the task
under eight councillors and a secretary. Shortly afterwards,
and to ensure the complete freedom of the Collective, an
administrative Commission was constituted of the latter and it
was this Commission which assumed the vital responsibilities
concerning local activity. It was divided into five sections:
chairmanship and treasury distribution and food supplies,
industry and commerce, agricultural production and livestock
and finally public works which included education. Two
sections each were in the hands of the U.G.T. and C.N.T. and
one was held by the Republican Left.

For the organisation of agriculture, the territory was divided
into four farm groups. In each of these farms lived a group of
families and workers who went on going down to the village
on the Saturday night and returning to the mountain on the
Monday morning.

A perusal of the rules concerning them will allow one to see
how these workers organised and directed their activities:

”1. Workers in each farm group will name a del-
egate and an assistant-delegate with a view to en-
suring the smooth running of the work to be done.
”2. The delegate will be entrusted with the organ-
isation of work naturally n agreement with the
comrades on the farms.
”3. The delegate must know at all times where the
farm comrades are working and what work they
are doing.
”4. He will also be entrusted with the prepara-
tion of the equipment and the farm machinery
required, always in consultation with the work
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sent there from all the villages. And those villages had set up
an administrative Commission for the distillery which met pe-
riodically. When one visited the factory one would be shown
the technical improvements introduced to produce 90Ã® alco-
hol which was required inmedicine and for surgical operations
at the front.

In the tailor’s workshop, men and women workers were en-
gaged in cutting and making suits to measure for comrades
who had ordered them. On the racks, wool or corduroy gar-
ments, each with its label bearing the name of the consignee
were waiting to be dealt with on the sewing machines.23

Women bought their meat in a well appointed, marble lined
establishment. Bread which was formerly baked at home by
the overworked housewives was being kneaded and baked in
the collective bakehouses.

At the cafe everybody was entitled to have two cups of
roasted chicory (that was all there was), two refreshments, or
two lemonades, daily.

On a visit to the surroundings one would discover a nursery
where vegetable seedlings were being raised, in huge quanti-
ties for planting out throughout the canton, by a family who
previously had prospered in this business but who had joined
the Collective right from the beginning.

In the dressmaking workshop not only were women’s
clothes made up but, as in many other villages, young women
were learning to sew for themselves and their families to be.

A placard attracts one’s attention. It reads: ”Popular Book-
shop”. It is in fact a library. On its shelves were from six to
ten copies of different works of sociology, literature, general
works on cultural and scientific subjects made available to ev-
erybody, including the individualists. There were also to be

23 For a family consisting of mother and father and two children be-
tween the ages of 6 and 14, an annual clothes allowance of 280 pesetas was
made. This represented twice or three times the amount a peasant family
would have spent on clothes previously.
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mission which would then issue himwith a voucher for the del-
egate of the metal workers to whom their requirements were
explained. The order was at the same time entered in the ac-
count book of the engineering section. If a family needed fur-
niture they would also get in touch with the administrative
section who would hand them an order voucher for the del-
egate of the cabinet makers, or the carpenters (woodworkers
all belonged to a single Syndicate). Such was the mechanism
bywhich the activities of each group of producers was checked
as well as the expenditure by each family.

Neither official currency (pesetas) nor local money was used
by any Collectives in the canton.

Socialisation of commerce was one of the first stages. But
it was not complete. At the time of my visit there were still
two recalcitrant grocers whose businesses were in a bad way
because of a lack of supplies. But generally speakingmunicipal
stores also replaced the former system of distribution.

Let us look more closely into the functioning of a collec-
tivised village, It is difficult to describe adequately by the writ-
ten word this large scale movement which comprises agrarian
socialisation. In Mas de las Matas as in every collectivised vil-
lage one was confronted by red and black placards affixed not
only to all the workshops, communal stores, hotels and so on
but also to the cantonal warehouses for chemical products, ce-
ment, raw materials for the various industries, where the col-
lectivists from other cantonal villages came to replenish their
stocks in accordance with the norms established by their dele-
gates at fraternal meetings. In the shop of a former well-to-do
fascist tradesman who disappeared there were stacks of cloth-
ing intended for the inhabitants of the canton. Elsewhere was
the section for general supplies where vouchers were supplied
to individualists on request and also where requests by each
family were entered on a card index.

In the cantonal distillery - a new initiative - they were ex-
tracting alcohol and tartaric acid from the residues of grapes
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delegation which will give all necessary instruc-
tions in writing.
”5. It will also be the delegate’s task to supervise
the work being done on the farms, and to enter in
the book with which he will be provided all the
produce delivered by each farm, and all that the
Collective hands over: that is to say the various
outgoings and goods received.
”6. When products are supplied to a farm, the dele-
gate of the farm concerned will be expected to call
at the work delegation to make a return.
”7. When a farm comrade has to absent himself
for personal reasons or because of illness, he must
inform the delegate; if the comrade does not give
notice of his absence, the delegate will report the
fact to the work delegation.
”8. When for health reasons, or for any other rea-
son, a delegate will not be able to carry out his
tasks, the workers of the farm groups will choose
another, and if they do not succeed, then the work
delegation will make the choice for them.
”9. In the event of illness, or unavoidable absence
of any kind, the delegate’s post will be filled by the
assistant-delegate who will take over the supervi-
sion of work.
Additional Article - In all matters concerning
the grazing of the herds, cultivation for forage,
and similar questions, the farm delegate will get
together with those who are looking after the
animals and with the shepherds who are working
in the 7 same area in order to ensure efficient
administration and mutual aid.
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If for reasons beyond his control a shepherd can-
not releases herd, a comrade from the farm will do
it for him and the delegate for livestock will look
for another shepherd.”

One sees that work was the major preoccupation, dominat-
ing and imposing its law on everything; there was no place in
the rules for the demand for personal freedom or for the au-
tonomy of the individual. Work? production, solidarity are in
the forefrontThis awareness of responsibilities determined the
conduct and activities of everyone.

Every Saturday night the farm delegates met with the gen-
eral work delegate, and put in their requirements for materials
and foodstuffs; the accounts of receipts and outgoings would
be checked; thus each farm knew, day by day, the balance of
its. activities.

More than 200 men were at the front, 53 were working in a
lignite mine that had only been operated since the revolution
started; another 80 were due to leave for the army. In such
conditions it was not surprising that there had not been an in-
crease in cereal sowings in 1937 over the previous year, but the
potato planting acreage had shown an increase of 80% and in
addition 100,000 lettuces and 20,000 tomato plants were grown
as well as many other vegetables in large quantities.

Previously, these cultivations were on a minute scale; the
fact is that under the system of private property, the initiative
of one person, however good, more often remains just with
the one person, whereas in the Collective the new spirit and
the, new methods encourage everybody very soon to take ini-
tiatives. In Andorra the general concept, and methods used
in agriculture were rudimentary. The creative spirit of all en-
riched it and especially since there was no longer the fear of
difficulties in’ disposing of the produce grown.
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in the other collectivised villages. As everywhere, efforts were
constantly being coordinated.

At the time of my visit it had not been found possible to
increase the area under cultivation. Full use was already be-
ing made of the irrigated lands. But the dry land which had
hitherto been used only for grazing livestock, were earmarked
for growing cereals and to this end they had started to fold
the sheep on the mountain slopes, now freely available, where
there was enough vegetation to feed them. At the same time
a start was made to get ready the land for sowing corn, oats
and rye. It is one of the many examples of the rational organi-
sation of the economy which we so frequently encountered. It
was in fact thought that the effort would be intensified once
the conscripts returned.

It was an easier matter to increase the herds. The numbers
of sheep were increased by 25%; breeding sows doubled from
30 to 60, and milch cows from 18 to 24 (there was no suitable
pasture in the area for cattle). A large number of piglets were
purchased in Catalonia and were distributed among the pop-
ulation, since there was no time or labour to construct collec-
tive piggeries, the work on which, however, was due to start
at any moment. Meantime each family raised one or two pigs
which would be slaughtered in one large operation and salted
and then distributed on the basis of the needs of each house-
hold.

But production was not limited to agriculture and livestock.
In this chief village of the canton, as in all collectivised chief
villages and villages of any size, small industries sprang up:
building, boot and shoe making, the manufacture of clothing
and slippers, meat processing, etc… As in Graus and many
other places, these specialities constituted a section of what
was called the ”general Collective” which operated for the gen-
eral good.

If then the agrarian section needed to purchase certain tools
it would apply, through its delegate, to the administrative Com-
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ing the population of the village. The remaining 50 families
belonged to the socialist U.G.T. and obeyed the instructions is-
sued by their leaders.

Throughout the canton the same principle was applied. One
was free to join the Collective or to carry on cultivating the
land individually. The various stages of socialisation achieved
by the different villages was proof of this freedom of choice.

In none of these villages was there a written list of rules.
Simply eachmonth the assembly ofmembers of eachCollective
would indicate to the Commission consisting of five elected
members, the general lines to follow on specific problems that
had been openly discussed.

In spite of that, my recollection of Mas de las Matas is linked,
quite unconsciously, to the happy Icaria to which the utopians,
and especially Etienne Cabet, have often referred. The faces
and the behaviour of the people, the attitude of the women
seated on the thresholds of their homes, or knitting and talking
outside their houses, were peaceful and happy. One guessed
that underlying it was a good way of life. Let us seek to dis-
cover what it was.

In Mas de las Matas 32 groups of workers were set up; they
were more or less of the same size, determined by the tasks
to be undertaken, or the extent of the agricultural areas to be
worked which were limited by their capricious encirclement
by the mountains. Each group cultivated some of the irrigated
land and some of the dry lands. Thus the pleasant and less
pleasant, heavy, work was equitably shared by everybody.

The blessings of water made it possible to grow large quan-
tities of vegetables and fruit. The other, less fortunate, villages
could only grow cereals, mainly corn - 9 quintals per hectare,
perhaps less - and olives. In all the Collectives of the canton the
groups of workers chose their delegates, and nominated their
administrative Commissions. And just as the delegates in Mas
de las Matas who always set the example, met weekly to or-
ganise the work to be done, a similar procedure was adopted
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Efforts were also being made to solve the water problem
to develop the market gardening side of their activities. It in-
volved prospecting for it and acquiring the engines and pumps
that would be needed to raise the water from the deep land
depressions which surround the village. The small proprietor
could have never undertaken such a task which was outside
his sphere of action and beyond his means and experience.

Collective work and mentality produce miracles. I saw the
first, modest start on water pipe laying being carried out by
unemployed tailors - no one was ever idle and as was custom-
ary the sections helped each other. In a few years’ time, the
enthusiastic collectivists told me, Andorra would have enough
water to irrigate hundreds of hectares and fill reservoirs which
would allow them to deal with the periods of drought: but that
if the Collective was destroyed this great work would be im-
possible, and each peasant would return to the bitter poverty
of the past.

The livestock was distributed among the mountain farms by
two delegates who directed the distribution of the herds and
the steps to be taken according to the quality of the pasture
and the supervision the animals required.

Each trade had a single workshop. As in Fraga and Binefar,
a collectivist needing anything out of the ordinary, asked the
administrative Commission to have it made for him. He would
then be given a voucher to take to the delegate of the workshop
which undertook to make it. On receipt of the finished article
he would pay the administrative Commission for it.

Local currency was printed, and a scale of wages based on
the size of families. A single person received 2.25 pesetas a
day, two adults received 4.50 pesetas, three adults 6 pesetas,
four adults 7 pesetas, five adults 8 and beyond that at the rate
of one peseta per person whether the members of the family
were able to work or not.

Where there were two producers in a family, 1.50 pesetas
was added to the base wage; where there were three they added
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3 pesetas and for four producers 4 pesetas. According to these
principles the individual claims of eachworker demanding ”the
full product of his labour” (the early slogan of collectivism) and
thewage-bargaining drive of traditional syndicalism had disap-
peared. What was being practised was a ”one for all and all for
one” in which everybodywas interdependent, and each earned,
all things considered, enough to live on.

Housing, electric light, hairdressing saloons, medical care,
pharmaceutical products which by June 1937 had already cost
16,000 pesetas, were free, as also was bread which was unra-
tioned. Eighteen litres of olive oil were distributed per person
per year. Meat which was earmarked for the militia and for
consumption by city dwellers was rationed to 100 grammes a
day - in spite of the large herds. Austerity was in the make-up
of the Spaniard from the Interior. All these consumer goods
were distributed in the communal shops. One was reserved
for oil, soap and wine; another for bread, another for butcher’s
meat in the former orphanage (there were no more orphans
in Andorra or in any other collectivised village: all children
without parents found a family). Seven tailors made clothes
for the workers who had until then very rarely bought clothes.
When in the past did a shepherd ever possess clothes made to
measure?

When one comes to the question of education, need one say
that it was not neglected. Until July 1936 the school was in-
stalled in a dark and filthy building. Yet, six months earlier
a new building had been completed but local politics, as filthy
and Obscure as the old school building, prevented it being used.
The Collective did not lose a day, and started classes there im-
mediately.

Education was made compulsory effectively. The new or-
der would not allow parents to keep children of school age at,
home. Consequently the number of pupils increased dramati-
cally. Some sixty young shepherds between 12 and 14 years of
age who came down to the village two or three times a year,
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Here the libertarian movement preceded the syndicalist
movement. Smallholdings were widespread, and did not
favour the emergence of associations of wage earners. And in
Mas de las Matas where thanks to irrigation life was relatively
comfortable compared with the surrounding villages which
were more or less without water and life was hard, libertarian
ideas took root from the beginnings of the century. Not so
much on class issues as for reasons of human conscience. If
groups were started to fight against the exploitation of man
by man, for equality and social justice and against subjection
by the State, their inspiration was above all humanist. It was
the last generation of these men who were at the head of the
collectivist organisation of the canton.

Under the monarchy liberal tendencies predominated. The
Republic of 1931 brought about some changes, so mild that
they disappointed most of the population. The result was that
they tended towards the revolutionary Left; in 1932 the first
C.N.T. Syndicate was created and on the 8th December of the
same year, in an insurrectional coup which covered Aragon
and a large part of Catalonia, libertarian communism was pro-
claimed. The Civil Guard, at the orders of the republic as it
had previously been in the service of the monarchy, put down
this first attempt in two days, and the Syndicate was closed un-
til the eve of the legislative elections in February, 1936 which
gave victory to the Popular Front. The Syndicate was then im-
mediately reconstituted.

Five months later the local fascists were defeated without a
struggle and towards mid-September our comrades launched
the idea of an agrarian Collective. The initiative was accepted
unanimously at a meeting of the Syndicate. But not all the
smallholders were members of the Syndicate. It was therefore
necessary to set up a separate group. A list of those who had
already joined of their own accord was circulated and within
a fortnight 200 families had joined. At the time of my visit the
number had risen to 550 out of a total of 600 families compris-
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I visited the unit where work was most advanced. The area
had been divided into two: one intended for agriculture, the
other for stock raising. It covered eight square kilometres. In
the former cereals, vegetables, fruit, grapes, hay and lucerne
were produced; all that one would normally expect from good
land, good husbandry and good irrigation. In the latter, the
initial effort had resulted in the construction of a vast concrete
piggerywith divisions permitting the individual housing of 100
animals which, as in Graus, all had individual access to the
open air. Work on expanding the accommodation was about to
start and the fact of this specialisation indicated that economic
relations, of other kinds too, had to be maintained between the
twenty-three libertarian phalansteries.

The rearing of lambs was also increased and large numbers
of heifers were purchased here and there and the project was
to construct in one of the units a cowhouse to accommodate
some hundred cows. As to poultry, rabbits, etc… they were
concentrating on increasing rabbit production as there was an
abundance of suitable food for them.

When Franco’s troops arrived in Alcorisa, Jaime Segovia
who would not leave, was arrested, tortured, and at the end of
six months, shot.

6. Mas de las Matas

To the north of the province of Teruel, Mas de las Matas is
the chief village of the canton bearing its name, and comprises
19 villages. It had 2,300 inhabitants. The most important of
the surrounding localities were Aguaviva with 2,000 inhabi-
tants, Mirambel (1,400), La Ginebrosa (1,300). Only six villages
were entirely collectivised by May 1937, four were almost com-
pletely, and for five others collectivisation was 50%. Three oth-
ers were about to collectivise and only one village was hesitat-
ing. Very soon all the villages were 100% collectivised.
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whowere born and raised among the sheep, the goats, the dogs
and the wolves, were moved into the village and, when I was
there were attending classes at the school and obviously en-
joying it. Two new classes were started and many books pur-
chased for them from specialist publishers in Catalonia and the
Levante.

The nursery school groups also increased in number. Out of
eight men andwomen teachers the State paid for three, the Col-
lective for five. But it did not limit its contribution to supplying
the means. It also supervised the work of the teachers. One of
them, stupid though qualified, complained that the heavy hand
was no longer tolerated. It was a revelation.

I want to mention separately the mine in Andorra. The
province of Teruel is fairly rich in lignite. During the First
WorldWar it was used to replace the coal imports from Britain,
which normally supplied most of the needs of the town of
Saragossa. In 1937 with practically the whole of anti-fascist
Spain cut off from the Asturias, the main carboniferous zone
which was occupied by Franco’s armies, there was a shortage
of coal. It was natural to think of increasing the production
of lignite in the Teruel zone. Equally natural that the govern-
ment had not thought of it. So, the miners and the peasants
continued or undertook the exploitation of the mines.

In November 1936, seven miners who had already worked in
the region, began to dig at a spot near Andorra on a hunch that
deposits were there. With picks and shovels they dug three
workings 50 metres deep. In 1937 when I was there, their num-
bers had increased to 53 and they were planning for more. No
machines apart from a motor pump to remove water that was
seeping through everywhere, or sometimes appeared suddenly
as a waterspout from old wells that had been dug centuries ago
at the time of the Roman or Arab occupations.

With their feet stuck in the mud and their hearts in the
clouds, these peasants turned miners continued, in spite of the
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harmful gases released by the explosions from the dynamite
charges (there was no system for ventilation), to extract the
lignite from this improvised mine. Working conditions were
so bad that there were always seven or eight of them hospi-
talised. But when they came out, after inadequate treatment,
they would resume their work with pick and shovel.

This method of extraction produced only 30 tons of lignite a
day. In the Asturian mines, poor compared with those in other
countries but rich compared with those of Teruel, the average
output perminer per daywas of the order of 400-450 kilos. And
they had at their disposal infinitely superior technical means.21
Though here they lacked the equipment and the seams were
even poorer, yet the average output was 525 kilos for miners
who for the most part were inexperienced. Blessed solidar-
ity! Blessed devotion to duty! ”We are only at the preparatory
stage, in a short time we will be supplying coal in large quan-
tities” - said the man in charge, as if he had to make excuses.

But what with the water that seeped from the walls and the
roof of the working that I visited’ and the fact that I knew that
they had had to stop work for some weeks to dry out the bot-
tom and remove the danger of landslips, I could not but ask
myself with anxiety whether this wonderful optimism would
not be destroyed by some horrible tragedy. But our improvised
miners were not concerned; they were supplying fuel which
kept several factories running in Catalonia, and theywere help-
ing the Collective.

It is true they received extra pay compared with their com-
rades in other jobs; one kilo of soap a week, a pair of canvas
shoes a month, and a pair of overalls . . .!

21 Nevertheless, the shallowness of the seams did not allow of the use
of coal-cutting equipment as used in the Ruhr and in Pennsylvania.
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The recalcitrant smallholders in Alcorisa (there were about
a hundred in all), as in all other villages living under the new
regime, could not trade in their produce. They had to deliver
it to the municipal Council, entirely composed of members of
the C.N.T., andwere paidwithmoney specially created for their
use. But so far as consumption was concerned they were sub-
jected to rationing as applied to everybody. After all one was
at war.

The villages in the canton of Alcorisa engaged in a system of
compensatory mutual aid as was the case in the other regions
of Aragon and Spain where Collectives had been established,
and actual barter arrangements extended to 118 towns and vil-
lages in Aragon, Levante, Catalonia and even in Castile.

In the early days as a result of the vicissitudes of the armed
struggle, the teaching arrangements had been insufficient.
There were only two schools in July, 1936. Jaime Segovia had
to improvise as a teacher while they were waiting for qualified
teachers to join them from the towns. The cost of education
was borne by the local administration.

This same administration was responsible for providing ac-
commodation and furniture for all new domestic setups. Le-
gal marriage had completely disappeared, but unions were of-
ficially recorded in a book in the town hall.

Alcorisa was not one of the worst but neither was it a model
village in Aragon. The houses there were oldish, and the nar-
row streets, sometimes encased between boulders, made expan-
sion of the inhabitable area difficult. Our comrades had plans
and a start had been made - one could clearly discern Jaime
Segovia’s spirit of initiative in all this - to create within the mu-
nicipal boundaries twenty-three units. It was hoped that each
unit would have its owns means of existence, with in addition
agricultural production, livestock and poultry, all the means
for comfort and the cultivation of the mind; electricity, swim-
ming pool, radio, library, games, etc. Already at the tine small
waterfalls were being used to generate electricity for lighting.
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Changes were made to some activities. A church was trans-
formed into a cinema, and a convent into a school. Two com-
peting garages were reduced to one which was quite sufficient
for the needs, and in the other they set up a well organised
hairdressing saloon and a small shoe factory in which all the
machinery from all the previously dispersed workshops was
assembled. Good shoes, and sandals both for the people of Al-
corisa and of neighbouring villages were being produced there.
The person in charge had been a reactionary employer, there-
fore potentially a Franco supporter. But he had only been ex-
propriated. When I spoke with him he told me that he had
been convinced of the advantages of socialised production, for
working with the old individualist system output was a third
of what it now was.

One factory newly set up was supplying the whole region
and some of the militiamen on the Teruel front with salt provi-
sions. There was one tailor’s workshop, one carpenter’s shop
and a blacksmith’s belonging to the Collective. The building
workers who got ready a fine building for the Syndicate also
did repair work to houses at no charge to the occupants. The
lye, lemonade and soda-water were all made in one establish-
ment. A hotel was organised and a stud farm set up where
selected horses and donkeys were sent with a view to rapidly
improving the non-bovine draught animals in Alcorisa and in
the surrounding country. Finally, a fine, clean, healthy herd of
cows was housed in a single cowhouse.

As everywhere else there were in Alcorisa classes within the
classes, poor amongst the poor, outcasts among the outcasts
of fortune. And the income of all the small proprietors had
not been the same; and some workers earned less than some
favoured peasants, as did a labourer compared with a skilled
worker or a shepherd comparedwith a labourer. TheCollective
transformed everything, guaranteeing to everybody the same
means of life.
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5. Alcorisa

First of all I want to say something about Jaime Segovia. He
deserves it, or rather his memory deserves it for he paid with
his life for his support of the finest human ideal, and for his
devotion to the cause of the workers, the exploited and the de-
feated.

For those who know the Spanish language really well and
the profound meaning of words, this name and forename have
echoes from far off Castilian nobility. In fact my comrade and
friend descended from an old aristocratic family. And on his
face along with the goodness and intelligence there was also a
worn look of the ”end of a breed”, of human stock in the process
of degeneration.

By the age of twenty-one he was a lawyer. Though his an-
cestral fortune had been broken into and divided from gener-
ation to generation, his real estate at the beginning of 1936
was still worth half a million pesetas which represented quite
a tidy fortune. With his land he could exploit peasants and
profit handsomely from his university qualifications; but he de-
spised even the thought of such an eventuality. Our comrades
seemed to him to be people who interpreted life in the most
sensible way and were closer to human truth. Rejecting the
worldly hypocrisies to support what he felt was most worthy,
he moved towards them. And when the revolution exploded
he brought to it all his wealth and energy.

Alcorisa, in the province of Teruel, had 4,000 inhabitants. It
is the centre of nineteen villages. The land there is not as poor
as elsewhere, irrigation was sufficient and economically the
people were privileged compared with the rest of the canton.
There were few landowners, and there were even fewer farm-
ers. The large terratenientes also owned estates elsewhere. In-
dustry - flour and oil mills, soap, lemonade, soda-water facto-
ries and sulphur production - employed only 5% of available
labour. The badly paid day-labourers dominated numerically.
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Our Syndicate was the only one able to establish itself there
and it went back to 1917. It suffered setbacks and persecution
such as were experienced inmany other villages. And as every-
where else our militants persisted in the struggle. Their efforts
succeeded.

In the first place Alcorisa fell into the hands of the fascists,
but was retaken at the end of a week by a column organised by
our comrades in the mountains where they had taken refuge,
and which forced the Civil Guard and those it was protecting
to withdraw in the direction of Teruel. Instead of disbanding,
this column reinforced itself. Combatants from other villages
joined them, armed with revolvers and pistols (often quite an-
cient), old shot guns or with arms taken from the Civil Guard,
with bombs hastily and crudely assembled. Then without any
kind of military discipline, they set off to the other sectors of
the Aragon front to fight the well armed, equipped and disci-
plined fascist forces.

From the moment Alcorisa was retaken. a local defence
Comite was organised composed of two each from the C.N.T.,
the Republican Left, the Republican Alliance and the Anar-
chist Federation (F.A.I.). And the next day on the same basis a
”Central Administrative Comite” was nominated.

So far as economic questions were concerned this Comite
had only one alternative: either to leave things as they were -
respect private commerce, allow the politically suspect trades-
people to sabotage the stability of the new order, and the well-
to-do to secure for themselves three or four times as much food
as could those who were not - or control everything so that no-
body lacked-anything, and prevent economic chaos resulting
in solutions favourable to fascism. The Comite chose the latter.

In the first place, it was necessary to establish a control, su-
pervise the movement of foodstuffs and the sale of the normal
consumer goods, which could not be done if every tradesman
could dispose of goods as he wished. Free trade in the bour-
geois sense of the word was therefore abolished. Neither could
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hold utensils per person per year, 60 points for footwear, 120
for clothing, etc…

As well as its general store, Alcorisa had four collectivised
grocers, a shop called a textile cooperative, a haberdasher’s,
four magnificent, clean, butcher’s shops for the inhabitants
to get their supplies. Everything else was also distributed in
specially organised shops where the purchases of each family
would be entered in the general register with a view to attempt-
ing a detailed study of the trends in consumption and ensuring
an accountancy so detailed that it could be checked over at any
time. If a member of the Collective were to lose his card then
what he had consumed and what he was still entitled to, could
be ascertained without delay.

We have seen that children were entitled to 167 points from
birth. And their points cards had an additional ration of soap
and lye, 100 grammes of meat and pasta. These substantial
foods were obviously not intended for the newly born babies
but for the mother, who could also dispose of the points as she
wished.

Alcorisa felt the effects of the absence of the 500 men at the
front. Nevertheless the cultivated area was increased by 50%.
Such a large increase was possible only because some of the
fields which normally would have been fallow were ploughed
and sowed. The task was facilitated by the purchase of excel-
lent ploughs which had rarely been used in the past. Further-
more, greater use was made that year of chemical fertilisers
than previously, with the result that the future for agriculture
was bright.

The redoubled efforts by everybody also contributed. Not
only by the men who had remained but also by the women, as
well as by those militiamen who regularly sent half their pay
to the Collective.22

22 The Republican government paid militiamen ten pesetas a day which
was the equivalent of a good average wage in the towns.
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Meat 100 grammes a day; bread 500; sugar, rice,
dried beans 40, a half-litre of wine; and 1 tin of
sardines per week. In addition everyone was en-
titled to half a kilo of salt, one kilo of soap, two
bluebags for the washing, a broom and half a litre
of lye per month.

But this solution did not satisfy the libertarians in Alcorisa?
nor even the republicans who were libertarians by tempera-
ment, and had all joined the C.N.T. after having dissolved the
local section of their party. It seemed too rigid, unintentionally
vexatious, i to oblige people to consume what was imposed on
them ort leave it.

On the other hand the prime movers of the Collective
wanted at all costs to avoid a return to the monetary system,
to accursed ,; ”money”. Many of them including Jaime Segovia
racked their’ brains for days to find a new solution. And what
they came up with was a points system which operated in the
following manner:

The 500 grammes of bread were worth 41 points and 100
grammes of meat 5, therefore 661 points per week. All the
remaining items, soap, beans, pasta, wine, etc. were also allo-
cated points. On that basis a man was entitled to 450 points, a
single woman to 375 and a married woman to 362, and a child
to 167 from birth.

Within these limits each family, each individual, could spend
as they thought fit their allocation of points, consuming more
meat and less dried beans, more wine and less oil, etc… An
excessive consumption is thereby avoided while at the time re-
specting everybody’s freedom of choice.

For footwear, clothing and household goods a separate ac-
counting was maintained. Calculation in money terms had dis-
appeared and was replaced by a special booklet on the first
page of which was indicated the points entitlement for each
family for goods other than food. Thus 24 points for house-
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one leave each family to buy on the sole basis of the means at
their disposal. Complete equality started with consumption.

Then the struggle, the departure of 500 men for the front,
the solidarity which united the inhabitants in that period of
collective exhilaration, created other problems. The crop had
to be brought in, but no one was going to harvest with scythes
and sickles whilst the mechanical harvesters belonging to the
rich were lying idle. Three days after the Comite was formed a
meeting of all the agricultural workers decided on the organi-
sation of 23 teams each of which named its delegate and shared
out the machinery and the tasks. Socialism was born there as
elsewhere, very simply, almost without an awareness of the
extent and significance of the task being undertaken.

Three weeks after the victory, the 23 improvised sections
were definitively constituted, on the basis of a detailed divi-
sion of the municipal territory. Account was taken of the char-
acteristics of the soil, the kinds of cultivation to be undertaken,
the numerical importance of the population, the varieties and
numbers of livestock, and the technical means at their disposal.
And by taking this course, the tendency, a year later, was to
make each of these sections into an economic unit which was
as complete as possible, though always based on collective ac-
tivity duly coordinated.

In due course the Collective was definitively constituted.
The following were the main Articles which were more
complex, because more erudite, than those of other Collectives
which did not have jurists at their head:

”Property in goods - Personal and real estate as
well as machinery, tools, money, credits provided
by the workers’ only Syndicate, by the Municipal
Council and by the members of the Collective, will
constitute the property in goods.
Usufruct - The Collective will hold in usufruct the
assets that will be handed over to it by the Munic-
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ipal Council and by the defence Comite in order
to use them to advantage, including those which
are provisionally handed over either because, for
reasons of age or illness, their owners cannotmake
use of them, or because they have been abandoned
by the owners.
Members of the Collective - All themembers of the
single Syndicate of workers will be considered as
founder members of; the Collective; all who join
later will be equally accepted as members They
will be admitted by a decision of the Assembly. All
requests will have to be accompanied by a state-
ment of the applicantÃ s political antecedents and
a list of the applicant’s property.
Withdrawal - Any member of the Collective can
withdraw of his own accord; but the assembly re-
serves the right to express its views on the reasons
given for withdrawal, and when such reasons do
not appear to be valid, the resigner will not be
entitled to the return of the goods and property
he brought to the Collective Also anyone expelled
from the Collective loses the right to demand the
return of what he handed over at the time of join-
ing.
Administration - The administration of the Collec-
tive will be entrusted to a commission of five mem-
bers of whom one will deal with food supplies, an-
other with agriculture, a third with labour, one for
public education, and finally a general secretary.”

Other Articles followed on the role of the general Assembly,
the rights and duties of the Collectivists, the conditions for dis-
solution, etc.
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One feels here the influence of two lawyers - for with Jaime
Segovia there was another, an equally good organiser whose
name escapes me - who worked with our peasant comrades.
In the statutes of other Collectives one finds less juridical
language and knowledge, but more practical and human
substance.

Successive general assemblies took the decisions on which
the Collective in Alcorisa was operating when I visited it. By
their decision the 23 agricultural delegates met weekly to or-
ganise the work in the fields.

They made original innovations for distribution. Firstly,
they had introduced completely free consumption as best
reflecting the principles of libertarian communism. All that
each family had to do was to appear before the administrative
Comite and ask for, and receive, a voucher requiring those
in charge of foodstores to supply the voucher holder with
his/her requirements of oil, potatoes, fresh and dry vegetables,
clothing, etc. At the time only meat and wine were rationed
but two months later everything had to be rationed.

No formalities were required to go free of charge to the cin-
ema, the cafe (where lemonade was the only drink available),
the barber or the hairdresser, or even to receive one’s share of
the small quantity of tobacco that could be obtained during the
war.

But I was told there were abuses and for some articles the
demand far exceeded supplies. So for three months they ex-
perimented with a local money which was used exclusively for
purchasing clothing, shoes, household utensils, coffee and to-
bacco. A man had a peseta a day, a woman 70 cents and a child
over 14 years 40 cents . . . no doubt ”para vicios” (”to indulge
one’s weaknesses”) as they would say in the North of Aragon.

A list was printed. It stipulated what each individual could
receive on the basis of the food situation. The following rations
were maintained until November 1936 (bearing in mind that a
large proportion of foodstuffs was sent to the front):
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egate would undertake a number of these functions, and gener-
ally would go on working at his normal job. For, to quote from
a report published at the time. ”in a well organised Collective
nobody has to give up being a peasant”.

The Economic Council for Castile which resided in Madrid
was itself advised by experts, with and without diplomas, on
agricultural problems and stock rearing. At the same time lo-
cal accountancy, generally entrusted to a professional often
coming from the town, recorded everything concerning pro-
duction, consumption, wages paid, goods in store. Thus ev-
erything was controlled by the peasants, who were regularly
apprised; on the other hand what was produced at the cantonal
level was communicated to the corresponding commission of
the cantonal federation which, in turn, informed the Collec-
tives set up in the country districts. They thus practised a de-
centralisation of administrative functions.

From the economic point of view, the Collectives in Castile
did not always have the same organic structure that one finds,
for instance, in those of Aragon. Often they could only de-
velop in the vast estates which the socialising peasants took
possession of. On the other hand, and as in Andalusia, some
estates were so large that with the personnel settled on them
they literally constituted socio-economic units, so that an iso-
lated Collective could nevertheless be a very important one.
But it was also the case that within the jurisdiction of some
villages many scattered Collectives were linked together by a
coordinating local Comite. In other cases practically the whole
village was collectivised, or the part of it that was constituted
a homogeneous and integrated unity in the multiplicity of the
general activities.

For whatever may have been the significance of those
realisations, all of them, from the beginning, tended to unify
and even, to use a verb dear to Bakunin, to ”solidariser”7

7 Translator’s note: ”solidariser” = to make common cause with.
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expropriation of the land and the organisation of society
through libertarian communism.

In 1936 the villages of this province in which our social
movement had put its roots were grouped in 22 comarcas
(cantons) with their respective chief villages in Adamuz,
Alborache, Carcagente, Catarroja, Chella, Foyos, Gandia, Jara-
fuel, Jativa, Moncada, Onteniente, Paterna, Puerto Sagunto,
Requena, Sagunto, Utiel, Villar del Arzobispo, Villamarchante,
Alcantara del Jucar, Titaguas, Lombay and Denia.

The province of Murcia comprised six cantonal federations
the chief towns of which were firstly Murcia itself, then Car-
avaca, Cartagena, Vieza, Lorca, Mazarron, Mula, Pacheo, Elche
de la Sierra, Hellin.

Then there was the province of Alicante with nine federa-
tions, again cantonal, in Alicante, Alcoy, Almansa, Elda, Elche,
La Nucia, Orihuela, Villajoyosa, Villena.

The province of Castellon de la Plana comprised eight organ-
ised cantons each of which as usual grouped a greater or lesser
number of villages. These were in Castellon, Albocacer, Alcora,
Morella, Nules, Onda, Segorbe and Vinaroz.

And finally the province of Albacete, the least favoured
where, furthermore, during the civil war the Collectives had
to put up with the presence of the men commanded by the
notorious French Communist Marty, nicknamed ”the butcher
of Albacete” for the cruelties committed in the name of
the anti-fascist struggle. In this province we had only four
organised cantons: Albacete, Alcarraz, La Roda, and Casa
Ibanez.

It should be pointed out that very often the structure of our
cantonal organisation had no connection with the traditional
cantons of the public or state administration. As in Aragon,
they had often been reorganised according to the needs of
work, exchanges and other vital interests. More than for
political reasons it corresponded to a need for direct union at
the base and for that human cohesion which has without any
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doubt exercised a decisive influence in the constructive task
of our creative federalism.

The development and numerical growth of Collectives in the
Levante surprised even those of us who were the most opti-
mistic as to the possibilities of social reconstruction. For in
spite of the many difficulties, in spite of the opposition of our
adversaries often in a coalition against us - republicans of dif-
ferent tendencies, Valencian autonomists, socialists and U.G.T-
ists, Communists, many elements of the bourgeoisie, etc. -
there were 340 Collectives represented at the congress of the
Levante Peasants Federation held on 21-23 November, 1937;
five months later the number had risen to 500 and by the end
of 1938 a figure of 900 had been reached, and that of heads of
households had risen to 290,000. Roughly speaking at least 40%
of the population belonged to the Collectives.

The significance of these figures can be better appreciated
if we make a different calculation. The five provinces of Lev-
ante consisted of 1,172 localities from the largest town to the
smallest village.2 It was therefore in 78% of the localities in the
richest agricultural region in all Spain that in twenty months
these 900 Collectives sprang up.

It is true that as units they did not achieve the high percent-
age achieved by the Collectives in Aragon. In Aragon the al-
most, total predominance of libertarian forces for a long time
prevented ’ State administration, municipal or national police
forces, political parties supported by governmental authorities,
assault guards and ”carabineros”, to hamper changes in the
social structure. Whereas in Levante - and one should not
forget that from November 1936 the Central government had
moved to Valencia which had become the capital of legal Spain

2 Thepopulation of Spain ismuch less dispersed than that of France, for
instance, and the number of communes was, even when taking into account
the smaller population, considerably lower. The figures for the Levante are
no less eloquent.
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already outlined the extent of its achievements, and at the time
the Collectives of Aragon were deeply affected by the ravages
caused by the brigade led by the Communist Lister which was
then showing more courage against the collectivist peasants
than against Franco’s armed forces.

The achievements in Castile were not only due to the efforts
of the libertarian militants of the region4 and of the socialists
who dared to join forces with them. A fact which deserves to
be mentioned, and which once again demonstrates the deep
solidarity that linked the regions: In July 1937, 1000 members
of the Levante Collectives had been sent to Castile to help and
to advise their less experienced comrades. As a result of this
concentration of complementary activities it would seem that
in Castile, with the lessons of Aragon and the Levante to assist
them, great strides were made in a minimum of time.

From the administrative point of view, the organic structure
of the Castilian Collectives is basically the same as already de-
scribed for Aragon and the Levante. A Management Commis-
sion, nominated by the village or collectivist assembly and re-
sponsible to groups or producers constituted and organised ac-
cording to age, suitability for work, their sex and the variety of
tasks5 delegates from the groups meeting periodically to plan
overall and to coordinate efforts.6

As in Aragon and the Levante the administrative Commis-
sions consisted of as many members as there were branches of
activity: agriculture, livestock, housing, education, etc… In the
small villages or in Collectives with few members, a single del-

4 Many militants from Madrid who had effectively participated in the
propaganda effort in the countryside, contributed to the organisation of the
Collectives.

5 It should be remembered that women only worked irregularly - ”to
harvest the lucerne and to thin out the sugar beet plants” as the Collectivists
of Albalate de Cinca put it in their report.

6 What happened in Castile was the opposite of what took place in the
Levante. For it was the militants from the towns who went to the country-
side to spread the message.
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Toledo and Ciudad Real,3 and the entire province of Cuenca. In
a year, there were 230 Collectives with about 100,000 members
with their families. Six months later the number of Collectives
had risen to 300. No one doubted that the movement would
have developed well beyond this had Franco not won the war.
The reader may be very surprised to learn that the Federation
of Land Workers which was after all affiliated to the U.G.T., it-
self joined the collectives.

The Collectives were a success right from the start, the re-
sults of solidarity, a community of efforts, and of the use of
the most effective techniques. There was no waiting for slo-
gans and for official or semiofficial approval before forging
ahead. Land clearance, irrigation works, new sowings, tree
planting, collective stores (”cooperatives”), poultry yards, eco-
nomic equality as a result of the establishment of the family
wage . . . After all, the workers who supported the U.G.T. more
often than not had the same objectives as those who belonged
to the C.N.T. Like them, they wanted the expropriation of the
large landed proprietors which the minireform effected by the
government of the Second Republic was carrying out with ex-
asperating slowness. They wanted the establishment of social
justice in practice, with the right to a living, to consumer goods,
to the satisfaction of material needs for themselves and their
families And they knew full well that this would be impossible
so long as the land belonged to a minority of exploiters and
parasites Agreement was therefore easily reached between the
two peasant organisations.

In December 1937, the secretariat of the National Federation
of Agriculture attached to the C.N.T. was able to declare that
the region of the Centre, roughly comprising the two Castiles,
came second among the regions so far as the results of social-
isation were concerned. First came the Levante, and we have

3 Ciudad Real (Royal Town)was renamed during the revolutionCiudad
Libre (Free Town).
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- all these forces were present and that with the small trades-
men, the liberal bourgeoisie, who were anti-Francoist but also
anti-Collectivist, they opposed by every means, including vio-
lent ones, this attempt to put libertarian socialism into opera-
tion. There were pitched battles when even army tanks were
brought up. In such conditions what was achieved savours of
the prodigious.

The more so since in the Levante region, and as a conse-
quence of the wealth and the density of the population in cer-
tain areas, the localities are often concentrations of from 10 to
20 thousand people in which the social classes and the forces
facing each other are more solidly constituted and can more
easily coordinate their efforts. Thus when our comrades took
the offensive for socialisation the resistance was all the more
vigorous. It required all the flexibility, ingenuity, imagination,
and the intelligent and useful adaptation to circumstances, and
the energy they undoubtedly possessed, for the revolutionary
effort to be realised in spite of everything.

It is one of the reasons why the Levante Collectives were
created in most cases on the initiative of the peasants’ Syndi-
cates in each locality, for they brought at the same time moral
integrity, a tradition as organisers, experience in the struggle
and numerical strength.

But in spite of close contact with these Syndicates - often the
same men were at the head of the two organisations - the Col-
lectives at first constituted an autonomous organism. The Syn-
dicates of the C.N.T. continued to group most of their members
but also ”individualists” who though not collectivists neither
were they reactionaries, prevented either by a questionable in-
terpretation of the meaning of individual freedom or because
their land was isolated. In some cases it was by a more or less
justified hesitation based on fear either of governmental reac-
tion after the victory, or of a fascist victory.

The role played by the Syndicates was therefore most useful.
They constituted a step forward, an element of attraction. They
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also had another practical function. It was to them that the indi-
vidualist trade-unionists would bring their produce which they
undertook to barter with the Collectives. Commissions were
set up in the Syndicate for dealing with rice, citrus fruits, veg-
etable seedlings, etc. In each locality the Syndicate had its food
storewhere non-collectivists could get supplies. But the Collec-
tive had also its own. It was later thought that such an arrange-
ment required double labour and the decision was taken to tele-
scope the two in favour of the Collective, and with joint ad-
ministrative representation. The individualist trade-unionists
continued to bring their goods and collect their supplies in the
same way as the Collectivists.3

Then mixed commissions were started for the purchase of
machines, seeds, fertilisers, insecticides and veterinary aids.
Lorries were shared, solidarity was spreading while avoiding,
nevertheless, excessive confusion between the two organisms.

Socialisation rested then on two bases. With that remarkable
flexibility which one has often observed among the builders
of Spanish libertarianism, it embraces all that can be included,
integral achievements aswell as partial realisations. Themeans
for inveigling them are complementary.

But very quickly the Collectives tended to unify and ratio-
nalise all that could be. Rationing and the family wage were
established at cantonal level, the richer villages helping the
poorer or less favoured as happened in Aragon and Castile.
In every cantonal chief-town a team of specialised technicians
was created to include accountants, an agronomist, a veteri-
nary surgeon, an engineer, an architect, an expert in commer-
cial questions, etc. These teams were at the service of all the
villages.

3 It should be added that a number of socialist peasants or who be-
longed to the U.G.T. joined the Collectives. This was another good reason
for maintaining the autonomy of the Collectives.
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organised, and had begun to spread information on social mat-
ters.2 Once the Republic was proclaimed some thirty Ateneos
of the same kind though of less ambitious proportions, for
which a library was the starting point, were organised in the
central area as well as in the districts where there was a chain
of them, and which provided not only a reading room used
also for lectures and where books were available in quantities,
but workers’ syndicates established their headquarters there;
thus the class. struggle and the development of the individual
went hand in hand. The districts of Tetuan, Cuatro Caminos,
La Bombilla, Cerretera Extramadura and many more each
had its Ateneo. And naturally these Ateneos had set up a
Federation and a network which covered the city and its
suburbs. The high moral level of this activity explains to a
large degree the influence; of the C.N.T. and the constructive
achievements which took place as soon as the situation made
it possible to act. Our Madrid comrades who had already
established contacts with peasant groupings intervened
slowly, advocating what was being done in Aragon and in the
Levante. Very soon they got a hearing, the more so as the
majority consisted of manual workers and not of bureaucrats,
and that those workers could easily put down the hammer
and the trowel and take up the pitchfork when it was deemed
necessary to do so.

And the Collectives were created, spreading to the north
and south of Madrid, across those parts of the two Castiles
that had not been conquered by the Francoists two-thirds of
the province of Guadalajara, almost all the province of Madrid,

2 This Ateneo with a libertarian spirit served to complement, relatively
speaking, the Ateneo founded under the monarchy by the liberal Madrid
intellectuals and whose campaigns and political positions certainly exerted
an influence on public life in Spain. Onmany occasions, libertarianmilitants,
among them Orobon Fernander, a young man of great merit who died of
consumption, were invited.
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private property and socialism) had caused a decline in produc-
tion which was threatening the towns.

The situation therefore became favourable for the organisa-
tion of Collectives. Soon there was in addition the departure of
the government from Madrid before the advance of the Fran-
coist troops which were being contained with difficulty twelve
kilometres to the south of the capital. Relieved of the State
machine the spirit of the population began to unwind, to ”de-
governmentalise” itself, and things were ordered through the
freed, or at least much freer, initiative of the population.

A new stage in which the libertarian influence began to
make itself felt with unexpected vigour. Until then it was only
in the capital that it was developed to a degree which had
the potential to attain historic proportions. For some years
past, especially since the proclamation of the Second Republic
in 1931, the libertarian movement had made progress in
Madrid where the royal residence, the presence of the Court,
of Parliament and the various organisms of the State, and the
absence of industries, imposed and favoured institutions of a
parasitic and bureaucratic character and dulled local customs.
But during those five years our movement had shot forward,
and our daily newspaper C.N.T. had increased its circulation
to 30,00.0 copies. The building workers’ Syndicate which
had cost our militants much effort to organise against the
opposition of the existing Syndicate, whose paid organiser
was the reformist leader Largo Caballero, had 15,000 members
on the eve of the Francoist attack; that of the woodworkers
had absorbed a third of the labour force among cabinet makers,
joiners and carpenters. The Syndicate of liberal professions
included a growing number of journalists, engineers, and
writers whose fundamentally anti-State feelings drove them
out of the U.G.T. which continued to be managed by State
socialists.

During the dictatorship of Primo de Rivera (1924-1931) an
Ateneo (centre for studies and cultural activities) had been
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The practice of mutual aid allowed for the equitable distribu-
tion and use of the means required for the smooth operation of
the Collectives. Most of the engineers and veterinary surgeons
through” out the region were members of the C.N.T., those em-
ployed by the non-collectivised economy collaborated as well,
and generally without material gain, in preparing plans and
projects, for the creative spirit of the Revolution carried for-
ward those who wanted to contribute to economic and social
progress in general.

Thus agronomists would put forward necessary or possible
projects; planning agriculture, moving cultivations to land
and climatic conditions which were more favourable but
which hitherto, for reasons of private property, and the vested
interests of different groups of smallholders, had not been
possible. The vet in the Collective put stock rearing on a
scientific basis. In the event he consulted the agronomist as
to the feeding arrangements that could be made available.
And he in his turn discussed this production problem with
the peasants’ commissions. But the architect and the engineer
were also called to the rescue over the construction of stables,
piggeries’ cowhouses, barns for the Collectives. The tasks
were being planned and the activities integrated.

Thanks to the engineers, a large number of acequias (irriga-
tion canals) were excavated and wells sunk which made it pos-
sible to convert dry lands into irrigated land. By using pumps,
water was raised and distributed over large areas. The very
porous, sandy nature of the soil and low atmospheric precip-
itations - 400 mm. on average when at least three times that
amount was required - made the extraction and the good use
of this precious liquid very difficult, especially as wells had to
be sunk to depths of from 50 to 200 metres. This was a feasible
proposition only for the large landowners who cultivated or
employed people to cultivate profitable crops such as oranges,
or for the Collective.
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It was perhaps in the regions of Cartagena and Murcia that
the greatest efforts were made in this direction. Near Villa-
joyosa in the province of Alicante the construction of a dam
made it possible to irrigate a million almond trees which had
previously suffered from permanent drought.

But the architects in the Collectives did not only deal with a
habitat for the livestock. They went through the region giving
advice about the human environment. Types of houses, loca-
tion, aspect, materials, plumbing, etc., … indispensable consid-
erations which previously had been opposed both by the igno-
rance of some and the vested interests of others.

The close proximity of the villages to each other helped that
active solidarity which puts all resources at the disposal of the
whole community. Practical work was often intercommunal.
A team would, for instance, be set up to deal with plant dis-
eases, sulphur dusting, pruning, grafting, working the land in a
number of localities; another team would be organised to grub
up trees and carry out unusual cultivations or improvise new
cultivations on the sites of those trees. All this facilitated the
coordination of efforts and their synchronisation on a general
plan of action which was developed not only on the abstract
concepts of technocrats or technicians without experience, but
also according to the practical lessons learned from work and
from contact with men and realities.

It was a new society, a new world that had been created.
Let us examine more closely some aspects of general organ-

isation. The 900 Collectives were brought together in 54 can-
tonal federations which grouped themselves and at the same
time I subdivided into five provincial federations which at the
top level ended in the Regional Comite of the Levante Federa-
tion situated in Valencia and which coordinated the whole.

This Comite was nominated directly by the annual con-
gresses answerable to them and to the hundreds of peasant
delegates, chosen by their comrades, whom the fine speeches
of bureaucrats or domineering agitators would not dazzle, for
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And from the first moment, in all the villages which had pre-
viously been dominated by a social organisation from another
age, the Popular Front nominated administrators who confis-
cated not only the land but the machines and the draught ani-
mals as well.

At the same time, the reformist trade union, the U.G.T., ap-
pointed administrative Comites for the management of the ex-
propriated estates. And the Communists, who were part of the
Popular Front, infiltrated these new organisms as fast as they
could.

The manner in which this incongruous bunch of adminis-
trators, without any creative initiative, conducted affairs was
disastrous from the start. The Republicans, naturally legalists,
and who had never thought about such responsibilities, did not
know what to do with the means of production. The Commu-
nists and socialists, accustomed not to act without receiving
instructions from the Party’s Central Committee, or from the
State institutions, were waiting for orders which never came,
or which were too vague when they didn’t arrive too late.

Now, work on the land demands constant initiative respond-
ing to the diverse circumstances which cannot be foreseen
from an office, and nothing is more unbearable to the peasant
than to be given orders from a distance by people who know
nothing about the job. The militants of the political parties
were putting a brake on the tasks needing to be done instead
of being the instigators.

As a result yields fell on the large landed estates that had
been seized under the auspices of the State which was under-
taking, almost by force, an agrarian reform about which there
had been talk for years without anything being done on the
kind of scale required. Then the workers were blamed for the
situation, and that the partial stoppage of work on the land
(which was in fact caused by the incapacity of the local author-
ities, of the management committees to choose between large
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higher human qualities. It is the case of the Castilian peasant,
the nobility of whose spirit and soul, whose uprightness’
courage and profound honesty are his greatest virtues which
inspire the esteem of others, and whose respect for the State
has not become a voluntary and servile submission. Every
individual being in the first place a man, it is in the first place
within himself, from his innermost conscience that he draws
the reasons for his behaviour.

On the other hand, municipal and customary right has held
out in Castile as in other regions of Spain, and under the au-
thoritarian structures of the central power, it very often main-
tained, as with the fire under the ash, a spirit and a practice of
mutual aid that people like Adolfo Posadas and Joaquin Costa
have praised in such works as El Derecho Consuetudinario or
El Colectivismo Agrario en Espana. For the Castilian peasant,
a tradition of mutual aid, of municipal rights, persists, and a
word given is worth more than the law. He is hospitable and
generous. He is a worker, making the corn which feeds the
whole country grow on land which is hard, unproductive, and
at an average altitude of 700 metres above sea level, exposed
throughout most of the year either to bitter frosts or torrid heat.
The continual struggle has developed in him a characteristic
austerity and courage.

Yet libertarian ideas had penetrated very little the vast Castil-
ian plateau. Conservatives predominated there, with the cen-
turies old ”caciquism” of the large landowners. Whenever an
awakening to new ideas had taken place it was the reformist
socialists who had benefited.

But the Civil War changed many things. For from the
first moment in a large part of the region it did not develop
against fascism. On the other hand, it extended inevitably
to the largest landed estates, implicitly or explicitly its allies.
The flight of men who immediately went to the regions that
had been taken from the Republic, facilitated or provoked the
revolutionary seizure of their estates.
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in their great majority they knewwhat they wanted and where
they were going. It was also on their initiative that the Levante
Federation was divided into 26 general sections in accordance
with specialisations in work and other activities. Those 26
sections constituted a whole which embraced probably for
the first time in history outside the State and governmental
structures, the whole of social life. We will assemble them into
five main groupings, implying a corresponding administrative
organisation:

AGRICULTURE: Cereals (particularly corn, the
cultivation of which was often improvised or
stimulated as a result of the Francoist occupation
of the cereal growing areas); rice growing; citrus
fruits (oranges, lemons, tangerines); fruit growing
and its subdivisions (almonds, peaches, apples,
etc.); olive groves; vineyards; vegetable growing
or market gardening; livestock, especially sheep
and goats; pigs and cattle.
FOOD INDUSTRIES: The Federation being es-
sentially of the peasantry, the industries that
one encountered were mainly connected with
agriculture. The specialised sections were the
following: wine production; fruit and vegetable
packing houses; distillation of alcohol; fruit juices,
various liqueurs; perfumes and by-products.
NON-AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES (not derived
from agriculture): Building section; various manu-
factures; carpentry; manufacture of packagingma-
terials for citrus fruits, clothing, etc… One should
note here the tendency for the integration of ac-
tivities, thereby reducing, to a certain extent, the
role of the Syndicate which the syndicalist move-
ment had always considered as the sole organiser
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of industrial production. These problems were I
resolved on the spot, in a friendly spirit between
sister organisations.
COMMERCIAL SECTION- Apart from large scale
exports, which will be discussed later, this section
covered imports of machinery, road and sea trans-
port facilities, and various products.
PUBLIC HEALTH & EDUCATION: Finally, the
section for hygiene and sanitation which coordi-
nated the efforts preserving and improving public
health, and that of education which thanks to its
schools, its teachers and the contribution by the
Collectives, pursued with enthusiasm the duties
which fell on them.

All these activities were synchronised on a scale involving
900 Collectives, many of them involving thousands of people.
It will be easier now to appreciate how widespread these
achievements were and how superior was this form of organi-
sation. Obviously I cannot here describe it in every detail. But
I will add precise details to some aspects already outlined.

Rice growing for example. In the province of Valencia alone,
30,000 out of a total national production from 47,000 hectares,
were in the hands of the Collectives. The renowned region
of La Albufera, which Blasco Ibanez has so exhaustively de-
scribed, was entirely collectivised.

Half the orange production, that is 4 million quintals, was
in the hands of the peasants’ Federation, the federated Collec-
tives and the Syndicates; and 70 per cent of the total harvest,
that is more than 51 million quintals, was transported and sold
in the European markets thanks to their commercial organi-
sation called FERECALE4 which at the beginning of 1938 had

4 FERECALE (the initials for the Regional Federation of Peasants of
the Levante) was constituted for the transport and the marketing of citrus
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CHAPTER VII: THE
COLLECTIVES OF CASTILE

Circumstances beyond my control interrupted my first-hand
study of the achievements of the Spanish social revolution
much too soon; as a result I was unable to observe on the
spot the Collectives of Castile, or more exactly of the two
Castilles: the Old and the New. Collectivisation in the Centre
took place after Aragon and the Levante and was at the
same time a natural development and a necessity. Yet the
Castilian region, especially the one that a mind historically
informed automatically evokes, did not seem ready for such a
venture which was so contrary to the role that it had played
since the suppression of the ”comuneros” at the time of Don
Carlos.1 For since the triumphant Reconquest at the expense
of the Arabs, it was the home of centralism and of political
domination set up by Ferdinand and Isabella (called, with
reason, the ”catholic kings”) and maintained by force of arms.
The establishment of the Court in Madrid, understandably
engineered by Charles V, succeeded in infusing among the
population, as almost always happens with the population of
capital cities, a power complex, and the most fanatical Church
which the monarchy made into an instrument of power, added
to it the seal of its intransigent fanaticism. However, political
and religious convictions do not necessarily always destroy

1 Though the suppression took place at the time of Charles V it was
not his doing. Whatever it may cost some Spaniards to admit it, it was the
Spanish aristocracy alone which annihilated the democratic uprising: the
repercussions had far-reaching importance in the social history of Spain.
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municipal Council where our comrades had their headquarters.
In return taxes were abolished and the proprietors were never
thrown out onto the street.

Then schools were started, kindergartens organised. All this
convinced the doubters, and in the end the Collectives made
their appearance.

In the case of Benicarlo, initiative came therefore mainly
from the centre. It was by beginning at the centre that it
was possible first to start and then to extend the ”Confederal
Communities”, thus called because of their affiliation to the
C.N.T. Everything concerning the canton went through Beni-
carlo which was strategically well situated. Every morning
an average of 150 carts brought or collected goods of all
kinds. The fraternal network was finally established, and later
completed.

Carried along by the tide of events, the political parties ei-
ther accepted the fait accompli or collaborated.
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established in France sales sections in Marseilles, Perpignan,
Bordeaux, Sete, Cherbourg and Paris.

It should be noted in passing that the importance of distri-
bution was considerably greater than that of production. With
first hand information on the subject we can make the follow-
ing comparisons: as we have already said, the producers of the
Levante Collectives were numerically about 40% of the total
population. As a consequence of their superior technical or-
ganisation, their production was 50-60% of the total; and for
the same reasons the collectivist system was responsible for
between 60 and 70% of the total distribution to the advantage
of the whole population.

The organisation in general and the extent of the resources
that it guaranteed, made other achievements possible, as well
as methods of workwithout which the tasks undertakenwould
often have failed due to a lack of technical means, and insuffi-
cient return or to the excessive cost of the efforts involved.

The spirit of active solidarity, the will to coordination were
always and everywhere present. When, for instance, the mem-
bers of a Collective or a local Comite considered it worthwhile
to establish a liqueur or fruit juice factory or to process foods
for human or animal consumption they informed the industrial
section of the regional-federal Comite of Valencia of their ini-

fruits. It was made up of the following sections: technical personnel; ware-
houses; depots; land transport; home market; international exports; general
accounts, sea transport. General delegations had been set up in Castellon,
Burriana, Gandia, Denia and Alicante.

It owned its fleet of motor vessels of 120-150 tons. The orders
which came from abroad were sent to the regional warehousing centre in
which the fruit (especially oranges) according to the quality required was
stored. The goods were despatched from each centre to its corresponding
embarkation section; the invoicing centre then transmitted the registration
to the accounts section. Furthermore the control sections established in the
ports transmitted by telephone the receipts and outgoings to the headquar-
ters of FERECALE in Valencia; and the depots from which the goods had
been removed acted in a similar manner.
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tiative. The Comite would examine the proposal, and if consid-
ered necessary would invite a delegation to attend, with which
it would study the pros and cons of the project. If on the basis of
estimated demand, the availability of raw materials and other
foreseeable factors the idea was attractive it would be adopted;
if not it would be rejected after explanations and a full exami-
nation of the proposals. Another reason for rejection would be
availability of existing factories.

But acceptance of the project did not mean that its original
promoters would become its owners, even at the level of the
local Collective. By employing from the beginning resources
supplied by the Collectives as a whole, the Federation became
the owner of the new factory and the local Collective was not
entitled to sell for its own benefit the goods that were produced
there.

Expenses and income were therefore everybody’s concern.
It, was also the Federation which allocated the raw materials
supplied to all the factories and localities according to their
kind of production and their needs respectively.5

The situation also required great flexibility which was im-
possible both on the scale of an isolated peasant or tradesman,
and in purely corporative organisationswhere the individualist
spirit and attitudes prevailed. Thus, until the Revolution vast
quantities of fruit were left to rot on the ground because of a
lack of markets at home and abroad. It was the case with sales
to Britain which had to compete with supplies coming from
Palestine and South Africa, and made it necessary to lower
prices and, to some extent, production as well.6

5 Of course there were depots with raw materials distributed among
the five provinces, for it goes without saying that everything was not con-
centrated in Valencia

6 The home market could have expanded. But apart from the cost of
transport in this excessively mountainous country, the old system had never
taken it up.
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BENICARLO (province of Castellon de la Plana). The
method of application in Benicarlo reminds one of Segorbe
with some variables. None of the fifty-two villages in the
canton decided to attempt a partial or complete collectivist
experiment at the beginning, nor was it the case of our
comrades wanting to impose it by force. Nevertheless the
resistance weakened later and some Collectives were set up.

Once again it was the participation of the municipal coun-
cil and the kind of solutions provided for the problem of food
supplies that paved the way. Private business being at a stand-
still, our comrades met the situation by commandeering lorries
and vans and organising a municipal Comite entrusted with
the task of sales and purchases ”for the whole of the fifty-two
villages of the canton”.

This organism started by buying from the peasants their pro-
duce which they despatched to the consumer or to disposal
centres or even abroad. Then it centralised supplies of seeds
and fertilisers and distributed them with a view to intensifying
the production of corn and potatoes, bearing in mind the food
shortages to be expected that winter. (The peasants seemed
to us to be more farseeing and concerned with the fate of the
towns than the governors and citizens whose concern it should
have been.) This led to the supervision of the work of the small-
holders, to avoid any sabotage or negligence in a period when
the general needs had to prevail.

At the same time the cantonal comite of Benicarlo, thanks
to the friendly relations which permitted a growing unity be-
tween agriculture and industry, brought immediate improve-
ments to the peasants’ conditions. Farmers and medieros had
no longer to pay land rent either in money or kind. They very
soon benefited from the free installation of electricity, the re-
sult of excellent intersyndical relations on a regional basis, and
each village had its telephone. The necessary resources for
these enterprises came from the rents on the houses of the
people of Benicarlo itself, who were invited to pay them to the
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Comite took all the cultivable land under its control and pro-
ceeded to a new division according to the needs of families and
the average yields of the various zones. A system reminiscent
of the Russian ”mir”; it was the only example of its kind in
agrarian solutions, even provisional, that I had heard of. But
as in the ”mir”, the land was given in usufruct, not as property
legally recognised.

A household would receive two hectares of excellent, irri-
gated I and; an extra hectare for the first child and, follow-
ing the convention established with family wages, a decreas-
ing amount for each addition to the family. The middle range
landowners were reduced to the common share which permit-
ted them to live by their work.

At the same time, and perhaps before, the same Defence
Comite, inspired by the libertarian elements who were in it,
established a control of ricefields, rice being the main crop in
that zone. The administrative agricultural commission was es-
pecially nominated and given a mandate to sell the crop and
take charge of the proceeds. Then it opened accounts in a local
bank in the name of each family who could thereby draw on
their share of the money each week or month, up to the limits
established so as to avoid waste and chaos.

It was at this point that on 10th January, 1937, about six
months after the Civil War started, that the peasants’ Syndi-
cate, with 2,000 members and affiliated to the C.N.T., started
the agrarian Collective of Sueca. 400 families joined, contribut-
ing their land and their working tools, so from the start 1,000
hectares of very rich land for general agriculturewere available
as well as 200 hectares formarket gardening and a proportional
share of the estates taken from the fascists. Juridically this land
belonged to the commune (parish) but the occupiers did what
they wished with it.

Shortly afterwards 32 families of members of the U.G.T. and
ten of members of the Communist Party in their turn formed a
Collective. Example was asserting itself with our adversaries.
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But apart from the civil war, the loss of some European mar-
kets and of the home market occupied and cut off by Franco’s
troops, as well as the difficulties subtly put in the way of the
libertarian socialist experiment by the government and its al-
lies, made the situation worse. Not only was there a surplus of
citrus fruits, but also of potatoes and tomatoes. So, once again,
the initiative of the Collectives manifested itself.

An effort was made to put these oranges to better use by
manufacturing essences extracted from the peel on a larger
scale than before; a new food was manufactured, a kind of
dessert called ”honey-orange”, and ”orangewine”; the pulpwas
used for the preservation of blood from the abattoirs, and this
provided a new food for poultry; the canning of vegetables and
fruit was increased; the most important factories were located
in Murcia, Castellon, Alfafar and Paterna. As the German peas-
ants had been doing for a long time in their specialised coopera-
tives, drying plants for potatoes were set up in order to produce
potato-flour for human and animal consumption and the same
procedure was used for tomatoes.

We have said that the location of the cantonal federation
centres was very often determined by their proximity to
road junctions or railways, thus facilitating the transport of
goods. In most cases food surpluses of the Collectives were
stored in these centres. The corresponding sections of the
federal Comite in Valencia were informed of the quantities of
each variety, the quality, the date of production of the goods
warehoused, and thus knew exactly what were the available
reserves for deliveries, exports, barter, or for redistribution
among the cantons or the Collectives.

The intensification of egg production and of chickens and
rabbits, was further confirmation of that creative spirit. In
July 1937 the Collective of Gandia alone was producing in its
hatcheries 1,200 chicks every three weeks. New breeds of rab-
bits and fowls, unknown to most peasants (who too often were
attached to the traditional and uneconomic ones) were intro-
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duced, and the Collectives that had taken the first step in this
direction helped those who, for various reasons, had not yet
started.

Furthermore the efforts at organisation and economic jus-
tice were not all that was achieved. The yearning for culture,
the intense desire to spread education were one of the main-
springs and one of themajor objectives of the Revolution. Thus
every Collective created one or two schools as promptly as it
set about its first economic initiatives. The family wage and
the new ethic made it possible for all children to attend school.
In their sphere of influence the Spanish Collectives gave the
coup de grace to illiteracy in record time. The magnitude of
the achievement can be gauged if one bears in mind that in the
Spanish country’ side in 1936, 60% of the people were illiterate.

To complete this effort, and with an immediate practical end
in view, a school to train secretaries and accountants was I
opened at the end of 1937. More than a hundred students were
immediately sent there by the Collectives.

The last major innovation was the agricultural university of
Moncada (province of Valencia). Its purpose was to train agri-
cultural technicians. In the different classes and in the practical
courses young people were instructed in the various speciali-
ties in land husbandry and zootechny (animal care, methods of
selection, characteristics of breeds; horticulture, fruitgrowing,
beekeeping, forestry, etc.). When the university was in full
swing it had 300 students and there would have been many
more if there had been more accommodation and more teach-
ers. The University of Moncada situated at the foot of hills cov-
ered with orange trees was also available to the other regions.

A final example of solidarity in practice. The Collectives of
the Levante had also received a large number of refugees, es-
pecially women and children from Castile who had fled before
the fascist advance. Reception homes were set up in the heart
of the country, and camps where the youngsters were well
cared for in every way and could forget the war. Long lines of
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to the First International. In 1921 a number of our comrades or-
ganised a plasterers cooperative as a way of freeing themselves
from the boss class and of doing something constructive. Ten
years later almost all the plaster used in the village and its sur-
roundings came from their firmwhich in 1936 had liquid assets
valued at 300,000 pesetas. This was a small fortune in villages
where a tradesman’s rate was seven pesetas a day.

The resources that were at their disposal made it possible
for our comrades to build a small school which they donated
to the local Syndicate, and which they maintained at their ex-
pense. Then they founded a cultural group and a public library.
Thanks to them, there were no illiterate children in Soneja.
They were also looked upon as the most idealistic in the re-
gion and their moral rectitude, which was proverbial, meant
that they were often called in to arbitrate in disputes.

After 19th July, a new municipal council was elected in
which they were in a majority. As in Segorbe, industry was
socialised first. It was not until the following March that the
local general Syndicate undertook to socialise what it could in
agriculture, only with the estates abandoned by their fascist
owners, land neglected due to lack of initiative or because of
physical disability.

Good work was done but it did not achieve the completeness
that was noted in other localities, though it went on improving.

SUECA14 (province of Valencia). On July 19th, as in all local-
ities in the Levante, the anti-fascist forces, C.N.T.-ers, republi-
cans and socialists constituted a defence Comite, took the nec-
essary protective measures against the fascists, sought to en-
sure the means of life for all the inhabitants, and confiscated
the large estates.

These estates were in the first place cultivated for the benefit
of everybody. Then, surmounting a second stage, the Defence

14 Our movement had deep roots in Sueca, where its history had been
at times, dramatic.
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socialist was in Segorbe at the time and on his return to Eng-
land referred to the deep impression he had received from that
visit.13

JERICA (province of Castellon de la Plana). There too, and
not because it was reactionary, the population did not readily
accept the collectivisation of the land, not even of the expro-
priated estates belonging to the rich fascists, because the col-
lectivists spirit was foreign to large numbers of people. And
again it would be interesting to know to what extent the fear
of a Francoist triumph or of a backward move by the Republic
after victory influenced the attitude of those who, as was the
case of some villages in Aragon, refused to participate in the
new solutions.

Eight months after the 19th July uprising the C.N.T. had
only 200 members-incidentally, as many as the U.G.T. but
with this difference, so often noted: that support for the
U.G.T. by the conservative smallholders, tradesmen and other
recent converts to trade unionism was dictated by a desire
to counteract the revolutionary enterprises of the C.N.T. and
maintain in existence a class society in which everyone seeks
to benefit at the expense of somebody else.

Nevertheless a start was made by socialising industry. Then
our Syndicate seized five estates, one of 70 hectares, onto
which 70 families belonging to the C.N.T. and 10 to the U.G.T.
moved From these beginnings the number of collectivists rose
rapidly.

SONEJA (province of Castellon de la Plana). The libertarian
movement there has a long history-which probably goes back

13 Translator’s footnote: Brockway in an article, ”The C.N.T. as I saw it”
(Spain and theWorld, Jy 19, 1937) wrote of Segorbe: ”Most of all I enjoyedmy
visit to the Agricultural Collective of Segorbe. I must not delay to describe
it in detail, but the spirit of the peasants, their enthusiasm, the way they
had contributed their stock to the common effort, their pride in it-all was an
inspiration . . . The anarchists of Spain, through the C.N.T., are doing one of
the biggest constructive jobs ever done by the working-class.”
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lorries coming from the villages took free supplies of food to
Madrid. The Collectives of Benjopa, Oliva, Jeresa, Tabernes de
Valldigna, Beirrairo and Simat (all in the canton of Gandia) do-
nated 198 lorry loads of food in the first six months of the war.
Shortly after the fall of Malaga a simple phone call produced
seven lorry loads of food for Almeria, which was crowded with
refugees who were exhausted and hungry.

For, faced with the necessities and responsibilities of life our
t! comrades were not paralysed nor dehumanised by the bu-
reaucratic spirit and the red-tape of the State. As good liber-
tarians they practised a new humanism among themselves and
with others, without cheating, without speculating even on the
propaganda value of their gestures, with no other reward than
the deep joy deriving from practical solidarity.

1. Carcagente

Carcagente, a large country borough rather than a small town,
situated in the province of Valencia, had a population of 18,000
at the time of my first visit in November 1936.7 Though its so-
cial history was less traumatic than that of Succa or Cullera.
our movement had long established roots and exerted a great
influence. Thus in November 1936, our peasants’ Syndicate had
2,750 members, including some hundreds of small proprietors;
that of the orange packers numbered 3,325, mostly women; in
addition there were 320 buildings workers, 150 railwaymen,
120 engineering workers and 450 workers of various trades
and professions - all members of the Syndicate. In all 41 per
cent of the whole population. But if one takes into account
the percentage represented by children, then the percentage
of workers in the C.N.T. was extremely high.

In the outskirts of Carcagente within the jurisdiction of the
town itself, as well as in the surrounding though less impor-

7 The influx of refugees from Castile had not yet begun.
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tant localities, large estates, almost all specialising in the pro-
duction of citrus fruits, dominated the economy. And a fair
number of small proprietors who could not make a living from
what their land produced supplemented their insufficient earn-
ings by working for the rich or by all kinds of expedients. A
not infrequent situation in Spain and one which must have
contributed to tipping the scales in favour of the social revolu-
tion when the upheaval caused by the insurrection and fascist
threat took place. The logical consequence was the overwhelm-
ing influence of our syndical organisation, which without hesi-
tation set about socialising the large estates. The taskwasmade
all the easier because the large terrateriertes had vanished and
what had to be avoidedwas that the productive wealth that had
become socially available should not be shared out among new
beneficiaries who would only reintroduce, though in a some-
what modified form, the basically identical system of exploita-
tion, chaos and inequality that had just been done away with.

Simultaneously, and following the achievement of libertar-
ian communism for which they had been struggling for so long,
our comrades tackled the traditional small proprietors in order
to transform as many of the parcels of individually cultivated
land, scattered and broken up into huge areas, rationally ex-
ploited thanks to the common social property and to the use of
techniques, which it had made possible.

I met again in Carcagente comrades I had previously known
in Barcelona or in Buenos Aires where they had emigrated dur-
ing the dictatorship of Primo de Rivera. They told me that to
bring about these fundamental transformations they did not
use force and especially was this the case in regard to the small
growers. Those who joined did so of their own free will, follow-
ing the example of the militants who set the example by hand-
ing over their land, animals and tools. There remained a num-
ber of recalcitrants, but our comrades had complete confidence
in the superiority of group work in the practical and moral re-
sults, that could be achieved by mutual aid. They knew that by
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Agriculture, the Communist Uribe, made vehement speeches
over the Valencia radio inciting the peasants to ”resistance”
against the Collectives, whilst La Pasionaria,12 official leader
of the Party of Moscow echoing the arguments formerly circu-
lated by the reactionaries, was declaring over the same radio, to
the benefit of the waverers: ”Is it not a fact, comrade peasants,
that it is painful to work and break one’s back throughout the
year, only to be deprived of the fruits of your labours by some
immoral scoundrels when it is time to gather the harvest.” Dec-
larations of war on the supporters of collectivisation followed.

One came near to bloody incidents which the Stalinists were
at pains to provoke, and when I went the first time to Segorbe,
to address a meeting on the advantages of collectivisation from
the social and economic points of view, I was hard pressed af-
terwards to bring calm among the tense comrades, advising
against a violent confrontation with their detractors and for,
to begin with, a modest, free community, as had been done
elsewhere in order to win over supporters by the power of ex-
ample.

The canton of Segorbe comprises 42 villages where, as in so
many other places, our comrades had entered the municipal
Councils through which they sought to have social reforms ac-
cepted, some of them fundamental.

On their initiative, price controls were established in most
villages; then trade was socialised, firstly in order to share in
the revictualling of the front whichwas not far off. A new stage
was the establishment of a Comite which distributed goods
to the controlled tradespeople. Then the ”municipal coopera-
tives” were born in complete agreement with the delegates of
seven villages who had been elected to constitute the distribu-
tion Comite for the whole canton. Finally the ”Free Commune
of Segorbe” was created with an initial nucleus of 42 families.
Amonth later there were ninety. Fenner Brockway the English

12 Leader and rabid Stalinist militant.
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Fraternal greetings . . .

V.G.

The detailed account. of the Collective in Jativa ends here,
but it is worth underlining once again the different conditions
in which the Collectives in Aragon and those in the Levante
were born. In Aragon it was possible to obtain from the be-
ginning the support of a large proportion of the population
because of the absence of opposition from the republican au-
thorities, and because the traditional political parties had dis-
appeared. Often the Collective merged with the village. In
the Levante, in the circumstances, the Collectives were usu-
ally only partial-the estimate of 40% of the total population is
a fair one in my view. But on the one hand the spread of their
action, and on the other the greater demographic density, re-
sulted in there being more numerous, with more members and,
as a consequence of the abundance of their resources, their con-
structive achievement in the economic field was much more
important. On the human level Aragon has certainly not been
surpassed.

3. Other Methods of Operation

SEGORBE (province of Castellon de la Plana). As well as many
libertarians, there were in this small town of 7,000 inhabitants
also many militants among the socialists, U.G.T.-ists, Republi-
cans and Communists. In addition there were the farmers who
thought they would be able to keep the land which they for-
merly rented from the terratenientes, now dispossessed, and
the traditional smallholders, satisfied with their situation, who
were not attracted by collectivist organisation. These adverse
forces constituted a solid front of resistance to the socialisation
proposed by the C.N.T.-ers, even more so since the Minister of
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example they would succeed in winning over those who still
hesitated They were so convinced that, in many cases - and I
and others came across similar examples on many occasions -
they did not hesitate, in order to complete collectivised areas
in the middle of which were parcels of land belonging to indi-
vidualists, to offer them better land in exchange for theirs and
to help them settle in.

In a few months positive results were apparent. In the first
place a local economic crisis had been wiped out. Difficulties
created by the civil war and its repercussions had produced
economic and commercial stagnation which hampered the dis-
posal of the crops and each small grower, left to his own de-
vices, was faced with disturbing problems. In due course the
practice of union and solidarity made it possible to find ways
to dispose of their produce, if not in Carcagente itself then in
Valencia or in other provinces.

But this only partially remedied the slowing down in activ-
ity. The breakdown of the normal channels for exports and the
commercial blockade or semi-blockade of Spain made the sit-
uation very difficult. And there was no question of solving it
by the municipal organisation of public charity. This was the
driving force towards a more far reaching social transforma-
tion. Thus all the time more peasants were offering their land
to the Collective in return for membership. For only the Col-
lective was capable of taking revolutionary action and finding
the right solutions by the reorganisation of local life.

When I arrived there I was shown the latest batch of applica-
tions for admission that had been received. They gave details
of area and the locations of the land, its condition as well as of
the numbers in the family, details of livestock and of working
tools - in all this no signs of coercion.

Nevertheless, and in view of the gravity of the situation
created by the civil war, individual freedom or the autonomy
of producers who had remained outside the Collective, did not
mean the latter allowed them to put a brake on or interrupt
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production. Our comrades understood from the first day that
it was necessary to collaborate for victory by redoubling their
efforts. And without waiting for the municipal authorities
and the political parties to undertake these responsibilities,
the landworkers, Syndicate nominated a Commission to
supervise the work being done in the countryside and to be
on the lookout that there was no slackening either in the
individualists’ or the collectivists’ passion for their work.

But naturally it was above all the Collective, organised by
the peasants’ Syndicate and placed under its control, which
preached by example. I traversed huge orange groves, one of
which covered five villages, and was struck by the tidy and
clean cultivations. Every inch had been worked, as if combed,
with meticulous care in order to ensure that the trees enjoyed
all the natural goodness in the soil. The Valencian peasant was
renowned for the love with which he tended his land and the
crops he grew on it. And it was clearly visible. There was no
need for fertilisers. ”Previously,” - said the comrades who were
escorting me across the plantations of golden fruits - ”all this,
that belonged to the capitalists, was worked by wage earners
who were somewhat indifferent to the results of their labours.
The proprietors bought large quantities of chemical fertilisers
or guanowhereas all that was neededwas to look after the land
to get good harvests.”

And it was with joy and pride that later they showed me
grafts that they had made in order to improve the stock and
the eventual quality of the fruit.

However in some places I came across crops growing be-
tween the rows, and to my enquiry the comrades pointed out
that if the war lasted a long time the towns would be short
of food. It was for this reason that in this generally gravelly
soil, not very suitable for horticulture, they had planted early
potatoes. They did more: taking advantage of the four months
that elapse between harvesting the rice and the sowings that
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per hectare … 1,020,000 ptas
ditto from 100 hectares of rice plantings average 720
quintals at 350 pesetas a quintal .. 252,000 ptas
ditto 280 hectares of irrigated land at an average
certainly greater than 6,000 pesetas … … 1,680,000
ptas
ditto 1,000 hectares of dry lands at 300 pesetas
- 300,000 ptas

3,252,000 ptas

The difference between the outgoings noted and the
above estimated gross income is 2,052,752 pesetas
which will permit us to improve our working equip-
ment, to purchase fertilisers, feedstuffs for the an-
imals, etc. We have kept our estimates as low as
possible in order to improve the living conditions of
the members of the Collective as and when our re-
serves will make this possible. This win encourage
the farmers and smallholders who have so far hesi-
tated in joining to make up their minds. The results
obtained will then make them join us in a happier
frame of mind than if they were to join now.

In the three months since our Collective was founded
we have bought three lorries at a cost of 100,000 pe-
setas; we have also purchased 12 she-mules and 230
goats and are expecting delivery of forty cows. We
have organised a poultry farm and bought six incu-
bators. At the moment we are producing 3,000 eggs
a month. We have decided to develop this farm as
quickly as we can to ensure that eggs and poultry
will be available to an members without payment.

The production and monetary return at the moment
from all the collectivists amounts to 400,000 pesetas
a month.
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The total wages for the 408 member families
amounts to 22,811 pesetas a week, from which
amount we must deduct 1,108.50 pesetas which
some collectivists earn outside in other trades and
which they hand over to the Collective in accordance
with the Rules on this question. Other expenses
have to be added such as:

Doctors, operations, dentists, confinements, oculist,
medicaments estimate per year 26,600 ptas Pur-
chases of furniture for new households per year
9,250 ptas House rents for collectivists per month
2,632 ptas

All the above represents weekly outgoings totalling
22,999 pesetas which divided by 453 working
persons-we obviously do not include the elderly
and the incapacitated-gives a family wage of 50.70
pesetas.

We have not yet been able to prepare our estimates
for the purchase of fertilisers, materials for fumi-
gation, machinery, feed for livestock and other ex-
penses; neither have we estimates of income from
the sale of our products: we are too absorbed by the
meetings with peasants who have not joined, to de-
cide amicably which land they can cultivate individ-
ually and which they can give up to us.

Things are happening all the time so that it is impos-
sible to establish exact estimates until all these mat-
ters are settled. Nevertheless the life of the Collective
is now and henceforth guaranteed. One can already
make the following estimates in round figures:

Value of the crops from 340 hectares of orange groves
at the minimum price of 3,000 pesetas
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follow, they had sowed in the Valencian rice-fields, duly culti-
vated, early wheat.

As it was my first contact with an agrarian Collective I asked
for details of the general organisation of work, and discovered
that it was both simpler and much more complete than I had
imagined. At the base, a public meeting of agricultural workers
which included unionists and non-unionists (the latter were
not numerous, as is apparent from the figures already given).
On the proposal by those present, individualists and collec-
tivists, a Comite was nominated by a majority vote if unanim-
ity could not be achieved, which was divided into two sections:
the technical sectionwith sixmembers entrustedwith theman-
agement of production and the problems of disposal on the
home and export markets, and the administrative section con-
sisting of five members to deal with accountancy. The techni-
cal section included former professional exporters whose abili-
ties were known and recognised. They were carrying out their
tasks ably and seemed really integrated into the new social
structure.

In Carcagente industrial socialisation started after agrarian
socialisation. But it was launched in a manner that promised
well for the future. Building work was in the hands of the
Syndicate of the building industry, and engineering was con-
trolled by themetalworkers’ Syndicate; the woodworkers’ Syn-
dicate - cabinet-makers, joiners, carpenters - brought together
all the small businessmen and craftsmen in one huge workshop
where each, received a remuneration decided on by all; where
no longer did one have to wait for the client or ask oneself how
bills were to be met at the end of the month. Other less impor-
tant trades, were grouped in a single Syndicate. Hairdressers
shopswhere lighting, organisation and hygiene often leftmuch
to be desired were replaced by a number of collectivised es-
tablishments which were clean and comfortable. Yesterday’s
competitors had become workmates.
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As one has already noted the packing of oranges for export
employed the greatest number of hands. Several buildings in
Carcagente disposing of the equipment required were used for
this purpose. Each was directed by a Comite nominated by the
workers, and consisting of a professional expert in commercial
affairs, and a delegate for each of the specific activities: man-
ufacture of wooden boxes, grading, packing, conditioning, etc.
In the various operations men and women workers carried out
the tasks with enthusiasm, following the rhythm of the me-
chanical graders alongside which the orange boxes, which of-
fered a kind of artistic cachet common to the people of this
region, were lined up waiting to be closed and loaded up. The
destination of the fruit was Britain, Sweden, France, Holland,
etc… And the workers would say to me, ”We want them to see
abroad that with socialised production we work better than be-
fore.”

It was also a Comite specially appointed by the assembly of
workers which managed the building industry. Houses were
not being built - not only because of the war (in grave crises
building, work is always the first to grind to a halt) but also
because a large number of residences belonging to the rich and
the local fascists were handed over to those who were the most
ill-housed. But conversions and repair work were carried out.
A number of former employers supported the communal effort
and worked well; and one of the two architects in Carcagente
joined the Syndicate.

The brick works and the parpen factory as well as all other
trades were organised along the same principles, and on the
same bases for remuneration.

When I returned to Carcagente, at the beginning of Febru-
ary 1937, the orange export trade was the only one that had
been socialised. But it was done independently. Firstly the lo-
cal section of the U.G.T. had supported the new achievements;
secondly, it was done in conjunction with the regional Comite.
When orders came from Valencia, the selectors would move to
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other equipment, saving time for the carters and landworkers.
When they returned at night they no longer had to spend a
further half hour unharnessing and grooming their horses
before going home, for this task was done for them by their
comrades. As also when there was much unloading to be done,
others would come to help.

Less than two months after its constitution, I received a let-
ter from the secretary of the Collective of Jativa which I feel
deserves to be quoted in full.

Jativa, March 8, 1937.

Dear Comrade,

I have waited to reply, in spite of my promise to do
so as soon as possible, because l wanted to give you
as much information as possible on the progress of
the Collective, and as the study I have in mind to
write would make me delay too long, I have decided
to send you what hard facts are available and leave
a more detailed report to a later date.

The membership of the Collective has reached 408,
of whom 82 are members of the U.G.T. while the oth-
ers are from the C.N.T. Twenty-three applications for
membership are waiting for the nominated Commis-
sion to decide one way or the other. There are many
applications but we want to advance with caution.

The enthusiasm of the collectivists is fantastic, so
much so that our members are working twice as
much as they did before. For this reason we prefer
to backpedal a little on accepting new members so
that they shall not be influenced simply by material
considerations, and that nothing should intervene
to harm the wonderful spirit that exists and which
is the guarantee for success.
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goats were conveniently situated) were ordered for breeding
purposes. In due course it was hoped to supply the whole
town with the meat it required: an urgent matter seeing that
the main supply areas (Castile, Estremadura, Galicia) were in
the hands of the Francoist forces.

A similar initiative was launched for poultry and egg
production. Two incubators were purchased to make a start.
Bee-keeping was still under consideration, but the conditions
in that area where flowers and fruit trees abounded were
favourable for this hitherto unexplored activity. Finally all the
part of the Sierra which could not be cultivated by man and
which erosion was denuding at an increasing rate was to be
planted with pines. The seedlings had already been purchased.

In a very short time, the Collective had also acquired three
lorries. It undertook large-scale works to improve and extend
irrigation to the dry lands. In one week acequias were dug, and
others started. The plan adopted consisted in raising the water
by means of motorised pumps to a water tower from which it
would be distributed to the land which until then had remained
fallow because the small owners had neither the initiative nor
the required resources for such undertakings.11

The Rules refer to the steward’s office. Members of the Col-
lective could obtain from it, at cost price, available goods that
they required. Everyone could even ask for these goods in
large quantities, paying by instalmentswithout interest, so that
housewives did not have to shop every other day for soap, lig-
nite, lard, oil, etc.

As in all Collectives, the draught animals-donkeys, horses,
mules-were housed in large stables specially fitted up, and
were used both for heavy and light work. In the morning,
specially trained boys would harness them to the carts and

11 This project was in due course carried out. When the water gushed
forth for the first time in the direction of the orange groves, flooding seemed
inevitable. A young runner was dispatched post haste to ask them to turn
off this wonderful torrent!
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the areas where they knew they could find the varieties and
quantities required. These selectors would also indicate when
fruit trees were ready for picking on the basis of the travelling
time involved as well as of the climatic conditions of the pur-
chasing countries.

So far as distribution in general was concerned, and in spite
of the advice I had given with a view to avoiding a slow, but
persistent, increase in prices which counteracted some of the
positive results achieved in production, the local shop contin-
ued to operate. It constituted a negative factor, and the time
had come to ask oneself whether one should not move towards
a new stage which would complement the first.

A first step in that direction had been taken in a number of
cases above all in the region of the Levante, by the constitution
of a food supplies Comite which undertook to secure for local
consumption essential foodstuffs which were not produced lo-
cally. The same Comite organised the application of barter on
the largest possible scale. My friend Gra”žen, later executed by
a fascist firing squad, was planning the organisation of distribu-
tion centres in the various districts, which-would give the pop-
ulation control over the price mechanism and the distribution
of consumer goods. The idea was taking shape rapidly there as
well as in many other localities, and within six weeks half the
trade of Carcagente was socialised and Granen had high hopes
for the other half.

At the same time part of the orange groves were grubbed
up, as there was no sale for the fruit, and replaced by vegeta-
bles. One was moving towards economic integration, which
was also noticeable elsewhere.

2. Jativa

I cannot think of Jativa (situated like Carcagente in the
province of Valencia) without remembering its style, as Arabic
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as its name, the beautiful valley in which it had been built long
ago, its wonderful climate and the deep blue of its brilliant sky.
With some local comrades I went to visit the ruins of a large
Moorish castle still standing and steeped in history, along
the top of hills flanking the town, where mimosa grew in
profusion between the random stones. From that height it was
a dream landscape that one saw. In the foreground various
cultivations, and then immense orange groves in which the
golden fruit hung, as if in bunches along the branches which
were bending under their weight and surrounded by the green
varnished leaves which gleamed in the sunshine.

The founding of the Collective in Jativa did not take place as
quickly as in Carcagente, which is after all not so far away. Yet
the social movement there also went backmany years, and it al-
ways included good militants. Of the 17,000 inhabitants, 3,000
were members of the C.N.T. Agriculture predominated and in-
dustry played a very minor role and was above all linked to
orange production and the tasks that stemmed therefrom, to
rice production, prepared and ground locally, to olive produc-
tion, used for oil produced in local oil-crushers.

The fascist attack had brought together all the Left factions
who, as happened in many other places, converged on the mu-
nicipal Council. Soon this was composed, on the basis of the
numerical strength of the forces represented, of five represen-
tatives each from the C.N.T. and U.G.T., one socialist, one Com-
munist, a Left republican and a member of the Valencian au-
tonomists party.

Though industry stemmed from the needs of agriculture, so-
cialisation was initiated by industry. It was not general in all
trades and professions, and among the last to do so were the
hairdressers who in January 1937 were prepared, with their
employers, to collectivise the shops which until then they had
only been allowed to control.

In the industrial field the functional structure and operation
I followed the familiar pattern: technical sections for organi-
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should add that not only was education compulsory but was
given in the Collective’s schools which from the beginning had
staff and had fitted up three school buildings in which to hold
the classes, and in addition a fourth building which was at the
disposal of the children in their leisure hours, during the day,
to study or to play.

Projects on such a scale must be based on a solidly estab-
lished material situation. It was so. In a fortnight nearly 500
families applied to join the Collective, offering to it all their
goods. The majority belonged to the C.N.T. with a minority
from the U.G.T.. for almost everywhere socialists or members
of the reformist trade union organisations did not follow the
directives issued by their leaders. And the supporters would
have been evenmore numerous had the organisers not thought
it necessary to show caution, in order not to risk being over-
whelmed, or hampered by collectivists who were still unsure.

On joining, each new member completed a form giving de-
tails about himself, his family and dependent relatives; then
of his assets or liabilities and debts, in land, money, tools and
draught animals.

The total area of collectivised land, including the expro-
priations from fascists and the large landowners as well as
land brought by members, amounted to 5,114 hectares of
which 2,421 were, irrigated. A fortnight after the official
inauguration, the technical Comite was managing operations
on 446 hectares. Thanks to its, initiative and to the enthusiasm
of everybody, 75 hectares had, been reclaimed and prepared
for cultivation, later being sown with corn and potatoes in
anticipation of the threatened scarcity, d food in the towns.

On the basis of a general plan prepared by the technicians
practitioners, a quarter of the land was to be planted with rice,
another quarter as orange groves, and a half for market-garden
produce.

It was also decided to introduce stock breeding. Within
three weeks 400 sheep and goats (the renowned Murcia
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sence from school will be a deduction of six pese-
tas from the family’s wage.
ART. 22. The Collective will, for the good of
Mankind, help the most gifted children to take
courses in higher education. The Collective will
be financially responsible.
ART. 28. Should the Collective have cause to com-
plain of the behaviour of one of its members, it
will call him to order o n up to two occasions. On
the third occasion he will be expelled from the Col-
lective without any right to indemnification. The
general assembly will deal with such cases.”

The family wage was established. A single man received 35
pesetas a week while a single woman received exactly a half.10
Each dependent child entitled the family to an extra seven pe-
setas a week; and then from 10 to 14 years this was increased
to 10.50 pesetas for boys and 8.75 for girls.

Very few essential matters were overlooked, but if experi-
ence revealed that one had, there was nothing to prevent the
modification and improvement of the existing Statutes. One

10 This difference in themeans of life, which one finds elsewhere though
not always, will come as a shock, and rightly so. It must not be forgotten
that Spain has retained some of the consequences of theArab presencewhich
lasted 800 years, followed by the most backward Catholic Church that has
ever existed. That is one explanation. Then, in practice, it is, exceptional
for a woman to live alone; generally the spinster or the widow lives with
her family - family traditions are more respected in Spain than in France or
Britain. The problem of the single woman does not present itself in the way
that might be supposed when viewed from the point of view of French ways
of life. It should be added that at the family table, everyone men and women,
eat their fill. There is no distinction made except in the poorest families,
where often if, for instance, their means allowed them to buy only one egg,
it would be kept for the head of the family not so much because he was the
head as that he was the breadwinner and needed to be nourished to maintain
his strength to work.
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sation, administrative sections; the Syndicates managed work-
shop activities in which workers elected the Comites entrusted
with management at the place of work itself.

But the agrarian Collective created on the 16th January, 1937,
three weeks after my first visit, seems to me to be more impor-
tant, for it got off to a flying start which was quite remarkable.

There was a fundamental reason for this which explains
many similar cases I had occasion to observe: most of the
members of the C.N.T. were hard working peasants, accus-
tomed to responsible work, to direct dealings, whereas in the
local section of the U.G.T. there was a predominance of admin-
istrative employees in the private and public sectors, numbers
of tradespeople, and the conservative elements among the
small growers whose social reformist headquarters made the
defence of traditional ownership of the land a profession of
faith.

This was in direct contradiction with the basic postulates of
Marxism and the views of Marx and Engels, but the Marxism
of the Spanish socialists was quite as anaemic as that of the
French socialists. And Marx and Engels as well as their contin-
uators have said so many contradictory things!

Our comrades did not propose, however, to seize anybody’s
goods by force-unless they were fascists, terratenrentes, or
caciques; and apart from a few isolated cases which we are
prepared to assume took place, one cannot accuse them on this
score. On the contrary, one is surprised to see how tolerant
they were in general to the ”individualists”.

The emergence in strength of the agrarian Collective can be
explained by other reasons which complement those already
given. Before the uprising, the local libertarians exercised a
constructive influence over a large number of peasants who
were members of a local mutual benefit society. It was the
active, organising dynamic nucleus of that mutual aid society
which was to constitute the basic elements of the social micro-
cosm in the process of being formed. It is extremely difficult to
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improvise as an organiser, and very often one finds in the an-
tecedents of this revolution, a practical activity which explains
the sureness of the advance and the rapidity of its success.

Furthermore, Jativa offers many other examples of a social
conscience. There was the case of the owner of an oil-crusher
- worth a fortune in local terms - who gave his working capital
and lands to the Collective. Or that of his son, also one of the
privileged, who brought all his capital and his wife’s to the com-
mon cause. Or again that of the secretary8 who did likewise.
One cannot be surprised therefore by the idealistic optimism
which could be read into the expressions, the actions, even the
bearing of those who were busying themselves to create a new
world, always on the move dealing with the many tasks with
which they had been entrusted.

This spirit emerges in the Rules produced following many
deliberations and published in a small white notebook, a copy
of which I have preserved to this day. The following are the
most characteristic Articles.

ART. 1. Collectivisation will be the work of the
peasants, medieros and smallholders, who join vol-
untarily and will be accepted by the General As-
sembly.
ART. 3. When a smallholder’s land is located in the
middle of collectivised land, constituting thereby
an obstacle for the Collective, it will be exchanged
for another holding, of better land and with more
advantages for the owner who has been displaced.
ART. 5. Widows without other means of life than
land can, if they wish, join the Collective.

8 This secretary, a very young man, surprised me by his knowledge of
the problems of Spanish agriculture. And yet, he was unknown, even in our
movement.
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ART. 10. The defence of our production and
the administration, of the cultivations will be
assured by the following Commissions: (a) Statis-
tics; (b) Irrigation; (c) Fertilisers, seeds and new
cultivations; (d) Plant diseases, spraying and
fumigations; (e) Steward’s office, purchases and
selling prices; (f) Livestock, poultry keeping,
beekeeping; (g) Tools and machinery; (i) Tests;
(j) Animal feed; (k) Means of transport available
for the Collective; (1) Production and appropriate
technical management; (m) Landworkers.
ART. 15. In the event of illness, members of the
Collective or their families will receive treatment
on behalf of the Collective which will be responsi-
ble for all expenses incurred.
ART. 16. Rent for private dwellings occupied by
members of the Collectivewill be paid by the latter,
independently of the wage.9

ART. 17. Furniture for newhouseholdswill be paid
for by the Collective if the beneficiaries have been
members for at least six months and if they act as
real collectivists.
ART. 21. Children under the age of 14 will not
be accepted for work; they will be obliged to at-
tend school from the age of six. Their parents or
guardians will be responsible for their attendance
at school; the penalty for a child’s unjustifiable ab-

9 This measure was taken for the members of the Collective who did
not own their homes. They were, as one can see, a minority. It is also worth
mentioning that collectivists lived at home individually. So nothing in com-
monwith the views of Etienne Cabet and other reformers, which led tomany
community experiments during the last century in N. America failing largely
because of excessive communising and at all times, which stifled the person-
ality. This separation was practised in all Spanish Collectives.
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7. Sheep will be made up into flocks, and the
Collectivewill nominate shepherds to handle
them and take them to the pastures. A skilled
person will be chosen for slaughtering. He
will decide which sheep should be killed.

8. The produce of the land and groceries will
be stored in collective warehouses to ensure
better supervision.

9. One or more cooperatives will be consti-
tuted; these will secure the products that
have to be obtained by barter; they kill
distribute consumer goods on presentation
of a producer’s took, and on the basis of the
scales established by the Assembly.

10. These scales can be modified upwards or
downwards depending on the economic
situation of the Collective.

11. Nobody shall consume to excess. In excep-
tional cases such as in the case of the sick,
the request will have to be supported by a
doctor’s certificate.

12. The assembly will decide on the annual hol-
idays which members of the Collective will
take.

13. The money available to the Collective will be
used only to purchase goods in those regions
where money still exists.

14. In all branches of work (agriculture, stock
rearing, mines) delegates may be re-elected;
their instructions must be respected; where
they were not the Collective would take the
steps it deemed necessary.
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their action. It explains why each Collective belonging to
the cantonal Federation, after covering its expenses (payment
of wages or transfers-the word ”wages” was repugnant to
most people-purchase of fertilisers, seed, machines, school
outgoings, sanitation, etc.) would send any cash surplus to the
”Cantonal Equalisation Fund”. his Fund, the administrators
of which were nominated by a general assembly of delegates
from the Collectives and responsible to them, had as its main
function the distribution of moneys, supplied by the more
favoured Collectives, among the less favoured ones.

Thus, as in Aragon, the libertarian communist principle was
applied not only within each Collective, but between all the
Collectives. No village ravaged by a hailstorm, or drought,
or, frost and receiving compensation for the damage sustained,
was expected to reimburse a penny of what it had received.

But the federal Equalisation Fund had also other functions. It
was not enough to help the village or isolated Collective which
f was through no fault of its own constantly in the red. With
the help of the specialists from the Comite of the federation of
the Centre it looked into ways and means for remedying the
difficulties by improving yields in agriculture and by organis-
ing. auxiliary industries.

As in the case of other regions in Spain, all the cantonal
funds in the Central region were federated. The headquarters
were it in Madrid. The region thus constituted a unity the
parts of which, freely settled local problems, but also, gener-
ally speaking, common problems such as those concerned with
production. In a year the Madrid Comite distributed a million
pesetas worth of fertilisers and machines to the poorest Col-
lectives.8 It had obtained that money from the sale of the sur-
pluses of the wealthiest Collectives. So the general and federal
mechanism was well set up. Nothing was left to chance. And

8 One cannot appreciate the amount involved unless one also knows
that at the time a quintal (225 Ibs.) of corn was worth 58 pesetas.
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the general regional organisation did not limit itself to the func-
tions we have so far enumerated. It gave advice, full time guid-
ance as to the best techniques to adopt, and the most suitable
methods of production.

Already in November 1937, the peasants’ regional Federa-
tion9 had established its laboratories which were consulted on
problems such as cultivation depth, suitable fertilisers, recom-
mendations as to cultivations and seeds following chemical
analysis of the’ soil. But it was considered not enough sim-
ply to give advice: the section for fertilisers acquired and sup-
plied what had been, recommended by the laboratories section.
There was always, complete synchronisation.

Campo Libre (Freeland), organ of the Federation, published
as did the other regional organs of the libertarian Collectives,
detailed information on how to cultivate or deal with cereals,
vegetables’ vines, fruit trees, according to the varieties, climate
and soil. It included technical data on dealing with diseases,
on storing produce, as well as on suitable stock breeds for each
region and on rational feeding to be adopted, etc. And the tech-
nical sections of the Federation published in the organs of the
press announcements such as the following:

”We beg our local and cantonal Syndicates and Collectives
which need to renew their vines and to improve them with
American stock to get in touch with us as soon as possible in-
dicating the varieties and quantities they require. That is when
they know what is best needed. In other cases, will they let us
know how many plants they need and send us samples of the
soil at different depths for analysis so that we may establish
what is the most suitable variety. In this way we will be able
to secure in good time the necessary plants to secure the best
results from the vineyards.”

9 Which had become the regional Federation of Peasants and for the
feeding of the Centre.
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freely decide to organise a Collective and to join it.
And they approve the following bases to ensure its
economic development.

1. Every inhabitant in Salas Altas, whatever his
condition and without distinction of work-
ers’ organisation or party, may belong to the
Collective.

2. The members of the Collective will nom-
inate a Comite consisting of a chairman,
vice-chairman, a secretary, an accountant, a
treasurer, and as many members as deemed
necessary, according to the tasks to be dealt
with.

3. This Comite will have a purely administra-
tive character and will explain its activities
before the assemblies of collectivists who
will be able to approve of them or dismiss
them if they have not carried out their
mandate satisfactorily.

4. Members will bring all their goods and chat-
tels; land, cultivating tools, draught animals,
money and various means of work.

5. The collectivists will likewise bring their
poultry with a view to establishing a large
collective poultry unit to increase this valu-
able asset. This task will be undertaken by
those to be chosen by the Assembly.

6. Communal stables will be organised so that
all draught animals can be brought together
and attended by a competent staff. In this
way drivers will work shorter hours than the
time required for agricultural jobs or trans-
port.
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Art. 17. Expenses for medical treatment, medica-
ments, light and shelter are borne by the Collec-
tive, as well as supplies of edible oil for the whole
year.
Art. 18. When a member of the Collective takes a
companion, that is to say, wishes to start a new
family, the Collective guarantees her material
needs.
Art. 19. When for valid reasons or unavoidable cir-
cumstances a collectivist is obliged to go and live
elsewhere, the Collective will assume responsibil-
ity for the expenses involved in the move.
Art. 20. Every collectivist comrade will have the
inalienable right of withdrawing from the Collec-
tive whenever he wishes to do so; but 15% of the
value of the assets that he brought on joining will
be retained.
Art. 21. The administrative Commission will con-
sist of one delegate for each section or zone; the
delegates will decide among themselves the posi-
tion and functions of each. The nomination of the
delegates and the tasks of the various sections of
the Collective will take place at a general Assem-
bly of Collectivists; the duration of these functions
will not be limited; they will end at the request of
the delegates themselves, and when the Assembly
expresses itself in these terms.

RULES FOR THE COLLECTIVE OF SALAS
ALTAS

The undersigned gathered together in general As-
sembly and after having defined collectivist norms,
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Other advice and suggestions on all aspects of agricultural
production and its by-products contributed to the technical de-
velopment of the peasantry and all these efforts facilitated the
rapid rationalisation of agriculture which was enthusiastically
assisted by our agricultural engineers, chemists and other ex-
perts.10 One found this morality, this solidarity, this responsi-
bility, this collectivist application in all aspects of life. Already
towards the end of 1937 when the comrades who had been sent
from the Levante or from Catalonia with vans arrived in no
matter which collectivised village in Castile looking for corn,
they always ran into a refusal. Even if there were available
stocks the reply they got was, ”Comrade, what we have here
does not belong to us; you must get in touch with the secre-
tariat of the regional Federation in Madrid.” No offers of money
or goods could in anyway change this attitude for it was under-
stood that respecting decisions taken ensured the success of the
whole enterprise. So that all the prospective buyers could do
was to phone Madrid or go there, where the section for barter
or commerce accepted to supply the goods asked for if the gen-
eral interest of the less favoured regions and the ever-present
considerations of the demands of the war permitted.

We have said that the regional Federation of peasants of the
Centre had become the regional Federation of peasants and of
food supplies. It was firstly a case of the awareness of the role
played by producers, secondly of the organic integration for
which precedents existed, though less developed, in Aragon
and in the Levante.

On 25 October 1937, on the initiative of the peasant organisa-
tion of the region of the Centre, the fusion took place between
the 97,843 peasants and the 12,897 workers in the distributive
trades who also belonged to the C.N.T. It was yet another step

10 What we know of the Russian Revolution and the press that appeared
from the first years of Bolshevik rule, permits us to say that one did not find
any advice being given which reflected such a constructive spirit.
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in the coordination of complimentary functions. From that mo-
ment, production and distribution were one activity. It was
the distributors in the producers’ Federation who undertook
the distribution of products in the cooperatives and stores or
public warehouses, which was organised as quickly as possible,
both in the villages and in the towns, not forgetting the capital
of Spain. Private trading was eliminated or at least kept under
control, and thus was eliminated the possibility for a minority
of middlemen to speculate on the produce brought by a major-
ity of growers and take over control of the material means of
the whole population.11

Then, as in Aragon, as well as in the Levante and in Catalo-
nia, and we feel sure in the parts of Andalusia and Estremadura
which for some time were in the hands of our comrades, this
economic reorganisation was completed by the creation of a
large number of schools, children’s colonies, important irriga-
tion works and a great number of initiatives for getting waste
land into production, even in Madrid, sometimes at the price
of superhuman efforts. One must further add the positive mea-
sures our comrades succeeded in getting accepted in themunic-
ipal Councils where they endeavoured to extend the role of the
Commune (parish) and to transform it into an active element
of social reorganisation.

Here now are a few examples which give one a fairly clear
idea of the achievements of the three hundred Collectives of
Castile.

Collective of Miralcampo: It was founded on the vast estate
of Count Romanones, the famous leader of the monarchist lib-
erals. In 1936, before the Revolution, wheat had been grown
on 1,938 hectares and barley on 323 hectares. After collec-
tivisation the acreage sown was increased to 4,522 hectares

11 Here is some cogent evidence: in Barcelona, and in Catalonia in gen-
eral, it was not possible to socialise and amalgamate production and distri-
bution. And the meal that cost 12 pesetas in a Barcelona restaurant cost 3
pesetas in a socialised restaurant in Madrid.
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ative in order to supply those workers engaged in
industrial work and all those who may need them
until such time as the new collective units can pro-
duce them for themselves.
Art. 14. All collectivists working in industry and
all those who, not being agricultural workers, can-
not cultivate vegetables will receive supplies for
themselves and their families free of charge.
Art. 15. The Collective guarantees to the head of
each family a weekly wage in local money. The
scale of payments in local money is as follows:
A young couple … … … … … 25.00 pesetas
An old couple … … … … … 21.00 pesetas
Three adults … … … … … … 33.00 pesetas
For each additional person … … … 1.00 peseta per
day
For each minor … … … … … 0.70 peseta per day
For two single women … … … … 20.00 pesetas per
week
For a single man … … … … … 18.00 pesetas per
week
For a single woman … … … … 14.00 pesetas per
week
For those taking their meals at the Collective’s can-
teen … … … 9.00 pesetas
These figures can be modified up or down depend-
ing on circumstances, and general examination by
the assembly of collectivists.
Art. 16. All members of the Collective without sex
discrimination, will have to work from the age of
fourteen to sixty except in cases of physical disabil-
itymedically confirmed; in such casesworkwill be
voluntary and not obligatory.
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Art. 9. Those who will apply to join the Collective
will have to bring to it all their goods, thus ceasing
to be individualists and becomingmembers of, and
in solidarity with, the Collective.
Art. 10. In order to know the position of each Col-
lective at all times each section will have to keep
a permanent account of production and consump-
tion.
Art. 11. Fascist elements who were to consciously
sabotage the work and be a liability on the Col-
lective will have to be expelled for we well know
that if the situationwere to change, these elements
would become not only our persecutors but even
of the members of our families.

RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF THE
COLLECTIVE

Art. 12. The Collective puts at the service of collec-
tivists the general consumers’ cooperative which
deal with all needs: food, drinks, heating, clothing;
equally it assures medical and pharmaceutical ser-
vices and everything concerning collective needs
and development; it also disposes of four oil crush-
ers, one flour mill, a soap factory (in conjunction
with oil crushers for the production of lower grade
oil), a lye factory, three lime kilns, three for ceram-
ics and bricks, and one electricity generator.
Art. 13. Every collectivist has the right to rear
pigs, hens, turkeys, geese, rabbits, where he lives,
in order to assure a surplus. 10% of the poultry and
rabbits will be handed over to the collectivist units,
and any surplus eggs will be passed to the cooper-
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for wheat and 1,242 hectares for barley. Wine production in-
creased from 435 to 727 hectolitres as a result of the improved
treatment of the vines and the organisation of irrigation (for
there had not been the time to replace the plants). The value
of melon production rose from 196,000 to 300,000 pesetas and
that of lucerne from 80,000 to 250,000 pesetas.12

Furthermore the Collective had a splendid rabbit industry,
some 100 pigs and a food warehouse at which 800 people got
their supplies.13

Throughout the canton the constructive achievements of the
Collectives of Tielmes, Dos Barrios, Cabanas Yelpe, Cislada,
Tomelloso, Almagro compared favourably with those of Miral-
campo.

Marzanares: The collectivists’ achievements here were on
a much larger scale than in Miralcampo. At the time this
town had a population of 25,000 and surprisingly, for it was
in Castile, the libertarian movement had put down numerous
roots there.14 Furthermore, collectivisation was undertaken as

12 At that time prices had not risen more than 10% over 1936 prices.
13 In his book Historia del Anarco-Sindicalismo espanol published in

Madrid in 1961, the writer Juan Gomez Casas wrote: ”The Collectives organ-
ised by the regional Federation of the Centre of Spain on the estates of Count
Romanones inMiralcampo and Azuqucca, province of Guadalajara, specially
deserve to be mentioned. The peasants completely transformed the whole
physiognomy of these regions, they diverted the course of a river in order
to irrigate the land, greatly increased the area under cultivation, built farms,
a mill, schools, communal refectories, home for the collectivists and enor-
mously increased production.”

Let us add that when he returned to his land at the end of the
war, Count Romanones, who was a good sport was so amazed at what he
saw that he prevailed on the fascists who were holding the organiser of this
constructive achievement in prison and would certainly have shot him, to
set him free.

14 Out of the normal population of 18,000, the C.N.T. had an average of
3,000 members; at the beginning of socialisation and as a consequence of re-
cent persecutions there were 2,000. A few months later it had a membership
of 6,000.
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early as August 1936; from the start our comrades succeeded
in carrying along with them the local members of the U.G.T.

In 1937 the Collective had 22,500 hectares of land, and 2,500
hectares of woodlands and forests. Half this wealth came from
expropriations, the other half from gifts and voluntary mem-
bership. In the archives were kept the particulars of 63 expro-
priations, 23 voluntary gifts in perpetuity and of the gifts of 500
collectivists who had previously been smallholders. The initial
nucleus consisted of 1,700 people, men, women and children.

The following year they were producing 87,610 quintals of
wheat, 96,840 hectolitres of wine, 630,000 pesetas worth of sec-
ondary cereals and fruit and vegetables valued at 900,000 pese-
tas.

From February 1937, the Collective possessed 700 mules and
she-mules, as many carts and ploughs, six tractors, four thresh-
ing machines for the cereals, six hand operated and three mo-
torised blowers, 80 pumps for extracting and distributing wa-
ter onto the vegetable cultivations. In addition 3,000 sheep, 80
goats and two huge pigeon houses each with 6,000 birds.

That is not all. There were three oil-crushers equipped with
hydraulic presses, thirty wine cellars with a capacity of 131,200
hectolitres, an alcohol distillery formedicinal purposes, a print-
ing works, two cartwrights’ workshops with modern equip-
ment, a joiner’s shop, a workshop for the weaving of esparto
grass, a plaster factory, a sulphur factory for the sulphur dust-
ing of the vines, and an engineering workshop.

It is true that almost all these installations already existed
but the Collective got them to maximise their production. And
being the cantonal headquarters, it assisted the Collectives of
Membrilla, La Solana, Alhambra, Villarte, Arenas de la Vega,
Daimiel, Villarubia, Almagro and Bolanos with whom it was
linked by a community of effort. Such was the confidence it
inspired that the Institute for Agrarian Reform, the official or-
ganism of the State, granted it a loan of 800,000 pesetas to tide
it over the organisational period and which it was able to re-
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those meetings the administrative Commission
will be informed by the responsible delegate who
will decide on the expulsion of the comrade or
comrades who have adopted that position.
(c)The groups previously constituted will have the
right to carry on, according to the already estab-
lished constitution.
(d) All those who own 3 hectares of irrigated land
as well as of dry land will be free to join the Collec-
tive or to be individualists, but theywill be allowed
to cultivate their land only by their own efforts:
however both collectivists and individualists will
have to help in the ways asked of them by the com-
munity, by bringing their working animals as well
as their personal effort. Those possessing less than
31 hectares will have to join the Collective.
(e) Each group as well as each collectivist will re-
ceive from the management commission a book in
which will be entered income and outgoings.
Art. 6. With a view to ensuring the best admin-
istration possible, an inventory of all the assets of
the Collective will be prepared in which all the dif-
ferent parcels of land, other property and goods,
etc., will appear with a mention of their fascist ori-
gin.
Art. 7. As the products of communal enterprise
are harvested they will be stored in places chosen
by the Collective, the sharing out or private ware-
housing not being authorised.
Art. 8. On land which by its situation or where the
number ”of inhabitants provides favourable condi-
tions, large farming units will be set up.
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ASSETS OF THE COLLECTIVE

Art. 4. The assets of the Collective shall consist of
all properties, urban, rural as well as of the goods
expropriated from fascist elements, and the goods
of the Collective itself and of those who, without
being fascist, do not properly cultivate their land’
by their own efforts.
Art. 5. In no case will the assets of the Collective
be broken up, I whether they come from fascists
or from voluntary members. Land will be culti-
vated in common by a single community which
will divide into three or more sections; each sec-
tion or delineated zonewill dispose of all the equip-
ment needed for agricultural work, working ani-
mals tools; each group will nominate its technical
delegates to ensure the best use of the expropri-
ated estates.
(a) As already stated, the workers will be divided
into three sections, or more, according to individ-
ual aptitudes; some to attend to the olive trees
and the various fruit trees, others for harvesting
lucerne and cereals, others for land work with
spade or hoe, others to handle the mules, others
on minor tasks; by this organisation we shall
eliminate weak points and shortcomings of which
we are only too well aware.
(b) Every collectivist is authorised to belong to
whichever section he wishes and will then be able
to change domicile with his family; all will have
the obligation to carry out the instructions of the
responsible delegates who will have decided at
preliminary meetings on the work to be done; if
anyone does not apply the agreements made in
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turn without difficulty, even though mobilisation for the war
involving a large number of members deprived it of willing
hands which would have made it possible to do more.

Alcazar de Cervantes-It was in this town, where the tra-
ditional name Alcazar de San Juan had been changed by the
Revolution, that Cervantes was born (this is a controversial
matter). From October 1936 the local sections of the C.N.T. and
of the U.G.T. began the socialisation of agriculture. Of 53,000
hectares within the jurisdiction of the municipal Council,
35,000 hectares passed into the hands of the Collective.

An administrative Comite consisting of three members from
each of the Syndicates was nominated. The chairman, an old
peasant, small proprietor and member of the U.G.T. was not
perhaps the best choice for this revolutionary undertaking but
his nomination was, so far as our comrades were concerned, a
gesture of toleration. And in the event there were no grounds
for complaint.

The first task for the Collective was, as always, to inten-
sify -agricultural production. Until then the growing of ce-
reals was virtually non-existent. A year later production had
reached 19,000 hectolitres of wheat, 15,000 hectolitres of bar-
ley. No mean achievement on hard land and under generally
unfavourable climatic conditions.

In February 1938 the Collective had 1,800 mules and she-
mules and a breeding flock of 400 sheep which though it had
not increased in size because it was always being drawn upon
in order to contribute to the feeding of Madrid and those at
the front, nevertheless had by July 30, 1937 produced after pay-
ment of family wages, a net gain of 211,792 pesetas.

The region is most suited to the cultivation of the vine. In
1937 the harvest produced 48,300 quintals of grapes which
were delivered to the presses attached to the collective cellars.
A thirtieth part of the production was kept for local consump-
tion and the money received from the sale of the balance was
used to improve the standard of living and to bring, by the
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distribution of clothing and furniture and the carrying out of
repairs to houses, comforts previously unknown.

Industrial collectivisation appeared only in March 1937, six
months after the birth of the agrarian Collective. Presumably
the results obtained by the latter acted as an incentive to
act for those who had so far hesitated. The members of the
C.N.T. started by establishing an engineering workshop in
an abandoned house. Some craftsmen and small tradesmen
helped them, and shortly afterwards, the workshop boasted
40 engineering workers with a technical manager nominated
by them. It had been started with tools which each of
them had brought along, but the situation was improved as
circumstances allowed.
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STATUTES OF THEWORKERS’ FREE
COLLECTIVE OF TAMARITE DE LITERA

Article 1. With the title of Collective and coop-
erative, there has been set up in Tamarite on Oc-
tober l, 1936 a Collective composed of peasants
and industrial workers with the aim of exploiting
collectively the agricultural properties and indus-
trial enterprises formerly belonging to factious el-
ements who participated directly or indirectly in
the fascist uprising in Spain and whose goods thus
pass to the Collective. Also included in this ac-
tion of collective exploitation are the goods of col-
lectivists and of property owners or industrial en-
terprises which have remained loyal and in agree-
ment with the revolutionary movement, as well as
the goods of those who, without being fascists, do
not properly farm their land or do not use their
own labour, or have stopped cultivating their land.
Art. 2. Our Collective composed of, as we have
already said, peasants and industrial workers, will
be guided by humane sentiments and the noblest
social principles.
Art. 3. The ends aimed at by the constitution
of this Collective shall be: the improvement of
the social and economic condition of the mass of
peasants and industrial workers who have always
struggled for the ideas of social recognition
both before the fascist uprising and during the
revolution.
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CHAPTER X: THE
CHARTERS

In earlier chapters we have sought to introduce, within our
space limitations, as many documents, or the most important
sections of rules and Statutes which illustrated the essential
principles on which the agrarian Collectives were founded and
organised. We now add, separated from those chapters so as
to avoid too many repetitions, other texts which, such as those
already reproduced partially or in full, confirm the spirit, at the
same time constructive and humanist, which guided the Span-
ish libertarian organisers in their historic task.

In order to study and know about this phase in human his-
tory this has for us the same importance as have the charters of
the Communes and the towns of the Middle Ages. These texts
remain for the future, factors to be appraised, and in which
those who will continue the struggle for a more equitable and
rational society may find inspiration. Perhaps by examining
them under a microscope, a critical mind could put forward
some objections of secondary importance. But in spite of any
clumsiness in drafting, we are convinced that never, so far,
has a revolution shown such a precise constructive spirit, such
clear radical concepts, and such a noble social ethic. Consid-
ered in their essentials, one can state that the ends pursued,
the methods outlined and adopted, constitute a doctrine of so-
cialism which ”fits” life and which can lead men to a better
future charged with real justice and true brotherhood.
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CHAPTER VIII:
COLLECTIVIST
BOOK-KEEPING

We have seen that the overwhelming majority of Spanish anar-
chists had supported libertarian, or anarchist, communism or
anarchocommunism, or again, in the period going from 1918
to 1936, anarcho-syndicalism, of which the formula and name
made headway as one of the consequences of the Russian Rev-
olution, but added nothing, in fact quite the contrary, to the
constructive ideas of anarchism which we can qualify by the
generic term social.1

We have also seen that the communist anarchist formula,
as well as that of libertarian communism and of anarcho-
syndicalism, was one of free consumption which seemed to
guarantee an equal right for all to the means of life, and to be
the practical expression of true social justice. It was for this
reason that Kropotkin had simplified it in summing it up in his
book The Conquest of Bread, by the formula which was too
readily believed literally of ”prise au tas”: each and all would
take freely what they needed from the communal stores. But
for quite a long time reservations had been expressed among
social anarchists. The first among them was undoubtedly
Malatesta, whose critical mind was quite frequently aroused,
though he was generally unable to offer constructive, valid
solutions to those he criticised. He had expressed doubts
as to the possibility of putting this principle into practice in

1 Individualist anarchism never made headway.
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complete freedom, and stated that it could not be applied until
production of consumer goods had considerably increased;
unfortunately he was unaware of the fact that the increase
in needs always follows, assuming it does not precede, the
increase in production, and that for this problem there would
never be a possibility of free consumption.

But less well known militants, among them the writer of
this book, had posed the problem in their own way. Some of
them suggested the use of a form of money-which, incidentally,
Malatesta had done about 1922 without pursuing the matter.
Some also preconised a form of money without explaining its
financial mechanism, and to prevent it giving rise to danger-
ous hoarding, imagined it to be ”melting” and losing its value
in a short space of time. Other solutions were advanced such
as, for instance, that distribution should be organised, with
some control, by syndical cooperatives and municipal stores,
which would avoid waste and prevent sabotage by counter-
revolutionary elements in the form of excessive consumption
and waste. Nevertheless by 1936 no valid theoretical solution
had yet been found, especially so far as the towns were con-
cerned.

Nothing then had been formulated with sufficient breadth
and precision. So once the revolution had started it was imper-
ative to find one or several solutions. The situation demanded
it. In the regions where, as in Castile, in Catalonia or in the Lev-
ante, the official politico-administrative structures were being
upheld and continued by the presence of the republican State,
the use of official money was retained and backed by gold.2
In the regions we have just referred to all that had to be done
in order to avoid inequalities was to establish the family wage.
The peseta remained as the standard of value and the means of
distribution.

2 Spain was one of the countries in Europe with the largest gold re-
serves, it was estimated that the State Bank had about 3,000m. pesetas (gold).
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And the collectivists made their different ways home to
bed commenting on the discussions and resolutions adopted
as they went. Some lived a fair distance away and travelled
either on foot or on bicycles.
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whowould have them kept under lock and key was implacable;
he suggests quite seriously, or so it seemed, that to punish them
when their work was unsatisfactory the young girls should be
made to fast for two or three days. To that there is a general
roar of laughter.

New problem: The nomination of a new hospital director
(and we learn that the director is a woman, which is fairly un-
usual). This hospital has been converted into an Old People’s
Home, but they are now being treated at home by a doctor
who joined the Collective and the cantonal hospital is at their
disposal for all urgent cases or serious illnesses. This again
poses a problem of jurisdiction. It is a general hospital. It is a
question of ascertaining whether or not it comes under the mu-
nicipal Council reconstituted following the publication of the
decree emanating from the Valencia government. If it does, the
hospital is everybody’s responsibility, collectivists and individ-
ualists, and the latter must also share in the expenses. So far
the Collective have paid everything, and its enemies have take
advantage of its bounty. A matter for further study.

Following the examination of questions of less importance
the chairman closes the session. The assembly has lasted 21
hours. Most of those who took part were peasants from the
village or its environs, accustomed to rise early, and who at
that time of the year had worked twelve or fourteen hours.

Yet no one left before the end of the discussions, not even
those who had remained standing as there were not enough
seats to go round. No woman or child had gone to sleep. Eyes
had remained wide open, and faces as wide awake. One read
on them, at the end, as much, often amused, interest as one had
observed at the beginning. And the chairman, at the same time
paternal, fraternal, and the teacher, had to insist to prevent a
much longer agenda.

The final resolution adopted concerned the frequency of as-
semblies which from being held monthly were to take place
weekly.
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But - and this was the case especially in Aragon - where
the State did not dominate, many original solutions had to be
improvised; and we mean ”many”, for each village or small lo-
cality introduced its own solution.

At the beginning, then, there was no tacit agreement other
than for the abolition of money, the expression and symbol of
traditional injustice, social inequality, the crushing of the poor
by the rich, the opulence of some at the expense of the poverty
of others. For centuries, and from as far back as the complaints
of the outcasts of fortune had been transmitted from genera-
tion to generation, money had appeared as the greatest of all
means of exploitation, and the hatred of the common people
had built up against the cursed metal, against the paper money
which the revolutionaries had set their minds on abolishing
first and foremost.

In Aragon they kept their word. Nevertheless, for all that
the principle of the ”prise au tas” or in economic terms free
consumption, was not applied. Apart from access, without con-
trol, to existing goods available in great abundance, and which
were not the same in every village (here it was bread and wine,
elsewhere vegetables, oil or fruit) some form of order was es-
tablished from the first days when it was felt to be necessary,
just as it was for the prosecution of work and production. For
the revolution was considered right from the beginning a very
important constructive undertaking. Especially in the country-
side, there was no revolutionary orgy. The need to control and
to foresee events was understood from the first day.

We have preserved confirmatory testimony of the manner
in which the collectivist book-keeping was established. Let us
begin with the simplest of all.

We are in the village of Naval situated in the north of the
province of Huesca. No money, not even local money, no ra-
tioning. Free consumption from the first day, but supervised
consumption. Everybody could call at the ”Antifascist Comite’
which is advised, if necessary, by the local libertarian group.
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A cooperative for general distribution was improvised and it
produced a book of coupons numbered 1 to 100, in which were
marked from day to day the commodities handed over on de-
mand, and the consumer’s name.

On September 15, the day collective life began there, Anto-
nio Ballester-or somebody in his family-received half a kilo of
chickpeas and a kilo of soap; Jose Gambia received a pair of can-
vas shoes: Serano Bistue, wire netting for a rabbit hutch and
some string: Prudencia Lafulla a kilo of rice and a kilo of sugar:
Joaquina Bastos a kilo of soap: Antonio Puertolas two kilos of
meat; Ramon Sodomillo three litres of wine, Josi Lafarg a loaf
of bread; Jose Arnal a little girl’s dress, a kilo of soap and one
of rice:3 just as Sotero Fuentes who also took a kilo of soap and
one of lard; Sesouta, nails for the cabin for the guard; Joaquina
Solanona and others each take a kilo of soap, while others take
sugar, condensed milk, rice. And to end the first day one finds
an entry on counterfoil No. 25 an exchange of half a dozen
eggs, presumably brought by an individualist in exchange for
half a kilo of sugar.

Naval at that time had 800 inhabitants and 176 families.
There was not therefore on that first day excess or waste.
And the counterfoils on subsequent days showed the same
moderation of free consumption: two pairs of canvas shoes
for two men, three kilos of soap, a bottle of lye: a kilo of
chick peas: a kilo of sugar; 150 grammes of lamb’s meat, ”for
a sick person” is the comment as if to explain the reason for
requesting this luxury food, a litre of oil, sewing thread, then
two kilos of bread, three litres of wine (special): a kilo of pasta;
and again more soap, and more lye, and again more soap.4

3 The fact that a man should have gone to collect those articles and
that others went on doing so were indications of an instant revolution in
customs. What Spanish male would have previously done the shopping at
the grocer’s and also bought a little girl’s dress?

4 Soap was, as one can see, one of the articles most in demand. This
concern for cleanliness speaks volumes.
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who adds that they should try to bring in skilled men from
other regions. He also suggests that the tile factory which had
been closed as a result of the current situation, should be re-
opened.

He is given the reply that we are in a war situation and that
one can do verywell without tiles. Laughter from the assembly,
which approves, and as someone asks why cannot the skilled
workers produce this year as much as in the previous year, the
secretary of the Collective, a former mayor and who is well
informed on these matters, explains that before many cantons
obtained their supplies fromHuesca and since this town is now
in Francoist hands, they get their supplies from Tamarite. One
must get the potters to return to their craft and in addition we
must put an appeal in our Press for skilled workers from other
regions to come and live here. Proposal accepted.

They have come to the end of the agenda, and move on to
”any other business”. One of the members points out that in
Tamarite there is an alpagatero (a canvas shoe maker) who is
good at his job. One could organise a workshop where the
women could go and work instead of wasting their time gos-
siping in the street. The women laugh, but the proposal is ac-
cepted. A man of between 50 and 60 points out that the little
girls of the village are not serious, since they prefer to go out
instead of going to work in the workshop specially set up for
them to learn dressmaking. As a solution to the problem he
suggests that a good dressmaker be selected with the task of
training them, but that classes should be held in a church with-
out windows.

The door would be bolted, and the little girls not allowed
out during the working hours. Everybody laughs, the parties
concerned more than the others.

Many collectivists express their views in turn, and it is de-
cided that in every workshop awoman delegate shall supervise
the apprentices. Those who do not attend on two consecutive
occasions without good cause will be dismissed. But the man
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on the land which formerly belonged to the old folk they have
now abandoned. Those dispossessed have been taken care of
by the Collective because they are old and unable to work, but
the behaviour of those individualists is unacceptable. What
action can be taken?

The chairman, who has outlined the dispute, makes it quite
clear from the start that there is no question of expelling the
old folk. In any event they will be assisted, but their children
must take back their parents or forfeit their land. Such is his
opinion.

A number of members of the assembly take part in an or-
derly manner throughout. One suggests that the irresponsible
sons should be deprived of half their harvest. Another repeats
that it would be a shame to oblige these old folk to leave the
Collective: anything must be considered but that. They return
to the suggestion made by the chairman: either the individu-
alists take their parents to live with them or they will have no
land and solidarity of any kindwill be withheld from them. The
moral issue is uppermost. The proposal is approved.

Every time a solution is approved and before another is
taken up, the assembly comments, giving free expression to its
thoughts. Nevertheless the general conversation is not noisy,
and barely lasts a minute.

Now the question to be discussed concerns the potteries
which in normal times were a source of revenue as they sup-
plied many villages in the region and even some small towns
with jugs, porous water coolers and cantaros (earthenware
pitchers). They also manufactured tiles and bricks there. But
as there was a shortage of manpower in the fields because of
the mobilisation for the front, the potters were sent there and
abandoned the potteries; others too were at the front. Thus
production had fallen off sharply. What should be done?

One man suggests that the potters should work a ten hour
day instead of eight; another that one should increase the man-
power in the potteries; a solution supported by a third speaker
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Each of these articles was asked for by different people and
entered on separate counterfoils.

Such was the most simple procedure for control adopted by
Naval and other villages in the early days. But it was further
simplified later. For on December 1st of the same year, the
book of counterfoils was replaced by a booklet without coun-
terfoils which was distributed to each family. And for the fam-
ily, whose booklet we picked at random, purchases of groceries
and meat amounted to 107.30 pesetas in December, 79.20 pe-
setas IN January, 68.85 pesetas in February, 90.80 pesetas in
March, 83.00 pesetas in April. A separate account was kept for
haberdashery, clothing and shoes.

But behind that primary control, in all its simplicity, one
found a more strict and complicated accountancy. The follow-
ing details are taken from the notes we made on consulting the
account books of the general control and from the documents
we have examined or have kept.

Firstly an account book where are entered daily outgoings
and incomings, purchases and sales of all products without ex-
ceptions. Then the Large Book in which are to be found all the
transactions on a daily basis for the respective sections spe-
cially established. And another book dealing with the slaugh-
ter of animals with the date, details of the animals, number,
place of origin, weight, quality, quantity of meat held for the
sick and quantity delivered to the butcher.

In a small separate account book is entered what is supplied
to the collectivists ”para vicios” (”for vices”) as the writer, who
must have been a bit of a puritan, puts it with relish, the ”vi-
cios” were tobacco for the men, a few toilet products for the
women, sweets for the children . . . The men had two pesetas a
week, women one peseta and children fifty cents. This account
book had a counterpart in which were entered the accounts of
the two village cafes where one could obtain lemonade, a glass
of wine-one only-soda water or a ”coffee” made from roasted
barley.
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I was then shown the account book dealing with the two
lorries . which the Collective had purchased and the account of
expenses incurred for them (petrol, tyres, repairs, etc.). There
was also an account book for the sale of pottery made locally
and sold throughout the region. Then a separate receipt book
for sales of salt locally obtained. Finally the Expenses book in
which were entered the total expenses incurred by each family.

An accurate accountancy, though improvised by men who
had never kept accounts in their lives.

So far as distribution was concerned, whatever the form or
method adopted, the organising initiativewas appearing all the
time. In hundreds of villages, libretas de consumo (consumer
books) in different sizes and colours were issued. Ration tables
were appended, for one had to ration not only in the event of
a reduction in the reserves and perhaps in production, but be-
cause it was also necessary to send food supplies to the front
and the towns, which only too often appeared not to appreci-
ate the gravity of the situation. Here then is a libreta issued
in Calanda (province of Teruel). It is on green paper and a
rather large format (22 cm x 13 cm). It covers the period from
March 1, 1937 to February 2, 1938 and each page covers a week.
The first column lists the products that the holder or his family
may obtain, from meat to lye, including grocery products, pre-
serves (in Aragon this meant generally tomatoes and sardines),
dry vegetables, furniture, material and even perfumery. Alto-
gether 27 items. Alongside the list are columns for each day of
the week where the value of purchases reckoned in pesetas is
entered. The weekly total can be easily obtained and auditing
carried out.

The libreta for Fraga is smaller (15 cm x 10 cm) and in the i
first column are printed the days of the month from 1st to 31st,
and along the top is a list of fourteen products, with their cor-
responding columns, that it was thought necessary to ration
(on the basis of local production, existing reserves and com-
mitments to the militia or the nearby fronts). The libreta for
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Now, we must show that we can do better than the capitalists.
This is why, instead of increasing the number of bakehouses be-
ing used we must even reduce them. Let us therefore make the
bread for ourselves and for the individualists. But theywill sup-
ply us with the amount of flour required to make the amount
of bread they need and there will be the same quality of bread
for all of us. Besides, we must not refuse bread to the individ-
ualists for, in spite of their error they must be in a position to
eat, and in a situation in which the present roles were to be re-
versed, we would be happy if our adversaries did not prevent
the collectivists from feeding themselves.

The chairman has convinced the assembly, which, follow-
ing the comments of some collectivists, approves without dis-
sentients. The next question concerns the pros and cons of
rationing bread. The high family wages paid by the Collective
allows them to buy large quantities, which encourages some
abuse, and even sometimes inequalities which the Revolution
cannot permit. Consequently it is necessary to establish a top
limit for consumption to ensure that every family can obtain
the quantities it needs but without there being waste.

The assembly accepts rationing, but then a juridical problem
is posed: who will apply the measures decided upon, the mu-
nicipal Council or the Collective? The former covers the whole
population; the individualists who represent an eighth, and the
Collectivists. If the municipal Council takes charge, rationing
will have to be established for everybody. If it’s the Collec-
tive, the individualists will not consider themselves obliged to
respect it. Many views are put forward which allow for an
assessment of the powers of the two organisations. And it is
decided to ask first themunicipal Council to undertake the task.
If it does not accept, the Collective will at least within the limits
of its possibilities.

But the withdrawal of the individualists has posed another
problem. Many of them have left their old parents on the hands
of the Collective, while at the same time setting themselves up
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after distribution at local level, and the relations which this in-
volves with members of the Collective.

The assembly accepts, without unnecessary discussion, the
changes recommended and nominates successors. Then the
delegate for food supplies has his duties limited in one direc-
tion and extended in another.

Another question which is on the agenda: A fairly large
group of members of the Collective have just recently with-
drawn from it to return to individualist activities. But the Col-
lective which has taken over non-agricultural local production
possesses all the bakehouses for breadmaking and the individ-
ualists’ group claims one.

Faces are serious, concentrated, tense. Women make their
comments without raising their voices. A collectivist has the
floor:

”Wemust lend them a bakehouse for a fortnight or
a month to give them time to build one for them-
selves.”
”No,” replies another, ”they should have remained
with us. Since they have left us, let them get on
with it!”

A third declares that there are already too many bakehouses
in the village and one must not build any more. Many other
members expressed themselves with that economy of words
which is a characteristic of the Aragonese peasants. When no-
body elsewishes to speak then the chairman expresses his opin-
ion.

In the first place there is the problem of the smooth running
of the economy. To construct another bakehouse is to waste
material needed for other uses; it will in due course involve
an expense for wood and electricity, which must be avoided,
for the repercussions of bad management do not rebound only
on the individualists but also on the whole national economy.
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Ontinena (in this case called libreta de credito) was of the same
size as that for Fraga. But there were no specific dates nor a list
of available products. The corresponding columns were com-
pleted at the time of purchase. The libreta for Granollers (in
the province of Barcelona), was based on a different concept.
Produced by the municipal Council, it had eight thin sheets
per week and these were divided into perforated coupons on
which were indicated the quantity of wine, eggs, sugar, pota-
toes, butcher’s meat, poultry (boiling fowl or rabbit), salt cod or
porkmeat which each family was entitled to buy (calculated on
the composition of the family) and on which days, which was
specially indicated on the basis of the established organisation
for food supplies

Thus there were in Catalonia and especially in Aragon some
250, perhaps more, libretas all with a similar concept but of dif-
ferent forms. But there were other forms of food rationing and
control. All this varied according to the available resources.
existing reserves and the approach to the problems. In the
town of Barbastro, the second most important in the province
of Huesca a rations table was established without libreta, with-
out national or local money.

Breadwas not rationed; winewas, sometimes; oil also but on
average 30 litres was distributed per person per year. It was, as
in many places, the only source of fat used in cooking.

It should be added that children over the age of fourteen
counted as adults.

All these examples and others we could quote on this as-
pect of collectivist book-keeping demonstrate that there was
never disorder. On the contrary, one could perhaps reproach
the prime movers of the Collectives with having sometimes
organised things too much. One has seen how in Naval only
a minimal part of the expenditure was reserved for small ex-
tras, ”para vicios” . This concern was to be found where ra-
tioning had reached a touching degree of austerity. Holas de
fumadores (smokers’ cards)which at the same time took into
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account a human weakness and put a brake on excesses, were
issued and distributed in many Collectives, as well as vales or
consumer vouchers entitling the holder to a cup of grilled bar-
ley ”coffee”. In Ontinena for instance each Collectivist received
a card for ten drinks, excluding alcohol, which was punched at
each tasting, and if he invited a friend to ”have one” he would
simply have one ”coffee” or lemonade less that week.

Wherever strict rationing and official moneywere eschewed,
a local money replaced them. Villages which did so had vouch-
ers with their name and 1, 2, 5 or 10 pesetas, sometimes even
with 25 or 50 centimes overprinted, and this fiduciary currency
was, locally of course, as sound as the official peseta guaran-
teed by the Valencia government. It even had the advantage of
not losing its value.

Nevertheless, it must also be recognised that it could only
be used at a local level. This did not escape the notice of those
who, took the initiative for social reconstruction. Nor, for that
matter of those inhabitants wishing to travel. In such cases the
Comite of the Collective supplied the necessary pesetas to al-
low the person to travel to parts where official moneywas law.5
But to bring to an end the multitude of local currencies, the
congress, of the Aragon Collectives, which we summarised in
an early chapter, had unanimously agreed to completely abol-
ish their use and to establish an egalitarian rationing system
for all the Aragon Collectives.

Consequently they produced a family rations book valid for
everybody. This libreta which was dated from April 1, 1937 to
December 31, by the week, listed 21 articles and groups of ar-
ticles which, incidentally, give one an idea of the sobriety of
the life of a Spanish peasant (and which had been redoubled

5 This was and still is practised in the Israeli kibbutzim which other-
wise cannot, on many points, be compared with the Spanish Collectives, for
one finds in them norms and an organisation almost conventual, which re-
minds one of the communities advocated by a host of reformers of the 19th
Century, and in which individual freedom is altogether overlooked.
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being here, we must turn them out. What’s more,
it is imperative that women should remain silent
during the discussion, otherwise they will have to
be removed as well.”

Some of those present seem to be in agreement with the dou-
ble proposal, others clearly have doubts. The secretary replies
that in his opinion the individualists should be allowed to re-
main and even take part in the discussions. ”We have nothing
to hide and it is by seeing how we act that they will end by
being convinced.” As to the talkative women they are peasant
women who had never attended such discussions before and
who also have a right to speak they will surely keep quiet and
there will be no need to have recourse to such extreme mea-
sures. The assembly approves and the individualists remain.

Then the secretariat is nominated, consisting of comrades
who are elected in turn. Then the chairman speaks. He is, nat-
urally, one of the most active militants, and one of the best
informed on the problems included in the agenda. He starts by
dealing exhaustively with the reason for the Commission call-
ing this extraordinary assembly. Though intelligent, he is no
speaker, but makes a great effort to express himself with the
utmost clarity, and succeeds.

First question: Four comrades on the Commission must be
replaced because they are not carrying out their tasks satisfac-
torily, not through any bad will on their part, but because they
lack the necessary background. Furthermore, there is a certain
amount of discontent with the delegate dealing with food sup-
plies. He is very able but has a difficult personality and his
manner is too brusque, which results in unpleasant confronta-
tions, particularly in inter-regional relations; it would perhaps
be better if in future he dealt with the barter arrangements with
more distant regions where individual contacts are not so im-
portant. The delegate for industry and commerce could look
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(building of schools, nurseries, children’s playgrounds, decent
conditions for the old) were snatched from the political major-
ity which would not have been granted if the discussions had
taken place behind closed doors.

Both at the individual and local levels, we think these dif-
ferent aspects of libertarian democracy ushered in a new civil-
isation. To give a more exact idea of what is meant, we will
observe the unfolding of a village assembly in Tamarite de Lit-
era, in the province of Huesca, at which the writer was present.

The pregonero (public crier) presents himself at the cross
roads, in the square and at the busiest corners of the village. He
blows three times on his small horn with which he always an-
nounces his presence, then in a slow, light tenor voice which,
for some reason I do not know, is used by all pregoneros in
Aragon, he reads, clipping the words and sentences somewhat
at random, from a paper on which is written that the members
of the Collective are invited by the administrative Commission
to attend the general assembly which will take place that same
evening at 9 o’clock.

At 9.30 p.m. the local cinema is half full. At 10 p.m. it is
packed. There are about 600 people including some 100women,
girls and a few children.

While waiting for the opening of the meeting, everybody
is talking without shouting in spite of the expansive tempera-
ment of the inhabitants of that region. In the end the secretary
of the Collective mounts the platform alone. Silence falls and
the secretary immediately proposes the adoption of necessary
arrangements:

”We must,” he says, ”nominate a secretariat for the
meeting.” Immediately one of those present asks to
speak ”on a point of order”.
”There are some individualists in the hall. They are
enemies of the Collective. They have no business
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by the exigencies of the war). They were, in the order in which
they were printed: bread, wine, meat, oil, chick peas, beans,
rice, pasta, sausages, sausage, blood sausage, fatty pork, var-
ious preserves (not specified), sugar, chocolate, tinned toma-
toes, potatoes, milk, lentils, olives, lye, soap, hardware, house-
hold articles, haberdashery, footwear.

The Communist attack which took place shortly afterwards
was to prevent the general application of this project. Having
to retire within themselves, greatly reduced in numbers by the
destruction they had suffered, the Collectives were, as a result,
condemned to a precarious existence.

One can, nevertheless, come to the following conclusions:
for the problem of distribution, which from certain points of
view was greater than that of production itself, the Collectives
demonstrated an innovatory spirit which by the multiplicity of
its facets and its practical commonsense, compels our admira-
tion. The collective genius of the rank and file militants suc-
ceeded in solving problems which a centralised governmental
organisation would have neither been able nor known how to
solve. If the pragmatic methods to which they had to have re-
course may appear to be insufficient, and sometimes unsound
in view of some contradictions which one observes here and
there, the development tending to eliminate these contradic-
tions was taking place rapidly (in eight months, or less, de-
pending on the cases, structural resolutions had been taken)
and progress was being rapidly made towards unifying and de-
cisive improvements. During that time, in the part of the coun-
try where the official money ruled, the peseta was continually
being devalued because of the inability of the government to
hold down prices, and speculation was getting under way and
growing.

During my stay in Mas de las Matas I asked the principal
organisers of the Collective (youngsters inspired by idealism,
intelligence and faith) for exact figures on the livestock which
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I had been told had increased in the Collective. They supplied
the figures which I am transcribing from the original:

GENERAL COLLECTIVE OF MAS DE LAS
MATAS
Pigs for slaughter: 570
Piglets: 99
Sows:61
Milk Cows: 24
Rearing Calves: 61
Sheep: 708
Lambs for slaughter: 471
Young ewes for breeding next year: 471
Goats: 164
Kids: 116
Year old goats: 270
Consumption of meat during the month of April:
194 lambs, 50 sheep, 16 first quality, and 18 kids.
Mas de las Matas, May 5, 1937.
The Collective Comite.

One could not be more precise and I am certain that no
mayor in a French or German Commune could provide in
so short a time such detailed returns. Well, in the 1,600 or
so agrarian or mainly agrarian Collectives (half of which
included the whole village) in Spain at that time the same
precise book-keeping was maintained day by day. And if
there were exceptions unknown to us, they were exceptions
that proved the general rule.

We found the same care for good organisation in other as-
pects of economic life seen on a much larger scale. Thus we
asked the local Comite of d’Aangues, head village of the can-
ton of the same name, in the province of Huesca, to explain
to us the method used for the movement and the control of
exchanges in the locality and for the canton with other zones
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ordination of activities were proposed and elected by thewhole
assembled population. But it is worth adding and underlining
that in all the collectivised villages and all the partially collec-
tivised villages, in the 400 Collectives in Aragon, in the 900 in
the Levante region, in the 300 in the Castilian region, to men-
tion only the large groupings which comprised at least 60% of
”¹republican” Spain’s agriculture, the population was called to-
gether weekly, fortnightly or monthly and kept fully informed
of everything concerning the commonweal.

This writer was present at a number of these assemblies in
Aragon, where the reports on the various questions making up
the agenda allowed the inhabitants to know, to so understand,
and to feel so mentally integrated in society, to so participate
in themanagement of public affairs, in the responsibilities, that
the recriminations, the tensions which always occur when the
power of decision is entrusted to a few individuals, be they
democratically elected without the possibility of objecting, did
not happen there. The assemblies were public, the objections,
the proposals publicly discussed, everybody being free, as in
the syndical assemblies, to participate in the discussions, to
criticise, propose, etc. Democracy extended to the whole of so-
cial life. In most cases even the individualists could take part
in the deliberations. They were given the same hearing as the
collectivists.

This principle and practice were extended to the discussions
in the municipal Councils in the small towns and even in size-
able ones such as Villanueva y Geltru, Castellon de la Plana,
Gerona, Alicante or Alcoy. We have seen that when, because
of the exigencies of war, our comrades had joined these Coun-
cils, as a minority, they nevertheless very often exercised an
influence far greater than their numerical strength, firstly be-
cause they secured the agreement of the other parties, who
could not easily refuse, that discussions should be open to the
public. Ordinary people with free time made a point of at-
tending them. And often social reforms o£ immediate value
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racy having nothing in commonwith the democracy of Athens
where the citizens discussed and disputed for days on end on
the Agora; where factions, clan rivalries, ambitions, personal-
ities conflicted, where, in view of the social inequalities pre-
cious time was lost in interminable wrangles. Here a modern
Aristopheneswould have had no reason towrite the equivalent
of The Clouds.

Normally those periodic meetings would not last more
than a few hours. They dealt with concrete, precise subjects
concretely and precisely. And all who had something to
say could express themselves. The Comite presented the
new problems that had arisen since the previous assembly,
the results obtained by the application of such and such
a resolution on the volume of production, the increase or
decrease of any particular speciality, relations with other
syndicates, production returns from the various workshops or
factories. All this was the subject of reports and discussion.
Then the assembly would nominate the commissions, the
members of these commissions discussed between themselves
what solutions to adopt, if there was disagreement, a majority
report and a minority report would be prepared.

This took place in all the syndicates throughout Spain, in
all trades and all industries, in assemblies which, in Barcelona,
from the very beginnings of our movement brought together
hundreds or thousands of workers depending on the strength
of the organisations. So much so that the awareness of the du-
ties, responsibilities of each spread all the time to a determining
and decisive degree.

The practice of this democracy also extended to the agricul-
tural regions. We have seen how, from the beginning of the
Civil War and of the Revolution the decision to nominate a lo-
cal management Comite for the villages was taken by general
meetings of the inhabitants of villages, how the delegates in the
different essential tasks which demanded an indispensable co-
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in Aragon as well as in Catalonia. Our curiosity was satisfied
with the following document:

CANTON OF ANGUES (PROV. OF HUESCA)
Deliveries made by our cantonal Federation of dif-
ferent products sent as barter to the cantonal Fed-
eration of Granollers:
1937
Value in pesetas
3 April
13,300 kilos of grain @ 0.53
7,049.00
10 April
22,050 kilos of grain @ 0.53
11,686.00
14 April
13,300 kilos of grain @ 0.53
7,049.00
17 April
Diff. o£ 25k on previous delivery
13.25
17 April
2 pigs @ 60 pesetas each
120.00
Total 25,917.75
Deliveries made by the canton of Granollers to our
cantonal Federation:
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3 April
192 store pigs @ 60 pesetas
11,520.00
10 April
214 store pigs @ 60 pesetas
12,840.00
10 April
Sum received in pesetas
7,800.00
Total
31,360.00
SUMMARY
Debit
31,360.00
Credit
25,917.75
Owing to Granollers
5,442,25

We asked the administrative Comite of the Collective of Al-
balate de Cinca for as detailed an account as possible on the
whole organisation. Our comrades replied as follows:

”Our Collective comprises 113 families and 470
inhabitants of all ages. Three hundred can work.
There are eight groups for work on the land and
25 people work in other, non agricultural trades.
All the population belongs to the Collective.
”We have 2,900 hectares of irrigated land and 800
of dry land. The last harvest amounted to 696 quin-
tals of wheat, 20 quintals of barley, 30 of oats, 161
quintals of potatoes, 40 hectolitres of broad beans
and a similar quantity of maize. We planted 90
hectares of sugar beet and lucerne, which is un-
doubtedly the most productive crop, gave an aver-
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pensable, do not go outside the organisation that has chosen
them, they remain in their midst, always controllable by and ac-
cessible to the members. If any individuals contradict by their
actions their mandates, it is possible to call them to order, to
reprimand them, to replace them. It is only by and in such a
system that the ”majority lays down the law”.

Since 1870 this system had been adopted by the Spanish lib-
ertarians, who, in their determination that the mass of mem-
bers should pronounce and decide for themselves as often as
possible on the problems that arose as well as on the running
of activities were following the ideas of Proudhon and Bakunin.

Did this mean that there were no minorities, no individu-
als; exerting an often decisive influence on the assembly, or in
the daily life of the Syndicates, Collectives, Federations? To
answer in the affirmative would be to lie and would deceive
nobody. As everywhere and always, there were in those or-
ganisms militants who were better prepared, who were the
first to stand in the breach, and to preach by example, risk-
ing their own skins, and who, driven by the spirit of devotion
and sacrifice, were better informed on the problems, and found
solutions to them more readily. The history of mankind con-
cedes a worthy place to the minorities who have assumed the
responsibility for the happiness of their contemporaries and
the progress of the species. But the libertarian minority as-
sumed that role according to anti-authoritarian principles, and
by opposing the domination of man by man.

To emancipate the people it is first of all necessary to teach
them, to push them to think and to want. The sizeable and
enthusiastic libertarian minority sought therefore, as we have
seen, to teach themasses to dowithout leaders andmasters and
to that end were always communicating information to them,
educating them, accustoming them to understand the problems
affecting them either directly or indirectly, to seek and to find
satisfactory solutions. The syndical assemblies were the ex-
pression and the practice of libertarian democracy, a democ-
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CHAPTER IX:
LIBERTARIAN
DEMOCRACY

There was, in the organisation set in motion by the Spanish
Revolution and by the libertarian movement, which was its
mainspring, a structuring from the bottom to the top, which
corresponds to a real federation and true democracy. It is true
that deviations can occur at the top and at all levels; that au-
thoritarian individuals can transform, or seek to transform, del-
egation into intangible authoritarian power. And nobody can
affirm that this danger will never arise. But the situation was
quite different from what it is or would be in a State apparatus.
In the State which Marx, when he was seeking to court favour
with the Paris Communards who had escaped the slaughter,
so as to win them over to his cause, called a ”parasitic super-
structure” of society men installed in positions of command are
inaccessible to the people. They can legislate, take decisions,
give orders, make the choice for everybody without consulting
those who will have to undergo the consequences of their de-
cisions: they are the masters. The freedom which they apply is
their freedom to do things in the way they want, thanks to the
apparatus of law, rules and repression that they control, and at
the end of which there are the prisons, penal settlements, con-
centration camps and executions. The U.S.S.R. and the satellite
countries are tragic examples of this.

The non-Statist system does not allow these deviations be-
cause the controlling and coordinating Comites, clearly indis-
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age return of 25 quintals a hectare on the 200 culti-
vated. Increases in production were 15% for wheat,
barley and oats, 25% for maize, potatoes and veg-
etables.
The Collective owns 13 draught oxen, 45 milk
cows, 48 heifers, 57 calves, 900 sheep and breeding
ewes, 300 lambs, 100 sheep for slaughter, and 200
pigs.”

The informants ended with the following:

”Since in Albalate we can harvest large quantities
of lucerne and dispose of more meadows, these re-
sources will be put to use to increase the number
of farms and production; as to consumption, every-
one belongs to the Collective; everyone is free to
work as he wishes, individually or in small groups
or in the Collective; but all production is taken
over by the local Comite to meet the exigencies
of the war and the Revolution.
”P.S. Included in the 300 people capable of work-
ing we have included women who represent half
the total and are employed on the harvesting of
lucerne and for hoeing the sugar beet.”

Let us look a little more closely at what we will call the ”sol-
idary book-keeping” at the level of the Federation of Aragon
Collectives and of all the Collectives in the other regions. It
had been classified at the plenum which took place in Caspe
on April 25, 1937, three months after the congress where the
Regional Federation had been constituted. Among other new
resolutions, the delegates rejected the offer made by the Minis-
ter of Agriculture of a financial loan which could have helped
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the Collectives to solve certain difficulties arising from the re-
tention of the peseta, and from the fact that they did not accept
barter except with other Collectives or Syndicates belonging to
the U.G.T. or the C.N.T. All relations with private business, ”in-
dividualists” or the State were absolutely banished.

The application of these principles brought with it the need
to know exactly what resources were available so as not only
to engage in barter but also for mutual aid on a permanent
footing. Thus, shortly after the April plenum, on the basis of
questionnaires sent out wherever necessary, the following fig-
ures were available for a first group of 77 village Collectives
or collectivised villages which were producers of wheat. Sur-
plus wheat available amounted to 17,180 quintals; but on the
other hand other villages suffered from a shortage amounting
to 1,653 quintals, so after making up the deficiencies to these
villages a balance of 15,520 quintals remained for disposal.

For oil the calculations referred to the same group of 77 vil-
lages which had a production of 4,053 quintals. But elsewhere
there would be a deficit of 1,637 quintals because of the va-
garies of the climate. So after making good the deficit there
remained 2,415 quintals for barter (machinery, clothing, etc.).
The villages that benefited from this solidary aid, which was
quickly organised no longer simply at cantonal level (as we
saw in the case of Mas de las Matas) but at regional level, had
their current accounts and paid with other goods, calculated in
peseta values, when they could. But this practice of solidarity
rapidly went beyond the narrow framework of the canton and
took place through the intermediary of cantonal Comites, at
an entirely regional level.6

6 At that time, the Caspe Comite had sent a circular to all villages and
Collectives in order to carry out a general survey on the number of fruiting
trees (pears, apples, nuts, olives, vines, almonds, etc.), on the numbers of
head of animals (donkeys, mules, horses, sheep, cattle, pigs, goats) and on
the availability of manpower and of the area of suitable land available, pro-
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I would add a detail which demonstrates with what lucid
stubbornness the collectivist organisation defended its auton-
omy and above all its liberty against the non-collectivist or-
ganisms. We have pointed out that a Regional Council had
been created in Aragon which constituted an independent po-
litical organism in order to prevent the government of Valen-
cia from extending its powers over the region (it did so nev-
ertheless by July-August 1937). That Council was headed by
a majority of libertarians with a member of the Ascaso fam-
ily, all of whom were more or less well-known militants, as its
chairman. And it happened that that semi-governmental or-
ganisation wanted to semi-govern particularly in monopolis-
ing foreign commerce, reserving to itself the profits from the
operations. But the Federation bluntly refused to accede to this
intention, declaring that it was prepared, if necessary, to pay a
tax so that the Aragon Council could discharge its responsibil-
ities, but that the economy rested on the Collectives and that
it was not prepared to give up its control.

portions of irrigated and dry lands. Thus a general organisation was being
prepared at the level of the whole region.
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service was also set up, the members of which looked after the
sick and brought them human warmth, advice, moral support,
all those things which often are more needed than medical
treatment itself. At the same time, it was used for checking
up on possible malingerers - one had not yet attained human
perfection. When it did happen - and it was not often for the
outlook was not what it was under capitalism - the Syndicate
took steps which could go as far as withholding a week’s
money. Normally a sick person received his full wage.8

To this organisation of home helps was added the use of
a fine clinic which until then had been available only to the
rich. Apart from being comfortably appointed in contrast with
the traditional hospitals in Barcelona, the walls were repainted,
decorations provided, radios installed, specialised treatment
was provided by a gynaecologist, a specialist in the digestive
tracts, and a specialist in general surgery. All three were work-
ing in the service of the Syndicate.

Spontaneous discipline, workers’ morality, were recognised
by all. There was support of, and participation in, the common
task, and efforts were constantly made to sharpen the imagina-
tion to find technical improvements and new methods of work.
In the different workshops ”ideas boxes” were put up so that
anybody with an idea could submit it in writing.

This participation went even beyond the framework of the
undertaking and of the Syndicate. As they were well tooled
the workshops produced rockets and howitzers for the Aragon
front. The workers worked overtime without pay and even

8 Work discipline about which the new social order was, generally
speaking, more strict because there was a concern not to fail, but to prove a
greater administrative ability and greater production was to be found also in
the tramways syndicate, whose decisions in the cases of drunkenness, very
rare and deeply repugnant to Spaniards, were always taken in general as-
semblies. The steps taken would consist in suspension from work and the
man’s pay would be handed to his wife, for several weeks, thus giving her
the possibility to exercise her rights to deal with the household budget.
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15. Over the age of fifteen all members of the
Collective will have to work. The assembly
will have to decide what young married
women or people who are unfit to work,
should do.

16. Collectivists over the age of sixty are ex-
empted from work; nevertheless if such
is their wish and their physical condition
permits it, they can undertake work that
suits their physical condition in order to
help the Collective.

17. Anyone who without justification with-
draws from the Collective, will have no
rights over the collective assets.

18. Resolutions will be passed on a majority vote
of the assembly.

19; Every member will receive a receipt for the as-
sets brought by him on joining.

20. The Assembly is sovereign and its agree-
ments are law even if they modify the
present Statutes.

Such is the collectivist Statute whichwe undertake
to implement. Salas Altas, December 7, 1936.

TEXT OF THE COLLECTIVIST
RESOLUTION OF ALBALATE DE CINCA

”In Albalate de Cinca on January 28, 1937, almost
all the inhabitants of the locality met in a general
assembly under the chairmanship of Isidoro Cas-
tro Gil, chairman of the municipal Council. The
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secretary read the minutes of the previous meet-
ing which were approved unanimously. Then one
passed on to examine the Proposal presented by
the Council, the text of which reads:
”So long as present circumstances continue the lo-
cal administration will be represented by the mu-
nicipal Council, whoever may be the people com-
prising it.
”As responsible body for local administration the
Council proposes to establish family rationing
authorising a maximum consumption per person
per day. All expenses will be included in this sum
except for those of a medical or pharmaceutical
nature. Equally it proposes to fix a payment
for those who do not produce foodstuffs, such
as blacksmiths, joiners, carters, workers in the
cooperative, the pharmacy and other activities
which are useful to all of us, with the exception
of the posts of members of the Council who must
work without payment, which also exempts them
from paying for what they obtain to live.
”It also proposes that a workers’ Centre be opened
where coffee and wine will be served. A caretaker
will have to be nominated for this.
”The question of the Cooperative then followed.
It was a question of how clothing would be
distributed, especially warm clothing. Several
comrades declared that those who had not yet
paid their debts should not be supplied. Gabriel
Sender Castro intervened to propose a satisfactory
solution and recommended the distribution of
underwear to all the inhabitants whether they
had paid their debts or not, and that done one
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An odd fact: not only did the Spanish libertarian workers
agree to settle with suppliers all debts contracted by the com-
pany, but they alsowanted to deal with the shareholders. There
must have been quite a number of them, the capital consist-
ing of 250,000 shares each of 500 pesetas, but they probably all
lived abroad. Our comrades by means of posters and press an-
nouncements invited shareholders to a general assembly. Only
one, a middle-aged woman, who owned 250 shares turned up.
Quite unalarmed by events, she declared herself satisfied to en-
trust the management of her small capital to the workers’ Syn-
dicate with whom she would henceforth maintain relations of
trust. I do not know the end of this story but if this woman had
no other resources I would be surprised to learn that she had
been deprived of all her means of support. Such inhumanity
was not common among our comrades.

It now remains to see what part of the profits went to the
tramway workers. At the time of the uprising the peones
(labourers) earned between 8 and 9 pesetas a day, traffic
controllers received 10, lorry drivers and skilled engineering
workers (lathe operators, fitters, etc.) 12. All wages were
readjusted so that labourers received 15 pesetas and skilled
workers 16. One was approaching a state of basic equality.

But other improvements in working conditions deserve to
be mentioned. Firstly washbasins were installed in the sheds
and workshops, which had never been done before. Showers
were installed (and one should bear in mind that this was 1936)
in all undertakings employing numbers of workers. Tramcars
were disinfected weekly. Then amedical service was organised
from which we can draw some lessons.

This service was based on the division of Barcelona and
its surrounding districts into thirty sectors. A doctor was
in charge of each sector and was paid by the Tramways
Syndicate of Barcelona. These doctors did not only treat
tramway workers but their families as well. A home help
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eral operational expenses amounting to 2,056,206 pesetas were
paid, a further 100,000 pesetas for medical services and acci-
dent benefits, 72,168 pesetas in bonuses for economies made in
power and materials - a scheme operated by the old company;
finally 20,445 pesetas in insurance payments for staff.7

Nothing was overlooked. It is true that we are not yet at the
stage of the complete and completely humanist socialisation
of the agricultural Collectives, with the application of the prin-
ciple ”to each according to his needs”. But we cannot repeat
too often that in the towns the republican regime with State
institutions had not been, and could not be abolished; that a
fair proportion of the bourgeoisie and the traditional political
currents still existed, that it had not been possible to socialise
commerce. It was inevitable that even the most daring achieve-
ments should feel the effects of this. Nevertheless what was
done by syndical socialisations was in itself far reaching.

For the spirit of the workers of Barcelona and other cities
such as Valencia was probably the most likely in the whole
world to bring about economic equality and the application
of mutual aid. It was thus that both in order to help them to
meet temporary difficulties and to contribute to their develop-
ment, the tramways section of Barcelona financially assisted
other sections of urban transport. The buses received 865,212
pesetas, the funicular lines of Tibidabo and Montjuich 75,000,
Barcelona port transport 100,000, and the Metro undertaking
400,000. And on December 31, 1936 the Barcelona tramways
had 3.3 million pesetas in hand.

7 To these sums must be added taxes which other socialised undertak-
ings also paid. The Valencia central government demanded 3 % on the gross
receipts; but the Catalan Government, with its seat in Barcelona, demanded
what it had been previously receiving from the foreign capitalist company:
no less than 14 different taxes which made a total of 4 million pesetas. The
Syndicate requested meeting with the government and after minor discus-
sions agreement was reached with a lump sum payment of 11 million pese-
tas.
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would firmly demand repayment of debts from
those who could pay, by threatening them with
not supplying warm clothing if they didn’t. This
tactic was adopted.
”To various questions Tomas Almunia declared
that instead of serving coffee, which was not indis-
pensable, it would be better to save the money for
three months and to spend it on a cineprojector
with sound if possible. The chairman replied that
they would immediately do their best to get both
things done.
”Felix Galindo proposed the nomination of con-
trollers for the buying and selling operations and
this was turned down. And the meeting was
closed.”
COLLECTIVE OF PINA DE EBRO
(Bases approved by the local Assembly on Jan. 3,
1937)

(After a prologue consisting of sentimental revolutionary ref-
erences, the text comes to the point):

”In view of what has been said, workers and peas-
ants rising to the demands of the hour, founds its
voluntary Collective on the following bases:

1. Membership of the Collective is voluntary
for all the inhabitants of the village, what-
ever may be their economic situation and
so long as they accept the Statute now
established.

2. All members in agreement with this new so-
cial regime will bring all their assets to the
Collective: land, implements, working ani-
mals, money and tools.
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3. As soon as circumstances warrant it, efforts
will be made to build collective stables in or-
der to house all animals suitable for working
the land, the same will be done for cattle and
sheep and skilled hands will be chosen for
the task.

4. Warehousing of all foodstuffs, groceries and
agricultural products in collective stores
to ensure adequate control; equally. Or-
ganisation of one or more cooperatives for
the distribution of foodstuffs and different
implements that will be required by the
collectivists.

5. The quantity of products distributed to
the collectivists may increase or decrease,
depending on the economic situation of the
Collective.

6. Work will be carried out by groups at the
head of which there will be a responsible del-
egate. Efforts will be made to organise sec-
tions of carters and herdsmen and of work-
ers with a trade, so that talented comrades
can relieve each other in these tasks.

7. All members of both sexes over the age
of 15 will have to work for the Collective.
Only people over sixty or incapacitated are
exempted unless their physical condition
allows them to undertake light work for the
benefit of the Collective.

8. The Collective withdraws completely from
those who would wish to continue to live
in an individualist regime; so much so that
they will not be able to have recourse to
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The balance sheet of services rendered is equally positive.
During the year 1936 the number of passengers carried was
183,557,506. The following year it had gone up by 50 million
to 233,557,506 passengers. This is not all, for the kilometres
covered also increased from 21.7 million to 23.3 million, an, in-
crease of 1.6 million kilometres.

It must be recognised of course that these figures can in part
be explained by the growing shortage of petrol for motor vehi-
cles as a result of the blockade of the Spanish coasts. Neverthe-
less the fact is that the new organisation was able to provide
an answer, and more, to the growing needs of the public.

To get there they did not have to be satisfied with contin-
uing along capitalist lines; much more had to be done. They
did so, even more so than would appear from the brief out-
line given here. For before the Revolution the workshops of
the Tramways Company of Barcelonamanufactured only 2% of
the material’ used, and generally speaking were set up to deal
only with urgent repairs. The tramways sections of the work-
ers’ Syndicate for communications and transport of Barcelona,
in its eagerness t o work, reorganised and improved the work-
shops which at the end of the year were producing 98% of the
materials used. 1n a year the proportion had been reversed, in
spite of an increase of 150% in the price of raw materials which
were getting more and more scarce, or coming from abroad at
exorbitant prices.

And not only did the tramway workers of Barcelona not live
on the reserves of capitalism, as the detractors of collectivisa-
tions, or syndicalisations, maintain or imply, but had to deal
with financial difficulties they inherited from capitalism, as did
the Syndicate in the textile industry of Alcoy, and the shoe fac-
tory in Elda. On July 20, while the battle still raged, the tram-
workers’ wages, amounting to 295,535 pesetas, had to be paid
(they were paid every ten days). Shortly afterwards bills to-
talling 1,272,528 pesetas for materials previously purchased by
the company had to be paid. And up to. the end of 1936 gen-
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new cars weighed 21 tons compared with 35 tons for the old
type which also carried fewer passengers.

Before that the whole system of power supply had been re-
organised and the dynamos repaired.

Let us take a brief look at the financial results of the new
organisation. Some figures were supplied to us by the princi-
pal organisers of this revolutionary creation; we have obtained
other, official, figures published in the workers’ press at the
time. They go from September 1936 when the accountancywas
taken in hand and the figures can be relied on.

TOTAL MONTHLY INCOME
………………..1935……………..1936
………………..pesetas……………pesetas
September…………..2,277,774………….2,600,226
October……………2,425,272………….2,700,688
November…………..2,311,745………….2,543,665
December…………..2,356,670………….2,653,930

The monthly increase in receipts varied between 12% and
15%, and it might be thought that the increase was the result
of an increase in fares. Not so, for steps were actually taken to
lower fares in general. Formerly they were based on distance
and varied from 0.10 to 0.40 peseta. In September a uniform
charge of 0.20 peseta was made which mainly benefited work-
ers who lived on the outskirts and had been paying the higher
rate, and especially those who had to pay the night rates.6

Such reductions in fares would have resulted in losses un-
der the previous administration, but the suppression of capital-
ist profit and of high salaries for the administrative executives
and technicians actually made it possible to show an operating
surplus.

6 The first increases took place twenty months after the beginning of
the Revolution. This was the result of the increase in the prices of raw ma-
terials and the cost of living, which involved wage increases.
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them in any circumstances. They will work
their lands themselves; all land that remains
uncultivated in their hands will be taken
over by the Collective.

9. Any suspicion of exploitation of man by
man is abolished; and consequently all forms
of tenant farming, sharecropping or paid
employment. This measure will be applied
to all the inhabitants of the locality whatever
their situation.

10. The Assembly is sovereign and operates on
a majority basis. It is at the Assemblies that
decisions will be taken regarding members
whomight disturb the smooth running of the
Collective.”
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Part 3: Industry and
public services

the tramcars, transformer cabins or power distributors, which
made all kinds of detours and bifurcations necessary, some-
times very sharp (very often a single line), and resulted in acci-
dents. This had gone on from when the services had first been
laid, arid were determined by the whims of financial or politi-
cal interests. The comrades of Agua, Luz y Fuerza moved these
cabins to where they would be in nobodyºs way, thus making
it possible to straighten out once for all the tramway lines.

Sections of track that had been damaged during the fight-
ing were reconstructed, such as the double track for Route 60
which was completely relaid. In other cases the roadway was
asphalted.

These improvements took some time to complete as did
some modifications of the general infrastructure. From the
beginning the organisers, without for all that forgetting the
interests of the workers in the vast enterprise, sought to
perfect the tools being used. In less than a year a number
of notable acquisitions were made; first of all there was the
purchase in France of an automatic American lathe, the only
one in Spain, and costing £20,000, which was able to produce
seven identical parts at the same time.

Two ultra modern milling machines, and electric warning
machines allowing one to be notified of breakdowns and bro-
ken cables; new cables replaced the old. And an electric fur-
nace was bought for melting down bearings. Much more tech-
nical equipment was thus purchased, including Belgian elec-
trode welding sets for use on the tracks which cost the then
high price of £25,000.

Thus tooled it was possible to make appreciable strides for-
ward, and a start was even made on building tramcars, includ-
ing two new models of funicular cars for the Rebasada line
which climbed the Tibidabo and for the one inMontjuich.5 The

5 A hill in Barcelona dominated by a fortress where Francisco Ferrer
was executed in 1909.
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pendently; when it was a question of general problems, all the
workers of all the trades held a general assembly. From the bot-
tom to the top the organisation was federalist, and in this way
they maintained not only a permanent material solidarity but
also a moral solidarity which linked everyone to the general
task, with a nobler vision of things.

Agreement was therefore also permanent between engi-
neers and workers. No engineer could take an important
decision without consulting the local Comite, not only be-
cause he agreed that responsibility should be shared but also
because often, where practical problems are involved, manual
workers have the experience which technicians lack. This
was understood by both parties, and thereafter, very often
when the Comite of the Syndicate or a delegate thought up
an interesting idea, the specialist engineer would be called
in for consultations; on other occasions it was the engineer
who proposed the examination of a new idea and in that
case manual workers were called in. There was complete
collaboration.

It was not enough to put the tramcars, even in larger
numbers back onto the tracks, nor just to repaint them in the
colours of the Revolution. The different corporations decided
to carry out this additional work without any overtime pay.
The creative drive dominated all. In the sheds there were
always twenty or thirty tramcars being checked and done up.

The technical organisation and the traffic operation was im-
proved; the importance of the improvements achieved was re-
markable. To start with, 3,000 metal poles holding up the elec-
tric cables supplying the current were eliminated as they were
interfering with the traffic and causing many accidents and
were replaced by a system of aerial suspension. Then a new
safety and signalling system was introduced consisting of elec-
tric points and automatic discs. Furthermore the company for
Agua, Luz y Fuerza (water, light and power) had installed in
many places and right in the middle of the routes taken by
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CHAPTER XI: INDUSTRIAL
ACHIEVEMENTS

According to the last census which preceded the Civil War and
Revolution, 1.9 million people were employed in industry in
Spain out of a total population of 24 million. At the top of the
list we find 300,000 wage earners in the Ã‘clothing industry”
but one must bear in mind that more women were employed
than men.

In second place was the textile industry which exported
large quantities of cloth, even to Britain. It also employed
300,000 workers, men and women. But among the latter were
included those employed in the manufacture of women’s
underwear.

The third industry in order of importance was building.
270,000 men were engaged in the most varied trades of this
industry. The fourth was the food industry: canning, salting,
manufactured groceries, employing 200,000 people. A further
150,000 were engaged in the fishing industry.

It is only then that we come to basic production, the kind
which for the advanced industrial nations consists of what are
called, with justification, the key industries: the mining indus-
try on the one hand employing 100,000 miners, and the steel
industry with 120,000 workers.

Though Spanish industry was not important in comparison
with themore advanced nations, it cannot be said that it did not
exist, the more so since that approximate figure of 1.9 million
workers is out of a population of 24 million and not of 40 mil-
lion, if for example one were making comparisons with France
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or Britain at the same period. And though by far the greater
part of the population was making a living from agriculture, it
would be a mistake to gauge the possibilities of revolutionary
socialisation from the activities of the peasants alone.

To these basic statistics it should be added that 70% of indus-
try was concentrated in Catalonia where the abundant water-
falls from the Pyrenees had for a long time made possible the
harnessing of water power, while proximity to France, and the
opening onto the Mediterranean towards Italy, North Africa
and even South America via the Straits of Gibraltar, favoured
its commercial expansion, the introduction of raw materials
and the export of some finished products. Thus the textile in-
dustry which attracted the largest capital investment could be
developed with the cotton imported from the United States,
Brazil and Egypt, while wool came from La Mancha and other
Spanish regions where natural agricultural difficulties and the
poor production of the steppes which covered part of Spain
obliged the peasants to specialise in the rearing of sheep.

We complete this brief list by including the 60,000 work-
ers engaged in the category ”means of transport, transmission
equipment and electricity enterprises” and finally the 40,000
employed in 4,000 small works producing chemical products
the existence of which indicated a tendency towards the mod-
ernisation of the general economy.

To sum up then, according to official statistics, industries ab-
sorbed from 22% to 23% of the ”active population”, agriculture
52% and what is called the third sector, which at that time (July
1936) included a large number of domestic servants. about
25%.1

1 Naturally these figures have since radically changed. According to
the most recent census which is for 1960, the active agricultural popula-
tion represents 39.7%, the industrial population 33%, the sector defined as
”services” 28 %. The category of metallurgy and heavy industry employed
230,000 workers in 1961, and light industry 386,000, building and construc-
tion 603,000, textiles 335,000. But here too, in order to make comparisons
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fices and administration, etc. Yet once more the synchronisa-
tion of the industrial Syndicate was working perfectly. It was
unanimously agreed to get the tramways moving without de-
lay.

The following day a call was made over the radio - as the
engineers had already done for their members - calling man-
ual workers and technicians. Most of them responded; known
fascists kept away. All the engineers put themselves at the dis-
posal of the Syndicate, including a former colonel whose active
sympathy for the workers had resulted in his demotion from
head of the traffic section and director of the Metro to a job in
the archives section.

Five days after fighting had stopped seven hundred tramcars
instead of the usual six hundred, all painted in the colours of
the C.N.T.-F.A.I., in red and black diagonally across the sides,
were operating in Barcelona. The number had been increased
in order to do away with the trailer-cars which were the cause
of many accidents. To do this work had gone on night and
day repairing and putting back into service a hundred tramcars
which had been discarded as being beyond repair.

Naturally, things could be organised so quickly and well be-
cause the men involved were themselves well organised. One
finds here therefore an ensemble of sections constituted by
trades and put on an industrial base, according to the organisa-
tion of the work to be done, of the enterprise of the Syndicate.
Drivers, conductors, repairers, joiners, etc., as many comple-
mentary groupings going beyond the simple traditional pro-
fessional cadre, and brought together in a single organisation.

Each section had at its head an engineer nominated by agree-
ment with the Syndicates, and a representative of the workers
and this was how the work and the workers were dealt with.
At the top the assembled delegates constituted the local gen-
eral Comite. The sections met separately when it was a ques-
tion of their specific activities which could be considered inde-
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In front of the offices of the company the Commission found
a picket of civil guards who had been instructed to prevent ac-
cess. The sergeant in charge declared having received orders
to let no one pass. Armed with guns and grenades, and some of
them well protected in the armoured car which the company
used for transporting money, our comrades adopted a threat-
ening attitude. The sergeant phoned his superiors for authori-
sation to withdraw and this was agreed to.

One must stress one small detail which has something quite
piquant about it. All the top level personnel had left, and
the syndical delegation found in the offices only the lawyer
instructed to represent the company and to parley with them.
Comrade Sanches, a leading militant, the most active and
experienced of them, knew that gentleman only too well
for two years before he had sentenced our comrade to 17
years in prison following a strike that had lasted twenty-eight
months; the defender of the interests of the company had
actually demanded a sentence totalling 105 years in prison.4
This gentleman received him most cordially, declaring that
he accepted the new situation, and even that, as a lawyer, he
was putting himself at the service of the workers. Sanchez
comrades wanted to shoot him on the spot but he was opposed
to that. He even gave the personage permission to withdraw.
It was a Friday and an appointment was made with him for the
following Monday. His confidence restored, the man asked
to be accompanied to his house as there were rather a lot of
armed revolutionaries in the streets . . . He was escorted,
but the following Monday did not show up. He was not seen
again.

The Comite of seven immediately called together the dele-
gates from the different syndical sections: electric power sta-
tion, cables, repairs, traffic, conductors, stores, accounts, of-

4 Sanchez had come out of prison with thousands of other comrades
as a result of the amnesty granted after the elections of February 1936.
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As will be readily appreciated, this economic structure influ-
enced the constructive achievements of the Spanish Revolution
as did also, at a certain stage, the lack of raw materials, power,
the exhaustion of cotton stocks (which did not arrive because
of the coastal blockade) or wool which no longer arrived from
La Mancha, most of which was in Franco’s hands or cut off
from Catalonia.

Finally - it should suffice to demonstrate the importance of
some economic difficulties of which one is too often aware
when it is already too late2 - the building industry which
in Barcelona employed some 40,000 workers was paralysed
overnight for in all periods of crisis building is the first
industry to come to a halt, the employers disappearing or no
longer investing their capital either in new building projects
or for keeping in good repair what they already have.

It was at the congress in Madrid (known as the Congress of
La Comedia - the name of the theatre where it was held) in
1919 that the C.N.T. (founded in 1910) had decided to abandon
throughout Spain the traditional trade unions (Sindicates) and
trades Federations, offspring of the First International recom-
mended by Bakunin and the extension of which he had advo-
cated for the reconstruction of the whole of Europe. This first
workers’ organisational structure, which is still to be found in a
large number of countries, no longer corresponded, in the opin-
ion of the libertarian syndicalist militants to the development
of capitalist structures which made necessary greater combat-
ive concentrations.

one must bear in mind the increase in population from 24 million in 1936 to
30.5 million at the time of the census (and to 33 million in 1970).

2 But which revolutionaries wanting to bring down existing society
and proclaiming the need to build a new one have ever worried about these
problems. Marx himself poked fun at the ”recipes” for the cooking pots of
the future society. Curiously enough only the anarchist or libertarian school
has produced some more or less serious anticipations And the concern for
the constructive task to be undertaken has certainly been one of the factors
which prepared the militant constructors whose work we are examining.
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But also, for that end had never been forgotten and ranked
with the class struggle in capitalist society, it was a question
of making better preparations for the social organisation of
the future. The intercorporative struggles of which the Mid-
dle Ages and the Renaissance provide such lamentable exam-
ples, did not correspond to the spirit of our Spanish militants
for whom federalism had always been synonymous with asso-
ciation and practical solidarity. Thus from that point of view,
in the syndical and working domain, a labourer, a surveyor, a
mason, a brick maker, a cement worker, a plasterer, an archi-
tect, a plumber, an electrician all collaborated and participated
in the construction of a building or of houses. It was therefore
logical and necessary to have them all united in the same syndi-
cate. Similarly, the printing of a book or a newspaper, from the
paper making stage to its emergence from the printing presses
or the rotary presses; or the construction of a boiler from the
making of the sheet metal to the caulking, requires a series of
operations carried out by different trades, all interdependent.
The problem was to unite all these trades, converging in the
double objective already described.

But that union had not to be established without system or
by ignoring the practice of freedom. After all, an industrial
syndicate was a federation of trades and of workers of different
trades; each of those trades constituted a technical section, and
all those sections were interdependent.3

3 Solidarity implies interdependence, or it is no more than a word.
Here is an example demonstrating all the difference that existed on the sub-
ject between the old French Revolutionary syndicalist militants and the Span-
ish comrades. At a kind of round table at which the author was explaining to
blast furnace delegates that the wages of iron-foundry workers in Barcelona
was the same for all the trades, one of these delegates declared that he could
not accept that an iron-smith should have any say in what he, a fitter, should
be paid. I explained that in Spain they had gone beyond the corporate moral-
ity and for them it was human rights that took precedence. The French com-
rade was not entirely convinced.
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the towns that had suffered bombing raids. In Barcelona the
daily supply of 140,000 cubic metres before the Revolution rose
rapidly to 150,000 and went on increasing. Nevertheless the
increase was not great for it was not easy in a region so broken
up, to set about creating new catchment areas, all the sources
having long ago been put to use.

2. The Barcelona Tramways

The tramways were the most important means of transport in
Barcelona. Sixty routes criss-crossed the city and served the
suburbs and the surrounding localities: Pueblo Nuevo, Horta,
Sarria, Badalona, Sens, etc. The General Tramways Company
was a private company mainly with Belgian capital and em-
ployed 7,000 workers, not only as drivers and conductors but
also in the eight tram depots and in the repair workshops.

Out of the 7,000, about 6,500 were paid up members of the
C.N.T. where they made up the section of the industrial trans-
port Syndicate corresponding to their occupation. The other,
much less important, sectionswere from the underground (two
lines), the taxis which in due course created their own Collec-
tive, the buses and, finally, the two funicular railways of Mon-
tjuich and Tibidabo.3

The street battles had brought all traffic to a standstill, ob-
structed the roadways by barricades that had been set up all
over the city and for which buses and trams often were the
main materials used. The roads had to be cleared, and public
transport so indispensable for this large city had to be got mov-
ing again. So the syndical section of the tramways appointed
a commission of seven comrades to occupy the administrative
offices whilst others inspected the tracks and drew up a plan
of clearing work that; needed to be done.

3 Amountain rising to 580 m. its lower slopes covered with pines dom-
inates Barcelona.
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ternational point of view, modifies prices, organises general
administration, indeed takes and uses all initiatives bearing on
the producers’ production and needs as a whole. Meanwhile,
it is obliged at all times to submit its activities to the scrutiny
of local and regional syndical assemblies.

Let us now examine the results of this example of workers’
management. From a technical point of view some achieve-
ments deserve to be underlined, such as that most basic one of
all which we constantly come across, of concentration and of
coordination.

Not all the stations, by a long chalk, were as important as
those of Tremp and Camarasa which are the main generat-
ing stations fed by large barrages. Apart from these two gi-
ants, most of the 610 units (including the transformers) dotted
all over Catalonia had a small or insignificant output; to keep
them in operation suited some private interests, but the public
interest hardly at all. It was necessary to link them, to elimi-
nate and to reorganise which is what was done. Six months af-
ter socialisation had begun 70% of stations representing 90% of
output constituted a perfectly homogeneous technical whole:
and 30% which represented but 1% of this output were kept
apart.

Among other things this represented a saving in labour
which was used on improvements and alterations often of
importance. For instance 700 workers constructed a barrage
near Flix which increased the available electricity by 50.000
k.w.

Gas production was economically less important, and did
not gather statistics on the subject comparable with my re-
searches into electrical power. The more so as the growing
lack of coal due to the sea blockade made it impossible to make
noteworthy improvements in production.

By contrast water, especially drinking water the supply of
which required a large and costly organisation, generally for
every tenant in every apartment, was never lacking even in
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In the short term, when one of them was involved in strug-
gle, the others backed it up with solidarity, which made vic-
tory certain. The industrial Syndicate at the same time as it
increased ’immeasurably the capacity for workers’ organisa-
tions to engage in the struggle, succeeded in preparing a better
economic framework for a socialised society.

The acceptance of industrial federations, logical comple-
ment of the constitution of the industrial Syndicates, just
as the trades Federations were the complements of trade
unions, came up against uncomprehending and demagogic
opposition from the ”anarchist Left”, to which was added the
disorganisation created by too many local and general strikes,
insurrectional attempts, boycotts, persecutions and also, it
must be admitted, a lack of militants technically prepared to
carry through this complementary task.4 Nevertheless the
broad outlines had been drawn at the congresses, and one
resolution adopted in 1936 incorporated all the activities in
production and services throughout the country in seventeen
federations: iron and steel, textile industry, chemical industry;
and its by-products; water, gas and electricity; land and sea
transport; health services; teaching; entertainment (cinema,
theatre, etc.); wood industry; tobacco production; heath
services; agriculture; banking and financial services; building
construction; mines; technology in general.

Later, in 1938, the Economic Plenum held in Valencia, in-
troduced some modifications which were determined in part
by the war in a situation that was becoming increasingly com-
plicated because of the difficult relations with the political fac-
tions. The industrial federations - which frequently overlapped
in their activities, were reduced to fifteen.

4 In El Proletariado Militante op. cit. Anselmo Lorenzo demonstrated
that already at the time of the First International this absence of militants
with technical preparation constituted a serious handicap.
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Before describing the constructive achievements in the in-
dustrial field, which were the work of the Syndicates, and for
that reason we would prefer to call them ”Syndicalisations”,
some further information is called for. What has been referred
to as ”Collectives” and ”collectivisations” in the agricultural re-
gions was, in fact, in various forms, what at other times would
have been called socialisation. But genuine socialisation.

As we have demonstrated, Collectives and collectivisations
included then the interdependent whole of the inhabitants of
each village, of each commune, or each fragmented Collective
organised by those who identified themselves with it. In them
one did not come across different material standards of life
or rewards no conflicting interests of more or less separated
groups. The over” riding law was that of equality and frater-
nity, in fact and for the benefit of all equally.

But in what have been called the industrial collectives, es-
pecially in the large towns, matters proceeded differently as a
consequence of contradictory factors and of opposition created
by the coexistence of social currents emanating from different
social classes. Too often in Barcelona and Valencia, workers in
each undertaking took over the factory, the works, or the work-
shop, the machines, rawmaterials, and taking advantage of the
continuation of the money system and normal capitalist com-
mercial relations, organised production on their own account,
selling for their own benefit the produce of their labour. The
decree of October, 1936 legalising collectivisations did not al-
low them to do more, and this distorted everything right from
the start.

There was not, therefore, true socialisation, but a workers’
neo-capitalism, a self-management straddling capitalism and
socialism, which we maintain would not have occurred had
the Revolution been able to extend itself fully under the direc-
tion of our Syndicates. And while we were engaged in all-out
war, with a massive Francoist offensive in Aragon in the direc-
tion of Catalonia, in Old Castile in the direction of Madrid, in
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The delegate with administrative functions supervises the
arrival and warehousing of materials, records requirements,
deals with book-keeping for supplies and reserves, and keeps
an eye on the state of income and expenditure. He also deals
with correspondence and it is his responsibility to see that bal-
ance sheets and Reports addressed to the Council for Industry
are prepared.

The delegate with technical functions supervises the activi-
ties of his section, and uses every endeavour to increase pro-
ductivity, to lighten the worker’s burden by introducing new
methods. He checks on production at the power stations, the
state of the network, prepares statistics and charts indicating
how production is developing.

Let us now examine more closely the workings of the Coun-
cils of Industry at the summit of the organisation.

There are of course three: one each for water, gas and I elec-
tricity. Each is composed of eight delegates: four for the U.G.T.,
and four for the C.N.T. Half those delegates are nominated by
general assemblies of syndicates,2 the other half by the dele-
gates of the technical sections in agreement with the central
Comite. This latter measure has as its objective to ensure, in
the composition of the Councils for Industry, the nomination
of menwho are technically and professionally suitable, which I
was told does not always happen in syndical assemblies where
oratorical gifts, ideological or personal affinities can relegate
the more necessary considerations to secondary importance.
All this is capped by the general Council of the three indus-
tries, which is also composed of eight members with, as before,
four from each union organisation. This Council coordinates
the activities of the three industries, attunes the production and
distribution of raw materials from a regional, national and in-

2 Because of the dispersal of the personnel in production units through-
out Catalonia the question poses itself as to how the general assemblies nom-
inated these delegates. And we must admit to not having enquired into this
point when we were gathering the material for this study.
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at the place of work, at the undertaking, and rose to the Syndi-
cate. We will take a closer look at how things worked.

In the undertaking itself, the first nucleus is the job special-
ity. Each speciality sets up a section immediately with group-
ings by factory, workshop or ”building” of at least 15 workers.
When there are not the numbers to do so, workers from many
trades collaborating among themselves, meet and constitute a
general section. The sections are more or less numerous and
varied, depending on the size of the factories or of the organ-
isations. Each section nominates two delegates which the as-
semblies choose: one of a technical calibre whowill participate
in the Comite of the undertaking, and another entrusted with
the management of work in the section.

The ”building Comite” (as it is called) comes next. It is nomi-
nated by the section Commissions and consists of a technician,
a manual worker and an administrator. When deemed neces-
sary a fourth member is nominated so that the two syndical
organisations shall have equal representation.

The manual workers’ delegate has to solve, or try to solve,
difficulties which might arise between different sections, those
arising within a section being settled by the interested parties
themselves. He receives suggestions fromworkers in the differ-
ent trades for the nomination or the transfer of personnel. And
the sections give him daily reports on the progress of work.

He also acts as go between for the rank and file and the
general Council for Industry. Periodically he calls the sections
to general meetings which take place at the Syndicate, which
tightens the links between the workers from the different un-
dertakings. During these meetings proposals and initiatives
are studied which are likely to improve productivity and pro-
duction, as well as the workers’ situation, or be of interest to
the syndical organisation. A copy of the deliberations is sent
to the Council for Industry. It should be noted that the specific
activities of the manual workers’ delegate do not prevent him
from continuing to work at his job alongside his comrades.
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Andalusia, in the Basque country and against the Asturias, our
Syndicates could not join issue with the bourgeois social forces
and the anti-fascist parties whose conduct was equivocal, for
even with all our united forces we were not powerful enough
to contain the enemy armies.

Some of those who today recall this unpleasant situation
were, at the time, by their opposition to our enterprises in so-
cial transformation, more responsible than we were for these
semi socialisations. And they have no right now to be the ac-
cusers.

Meanwhile, in spite of these shortcomings, which the author
was exposing in December 1936, the important fact is that the
factories went onworking, theworkshops andworks produced
without the owners, capitalists, shareholders and without high
management executives; and we know of visitors, such as the
Belgian sociologist Ernestan, who later expressed to us their
amazement at the fact which they had been able to verify on
the spot.

Then very quickly reactions set in which were not given the
attention they deserved. In the engineering industry which be-
came the most important industry because of war production,
matters had had an equally bad start so far as integral libertar-
ian socialisation was concerned.5 But the Syndicate succeeded
in exercising a strict administrative control on the working of
the enterprises where the management Comites soon accepted
a book-keeping discipline which reinforced the spirit and prac-
tice of socialisation. The Catalan government called for this
control. which however could only be exercised because the
Syndicate agreed that it was necessary.

5 This was certainly hindered for, in the name of the demands of the
war, Indalecio Prieto, the right-wing socialist, intervened in the organisation
of the engineering industries and, in agreement with the Communists given
key positions, prevented the development of syndical socialisation. See chap-
ter on The Internal Counter-Revolution.
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At all times in the engineering Syndicate the desire to do bet-
ter was ever present among the militants who were often over-
whelmed by complex situations which cannot be visualised
from a distance or with the passage of time. It was because
of this that the Comite of that Syndicate instructed the present
writer to prepare a ”syndicalisation” plan for engineering pro-
duction in Barcelona, and which was accepted unanimously by
an assembly ”attended by thousands of members. I was unable
to observe what efforts were then made (the problem of the
technical preparedness of the workers also came into it) to put
this plan into operation.

But other reactionswere expressed, such as that of the Syndi-
cate of the wood industry (cabinet makers, joiners, carpenters
and allied trades). One will be better informed by reproducing
the most important parts of a manifesto published on Decem-
ber 25, 1936 by them which clearly shows that our militants
were aware of the situation:6

”Instead of a thoroughgoing takeover of the work-
shops, instead of giving complete satisfaction to
the people, the employers are being obliged to pay
wages, which are being increased as the working
hours are being reduced. And this in the middle of
a war!
”Now that the government of the Generalitat7
has secured all the moneyed wealth, it agrees to
the payment of imaginary debts,8 and distributes
such huge sums that those who are doing so will

6 Another Manifesto denouncing the deviation of the Collectives and
declaring that they were the opposite of libertarian communism was issued
at the same time by the F.A.I. The author of these lines had been instructed
to draft it.

7 Official name of the Catalan Government.
8 This refers to real or cancelled debts, payment of which was de-

manded by a number of contractors.
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The definite take-over did not occur until the end of August
1936. During the transitional period, of about six weeks, they
were prepared to continue production with the existing cap-
italist organisation, without attempting expropriation. Every
worker remained at his job as before; major decisions, which in-
volved a taking over of a technical-administrative nature, were
taken by syndical assemblies of the twoworkers’ organisations.
And the curious thing was, though it happened on other occa-
sions, that not only did the Syndicates take over the organisa-
tion of work to be done from the capitalists, but they assumed
the responsibilities that the latter had previously undertaken.
Thus it was that they took over the financial commitments and
the debts from their predecessors, and paid all the invoices, un-
doubtedly in order not I to jeopardise workers employed by
the suppliers, and who were also inheriting the situation as be-
queathed to them by their employers.

The only debts that were cancelled were the obligations to
Spanish moneylenders, most of them privileged people - small
savings were to all intents and purposes non-existent in Spain.
What money people had was used to acquire some of the ne-
cessities they badly needed.

At the beginning of 1937, total income had dropped by 20%.
Possibly some consumers had omitted to pay their bills, but
therewas also another explanation. The unit price of electricity
had been reduced; some water rates had risen from 0.70 to 0.80
pesetas a cubic metre and in other cases had dropped from 1.50
to a standard tariff of 0.40 pesetas. And there was no longer a
meter charge.

Naturally the attitude of workers in the U.G.T. was com-
bated by the politicians who were at the head of the reformist
Union. But their stubborn opposition could not breach the
resolve of members, and agreement continued to reign among
all the workers.

The system of organisation that was put into operation en-
couraged this good understanding. Its point of departure was
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and 3,000 members, and 7,000 in the whole of Catalonia. Then
after 19 July, in the new situation created by the Revolution,
workers and technicians together numbered 8,000. For its part
the U.G.T. had a little less than that number, in Catalonia that
is.

The technicians, semi-technicians, and establishment had
set up their own Syndicate independent of the two workers’
organisations. But the vitality of the solidarity sprung from
the Revolution drove them towards closer union with the
manual workers, a necessary union for maintaining produc-
tion. And an assembly resolved, by acclamation, to dissolve
the separate Syndicate and to constitute the technical section
of the single Syndicate affiliated to the C.N.T. Later ideological
preferences came into play and fifty of these technicians left
the C.N.T. to form a section with membership of the U.G.T.

The directors of the power stations who earned anything up
to, 33,000 pesetas a month while the workers earned less than
250 were mostly foreigners. They received orders from their
Consulates to return home. Meanwhile, thanks to the efforts
of all workers, and in spite of a lack of some technical staff of
international origin, water, gas and electricity continued to be
supplied right until the end of the Civil War. Only the bom-
bardments caused temporary breaks in supply.

The initiative in the early days did not come only from
our Syndicate as the constituted organism. Just as for the
tramways and railways, it came from militants knowing how
to shoulder responsibilities. The very day of the Francoist
uprising, a handful of them were meeting to guarantee the
continuation of these, public services. Immediately works
Comites were set up as well as a central liaison Comite
between the two workers’ organisations. Later this Comite
supervised the general organisation of work and production
for the four Catalan provinces of Barcelona, Tarragona. Lerida
and Gerona.
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regret it later when the time comes to render
accounts, when it will be seen how many millions
have been spent without producing, and thereby
causing great harm to the economy.
”An enormous number of parasitic bureaucrats
have been created, which the Wood Syndicate
within the sphere of its own activities has sought
to reduce in the undertakings.
”We have been opposed to this waste from the be-
ginning, and within the limits of our possibilities
have intensified output in industry. We too could
have followed the current, and tolerated the milk-
ing of the governmental cow, by dragging money
out of the Generalitat for unprofitable workshops,
and by paying hypothetical invoices which will
not be reimbursed by insolvent debtors.
”Having reached this point, we seek to demon-
strate our capacity as producers by practical
achievements, and at the same time save the
economy and eliminate the bourgeoisie with all
its mechanism of parasitic intermediaries, its
fraudulent book-keeping, and its stipends.
”In the first days of the Revolution, we could not
collectivise our industry because we saw and
thought, and still think, that many sections of
our Syndicate will have to disappear. And also
because from the very beginning there had been
a misunderstanding between us and the official
world which had not wanted to recognise the
rights of the Syndicates;9 but it is quite clear
that if one had acted otherwise one could, by

9 The decree recognising and containing the Collectives was not pub-
lished by the Catalan Government until October 24, 1936, three months after
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spending many millions less, have improved all
the industries, for we must make an effort to
ensure that in Catalonia and everywhere, our
national industry develops; it has the means to do
so.
”Technical organisation must be adapted to the
needs of the moment, white thinking of the future.
Faced with the demands of the hour, the Wood
Syndicate has wanted to advance not only along
the road of Revolution, but also to orientate this
Revolution in the interests of our economy, of the
people’s economy. To that effect we have grouped
all the small insolvent employers without means
of existence, we have taken over alt the tiny
workshops employing an insignificant number of
workers, irrespective of their syndicate affiliation,
seeing in them simply workers whose inactivity
was harming the economy.
”And thanks to our resources and the dues of our
members we have organised C.N.T. workshops,
workshops with 200 and more workers, as have
never been seen in Barcelona, and of which there
are very few in the rest of Spain.
”We could have, and it would have been much eas-
ier for us, collectivised the workshops whose fu-
turewas assured but insteadwe let them go on pro-
ducing for as long as they were able to, and only
collectivise those which are having real economic
difficulties.
”There is a misunderstanding when it is stated
that we do not accept the Collectivisation Decree.

the events had started and as a result of the growing number of expropria-
tions by the workers.
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CHAPTER XII:
ACHIEVEMENTS IN THE
PUBLIC SECTOR

1. Water, Gas and Electricity in Catalonia

The workers’ Syndicate which from the beginning of the Revo-
lution guaranteed the supply or production of drinking water,
gas and electricity in Catalonia had been founded in 1927 un-
der, and in spite of, the dictatorship of General Primo de Rivera.
Others had been started throughout Spain, and the federation
of these industries was set up in the canton of Barcelona. Next
appeared the Catalan regional Federation and finally, uniting
all the regional federations constituted in Spain, the national
Federation, the secretariat of which was set up in Madrid.

No doubt this structure was facilitated, and encouraged by
the nature of the production, especially electricity mainly from
hydraulic power1 and based on the exploitation of the heads of
water from the Pyrenees or of barrages situated at great dis-
tances - sometimes hundreds of kilometres - from the trans-
former stations and the distribution centres.

On a national scale, most workers joined promptly. In
Barcelona the C.N.T. Syndicate had normally between 2,500

1 Before 1936 the production of electricity for the whole of Spain had
for years remained at about 3,000 million k.w., all from hydraulic power
sources. A great number of barrages were later constructed but it was re-
alised a little late in the day that they only filled to about a third of their
capacity. It therefore became necessary to intensify thermic production.
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the chaos in individual agriculture prevented the rational use
of the land and the means of agricultural production.

The government could only bow before these achievements
and order arms from the syndicalised engineering workshops
in Alcoy, just as it ordered cloth from the socialised textile in-
dustry to clothe the army, and ankle-boots from the factories
in Elda in the same province of Alicante which were also in the
hands of the libertarians.
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On the contrary we accept it, but quite simply
we interpret it from our point of view. What, for
some, would have been understandable, would
have been the organisation of large cooperatives
which only the favoured industries could have
started. In return they would have left those
without resources to their difficulties, which
means creating two classes: the new rich and ever
poor poor.”

Following the ideas expressed in this Manifesto, general as-
semblies were called, attended as on other occasions by the
workers in their thousands. The situation was examined, and
in the end it was decided to take steps to put things right. A
fair number of the largest workshops passed over to syndical
control, each with its community number. The authority of the
Syndicate, that is to say that of the assemblies whose decisions
were final, in the end prevailed. Where there was a surplus of
manpower, some of the workers were moved to other under-
takings producing useful goods in the new situation, such as
simple furniture instead of luxury furniture. The use of avail-
able techniques was rationalised, and where the situation cre-
ated by the war permitted, there was a return to the spirit and
practice of libertarian syndicalism. New general constructions
were being formulated and from these eager attempts to over-
come the difficulties of the moment a general setting of things
to rights would not have taken long.

In spite of everything, industrial libertarian achievements
were not lacking, and these alone, would have justified a Rev-
olution.10

10 In Valencia things happened along the same lines in the wood in-
dustry. In engineering they did not take things farther than Barcelona for
reasons already given.
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Syndicalisations in Alcoy

So far as syndicalisations are concerned, Alcoy seems to us the
most conclusive example and the one with the most lessons.
The second largest town in the province of Alicante, it had a
population of 45,000 in 1936. It was an industrial and com-
mercial centre of some importance. The total number of indus-
trial workers was 20,000, a very high proportion for a country
where the active population nationally was from 33% to 35%.
Textile production which supplied not only fabrics but also
hosiery, and ladies’ underwear, was the most advanced, and
employed a fairly large complement of women. Paper making
came second.

Our movement goes back to the origins of socialism, to the
time of the First International. It went through quiet periods,
as happened everywhere, as well as suffering bitterly in times
of repression. But from 1919, the organisation of industrial
syndicates breathed new life into it.

Anarchist groups here were numerous and generally knew
how to struggle at syndical level while at the same time carry-
ing on among the workers (after all they themselves were also
workers) their work of social education, the results of which
were to be seen in July 1936. And it was in Alcoy that the beau-
tifully produced libertarian periodical Redencion appeared for
seven years under Primo de Rivera’s dictatorship (1923-1930).
At the time, and later, it was undoubtedly the town that had
in relation to its population the highest proportion of militant
libertarians including many young people.

At the time of my first visit in February 1937 our Syndicates
had 17,000 members, men and women. The U.G.T. had 3,000
including functionaries, who were not revolutionaries, and the
anti-revolutionary small tradesmen who hoped to find in that
organisation the guarantee of their social status.

These same people also counted on the support of the
political parties, naturally hostile to what our comrades
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more favourable circumstances the results would have been
very much more successful than they were.

Nevertheless the solidarity of the libertarian organisations
allowed the printing, paper and cardboard Syndicate to meet
the difficulties. In fact, the sixteen other Syndicates which com-
posed the local Federation in Alcoy, gave financial assistance
(since the money symbol was retained) to industries which
were in the red. They had conquered the corporate spirit, even
of narrow corporate syndicalism.

The organisation of production was technically excellent in
Alcoy at the time when I studied it, and as generally happened,
it is probable that it went on improving. Theweak point was, as
in other places, the organisation for distribution. Without the
opposition of tradesmen and the political parties, all alarmed
by the threat of complete socialisation, who combated this ”too
revolutionary” programme, it would have been possible to do
better. This opposition obliged them to create their own an-
tifascist Comite de control which had no combative role to play,
but under this guise centralised the purchases of agricultural
products, paying on the one hand less to the peasants for their
products, and on the other holding down prices and the cost
of living. It was not an easy matter to assert themselves so as
to avoid friction among the anti-Francoist sectors. For the so-
cialist, republican, and communist politicians actively sought
to prevent our success, even to restoring the old order or main-
taining what was left of it.

Nevertheless in Alcoy 20,000 workers13 administered pro-
duction through their Syndicates and proved that industry
functions more economically without capitalists or sharehold-
ers and without employers fighting among themselves and
thereby preventing the rational use of technical plant, just as

13 The 3,000 belonging to the U.G.T. accepted the majority decisions not
without regret.
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were balanced each day at four o’clock and the summary en-
tered in the Big Book.

Furthermore each section had its card-index systems which
were in the hands of specialised workers. It was possible there-
fore, at any moment, to go through any account and check ev-
ery detail. One also knew on the spot what a customer owed,
or the balance sheet of a factory, just as easily as the petrol
expenses for any one of the representatives.

In this huge coordinated and rationalised organisation the
Syndicate was therefore the directing organism which encom-
passed everything. The general assemblies which every sin-
gle worker was entitled to attend passed judgement on the ac-
tivities of the technical Commission and of the sections that
sprang from the factory Comites. It was the Syndicate which
also assumed the juridical and social responsibility both for the
expropriation undertaken and the general management. It es-
tablished the rate of remuneration and coordinated all activi-
ties on a higher level in the collective interest.

Aswe have already pointed out, the other industries inAlcoy
were organised and administered in the same way as the tex-
tile industry. The whole organisation was in the hands of the
Syndicates. And the Syndicate was in the hands of the workers
who effectively participated in the organisation of the industry
- and not only of the factory - and rose to the collective respon-
sibilities in the individual sense.

They were hard at work in the engineering workshops I vis-
ited, and they too were organised on the principles of liber-
tarian democracy and syndicalism. They had even successfully
improvised an armaments industry to assist the armed struggle.
The improvements favourably surprised some technically qual-
ified visitors, and the government placed orders for the army.

On the other hand, paper making met with difficulties re-
sulting from a decrease in reserves of raw materials. Once
again one can see that if this experiment had taken place under
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might undertake. But our comrades were in control of all
activities essential to social life. This was thanks to our
Syndicates a list of which follows: Food supplies; Printing
(paper and cardboard); Building (including architects); Hy-
giene (medical, sanitary services, pharmacy, hairdressers,
laundries, sweepers); Transport; Entertainment; Chemical
Industry (laboratories, perfumery, soap, etc.); Light Textiles;
Wood Industry; Industrial technicians; Travelling salesmen;
Liberal professions (teachers, artists, writers, etc.); Clothing;
Engineering; Agriculture (based on the market gardeners in
the surrounding districts).

The very clear image of their mission made our comrades
act with precision and speed. Alcoy did not pass through
the too often prolonged stages experienced elsewhere of
control Comites feeling their way, of isolated management
Comites as happened elsewhere. From the first day, and
quickly, the Syndicates took over control of the revolutionary
initiative which they were encouraging and this happened in
all industries without exception.

Let us attempt to trace the development of their achieve-
ments.

On July 18, 1936 rumours of the impending fascist attack
which were rife throughout Spain also found an echo in Al-
coy. They expected an attack by the military and the conser-
vatives supported by the Civil Guard; our forces mobilised to
meet the attack and took up combat positions in the streets.
But the attack did not take place. So our forces who, by their
initiative had outflanked the local authorities, turned to them
and presented certain demands mainly motivated by the unem-
ployment in the textile industry (our Syndicate at the time had
4,500 members, soon to become 6,500). These demands, with-
out breaking the anti-fascist unity, were for assistance for the
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unemployed and control over industrial enterprises. All the
demands were agreed to.

But new difficulties soon loomed. The employers were quite
prepared for the workers’ control commissions to examine
their books where transactions of purchases and sales, profits
and losses were presumably correctly entered. But the work-
ers and more especially the Syndicates wanted to go further.
They wanted to control the whole capitalist mechanism which
absurdly held back production when there were people insuffi-
ciently clad, and which created an unemployment which could
not be accepted seeing that there was an unsatisfied demand.
And very soon they came to the conclusion that they would
have to seize control of the factories, and change everything
in society.

Furthermore the employers soon declared their inability to
paywages to the unemployed, which in that critical period was
probably true. One part of the factories appeared to be insol-
vent because of the crisis and could not even pay the workers
who were at work. So much so that the point was reached in
this absurd situation where the employers asked the workers’
associations to advance them the cash to pay the unemployed.

So, the Syndicate of the workers in the textile industry,
whose history we know best of all, nominated a commission
which studied the situation and presented a report in which it
concluded that the textile industry of Alcoy found itself in ”a
situation of systematic paralysis, financial bankruptcy and of
absolute deficiency administratively and technically”.

This determined the decisive step taken: on the proposal
of the Syndicate, control commissions in the textile industry
transformed themselves into management Comites. And on
September 14, 1936 the Syndicate officially took over 41 cloth
factories, 10 thread, 8 knitting and hosiery factories, 4 dyeing,
5 finishing, 24 flock factories as well as 11 rag depots. All these
establishments constituted the whole textile industry in Alcoy.
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all, insurance matters involving accidents, and with maintain-
ing permanent relations with the Friendly Society of the Lev-
ante.12

On the fringe of these five sections or sub-sections, two
groups were organised to deal with the archives, one pro-
visional the other permanent. Not only were the share
certificates of the former owners preserved there as well as
the signed renouncement of their titles at the time of the
expropriation, but also everything connected with every
activity of the textile industry, both under the new system
and under the old, including production figures and the state
of affairs under the capitalist regime.

We think it necessary to deal separately with the way the
book-keeping was organised. It was almost entirely the work
of a Left republican who joined the C.N.T. and approved of
the transformations that took place. This comrade applied a
method which was not entirely original for countries with a de-
veloped organisation, but new so far as Spain was concerned.
Its first advantage was to carry out with a staff of 70 the work
which previously required at least one accountant, and often
two, for each of the existing establishments (factories, work-
shops, goods depots, etc., 103 in all). And he provided me with
the information to demonstrate this.

Under the old system invariably adopted in Alcoy the en-
tries in the Big Book for any one day occupied some 25 pages,
whereas under the new system all the daily operations for the
textile industry were contained in a page and a half of the ac-
counts book; only the summaries were entered. The detailed
figures were entered in the books of the thirteen different sec-
tions (counting house, banks, Bill-cases, etc.).

Each section entered immediately what concerned its spe-
ciality, then filed on the spot the relevant documents. Accounts

12 The Mutua Levantina created by the libertarians which will be dis-
cussed in the chapter on the ”Socialisation of Medicine”.
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the difficulties which arose in carrying out their part of the
work.

Every Monday, in each factory, the designers, technicians,
and worker delegates met, examined the books and the
accounts of the enterprise, the production figures, quality of
work, orders in hand and all that made up the common effort.
These meetings did not take decisions but their results were
communicated to the corresponding syndical sections.

The machines sub-section had as its objective to deal with
the maintenance of the mechanical equipment and the build-
ings in which they were housed. It ordered the repairs asked
for by theworks Comites, but had to consult the technical Com-
mission when the costs exceeded a fixed ceiling.

The control sub-commission for manufacture and statistics
prepared reports on the individual balance sheet of each fac-
tory or workshop, on the return from the raw materials, on ex-
periments in new uses of materials, and the special problems
created by them in the distribution of work and manpower,
the consumption of power involved, and all other connected
matters which could orientate production in general. It also
recorded the transfer of plant from one factory or workshop to
another.

The administrative sub-section was divided into three sec-
tions: counting house, accounts, urban and industrial admin-
istration. The counting house dealt with payments connected
with the local textile industry in general, on the instructions
given by the director of the corresponding sections. But on the
other hand he had to have the agreement of the factories he
dealt with. The second section recorded administratively all
purchases, sales, credit, etc., effected. We will explain later its
methods of working, which will give one a better insight into
the improvements introduced into the book-keeping system in-
troduced in Alcoy by the Revolution.

Finally the sub-section for urban and industrial administra-
tion dealt with the payment of contributions and rents and on
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Nothing remained outside the control and management of
the Syndicate. But one must not imagine hiding behind this
name were simply a few higher, bureaucratic Comites making
decisions in the name of the mass of unionists without consult-
ing them. Here, too, libertarian democracy was practised. As
in all the Syndicates of the C.N.T. there was a dual current: on
the one hand that at the base by the mass of unionists and the
militants who were part of it. On the other, the directing im-
pulse coming from above. From the perimeter to the centre and
from the centre to the perimeter, as Proudhon demanded, or
from the base upwards above all, as Bakunin demanded. There
were five general branches of work and workers. Firstly weav-
ing which employed 2,336 workers; then thread making with
1,158 skilled men and women; knitting and hosiery employed
1,360 and carding another 550.

At the base, the workers in these five specialities chose at
their factory meetings the delegate to represent them in inte-
grating the factory Comites. One then finds these five branches
of work, through the intermediary of the delegations, in the
management Comite of the Syndicate. The general organisa-
tion rests therefore on the one hand on the division of labour
and on the other on the synthetic industrial structure.

Before expropriation took place, the enterprise Comites con-
sisted only of representatives of manual workers; later a dele-
gate from the office staffwas added and another from the stores
and depots for raw materials. The role of these comites now
consisted in directing production according to instructions re-
ceived, and emanating from the assemblies, to transmit to the
Comites and responsible sections of the Syndicate reports on
the progress of work, to make known the needs for new tech-
nical material and of raw materials. They also had to pass on
large invoices and pay the small ones.

But the representatives of these five branches of work con-
stituted only a half of the management Comite. The other half
consisted of the control Commission nominated by the Syndi-
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cate Comite and by the representatives of the manufacturing
sections.

The technical commissionwas also divided into five sections:
administration sales purchases manufacture insurance It was
provided with a general secretary to ensure an indispensable
coordination. We will cast a rapid glance at the operation of
this commission.

Chosen from among those who were considered more suit-
able to fulfil this role, the general secretary supervised, and if
necessary guided the general activity.

A comrade whose ability for this kind of work was recog-
nised was put at the head of the sales section. He supervised
work in his section; this section received orders, arranged de-
liveries of goods to the various warehouses where they were
stored and methodically classified. When a warehouse made a
delivery it would notify the accounts department for it to deal
with securing payment. Furthermore, the sales section commu-
nicated to the manufacturing section the kind and quantity of
articles sold so that they could be replaced in good time. Thus
the state of all the textile reserves in Alcoy could be ascertained
daily.

Warehousing was also the business of this Commission. The
stores specialised in different articles (knitwear, hosiery, blan-
kets, overcoats, sheets, different cloths, etc.).11

When the orders were for cash, the sales chief authorised
them to be executed. He could also in the case of credit cus-
tomers, but if a longer credit was asked for the decision to sup-
ply would \rest with the Commission.

Aswith all the others, the buying section had a comradewith
special competence, a specialised professional who also joined
the Syndicate. His task was to buy wool, cotton, jute, silk,

11 One must not forget that one was still a long way from integral so-
cialisation in the country as a whole. Business practices persisted as well
as a number of aspects of capitalism, which we were unable to get rid of
completely.
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nock, etc., according to the requirements notified to him by
the corresponding sections. When necessary other specialised
technicians would be sent to different parts of Spain and even
abroad, with the agreement of the technical Commission. This
Commission kept an up to date account of the reserves of raw
materials in the warehouse, recorded the transfer from one de-
pot or factory to another. Not a pound of materials could be
moved without it, being duly noted.

The manufacturing section being the most important and
having emore diversified functions, was divided into three sub-
sections: 1) Actual manufacture; 2) Technical organisation of
the factories and machine maintenance; 3) Control of produc-
tion and statistics.

The first of these sub-sections distributed work in accor-
dance with the technical possibilities and specialisations of the
factories. After receiving the orders from the sales section, and
having decided which workshop and factories would have to
carry out the work the criterion being that they possessed the
most suitable plant - and naturally the most skilled labour - it
transmitted the necessary facts to the purchasing Commission
for it to obtain, the raw materials.

The personnel of the whole industry was divided into
specialities; manual workers, designers and technicians. Or-
ders were not distributed and the work involved in carrying
them out not discussed without first consulting the factory
technicians themselves. Decisions were not taken from above,
without seeking information from below. If for instance a
special cloth had to be manufactured containing more cotton
than wool, or vice versa, five of the most able mechanics
among them would be called in to consider if, and where, the
technical means of production existed, and in what way they
could be used. As to the manual workers, they accomplished
their task as scrupulously as possible: they participated in the
responsibilities at the level of their activities; if necessary they
informed the technical sections, through the works Comite, of
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The general administration of Granollers was managed by
eleven departments, taking in all social activities, established at
the municipal Council, and which consisted of twenty-two del-
egates; six from Azaña’s Left Republicans, six from the C.N.T.,
four from the U.G.T., two from the share-croppers union (Cata-
lan rabassaires, whose only desire was to become the owners of
the land they cultivated) and two from the P.O.U.M. (the Marx-
ist party with Trotskyist leanings).

Of the eleven departments, five were entrusted to the C.N.T.,
which shows clearly its importance, more economic than po-
litical. In addition this Organisation, ever enterprising, had es-
tablished independently an Economic Council consisting of a
delegate from each Syndicate, for the Syndicates were the driv-
ing force of all local industries.

This Council met every week with the representative of the
corresponding municipal department. Thus municipal section
and Council coordinated their efforts; but in fact the initiative
mostly came from our comrades and from the general assem-
bly of the local Federation of C.N.T. Syndicates which was the
best informed on matters concerning production and the Or-
ganisation of work.

The economic section of the commune set up a ”technical bu-
reau” consisting of three experts, and which in agreement with
the syndical Economic Council, steered the work of the indus-
trial undertakings. Graphs and charts referring to each indus-
try, were constantly in the hands of the experts, so that if one
enquired about any industry, coloured charts, one colour for
each industry, would be produced showing where each under-
taking was located, thus building up a network of coordinated
activities.

Managed in this way, all the undertakings, factories and
workshops passed into the hands of the workers but at the
same time belonged to the municipality. And the major policy
decisions were not the result of syndical initiative only, for
over and above the latter are interests which, let us face it,
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came in on Sundays to do their share for the common struggle,
without pay.

To conclude this aspect of things, it is worth underlining that
honesty was general. Not that there were no cases of unscrupu-
lous actions but in three years they amounted to six cases of
larceny which would not even deserve to be mentioned but for
the fact that we do not wish to appear to gloss over the nega-
tive aspects. The most serious case was that of a worker who
from time to time took away small quantities of copper which
he would sell when he had made up a kilo’s worth. He was dis-
missed, but as his wife came to tell the undertaking’s comite
that she had a child which would suffer the consequences, she
was given three or four weeks’ wages and her husband was
moved into another workshop.

3. The Means of Transport

During the Spanish Revolution, an attempt was made, partic-
ularly in Catalonia, to coordinate the means of transport by
land and sea which the growing difficulties created by the war,
itself absorbing a growing volume of human energy and me-
chanical and thermal power, undoubtedly prevented from be-
ing brought to a successful issue. But what was done deserves
to be recounted. We shall see it in the description of the organ-
isation of the railway network of Madrid-Saragossa-Alicante
(M.S.A.) which I had the opportunity to study at first hand, and
whichwill assist the reader to understand how the railways as a
whole operated in anti-Francoist Spain when the workers were
responsible for their operation.

There were two large railwaymensº associations in Spain:
the National Syndicate of Railways which was a part of the
U.G.T. and the National Federation of Railway Industries was
part of the C.N.T. In July 1936 the first of these two organi-
sations grouped, on a national level, a majority of members,
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but the difference in the months following was no longer very
large as our Federation watched its numbers steadily growing.
In Catalonia the C.N.T. was in a majority.

Once the militaro-fascist forces had been defeated in the
streets of Barcelona, and obliged to withdraw to the barracks
and allow themselves to be disarmed, our railway workers
did not lose their time dancing in the streets to celebrate the
victory. On July 20 they summoned the top management in
order to dispense with their services. On the 21st those who
took on the responsibility of getting the trains moving, which
was a matter of urgency if contact with the other regions
was to be maintained, and replenishing food stocks in the
city and transporting the improvised militias to the Aragon
front, started organising without waiting for the tracks to be
repaired. And the same day, the first trainload of militiamen
made its first run under revolutionary control.

The discarded technicians were replaced bymilitant workers
who though they obviously lacked the specialised training of
the men they were replacing, would with the support of the
rank and file who had nominated them, manage to do their
work adequately. That was all that mattered.

The network that has been expropriated comprised 123 large
and small stations grouped in nine sectors. The administrative
personnel remained at their posts and continued to work. The
railwaymen likewise. Agreement was complete and expropri-
ation, accepted with a high degree of responsibility. In a few
days services were back to normal.

All this had been achieved on the sole initiative of the Syn-
dicate and militants of the C.N.T. Those of the U.G.T. in which
the administrative personnel predominated had remained pas-
sive, never having found themselves in such a situation. Accus-
tomed to carrying out orders coming from above, they waited.
When neither orders nor counter-orders came, and our com-
rades forged ahead, they simply followed the powerful tide
which carried most of them along with it.
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purposely in order to avoid the kind of confusion caused by the
different methods adopted or followed, especially in Catalonia.
But this syndicalising conception was accompanied by com-
munalism which often took first place. This explains why our
comrades in Granollersmade up theirminds to carry out a com-
munal structural plan, as proposed by our comrade Dr. Isaac
Puente2 a talented propagandist who had elaborated a project
for the town of the future in a series of articles published by the
magazine Estudios, and inwhich he advocated a reorganisation
of society on the basis of federated communes. These articles
had been gathered into a booklet of some 60 pages with the
title Comunismo Libertario, and the clear and attractive text,
completed with diagrams and graphs, had been absorbed by
many libertarians.

In reality, in spite of very positive indications at local level,
these proposals were insufficient if one approached the econ-
omy with the mentality of an economist, bearing in mind exist-
ing organic solidarity at a national level; and furthermore, the
existence of the federations of industry which in fact leaned
in the direction of that Organisation in terms of the whole
of Spain, was also in contradiction with that limited vision of
things.

But because Isaac Puente’s concepts were communalist, they
were better understood and more easily accepted when our
comrades in Granollers suggested to the other anti-fascist sec-
tors to put them into operation. And when the writer went to
study the Organisation and the functioning of the new social
Organisation on the spot, he noted on the one hand that the
exploitation of man by man had disappeared, that there were
no more employers or employees, and on the other that all the
anti-fascists including our movement had come together fra-
ternally in the municipal Council, which had supreme control
over local life as a whole.

2 Shot by the Francoists.
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libertarians from the prisons, there were not more than 2,000
members in the Syndicates of Granollers. With the unleash-
ing of the Civil War and the Revolution, soon the Syndicates
of the C.N.T. had 6,000 workers from the factories, workshops,
building trades, transport, etc. The remainder-technicians who
considered themselves a class apart, Council employees, civil
servants and bureaucrats-totalling 1,000, joined the U.G.T.

Our militants, enlightened workers who were inspired by
the ideal, had always given proof of their organising capaci-
ties. But the war made first demands and most of them left
immediately for the Aragon front. Only some six or seven of
those who played a leading role in the syndicates at local and
regional level were left.

Nevertheless, a libertarian spirit was manifesting itself
among a section of the population, with a very clear concep-
tion of our goals of human emancipation. Thus, two days after
the end of the struggle in Barcelona, that is on July 22, 1936,
the building workers decided-and historically it was one of the
first initiatives of its kind-to socialise their work. They called
an assembly to which they invited the employers, mostly small
contractors, and proposed to them to ”collectivise” syndically
all building trades. And what may appear surprising is that
the employers accepted straight away. Thus was public spirit
inspired by the ideas of social transformation in some regions
of Spain.

Then, the same situation occurred immediately afterwards
in the printing trade. It was followed by shoe retail shops; and
it spread as if by a miracle in all branches of work and human
activities where until then the social classes had opposed each
other.

Granollers socialised but in its own way, and the way it did
so deserves looking at more closely.

The general pattern was that from the beginning the Syn-
dicates were both the initiators and managers of the new cre-
ations. Hence the term ”syndicalisation” which we have used
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Thus five days after the triumph of the Revolution, four
days after the seizure of the railways by the members of
the C.N.T. Syndicate, a U.G.T. delegation came to ask to be
a part of the central revolutionary Comite consisting of six
of our militants. The Comite was therefore reorganised with
eight members. Though fewer in number, and of no worth
from a revolutionary point of view, the reformist section was,
on sufferance and by a desire for brotherhood. given equal
representation so that there were four delegates from each
side.

But that number was clearly insufficient. With the technical
sections organising themselves, it was realised that ten and a
chairman and a director general, a total of twelve delegates, six
from each syndical movement, were needed. In this way they
expected to deal with the various activities; the Operational
division, then the commercial division, electrical services, ac-
counts and treasury, traction services, various supply depots,
sanitary organisation, tracks and works, matters in dispute, fi-
nally control and statistics.

From the beginning, the control of these divisions did not
operate from above downwards, as in a statist and centralised,
system. The revolutionary Comite had not such powers. The
restructuring was carried out from the bottom to the top; in
each section and subsection an organising Comite, entrusted
with the responsibility of work, had been formed. It disap-
peared fairly quickly, for it was necessary to mobilise many
people to assume these functions; there only remained there-
fore in each section and subsection one delegate chosen by the
meeting of workers ,from the stations in the small towns, vil-
lages or in the large towns.

Norms for organisation, initiative and control were estab-
lished. All the workers of each locality would meet twice a
month to examine all that pertained to the work to be done.
Parallel with it, the militant primemovers met once a week.
Then the local general assembly named a Comite which man-
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aged the general activity in each station and its annexes. At
the periodic meetings, the management of this Comite, whose
members worked, after hearing reports and answering ques-
tions proceedings at which se present could take part, would
be subjected to the approval or disapproval of the workers.

The impulse retained its clearly federalist character. One
cannot say that the directionwas determined by the central rev-
olutionary Comite of Barcelona. Quite simply work went on
everywhere, as before July 19. The members of the Barcelona
Comite being content to supervise general activity and to co-
ordinate that of the different routes that made up the network.
They slowly drew together the different parts of the organism
and prepared a better management for the morrow.

It is important that as in the factories and works, even
still imperfectly socialised, without shareholders, without
engineers, without the usual hierarchy, the trains continued
to move, the stations were manned, passengers and goods
were transported, the regions that had been supplied before
went on being supplied.

They even went further for the sake of a revolutionary pride,
by increasing the number of train services which was, as one
will see, a mistake they were to appreciate later.

From July 19 onwards they operated 292 trains a day on the
network. In October of the same year the number was 213, the
drop being partly due to a reduction in freight tonnage and
passengers, as a result of the severing of links with Aragon
and beyond Aragon with that part of Castile occupied by the
fascists, and along which train convoys to and from Madrid
had been operating. In October 1935 there were 28,801 wagons
recorded: in October 1936 as a result of the events which had
upset everything there were only 17.740; but by December the
total had risen to 21,470. The difference would have been much
smaller if Spain had not been cut in two.

In spite of everything such figures make one realise the im-
portance of the train movements of just the one network we
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as profits. Anyway, profits were not possible in the situation
as it was, for the non socialised factories were closed several
days a week and S.I.C.E.P. helped them, thanks to help from the
socialised industries, by sharing out the orders for army boots
received from the government.

S.I.C.E.P. worked hard to find new buyers. Having asked the
factories to produce new shoe models, it received 900 and they
managed through a marketing organisation which extended
from the coasts of the Cantabrian sea, and the North Atlantic
to North Africa, to dispose of quite large quantities. But not
in sufficient quantities to escape the difficulties resulting from
the war. The warehouses owned by the S.I.C.E.P. in Elda, Va-
lencia and Barcelona, as well as the factory warehouses, were
full of unsold goods, valued at some 10 million pesetas.

2. Granollers

Situated a little to the north of Barcelona, Granollers which
had a population of 18,000 in 1936, was at the same time a can-
tonal chief town, an important commercial and industrial cen-
tre, as were many others in this part of Catalonia. Our move-
ment went back to the beginnings of socialism in Spain, that is
to about 1870. As almost everywhere, union activity predomi-
nated, with bitter struggles, determined efforts at organisation,
repressions, empty periods and magnificent revivals. Our ef-
fective strength depended on circumstances.

But for a very long time, the number of workers belonging
to the C.N.T. averaged 3,000. It was less during the dictator-
ship of Primo de Rivera, and also, after a passing reawaken-
ing under the Second Republic, the first government of which
was socialist and republican, the second openly Rightist, and
acted with the kind of brutality which reminded one of the
worst days of the monarchy. So much so, that in July 1936,
in spite of the amnesty that had meant the release of 30,000
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of the S.I.C.E.P. (initials for ”Syndicate of the Footwear Indus-
try in Elda and Petrel”).

This Syndicate was more like a consortium of a new kind.
It was founded in August 1936, only a month after the events
that shook Spain. The shoe industry which was already work-
ing at only 60% of its productive capacity, was threatened with
a complete stoppage. And with it, the whole economic life tot-
tered, as well as the new order which had to be supported at all
costs to prevent Francoism from making inroads. It was then
that, through the initiative of the C.N.T. and with the agree-
ment of the U.G.T., it was decided that all available means had
to be brought together to prevent a collapse which would have
grave repercussions. And thanks to the guarantees offered by
the two Unions, they persuaded the employers to raise loans
from the local banks on their properties and assets, with which
to deal with the situation. The Syndicates undertook to be co-
guarantors. In addition the Ministry for Industry granted a
credit of 7 million pesetas. 575,000 pesetas a week was needed,
of which 300,000 for wages. Only then could production be
resumed, and maintained. But all this required coordination
in the economic and financial efforts as well as in the manage-
ment of work.

The S.I.C.E.P. was therefore set up, and covered eighty es-
tablishments, large and small, dotted all over the region and
to the four localities mentioned and involving 12,500 workers,
men and women.

Constituted by the factories which were at the control stage
(the employers still remained, but served mainly to provide the
funds taken out of their bank accounts), the S.I.C.E.P., the ef-
fective management of which was in the hands of the work-
ers’ delegates, centralised and coordinated the whole of pro-
duction. It purchased and distributed raw materials according
to the needs and Specialisations of the different undertakings,
it made payments and settled debts. It handled income from
sales, giving nothing to the employers that could be described
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have examined. Even so they give only an incomplete pic-
ture. For instance the ten specialised administrative sections
which we have already listed, were subdivided in their turn
into technical sub-sections. For instance the operational ser-
vice included control of train timings, general movements of
trains, distribution of railway materials, goods traffic and ser-
vices at all the stations. General organisation therefore was
much more complex than one might suppose at first sight.

We said that it was a mistake to want to immediately in-
crease the number of services operated. Firstly because there
was a need to economise on coal that came from Asturias, sur-
rounded and besieged by Franco, and from Britain which, be-
cause our ports were blockaded by the enemy’s fleet, would
not risk its ships. Another technical weakness was soon to be
revealed: 25% of the boilers on the locomotives were out of
service at the time of the takeover; and tubular boilers were
built in the Basque country which was also besieged by the
Francoist forces, and where every man was mobilised for the
armed struggle. Rationing of transport was as essential as of
consumer goods. It was only realised rather late in the day.

The problem of remuneration for the workers came up for
wages varied from 2.50 pesetas a day for women employed as
level crossing gate keepers, 5 pesetas a day for unskilled rail-
wayworkers to the princely salaries paid to the chief engineers.
The average wage was 6.50 pesetas and at the time, depending
on the regions, one kilo of mutton cutlets cost from 4 to 6 pese-
tas. A basic wage of 300 pesetas a month was established for all
workers without exception. Those who receivedmore than 500
pesetas - such as the recently engaged engineers - were the ex-
ception and a lack of qualified technicians had made this com-
promise necessary, and my comrades told me in February 1937
that five engineers had joined the management and their de-
mands had to be satisfied by paying them 750 pesetas a month
That is more than twice as much as the general run of railway
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workers.9 Nevertheless much ground had been covered in re-
lation to the injustices that existed under the capitalist regime.

But somewhat unexpected difficulties, though not alto-
gether surprising, arose from the U.G.T. side, where higher
officials, who from Madrid must have moved on to Valencia,
after having accepted syndical socialisation in principle (pre-
sumably in order not to be let out of the railway brotherhood)
changed their minds and replaced the authorised representa-
tives of their Union who were part of the railway Comite of
Barcelona. In their stead they appointed delegates of their
own choice who, being more manageable, would oppose the
socialisation that had been undertaken, or at least slow it
down. And this was done without consulting their members.

Yet our comrades had, at the beginning, sought a middle of
the road solution, which could have beenwidely applied. In the
Centre and South of Spain, facedwith the departure of the exec-
utives, administrators or foreign engineers who managed the
other railway networks, the State, unable to do anything by it-
self, had to call in the syndical organisations. An ”Operational
Committee” was organised; it was composed of three members
each from the C.N.T., the U.G.T.. and three from the govern-
ment whose members left the task of getting things moving
again and of supervision to the syndical delegates. But with
the growing success of the railwaymen’s efforts - that is in the
SouthEast and Centre - the State as is its custom increased its
control and wanted to take over everything. Official bureau-
cracy was asserting itself on the workers’ achievements, and
the Syndicates resisted.

In Catalonia the same offensive had been launched due
to the bias of the U.G.T. in which were to be found more
and more socialists with a bureaucratic-statist mentality,
and Communists who, to camouflage their game, called

9 In U.S.S.R. the ratio was and is in the order of 18 to 1.
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These achievements appear in two different forms. In Elda
there was a group of a dozen factories entirely socialised,
which employed 2,800 workers. Their organisation reminds
one of what one observed in other cases so far as the character-
istics of the work are concerned. Each factory had at its head
a comité consisting of five technical delegates (our comrades
insisted on the adjective, which they thought removed any
authoritarian connotation from the delegation) representing
the five main operations in the manufacture of shoes. To these
five delegates a sixth was added, representing the work and
the workers engaged in the stores.

The twelve socialised factories were, then, managed by these
twelve comités controlled by the ordinary and extraordinary
workers’ assemblies. At the same time these twelve comités
acted in concert with the Syndicate which coordinated the
work, centralising the statistics of production and reserves.
Thus whatever autonomy was possible in the organisation of
activities was allied to solidarity in the collective effort.

Naturally, the factories did not trade on their own account.
All the sales operations were carried out under the auspices of
the Syndicate. It was in the socialised factories of Alcoy that I
encountered a new kind of delegation: themoral delegation. In
each undertaking two workers, one from the U.G.T., the other
from the C.N.T., elected by their comrades, were instructed to
maintain good relations, encourage enthusiasm, and a spirit
of harmony, and stimulate if need be a sense of responsibil-
ity. (And yet the precaution was probably not necessary. As
my comrades pointed out, ”There was no need to impose any
kind of discipline for from the first hour there was the kind
of self-discipline which comes from the conviction that one is
working for the community.”)

Apart from some details, which have their importance, the
form of organisation that we have briefly described was no dif-
ferent from the kind we have observed elsewhere. But what
was most original in the achievements at Elda was the creation
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Up to then public education had been more than neglected,
and many children did not go to school. The municipal sec-
tion concerned tackled this problem without considerations of
cost, appealed to the building workers’ Syndicate and within
five months two new schools were ready, one for 400 and the
other for 70 children. More would have been done if it had not
been necessary to requisition the club where previously those
of ”higher” social circles in Elda used to meet, in order to billet
militiamen in training before going to the front. Then it was
necessary at the same time to organise reception centres for
youngsters from Madrid, who were among the 1,500 refugees
who had been evacuated to relieve the congestion in the be-
sieged city. The libertarian Ateneo and the local federation of
syndicates had to put their premises at the disposal of these
unexpected guests.

All these difficulties did not prevent the section for health
and hygiene from making changes in the organisation of the
hospital, the services of which had been quite inadequate.
Three new doctors were engaged as well as two auxiliaries
and two midwives whose services were free, which was an
innovation. In the early months of 1937 a project was on
foot for the installation of sanatoria and clinics. In a word,
they marched boldly towards the municipal socialisation of
medicine.

But Elda, as we have pointed out, was an industrial centre.
Around this centrewhichwas known for the important shoe in-
dustry that developed there, for its tanneries, and leather indus-
try, gravitated four other localities of less importance, engaged
in the same industry, a number of whose workers were em-
ployed at the factories in Elda. The small town of Petrel alone
had 3,500 shoe workers of both sexes while Monovar, Novelda
and Sax 2,000; 7,500were employed in Elda ofwhom 4,500were
members of the C.N.T. But the important social achievements
could not be realised everywhere equally.
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themselves the Catalan United Socialists (P.S.U.C.). Thus our
comrades, who were, after all, in a majority, and who dis-
trusted State intervention, even under the pretext of innocent
statistical information, did not allow their administration of
the Madrid-Saragossa-Alicante network to be supervised.

It certainly was not the case that they could not present their
accounts, for they opened their books to this writer from the
start. But before attempting to summarise them we should
note the modifications introduced into the operations of the
Catalan network which, as a result of the reduction in traffic
and the traditional imbalance between receipts and operation
costs,10 were showing a deficit. It should be borne in mind that
the M.S.A. network gave financial aid to the Northern network,
which also always showed a deficit. The fact is that operation
costs in Spain were three times as high as in France because
it is an extremely mountainous country, with relatively little
traffic due to the low density population and the low tonnage
of freight carried. To all these causes must be added the cost
of constructing 30 km. of tracks in a very badly serviced area
in the Republican zone of Aragon. ,

Let us now cast a quick glance at the accounts of the M.S.A.
network. On July 19, 1936, the Company had 1,811,986 pese-
tas in cash and 2,322,401 in the bank: a total o£ 4,134,381 pe-
setas. The directors at the central office in Madrid withdrew
1.5 million pesetas from the bank, leaving 2,634,787 pesetas at
the end of July. Furthermore the company owed current cred-
itors one million pesetas. Also the staff had to be paid. The ex-
propriating workers, who also accepted the company’s debts,
found themselves when all was said and done with a deficit of
502,660 pesetas. What is more all transport in the direction of
that part of Aragon which was under our control, that is to-
wards the East-West front, was carried out without payment.

10 For this reason the Spanish government guaranteed payment of a
fixed interest on foreign capital invested in the Spanish railways.
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To all this had to be added the increase in the cost of the small
amount of coal from the Asturias that arrived with difficulty
at the Mediterranean ports and the price of which rose from
45 pesetas a ton in July 1936 to 67 and by February 1937 was
costing 150 pesetas a ton; the difficulties of coastal transport
had become overwhelming, and were getting worse.11

In spite of all these difficulties, and a general falling off
in traffic which resulted in average daily receipts dropping
from 236,363 to 192,437 pesetas in the second half of January
1937; and though aid to the railways of the Northern network
amounted to 26-27% of total receipts;12 and in spite of aid
to branch lines and an increase in wages, fares had still not
been increased in March 1937, that is in nine months since
the Revolution had begun. And there was no question of
increasing them. To deal with the difficulties plans were being
laid for a general reorganisation of the means of transport.

It needed the libertarian revolution in Spain to ventilate the
idea of coordinating production in almost all the industries and
services throughout the country. Naturally the initiative came
from militants of the C.N.T. In the case under discussion they
started by considering a technical reorganisation of the rail-
ways as a whole, and a financial and economic synchronisa-
tion.

Just as for the land cultivation, or the running of workshops
and factories, the dispersal of forces represented an enormous
loss of energy, an irrational use of human labour, machinery

11 In the first two or three months of the war the Republicans were mas-
ters of the seas thanks to the superior power of the cruiser Jaime I which was
in their hands. This allowed them to maintain coastal shipping which was
of importance seeing that most of the principal cities were on the coast. But
when the Francoists reversed the situation with the cruiser Canarias, coastal
shipping suffered and eventually supplies of coal to the Mediterranean re-
gion completely dried up.

12 The coordination of the activities of the two networks through a Li-
aison Comite located in Barcelona was, it should be noted, a permanent ar-
rangement.
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tion to maintain the united anti-Francoist front so long as the
struggle lasted at a national level, resulted in the libertarians of
Elda accepting to enter the municipal Council renewed under
the pressure of circumstances.

The representatives of the different movements and parties,
were appointed. The U.G.T. and the C.N.T. each had five dele-
gates though the latter was numerically stronger. The Left Re-
publicans, whose leader was Manuel Azaña, the cantankerous
President of the Republic, had two, as did the Socialist Party;
the Communist Party only had one and was by far the weakest
of the political parties.

In this sharing out the socialist current was somewhat at
an advantage, for the members of the U.G.T. would normally
act in concert with the Socialist Party. But on the other hand
the situation often tended to make the reformist syndicates of
the U.G.T. follow the revolutionaries (though one can also cite
many cases, and this book is full of such cases, in which these
same reformists were the active opponents of socialism).

It was not the case here. Nevertheless, from the first day,
the initiative for the new social structure came naturally from
our comrades. It was undoubtedly due to the fact that as in
Granollers, Gerona, Hospitalet and Valencia to name a few, the
mayor was a libertarian.

The new councillors began to transform the structure of the
municipal organism from the bottom to the top. Until then it
had been above all a haven for an inert petty bureaucracy with-
out initiative, and unorganised. The mayor had two deputies
and a councillor who had to advise him in his activities, but
that small world slept the sleep of small provincial monarchist
or republican towns. Traditions were therefore turned upside
down, and the council structured more or less in the same way
as in the collectivised villages, by large active groupings. First
a ”defence section was set up, then one for public education,
one for work based on the socio-economic situation of the lo-
cality, one for agriculture, one for health and social assistance.
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and the practice of independence so far as social life was con-
cerned.

1. Elda and the S.I.C.E.P.

Situated in the province of Alicante, Elda is a small townwith a
population of 25,000. It is at the same time the centre of an agri-
cultural area and of industrial production, being well situated
for transport and on a river which is harnessed for hydraulic
power.

As so often was the case in the Levante region, our move-
ment was solidly established there for more than three quar-
ters of a century. Elda was the scene of social conflicts, historic
strikes as dramatic as any in Spain. Combats marked by an ex-
traordinary grandeur were waged, such as the one lasting for
three months by the workers in the shoe-making industry to
demand that a militant blacklisted by the employers should be
re-engaged. One should never forget that moral reasons have
at least as much as material reasons, inspired and supported
the activities of the Syndicates founded and activated by the
Spanish libertarians.

With such antecedents and experience of the struggle it is
obvious that once the fascist menace had been strangled, at
least at local level, and our comrades being, as were the re-
publicans and socialists, convinced that Franco would soon be
defeated,1 they undertook the social transformation for which
they had struggled for so long. Nevertheless the political sit-
uation in Elda was not the same as in Alcoy, not far distant,
and furthermore our comrades had maintained a residue of the
communalist spirit which is to be found, alongside more mod-
ern concepts, in the historic work of the libertarian sociologists.
These reasons and the desire so widespread among the popula-

1 The republican governments engaged in demagogywhich completely
deceived the masses, and greatly contributed to the final defeat.
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and raw materials, a useless duplication of efforts. It was what
Proudhon in the first place and thenMarx, who had thoroughly
read his Proudhon, had pointed out demonstrating the advan-
tages, of the large enterprise which uses collective labour and
benefits therefrom, compared with the small enterprise. Our
comrades had not read Marx and knew nothing of the Proud-
honian theories, but commonsensewas their guide. They there-
fore developed a project for reorganising the Catalan railways.
I possess a copy of that project or to be more precise the plan,
for it had been accepted and was in the course of being applied.

Firstly it brought together in a single federation of railway
operation the Catalan network of M.S.A., the North network
and Catalan system of secondary lines. Each of these networks
constituted a sector and all these sectors were locally and re-
gionally linked by liaison Comites.

”We constitute,” we read in the first line of the plan ”the re-
gional central Comite which regroups all the railways of Cat-
alonia.” Then come the outlines of the revolutionary reorgani-
sation.

There are three main divisions: traffic, technical services ad-
ministration (here they are following the model of the M.S.A.
network).

The section for research and purchases aims to improve the
railway services, by the introduction of new methods and suit-
able materials, which will make it possible to prove ”all the
time a high sense of the constructive capacity of the new or-
ganisation of rail transport”.

It has to purchase rawmaterials, tools, fuel, construction and
manufacturing materials, etc… It provides all the local sections
with these supplies to get the work done and centralises all the
statistics on the general activities of the network.

The traffic division is spread over three sections: operation,
control and statistics, commercial and complaints.

The first section deals with everything affecting the person-
nel in stations and depots, the organisation of trains, timetables
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and loading and unloading operations, freight transport and de-
liveries, the distribution andmovement of wagons, etc. Thanks
to the commercial section it studies the traffic requirements for
passengers and freight, prepares the timetables, organises the
depots, hotels, transfers, and so on.

The control and statistical section supervises the general
movement, undertakes all payments, deals with the distribu-
tion and sale of tickets, settles the accounts for the networks
according to their category on the information provided by
the stations.

The commercial and complaints section settles the different
rates, whilst seeking to simplify them; it avoids the competi-
tiveness of the capitalist system, organises combined services
in which all the means of surface, sea and air transport will be
coordinated.

It still has to study foreign legislation, revise Spanish legis-
lation, modify certain agreements, maintain friendly relations
with companies in other countries, apply all the new official de-
cisions, especially fiscal ones taxes have to be paid to the State
deal above all with changes of a syndical nature, and finally
with complaints tending to continually improve the services.

The technical services consist of three sections: rolling stock
and transport, power, permanent way and construction.

The first deals with the maintenance of rolling stock, de-
pots, locomotives, wagon supplies, workshops. The second
with everything connected with electricity and coal over the
networks, the stations, traction power, telephones, signalling.
The third with construction andmaintenance of the permanent
way, bridges, tunnels, stores, minor stations, etc.

The auxiliary administrative division is also subdivided into
three sections: sanitation, accountancy and treasury, provi-
sioning.

The first ensures hygiene in the means of transport, deals
with sick and injured employees, and first aid posts set up in
the stations.
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CHAPTER XIII: TOWN
COLLECTIVISATIONS

In the variety of forms of social reconstruction the organisa-
tion which we shall call municipalist, which we could also call
communalist, and which has its roots in Spanish traditions that
have remained living, deserves a place to itself. It is charac-
terised by the leading role of the town, the commune, the mu-
nicipality, that is, to the predominance of the local organisa-
tion which embraces the city as a whole. The other institu-
tions, even the most modern and which, because they are the
most modern, are not as deeply rooted: Syndicates, coopera-
tives, even communities, are a part of the whole, except for
some Collectives, especially those in Aragon, but are not the
whole, do not embody the collective soul. It is what one finds
in a small industrial town such as Granollers in Catalonia with
18,000 inhabitants, in an important village such as Binefar in
Aragon or in provincial capitals with bigger populations but
relatively less industrialisation, such as Castellon de la Plana,
or Alicante in the Levante. Even when the Syndicate exists and
plays an important role it does not direct the whole of social
life, contrary to the concepts of the theoreticians of syndical-
ism.

In some cases, as in Fraga, and in Rubi, the direct organi-
sation by the city, embracing the whole, merges with that of
the producing Collective, and one could say that the two struc-
tures interpenetrate. Locally, self-determination of the whole
asserted itself, and the of the town was confirmed, which rein-
forced its personality vis-a-vis the State as well as the freedoms
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Part 4: Towns and
isolated achievements

The second, where all the financial resources of the railways
converge, receives daily the receipts from all the stations; it
constitutes the centre for all the various sources of income, and
closely observes the returns from each service.

The provisioning section has to supply employees, at cost,
price, with food and refreshments.

The divisions must have at their head a representative from’
each network. The sections will have the technicians needed,
who will be answerable to the central Comite of which they
could belong as advisers. The divisional secretaries will take
part in the deliberations of the central Comite, so that no deci-
sions can be taken by the latter without knowing the opinions
of the different branches, lines and networks.

In the general organisation the personnel will not belong
definitively to one section or division in particular butwill have
to agree to transfers in accordance with the demands of their,
work.

All the divisional Comites are constituted by an equal num-
ber of comrades of the C.N.T. and of the U.G.T. In the general
organisation of traffic the demarcation zones will be defined
by a special Comite whose members, representing each ser-
vice. will be at work like their comrades except in unusual cir-
cumstances recognised as such and will meet after their day’s
work to examine the results obtained. Nominated directly by
their comrades in the zones or by the central Comite with the
agreement of the respective zones, they will have to control the
general activities and submit to the divisional Comites their ob-
servations and their initiatives. Each demarcation Comite will
choose someone to be responsible for the administrative func-
tions of the office.

In each office, station, workshop or gang, workers will freely
elect a delegate responsible for the management and coordina-
tion of the services. When it is deemed necessary by the sec-
tions they will form control comites. In localities where there
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will be many sections of different networks or lines, a liaison
comite will be set up.

Each service, or division, will havemobile technicianswhose
taskwill be to continually go on improving the smooth running
of the railways.

Finally, technical schools will be organised to further tech-
nical and administrative knowledge for workers so that they
do not continue to be, as has been the case hitherto, simple
mindless cogs in a machine, the life and functioning of which
escapes them.

The idea of the coordination of all the means of transport
came almost immediately after the seizure of the railways by
the workers. We have evidence of it in a circular dated Septem-
ber 5, 1936 a month and a half after the Revolution started the
gist of which was:

”The profound socio-economic transformation
which has taken place in our country obliges us to
open new and wide horizons for the exploitation
of the railways. We must therefore multiply new
activities and to that end gather, in all the rail
zones, informed assessments which will make it
possible to study the process of production and
that of consumption, so intimately linked to the
railways. The results will be in the public interest.
”We therefore ask all our comrades to reply as soon
as possible to the following questions:

1. What localities are covered by your station?
2. Which is the zone of influence of the rail-

ways in your region?
3. What are the means of transport between

the station and the villages situated on the
perimeter of this zone of influence?
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of medicine was not just an initiative of militant libertarian
doctors Wherever we were able to make a study of villages
and small towns transformed by the Revolution, medicine and
existing hospitals had been municipalised, expanded, placed
under the aegis of the Collective. When there were none, they
were improvised. The socialisation of medicine was becoming
everybody’s concern, for the benefit of all. It constituted one of
the most remarkable achievements of the Spanish Revolution.
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corresponding at the same time with the number of homes
affected, and the density and way of life of the inhabitants.
Thanks to the specialist doctors at their disposal, these dispen-
saries would engage in a systematic tracking down of the dis-
ease in the Collectives, especially among the young (schools,
institutes, universities, workshops, barracks). The doctors thus
detailed would maintain a necessary and obligatory contact,
preparing reports and card indexes which would be carefully
classified and utilised.

The towns would be the seat of the central dispensaries
which would coordinate the activities of those established in
less important localities in order to follow methodically the
results obtained and to modify or improve the methods of
acting on the strength of the lessons learned from experience.
Each district in Barcelona would have to have at least one
dispensary and it was also proposed to establish one in some26
Catalan towns including the provincial capitals.

All these centres would have to be in organic contact with
the epidemiological control set up in the Catalan capital, in or-
der to follow the progress of the struggle being waged through-
out the region.

So far as the immediate tasks were concerned there was a
precise statistic of numbers of tuberculous patients admitted to
the hospitals of Catalonia, the number of beds available and the
number to be installed urgently. It had been possible to collect
and coordinate this information as a result of the work done by
the Syndicates and at the Federation which encompassed the
whole enterprise.

Much research still remained to be done and these initiatives
had to be implemented in the other regions of Spain. We do
not know when this would have been done. But if the new
society had been established, such an organisation would not
have been long in emerging everywhere. For the socialisation

26 We had not yet come to the end of the civil war.
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4. What is the industrial and agricultural
production and to what places are surpluses
sent?

5. What are the means of transport most used?
6. If this transport is not by rail what are the

reasons and what can be done about them?
7. Is there a coordination of services between

rail and road?
8. If there is not, how can it be established and

what hope of a solution?”

This questionnaire was followed by a second one which was
more complete and with a surprising amount of detail. To fa-
cilitate its distribution they succeeded not without difficulty in
arranging for its distribution by the Statistical and Transport
Service of the government of Catalonia.

In this document no fewer than fifty-seven questions were
asked concerning the geo-physical surroundings, the means of
communication, dispatch and reception of goods, the impor-
tance and location of schools, the number, quality, of taxis,
buses, lorries, cars, boats in the case of maritime localities, and
the degree of collectivisation of each branch of transport. Fi-
nally information was requested on the syndical aspect of the
problem.

A great number of replies were received. They were classi-
fied in two card index files, one dealing exclusively with the
municipal life of each locality in which the station was situ-
ated; the other at the periphery of economic influence and on
the means of transport.

In the archives of the administration of the M.S.A. railway
network there were detailed reports from 200 towns and vil-
lages and others were expected to arrive.
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More information was obtained by these methodical means,
such as the exact number of lorry, bus, coastal shipping ser-
vices for the whole of Catalonia. The total number of under-
takings was ascertained as well as the number of owners, pas-
sengers and tonnage of goods transported. Everything was
recorded, classified and marked on special charts which at the
same time served to prepare the new order of things as well as
to demonstrate the absurdity of the capitalist system.

Indeed, alongside a railway line shown in black, 8, 10, 12 red
lines represented that number of companies and road transport
services which were competing with the railways and among
themselves. It was a useless duplication which was to be found
especially on the Mediterranean littoral, in the densely popu-
lated and prosperous province of Barcelona.

By contrast, on the chart showing means of transport for
the province of Lerida, in the interior of Catalonia, there were
great expanses, whole cantons without regular communica-
tions. Huge areas which, because they were impoverished,
were condemned to stagnate in isolation, ignorance and
poverty though an improvement in the means of transport
could, as often happens, favour some aspect of development of
production. And my comrades, who always put social interest,
viewed in its global aspect, above corporative self-interest, or
of narrow syndicalist outlook, decided that some of the lorries
and buses in overabundance in the province of Barcelona
should be sent to the province of Lerida. At the beginning,
at least, the services would be run at a loss, but profitable
services in the Barcelona area would more than compensate
for these losses. What was required was to ensure to all the
inhabitants of Catalonia then, and later for all the people of
Spain, the same chances of well being and happiness. Did not
the Collectives in Aragon, the Levante and Castile act in this
way?

The general reorganisation extended to the merchant fleet.
Not all was done, nor could be done at the time in view of
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generalisation of physical education with stadiums, swimming
pools, gymnasia, etc., a campaign against rodents and harmful
insects all things which had been partially achieved in other
countries but not in Spain, and above all not realisable without
a social plan that was not feasible in an individualist economic
regime, or in which bureaucracy dominates almost everything.

This vision of the whole and of the different complementary
aspects of the problems explains why the treatment of animals
and the methods of feeding them should have been considered
as one of the tasks of public health, forming part of the social
responsibilities of the Federation. Once again we are coming
out of the corporative framework, and if some correlationsmay
shock, they seem to be justified with regard to the general in-
terest.

At that same congress projects and plans were presented for
dealing with certain diseases, especially with contagious dis-
eases, the most important of which was tuberculosis. The Cata-
lan delegation, through the intermediary of its Basque secre-
tary, presented a project which after careful examination was
to serve as a model for other regions. A reading of it allows
us to gauge the intensity and scope of the effort which would
have been realised had fascism not triumphed.

Following an expose illustrated with telling statistics on the
gravity of the disease, the forms and social causes of contagion,
the proposers outlined the different aspects of the struggle for
its prevention: examination of mothers-to-be, general progress
in hygiene, greater use of ”the pick and shovel” to knock down
more insalubrious houses and slum quarters, veritable breed-
ing grounds, and to rebuild on bases dictated by hygienic con-
siderations; transformation of school sites, preferably outside
the town centresThere followed the enumeration of the means
of direct struggle against the evil.

So far as the towns, large and small, were concerned the
basic ingredient accepted was that o£ anti-tubercular dispen-
saries strategically situated, always according to a general plan
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the organisation of classes, schools and workshops for ”profes-
sional training”: ”the sanitary education of the people and the
spread of information for first aid”: the formation of ”special-
ists for the abnormal, for the blind, etc.” Finally it recommends
”the organisation of an Economic Council in the sanitary Syndi-
cates” and of ”Comites for technical and administrative control
of clinics, sanatoria and other related institutions, having statis-
tical sections, taking adequate measures to stimulate collective
organisation. and organising work centres to encourage the
development of different sections and services.”

The tasks o£ the Syndicate were divided into four principal
groups:

a) General medical care.
b) Social hygiene and health, in relation to the gen-
eral organisation of society as a whole.
c) Sanitary inspection.
d) Social assistance.

The different aspects of the tasks of medical care as a whole
were enumerated under twenty-one headings of which we cite:
domiciliary visits by doctor and consultations in surgeries,
surgical clinics, in paediatric, psychiatric, gynaecological and
dermatological-venereal clinics. The clinics would be organ-
ised on local, cantonal, regional levels as would also be the
case for maternity hospitals, sanatoriums, Roentgen Institutes’
convalescent homes, etc. These specialised establishments as a
whole should constitute a network through which everything
would be rationally coordinated.

The resolution adopted on the second point of the Agenda
envisaged also a sanitary organisation at the different ge-
ographical levels; the creation of institutes of hygiene; the
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the Francoist naval supremacy. But a start was made. Once
again maps were produced. On one of them two parallel lines
in red, one of which hugs the coast; it is a coastal shipping
service Barcelona-Tarragona; the other red line followed the
same coastline but on land. It was a railway line. The coastal
service was withdrawn. But what theywere dreaming of doing
in the future was to coordinate rail, road and sea transport:
ever Coordination!

4. The Socialisation of Medicine

By 1937 the National Federation for Public Health, a section of
the C.N.T., had 40,000 members and it goes without saying that
such large numbers could not have been assembled so quickly
had not the way been shown by others over the years.

Some precedents explain, only partly, the creative drive
that was to take place. A number of doctors were among
the best Spanish libertarian militants. There was Dr. Pedro
Vallina, a courageous fighter13 who played such an important
role in the social struggles in Andalusia; Dr. Isaac Puente, by
far his junior, was one of the most outstanding personalities
in the libertarian movement during the years following the
establishment of the second Republic; Dr. Amparo Poch y
Gascon, was the most cultured woman in that movement;
Dr. Roberto Remartinez’s knowledge was encyclopaedic, and
Felix Marti Ibanez, was a brilliant representative of the young
generation of sociologist-doctors, a humanist and specialist in
sexual and psychoanalytical problems. Along with these doc-
tors, best known because of their writings and activities, there
was a large number of others who supported the constructive
concepts of the libertarian ideal of a new civilisation, a more ra-
tional and just organisation of society. At the local level, these
men, often in contact with the workers’ Syndicates, performed

13 Who died recently in exile in Mexico.
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wonders of human solidarity. In the chapters on agrarian
Collectives we have given examples of mutual aid societies
founded or administered by the libertarians in the villages
or small provincial towns. The disinterested collaboration of
one or two or more doctors was secured by them. Sometimes
it would even go much further. Thus, in Valencia, then the
third largest city in Spain, was the headquarters of a Mutua
levantina or Mutual Aid Society of the Levante, founded by
libertarians whom this writer got to know in his youth, and
who brought together many doctors with different specialities,
professional people with experience in the different fields
of public health. More than a simple society for mutual aid,
it was, basically, an association of practitioners of medicine
which extended over the whole region of the Levante and in
which the spirit of mutual aid dominated in its most human
implications.14

When the Civil War broke out, there was no doctors’ Syndi-
cate specially organised in Barcelona, but a ”Syndicate of the
Liberal Professions” with various sections: journalists, writers,
teachers, lawyers, doctors. Howmany of the latter? We do not
know, but their number must have been fairly large to judge
by the speed with which initiatives sprung up when the time
was ripe.

There are two reasons for this. In the first place, the san-
itary problems; questions of social hygiene; infant mortality;
the struggle against tuberculosis, venereal diseases and oth-
ers, were subjects openly discussed in our press, particularly
in the libertarian review Estudios which as we have already
mentioned had a circulation of up to 75,000 copies (in a coun-
try of 24 million inhabitants of whom 40% were illiterate). The
minds of many militants were therefore aware of these prob-
lems.15 Then the disorganisation of the sanitary services, ad-

14 In 1970 that Society continued to exist in spite of Francoism.
15 We should also mention that many lectures had been given over the

years by sympathetic doctors in the Centros Obreros (workers’ centres), the
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”The unitary Syndicates of Public Health have as
their principle mission the putting into practice of
a Sanitary and Social Assistance Plan in their re-
spective regions so; that in the whole organisation
cantonal and local federations constitute the links
of a general chain. On such bases the national plan
will be constituted and put into effect taking into
account the initiatives approved by the local can-
tonal and regional federations, all combining to
form the superior organism.”

One cannot say more in so few words. And we do not be-
lieve that any regime, of free enterprise or of the State, has ever
enunciated such precise aims, nor specified a plan as general,
as concrete, as well as how to achieve it.

The resolution then went on to insist on the social ends
aimed at and on the principles of organisation adopted, as
well as on the problems posed by the general structuring of
the sanitary services and the defence of public health. But in
extending the one and the other:

”It is on the whole a question of establishing services hav-
ing as their objective to protect or restore health, on the one
hand by encouraging economic prosperity and by increasing
well-being, while on the other by eliminating what is preju-
dicial to public health: to this end the unitary Syndicates of
Public Health propose the union of workers, technicians and
intellectuals, an indispensable union for public health and for
the national economy.”

A sociological concept of medicine: it embraces all that is
connected with medicine, all that depends on it and on which
it depends. Solidarity of all aspects of social life is present here.
And the resolution, which leaves out nothing, tackles other fac-
tors which influence the achievement of the aims being pur-
sued: it asks for the ”reorganisation of technical teaching”, ”in
order to raise the intellectual level of workers in Public Health”,
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evacuation of large numbers of old folk, women and children
from the threatened war zones; it was they who organised the
anti-gas brigades and very often, with the help of the munici-
palities, street shelters; and it was they who took part in build-
ing bomb shelters.

And though we lack detailed information on the subject, it
is certainly true that it was also thanks to them that a fair num-
ber of hospitals, dispensaries, clinics, rest homes, sprang up in
the Levante, Castile, in Asturias, etc. The State in these mat-
ters revealed its incapacity and the Health Minister, unsuited
and inept, spent most of his time making demagogic speeches
instead of fulfilling the task entrusted to him. There would be
many anecdotes to retail on the subject.24

It was under the inspiration of this effervescence that the
February 1937 congress was held, exactly seven months after
the unleashing of the Francoist attack.

Let us see what were the main resolutions adopted by this
congress. The first paragraph of the motion which was pre-
sented by the sanitary federations of Catalonia, the Centre and
the Levante on the General and Specific Functions of the Uni-
tary Syndicates of Public Health25 reads:

24 Here is just one which we recount without pleasure, but which
speaks volumes on the moral corruption that the exercise of power brings
with it. Two libertarian nurses had organised at great cost in time and in-
genuity, a cottage hospital in the small Andalusian town of Ronda, in the
province of Malaga. As they lacked financial resources to purchase some
of the equipment they decided to go to Valencia to see the Health Minis-
ter who belonged to the same movement. They called at her residence but
only found the chauffeur, who took them in the minister’s car to her office.
The minister’s only reaction was to inveigh against the chauffeur for having
taken the two women in her car and without her permission. Then our two
Andalusians let fly, and the minister winced. But the two nurses left empty
handed.

25 And signed respectively by Jose Ibuzquiza (the Basque earlier re-
ferred to), Candido Pena and F. Tadeo Campuzano.
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ministered by a religious personnel which, after July 19, dis-
appeared overnight from the hospitals the dispensaries and
other charitable institutions, made it necessary to improvise
newmethods of organisation and to set up new establishments
not only to continue to succour the sick, the blind, the infirm,
but also to operate, to tend and treat the wounded from the
Civil War who were being brought in all the time.

Individual and collective initiativeswere encouraged; stately
homes were requisitioned and the rooms were furnished, and
beds set up all in good order. Then the importance of the sani-
tary question loomed large, so large that the Federation for cor-
responding services soon appeared among the sixteen large or-
ganic divisions in which the whole life of the country had been
divided on the basis of a national plan which was perhaps ex-
cessively organising.

It was thus that in Barcelona the Syndicate for Sanitary Ser-
vices came into being in September 1936.

But before proceeding further we must in the name of ob-
jectivity mention the emergence at the same time of a new
element in this vast improvisation. In that month of Septem-
ber 1936, faced with the public’s demand for a unification of
the anti-Francoist forces, the C.N.T. decided to join the Catalan
government and, shortly afterwards, the national government
led by the socialist Largo Caballero. Among the three Catalan
”councillors” it nominated, one of them, Garcia Birlan, the best
known contributor to the Spanish libertarian press (using the
pseudonym Dionisios) was appointed Minister of Health. He
chose his collaborators from among his ideological comrades,
and it was thus that Dr. Felix Marti Ibanez was nominated di-
rector general of sanitary services and of social assistance in
Catalonia.

equivalent of the Bourses de Travail in France, and though the architecture
was less imposing the spirit was more militant.
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A study in depth would reveal that in many similar situa-
tions the government used libertarians to carry out practical
programmes for their ministries. Thus in Catalonia, the work
of the Ministry of Public Education was performed, so far as
practical achievements were concerned (and some were most
laudable), by pedagogueswhoweremilitants of the C.N.T.Thus
in the Asturias the control of activities connected with the fish-
ing industry, one of the most important economic factors at the
time, was given to a specially constituted governmental organ-
ism which in its turn entrusted militants and the syndicates of
the C.N.T. with the practical task of getting the job done.

One of the reasons which explain this official attitude
towards the official sanitary services was that the C.N.T.
could, thanks to its, contact with the working masses, and
its constructive and organising spirit, be a valuable and even
necessary aid, though the government, or whatever was in
its place, held the advantage of disposing of the financial
resources which those on the revolutionary side lacked.

The result of the situation created in Catalonia was that the
existence of these two forms of activity, at the same time di-
vergent and convergent, were to provoke a fraternal and in-
evitable rivalry. Dr. Marti Ibanez in his book Obra (Work)
published in November 1937 bears witness to this. In it the
author, who was obliged to give up his post as a result of Stal-
inist manoeuvres, describes what he and his collaborators had
achieved. HisMinistry didmore in tenmonths than other Cata-
lan ministries had done in the five years of the Republic. It is
true of course that the revolutionary situation, and the partic-
ipation of C.N.T. militants, made it possible to speed up the
rhythm of achievement.

We are only too anxious to establish a parallel between the
action of the governmental organism and that of the syndical
organism, both in the hands of the libertarians. On this subject
Dr. Marti Ibanez starts by paying a tribute to the creative drive
of members of the C.N.T. to which he belonged. From the first
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about half the Spanish population, that is 12million inhabitants
from which number one had to deduct, if we do not accept the
demagogy of the time, those who had voted for the Rightists23
and who were, more or less, pro-fascists. Now in February
1937 a congress was held in Valencia by the Federation of the
Health Syndicates. These Syndicates, spread throughout the
different towns of ”Republican” Spain, about 40 in all grouped
40,000 members, representing a variety of functions similar to
those we found in the example of Barcelona. This makes it pos-
sible to guess at the number of tasks and initiatives that were
undertaken in that period of creative effervescence.

But even if I could not go from town to town, from hospital
to hospital, and from clinic to clinic, to produce a bulky volume,
information and original documents reached me, the contents
of which prove once again that without the initiative of C.N.T.
syndicates in taking over themedical and sanitary services, not
only would the private and public organisation of the hospital
and sanitary services not have developed: but the existing or-
ganisation would have for the most part been in jeopardy.

For in this connection official initiative was virtually nil. It
was the Syndicates and their members who undertook, often
with the responsible military personnel, to organise field hos-
pitals behind the various fronts. It was they who obliged recal-
citrant cryptofascist or fascist pharmacists, to open their shops,
or who seized the shops when the owners had disappeared. It
was the sanitary Syndicates of the C.N.T. who organised, again
often with the aid of the corresponding military services, the

23 We have not at hand the figures of votes cast for the Right wing par-
ties at the February elections of 1936 in the provinces which constituted
”Republican” Spain in the period 1936-39 but it is clear that there were quite
a large number. Furthermore, anti-Francoists living in the provinces occu-
pied by Franco were reduced to silence. If one recognises that at the end
of the first year Franco dominated a half of the Spanish population, the nu-
merical advantage was already on his side, unlike what was being affirmed
by demagogues who were stupid enough to actually believe what they were
saying.
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factories manufacturing pharmaceutical products,
coordinating and planning their activities.
The general warehouse will be used to control the
centres for bulk supplies; it must also centralise
the whole administration.
Finally, the distributive section will see to the set-
ting up of, local sales points in accordancewith the
needs of the people, and of course by arrangement
with the first-hand distributors.

But new initiatives were being taken all the time. Improve-
ments in the treatment given for injuries suffered at work ac-
cording to f the nature of the injuries; in large factories and
works full-time medical services were organised which would
make it more, possible to reduce the powers of the insurance
companies. Permanent injuries and deaths would be dealt with
by the national Insurance Fund which was in the hands of the
State.22

So farwe have seenwhat had been done in Cataloniawith, as
the driving force, the Barcelona Syndicate which groupedmore
than 7,000 professionals in many fields of medicine and allied
activities. There is no doubt thatmorewas done later which the
writer was not in a position to study on the spot. Nevertheless
a noteworthy fact of great importance allows one to see fur-
ther. The Spain that was struggling against Francoism had then

22 That the libertarians should have thought of such a solution which
implies the recognition of the existence of the State (but the recognition of
a fact does not imply approval of it) may surprise and shock the theoreti-
cians who ignore the practical facts. But firstly neither this Syndicate nor
any Syndicate possessed the funds accumulated by the State services thanks
to special legislation, and which must have involved vast sums. Then as we
have repeated many times, we were in a mixed and most complicated situa-
tion in which tho State, the government and the political parties, remnants
of private capital and individual property persisted, in which even the so-
cialised economy paid taxes, etc. In this situation, many activities escaped
our control.
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day of the struggle, he writes, ”We, the doctors of the C.N.T.,
constituted, thanks to the workers’ sanitary organisation, the
first sanitary control which was also the first effort at organic
cohesion of the sanitary services in Catalonia. When the time
is ripe we will describe those hectic days during which the san-
itary control by the C.N.T. improvised, at high speed, solutions
which the innumerable problems that arose continuously de-
manded.”

This ”hectic” activity of our independent movement contin-
ued, and it explains the powerful take-off by the Syndicate that
was constituted as a result. And that the balance sheet of the
two forms of organisation was all in favour of the direct cre-
ation according to the principles of the C.N.T. For, right at the
beginning, as we have seen, it was from the syndical move-
ment, from the syndicalist militants, even though the specific
sanitary organisation had not yet been constituted, that every-
thing stemmed: in fact Garcia Birlan and Felix Marti Ibanez
simply transferred to the Ministry of Health what was already
living in the thoughts, in the souls of the utopians, impatient
to convert utopia into reality.

Apart from the financial advantages that a Ministry could
enjoy, and the aid that it received from the syndical organi-
sation (thanks to fraternal action shown by the militants who
knew each other) and from the industries providing the neces-
sary technical elements, we note that the new hospitals placed
under a kind of governmental aegis, were only the old estab-
lishments with a change of name, whereas those, much more
numerous, taken over by the Syndicate were, with consider-
ably less means, created all of a piece.

We are not underlining these facts for petty reasons but in
order that the importance of the achievements of our syndical
organisation should be better understood.
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The Syndicate for Sanitary Services, as we have already
said, was constituted in Barcelona in September 1936.16
Five months later it included 1,020 doctors with different
specialities; 3,206 male nurses; 330 midwives; 633 dentists;
71 specialists in diathermy; 10 unspecified specialists; 153
pharmacists; 663 assistant pharmacists; 335 preparers of dress-
ings, an unspecified number of masseurs, and 220 veterinary
surgeons. In all more than 7,000 people organised according
to the libertarian and industrial norms of the Syndicates of
the C.N.T. so as to integrate all the activities contributing to
a global task and to harmonise its different aspects.17 The
significance of these numbers can be appreciated when one
takes into account that the population of Catalonia was then
2.5 millions.

Once again the moral principle of human solidarity and
that of technical coordination aiming at the greatest efficiency
amalgamated. Which is evenmore understandable since it was
a question of at the same time confronting a grave temporary
situation and of fundamentally reorganising, inspired by a
great social ideal. the whole practice of medicine and of Public
Health Services. A very necessary task in Spain where out
of 24 million inhabitants 80,000 children less than a year old
died annually from causes mainly social; where, for instance
in the 5th District of Barcelona which was entirely working
class, infantile mortality was more than double that recorded
for the 4th District which was specifically a bourgeois area.18
Demographic statistics at the time indicated that for the whole

16 Similar organisms certainly arose at the same time in other towns in
Spain: the figures given at the Valencia Congress make it possible to assume
this. But the author was unable to carry his enquiry further.

17 As well as the number of direct supporters one must add the support
given by numbers of doctors, nurses, etc., who did not think it worth joining
the Syndicate.

18 These differences were not limited to Spain, but were more pro-
nounced in Spain than in other countries, and put greater pressure on the
need for change.
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personage who in the old days would go through the wards
in the hospital followed by a retinue of some half a dozen less
qualified colleagues, with one carrying a wash-hand basin, an-
other a hand towel, a third the stethoscope, the fourth opening
the door, the fifth closing it and all of them prostrating them-
selves before an authority who was not always scientific that
personage has disappeared. Today there are only equals who
esteem and respect each other.”

Having seen what was done just for medicine and related
activities, let us observe the projects that were developed in
the Syndicates and in the Commissions specially nominated
by them. One of the steps taken deals with the general organ-
isation of everything to do with pharmaceutical products. At
the end of 1937 a plan had been drawn up which divided the
related activities into four groups: laboratory and research cen-
tre; manufacture; large scale distribution to the consumer.21

The four sectors in the process of organisation were rep-
resented in a study Commission which assumed complete
responsibility for the undertakings designed to satisfy public
needs. Efforts were made to get the U.G.T. to join in these
efforts for many of the pharmacist-shopkeepers joined the
rival organisation which officially opposed socialisation. The
role of each of these sectors had been defined as follows:

The research laboratory must be the axis around
which the general initiatives will develop. It will
coordinate the studies as a whole and dispose of
the technical means the use of which will be cen-
tred on it.
In disposing of the necessary means, the manufac-
turing section will group the laboratories and the

21 One finds here what is perhaps rather more a human tendency and
moral philosophy than a rational organisational principle for the coordina-
tion and continual harmonisation of efforts.
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gain; that group, as was to be expected, was not at all satisfied
with the changes that took place. The other group which had
not yet ”arrived” offered no resistance and even collaborated
with good grace in this general series of changes.

By contrast the young joined with enthusiasm. For many of
them the future was problematical. After having qualified they
had to work virtually unpaid in the hospitals and the sanato-
ria. In the clinics the official doctor, handsomely remunerated,
hardly ever showed up; a younger doctor would stand in for
him, waiting for the ”boss” to die so as to step into his shoes.
Alongside him, a younger doctor still acted as secretary, wait-
ing for a shake-up in the hierarchy to move up in his turn.

Under the new system, all hospital doctors received 500 pe-
setas a month for three hours work a day.20 They had in ad-
dition their private patients who paid along the lines already
indicated. We know only too well that this was not yet eco-
nomic equality but within the limits of what was possible, a
great step had been taken. There were no longer ”senores doc-
tores” receiving huge fees while other doctors lived virtually
in conditions of poverty. In the hospitals, clinics, etc., no one
could receive two salaries. More than half the practitioners col-
laborated voluntarily in activities in their competence, in their
own time.

And they did it with pleasure, in agreement with the Syndi-
cate even when they were not members, and without the need
for the use of authority. The secretary of the doctors’ section,
an enthusiastic and indefatigable Basque, told me that ”what
is so encouraging is the moral revolution that has taken place
in the profession. Everybody is doing his work honestly. The
eminent doctor who is being sent once a week to work without
a fee in a district dispensary never fails to go. The important

20 A means of comparison: in Barcelona at that time (July 1937) a good
worker earned an average of 350 to 400 pesetas a month for an eight hour
day.
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population the death rate reached 18-19 per 1,000, one of
the highest percentages in Europe in spite of the salubrious
climate.

Thus our comrades laid the bases, from the beginning, for a
general restructuring of sanitary services. I was unable to learn
in detail, bearing in mind the all-absorbing activities of the
primemovers. how this groundwork was achieved and what
was its real extent. I can only therefore summarise it imper-
fectly, indicate some of the results obtained, summarise the
plans established for the future at the time when I was able
to undertake this research, and note what palpable facts I was
able to collect.

In Catalonia the region was first of all divided into nine large
sectors: Barcelona, Tarragona, Lerida, Gerona,19 Tortosa, Reus,
Bergueda, Ripoll and the Pyrenean zone to a certain extent
lost in the mountains. Then, around these nine centres 26 sec-
ondary centres were constituted according to the population
density and the demands of public health. In all, 35 centres of
greater or lesser importance, covering the whole of the four
provinces in such a way that no village or hamlet, no isolated
farm or mas, no man, woman or child was without sanitary
protection or medical care.

Parallel and complementary each large sector included
a technical medical centre, a syndical centre the cantonal
Comite of which controlled and to an extent directed the
services.

In their turn, the cantonal Comites on the federal principle,
had ramifications in Barcelona which had greater technical fa-
cilities and specialised establishments, and where patients re-
quiring urgent or special treatment were taken by ambulance
or taxi.

The sections constituted on the basis of specialities were au-
tonomous so far as their method of organisation within the

19 These towns were the capitals of the four Catalan provinces.
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Syndicate was concerned, but their autonomy did not imply an
absolute independence, and even less isolation or indifference
of Barcelona, which the plenary assembly would periodically
reappoint or modify if the case arose met with the delegates of
the first nine zones. Technically and geographically the spirit
of togetherness was always present, and their federalism was
always constructive.

Very soon the population felt the benefits of this vast un-
dertaking. In a year, in Barcelona alone six new hospitals had
been created, including two military hospitals for war casual-
ties. At the same time nine sanatoria had sprung up in different
parts of Catalonia. They were generally established in proper-
ties that had been taken over and which were situated in open
mountainous sites, in the middle of pine forests, the heights of
which dominated the countryside or the sea.

The internal equipment of the hospitals was less easy. New
appointments had to be improvised which would serve the san-
itary demands and needs immediately.

Nevertheless, to summarise: there were in Barcelona at the
time (June 1937) 18 hospitals managed by the Medical Syndi-
cate (of which 6 were created by it), 17 sanatoria, 22 clinics, 6
psychiatric establishments, 3 nurseries, one maternity hospital
as well as 2 annexes to the General Hospital, one for bone tuber-
culosis and another for orthopaedic treatment. ”That,” some of
my comrades told me with pride, ”will make this hospital into
one of the best in the world.”

Out-patients departments were set up in all the principal lo-
calities in Catalonia, to which the smaller localities were at-
tached. They had the services of medical specialists and were
provided with sanitary equipment which made it possible to
prevent the crowding of patients and the injured in a few large
centres.

Just as with otherworkers, doctors were sent where the need
for them was being most felt. In the past the rich areas were
over-doctored but this had changed. When the inhabitants of
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a locality requested the Syndicate for a doctor, it would first
check up on local needs and then select from its list of avail-
able members the practitioner whose qualifications were most
suited to the sanitary conditions of the place. And he would
have to give good reasons for refusing the post. For it was con-
sidered that medicine was at the service of the community, and
not the other way round. Social duty was in the forefront.

The Syndicate lacked money and so financial resources for
the hospitals were supplied in part by the Catalan government
and partly by the municipalities. The funds for the out-patients
departments in the small towns and villages came from contri-
butions by local municipalities and the Syndicates as a whole
who also supported and administered the dental clinics.

Such were the first achievements in the socialisation of
medicine.

Nevertheless at the end of a year it had still not been pos-
sible to eliminate private practices, and perhaps in the inter-
ests of the patients it was probably not altogether desirable.
But already the Syndicate had got rid of the abuses which had
previously been so frequent. It had fixed the fees for consul-
tations and operations and it exercised a strict control by the
method which we have observed in practice by other services
in Castellon de la Plana, in Alicante and Fraga. Patients who
had recourse to the services of a doctor or a surgeon privately,
paid for services rendered through the intermediary of the Syn-
dicate which maintained a close check on fees charged.

In the new clinics, operations were carried out free of charge
and so was treatment in psychiatric hospitals.

What was the attitude of doctors to this upheaval? Different
answers can be given, indeed contradictory ones. But as my
comrades explained to me, there are essentially two groups:
that of the ”old ones” who constituted the privileged class a
part of whom left Catalonia and crossed over to France and for
whommedicine was above all a source of considerable material
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The author was not in Spain at the time and therefore did not
incur either direct or indirect responsibility in that extraordi-
nary volte face, and when he did arrive in Spain the newminis-
ters were already in office. He is no less uneasy in trying to of-
fer an explanation which he feels necessary, for ministerial col-
laboration and participation for the first time in the Municipal
Councils, exerted different influences, both negative-especially
in the former -and positive-especially in the latter-but often de-
cisive so far as the attitude of the libertarian movement was
concerned.

Let us say straight out that what drove the anarchists in the
first place to enter the Spanish government was the war, the
Francoist attack and the fear of seeing the implantation of a
fascism in Spain the catastrophic consequences of which were
easy to foresee.

In fact, in spite of the bragging and the inept outbidding
engaged in by the republican governments, the orators, the
journalists who addressed themselves to the masses-and, alas,
also libertarian agitators-the uncertainty of ultimate victory af-
fected many even before the Francoist forces had in the south
reached the gates of Madrid or had gained ground and taken or
surrounded some towns in the northern region, Furthermore,
the great majority of the population living in the part of Spain
still called republican, was above an dominated by the fear of
a Francoist victory and did not understand that the political
and social forces organised in parties and anti-fascist sectors
did not constitute a united front. Not being the prisoners of
politico-philosophic principles, the people wanted the C.N.T.
and even the considerably less important F.A.I. to enter the
government in order to guarantee a coordination which they
deemed indispensable.

The leaders of the C.N.T. behind whom were to be found
those of the F.A.I. (and it was not always possible to differenti-
ate between them), first of all did what they could in order not
to give in. They were undoubtedly inspired by their traditional
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direct the whole. But one should recognise that the mutual
toleration met with there was quite, exceptional.

The Syndicate was at all times a prime-mover. All kinds of
initiatives tending to improve the operation and structure of
the local economy could be attributed to it. Thus in a very
short time, seven collectivised hairdressing salons were set up
through its efforts, replacing an unknown number of shabby
establishments. All the workshops and mini-factories on shoe
production were replaced by one large factory in which only
the best machines were used, and where necessary sanitary
provisions for the health of the workers were made. Similar
improvements were made in the engineering industry where
numerous small, dark and stifling foundries were replaced by
a few large working units in which air and sun were free to
penetrate. The joiners and cabinet makers’ shops underwent
the same changes. Socialisation went hand in hand with ratio-
nalisation.

This industrial reorganisation did not prevent changes dic-
tated by circumstances in the machinery of distribution. They
were considered necessary from the beginning by the corre-
sponding section of the municipal Council on the grounds of
social justice. If one agreed to build a more just social order, it
was imperative that every inhabitant of Granollers should have
the same possibilities of securing nourishment. The members
of the Economic Office of the Municipality set up five commu-
nal distributive warehouses located in the different quarters
according to their population density, replacing the all too nu-
merous small shops.

They had started with a fundamental measure which was
also taken in other places; from the beginning the agricultural
councillor purchased from the peasants in the neighbouring
areas who were very individualistic and very suspicious, and
did not organise themselves collectively – the produce of their
toil. The rapacious middleman, the tout and the speculative
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buyer disappeared altogether. But they also wanted him to dis-
appear in the relations between producer and consumer. Force
of circumstances offered the opportunity and the justification
for new measures to be taken: the rationing of foodstuffs as a
result of the war, fortunately made it necessary to take steps
in time to prevent serious food shortages.3 A food office was
therefore set up which started by controlling produce received
and sold by the tradespeople. Then a card index file was pre-
pared, in which was entered the number and age of the mem-
bers of each family. The quantity and type of foodstuffs to
which everyone was entitled was stipulated in agreement with
the doctors. And on these bases every family received each
week a booklet in which their entitlement to bread, oil, dried
beans, groceries, etc., was marked. In this way the daily and
weekly consumption of different foodstuffs could be obtained
for the whole town and arrangements made for securing the
necessary supplies in advance.

A similar control was maintained on quantities of foodstuffs
coming into the communal warehouses.

It was also by this means that that part of socialisationwhich
was acceptable to the peasants, came to the countryside, for the
peasants welcomed the elimination of the middlemen. In most
of the 42 cantonal villages traditional commerce disappeared.

The profits from the sale of various commodities provided
the municipal Council with the resources needed for other
communal tasks. Nobody was condemned to isolation or
distress. Tradespeople obliged to close up shop by competi-
tion or municipal action4 found themselves being given more
useful jobs – even if it were only in the distribution centres.

3 It should be borne in mind that Catalonia was mainly industrial, and
even a large part of the Levante produced neither corn nor meat, nor the
dried vegetables which they consumed. It was to weigh heavily on the situ-
ation in due course.

4 One of the means used was to stop supplying them and to reserve
the goods that could be obtained for the communal warehouses.
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CHAPTER XV: POLITICAL
COLLABORATION

Though the aim of this book is as accurate a description as pos-
sible of the socio-economic achievements of the Spanish liber-
tarian revolution during the years 1936-1939, the author con-
siders it essential to present a picture, however brief, of the po-
litical conditions in which these experiments were undertaken
and carried out, so that certain facts may be understood more
clearly. This was done in the chapter on Materials for a Rev-
olution but we need to add, especially for readers acquainted
with libertarian ideas and doctrines, some necessary details.

We have seen that the outbreak of this revolution was
part of the, reply of the extreme Left to the Francoist at-
tack. That extreme Left, which in the circumstances was the
C.N.T. and the F.A.I., had and has always made intransigent
anti-governmentalism and anti-statism a profession of faith.
Now, for the first time in history we saw the most powerful
libertarian organisation in the world, which had always
proclaimed the superiority of its well founded choice of direct
action; which, consequently, would have rejected as a joke
in bad taste the thought of one day entering a ministry, send
four ministers to the government: Juan Peiró (Minister for
Industry), Juan Garcia Oliver (Minister of Justice), Juan Lopez
(Minister of Foreign Commerce) and Federica Montseny,
extremist anarchist and intransigent demagogue if ever there
was one (Minister of Health). Before that three ministers-
modestly referred to as ”Councillors” in Catalan-had entered
the Barcelona government, modestly called Generalitat.
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Part 5: Parties and
government

Nobody remained without work, and unemployment, which
was widespread before July 19, had completely disappeared.
All workers, whether they worked the stipulated numbers of
hours or not, had their material existence assured thanks to
the principle of equality of remuneration.

The comrades of Granollers had given thought to public ed-
ucation. The schools were few and old, insanitary and ill-lit.
On the other hand there were three comfortable, well built
convents whose occupants had evaporated into thin air. They
were converted into three fine schools which accommodated
all the town’s children. Indeed there was enough room for now
pupils.

The classrooms I visited were spacious, light, and sunny.
Modern equipment was introduced and I was touched at the
sight of the small, square and movable tables for the very
young, and the small chairs made to match. The interior
galleries, the shower room, the courtyards, the lavatories,
central heating, all this was installed, or purchased, in a matter
of a few months.

The initial expenditure amounting to 300,000 pesetas and
more had been set aside.

[Postscript. Later on Granollers was razed to the ground by
the Francoist air force.]

3. Hospitalet del Llobregat

Situated to the south of Barcelona, Hospitalet was divided into
three quite distinct districts with a population of 50,000. 13,000
out of the 14,000 registered wage earners were employed in
industry. A thousand more were engaged in intensive horti-
culture, which contributed to feeding the large neighbouring
city

The spinning mills absorbed most of the labour forces.
But engineering had also developed. There were two blast-
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furnaces, foundries, engineering workshops. Cabinet making,
building and chemical industries completed the general
picture of its productive activities.

Hospitalet had developed only recently. The social move-
ment only went back to World War 1. But even before the
revolution the C.N.T. and the F.A.I. were engaged there in so-
cial activity on an intensive scale. By July 18 the C.N.T. had
8,000 members; eight months later membership had risen to
12,000. The U.G.T. in spite of the desperate efforts of the offi-
cial socialists and the communists on its behalf, had only 1,000
members.

The local struggle and the state of alert which followed the
Francoist attack, mobilised the population for five or six days
at the end of which the C.N.T. as in the other Catalan towns,
gave the order for a return to work. To prolong the general
strike would have been to the detriment of the workers them-
selves, who were assuming the responsibility for their own fu-
ture. Thus the responsibility for the economic and social life
passed from the hands of the employers and of the government
into those of the workers.

But while work was being resumed, and workshops, facto-
ries and works once more being set in motion, the popular
forces continued to mount guard at the barricades, keeping a
watch on two roads leading to Barcelona in order to prevent
any enemy concentration, and to wipe out any offensive ad-
vance in the large centres.

It was in themidst of this state of affairs that the constructive
revolution began.

It started with agriculture, which was in the hands of a great
number of small proprietors who employed skilled labour (thus
nothing in common with the latifundia in Aragon, Castile, An-
dalusia or Estremadura). And just as the owners of workshops
and factories abandoned production in face of expropriation
which they were expecting, so the landed proprietors gave up
their cultivations which were being shrivelled up by the sun
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On the basis of guidance coming from the landworkers’ Syn-
dicate some communities specialised in keeping pigs, others
cows. The work was rationalised on the basis of available land
and climatic conditions. Many comrades were sent to the Agri-
cultural School in Arenys-de-Mar nearby, to study the best
agricultural techniques.

The area cultivated by the 16 communities was 700 hectares
and they were proposing to double the area by clearing some
of the level land from the 4,000 hectares of forest lands.
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One typical example was that of the community Sol y Vida
(Sun and Life). The owner had normally employed six work-
ers. There were now forty who were kept busy all the time,
intensive cultivation having replaced arable farming.

But not only was most of the cultivable land not cultivated,
or left as poor pasture, there were also whole areas of forest
with dense undergrowth which were not producing a worth-
while return. The tractor and men’s efforts produced miracles.
In a short time 140 hectares were brought under cultivation.
Wheat, potatoes, fruit trees, vegetables, were sown or planted
on the hillsides, and in the valleys. And work was proceeding
with 150 willing helpers, to transform the wide bed of a former
river-torrent into a sheltered apple, pear and peach orchard.

Meanwhile they had to live in between sowing and harvest-
ing. That was where solidarity came into the picture. The
forestry section which sold its products without difficulty (coal
was no longer arriving from the Asturias and logs for fires and
charcoal were welcome) helped the agrarian Collectives. Com-
rades from the town also made their contribution. Some would
come on Sundays to work on the land, and help on repairs to
the landworkers’ homes, all without payment. Among these
recruits there were some who had voluntarily given up a 90
pesetas a week wage in the factories to come and join in this
creation of a new life, for 60 pesetas.

After visiting almost all the communities I went to inspect
one of the finest accomplishments in this region. As most of
the masons were unemployed their Syndicate made arrange-
ments with the Peasants’ Syndicate, and sent 150 men to clear
and clean land, in the mountainous parts, which served only
to shelter rodents and other creatures who were playing havoc
with the crops. I saw these comrades fell trees, remove tree
roots, chop and saw branches, stack logs and faggots, prepare
the ovens and raw materials for making charcoal. Each team
accomplished a precise part of the task and they left behind
them land ready for cultivation.
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and the lack of irrigation, or which were being invaded by
weeds.

On the other hand a quarter of the landworkers were un-
employed and others worked only a three day week. Unem-
ployed and employed called an assembly to which the small
proprietors were also invited and where all agreed to socialise
immediately work on the land.

And the ”Peasants’ Collective” was born; former employers
and employees joined as equals, and it affiliated to the C.N.T.
whose militants were, once again, the best organisers.

Work techniques changed immediately. Large scale cultiva-
tion based on a general plan replaced the strips worked by the
individual owners, often with poor equipment, or by the day
worker engaged two or three times a week.

But money subsisted in Catalonia, and was an indispensable
instrument for obtaining machinery, tools, working animals,
or for securing themeans of existence in-between harvests. All
resources were requisitioned, including those at the disposal of
the former proprietors, and realising that exceptional efforts
were needed, for a social revolution is not a musical festival,
they rejected, as did the workers of Barcelona, the 15% increase
in wages and the establishment of the six hour day demagogi-
cally decreed by the Catalan government, which demonstrated
by this attempt to win over the workers its political skill and
its ignorance of the most important problems.

After that the workers of the agrarian Collective were or-
ganised in brigadas as in Tarragona and Tortosa, and perfected
their organisation. The brigadas would leave in the morning,
each to its task, according to what were considered to be the
most urgent jobs. The area cultivated was increased by a third.
It consisted of 1,470 hectares divided into 38 zones, 35 of which
were irrigated.

Local industries went through stages almost universally
adopted in that revolution. First came the control of the
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undertakings, large and small, by the Comité nominated by
the workers on the spot. That was for the more prosperous
factories, those where the employees had only part time em-
ployment – and there many – were immediately collectivised,
and their owners put on the same footing as the producers.

Simultaneously the C.N.T. and F.A.I. were creating the Coun-
cils for the intensification of production, which obliged the su-
pervised employers to engage the unemployed. But this mea-
sure could not produce lasting results, for the lack of raw ma-
terials in the textile industry and the lack of outlets for the
manufactured cloth inevitably produced a reduction in output
and sales at the expense of the general economy.

Furthermore, again through the initiative of the C.N.T., popu-
lar Commissions for food supplies were started and organised
by the Municipality, which our comrades had joined. These
Commissions had as their task to provide food for the unem-
ployed; they were kept going later, for the arrival of large num-
bers of refugees from those parts of Aragon overrun by the
Francoist army created a new kind of unemployment.

We have seen that the collectivised enterprises had at their
head in the first instance Comités nominated by the workers
employed in them. Production and sales continued in each one.
But very soon it was clear that this situation gave rise to com-
petition between the factories, or a lack of solidarity, creating
rivalries which were incompatible with the socialist and liber-
tarian outlook. So the C.N.T. launched the watchword: ”All
industries must be ramified in the Syndicates, completely so-
cialised, and the regime of solidarity which we have always
advocated be established once for all.”

The idea won support immediately. The first to start were
the hairdressers, then workers in the entertainments industry,
whatever their trade, and the woodworkers (cabinet makers,
joiners, carpenters), building workers, food workers and ur-
ban transport. In January 1937 the metal workers joined the
movement. The chemical industry soon followed.
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of wealth. Its members were reinforced by industrial workers
sufficiently discerning to see how much could be done.

At the end of six months, sixteen collective farms had been
organised. The terrain was too uneven for large scale cultiva-
tion to be possible; but here again a general trend in the whole
constructive effort in libertarian Spain was manifest. The lands
of neighbouring farms and estates were brought together in
agricultural units. Thus six properties became one community
with a single management Comité in order the better to coor-
dinate, the general activities.

To manage the overall work the Syndicate was divided into
two main sections: one agricultural, the other for forestry. The
first section dealt with everything connected with agriculture
and livestock, the forestry sectionwith arbriculture. The Syndi-
cate prepared records from data supplied by the farmmanaging
Comités of the local area of each and the different cultivations.
In this way the future yields could be estimated.

The Syndicate’s role was limited to this and to the creation of
new communities when it could securemore land. The commu-
nities were organised on the spot; their management Comité
consisted of a delegate for agriculture, one for livestock, one
for working tools and equipment; one for the means of trans-
port. The workers who nominated them, just as the delegates
themselves, worked from sunrise to sunset in accordance with
decisions taken at their meetings.

Some hundred workers were engaged in forestry, based on
the same zone and also managed by a technical Comité con-
sisting of representatives of different sections, There too the
members of the Comité worked alongside their comrades.

The agrarian communities of Tarrasa were not content with
securing asmuch from the seized lands as they could. They had
greater ambitions. More and more land was being cleared of
thistles, brambles and ploughed ready for cultivation. And on
the hillsides and the heights which they also cleared of weeds
they sowed.
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With the exception of the building industry which truly had
been socialised, the other industries were still, after six months.
at the stage of control or management Comités, that is to say, at
the stage of absorbing the employer when he was on the scene
– but the large factories often belonged to anonymous share
holders-and with the management and administration of the
undertaking by the workers employed there.1

I visited the most important of these factories, where I had
worked as a labourer some twenty years previously. It was
managed by a ”technical Comité divided into seven parts; tech-
nical, syndical, work, administrative, commercial, propaganda,
insurance.

1,300 men and women worked there. Nothing indicated any
slowing up of their efforts. In all their tasks these workers
showed the same diligence as under the previous regime. No
employers, or foremen as in the past; but one could read on
the faces the joy that came from the satisfaction of working
for’ and by oneself.

But what was being done on the land around Tarrasa went
much further than what went on in the factories.

The Syndicate of landworkers which directs and supervises
them was founded after July 19. Before that there had in
fact not been any agricultural union organisation except for
a peasant section of the local general Syndicate. But with
the triumph over the Francoists and, consequently, over the
reactionary and conservative Rightists, most landowners
disappeared. Some were Barcelona gentlemen, who had had
second residences built and surrounded by lawns and where
they went to relax for two or three months a year. The others
were unenterprising semi-agriculturists who abandoned their
estates to the brambles and wild rabbits.

Our comrades knew this and set to work at once. The
Peasants’ Syndicate immediately took over this new source

1 In present-day (1973) terms we could speak of self-management.
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In such complex circumstances unexpected problems arose
andmade themselves felt. In Hospitalet as elsewhere economic
upheaval made some industries more prosperous while others
were working at a loss. Some workers and their families were
better paid than others. To right this injustice it was decided
to apply a uniform wage for everybody.

Now this would have been impossible to achieve without
the solidarity of the different industries. And the problem was
to start a common fund which would ensure that all workers,
whether they were in a job or not, would receive the same re-
muneration.

As a first step, financial solidarity was established between
industries with the setting up of a general Economic Council
on which they each had two representatives. Industries mak-
ing a profitwould inform the administrative Commission of the
Council, which closely scrutinised the accounts of the different
enterprises. The resources thus made available were used to as-
sist the loss-making industries which would receive the money
required to purchase raw materials and equipment needed for
production.

When such amounts were large, all the delegates from the
different industries would examine the financial and technical
state of the industry requiring aid and after hearing observa-
tions, opinions, advice, and criticism when there was reason
for it, the funds were provided.

This solidarity was soon to be completed by the introduction
of the family wage. A detailed census was made on this subject,
the results of which were in the hands of the Municipality.

At the time of my visit, they were also examining the ques-
tion of the restructuring of industries. A general inventory had
been drawn up, not only to establish the needs of the popula-
tion and its resources, but also as to which industries should
be retained and which eliminated.

As happened everywhere, our comrades in Hospitalet also
dealt immediately with the problem of public education. Out
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of 8,000 children of school age, only 4,000 attended school reg-
ularly. The others could not due to a shortage of school places,
clothing, footwear and books. The C.N.T. and F.A.I. did not
want to solve such a grave problem with their means only.
They decided to join their efforts to those of other anti-fascist
bodies from whom they expected a favourable response. At
a meeting to which invitations were sent to the militants of
the U.G.T. and the Left Republicans, our comrades presented
their plan for reforming public education, which was accepted.
And nobly united, the three factions set about the renovation
of schooling.

In six months, in spite of the difficult general situation, they
achieved wonders. Buildings were constructed, others trans-
formed or adapted, and 2,500 new pupils were able to sit in new
classes, roomier, brighter, better ventilated than anything that
had been seen before. Themen and women teachers overtaken
by the revolution that was being extended by events even in the
field of pedagogy were replaced by elementary schoolteachers
of both sexes who were more in sympathy with the spirit of
the new times, and who held weekly meetings to discuss their
respective experiences.

The care shown for children did not end there. The mu-
nicipality organised a large créche where parents could leave
their babes while they went about their business. In the fac-
tories where women worked, children’s nurseries were set up;
the first was inaugurated in the workers’ Collective T. Sala.5
They also succeeded in fitting out a maternity home where
working women, who until then had had their children under
deplorable insanitary conditions, received the treatment pre-
scribed by their condition. A gynaecologist inspired the archi-
tect who carried out the necessary alterations.

5 See at the end of this chapter the leaflet that was distributed on the
subject.
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the process of torrefaction or of preparation; finally, the fifth
was the well-equipped cold store.

Never before had one seen in Spain a chocolate and confec-
tionery factory as well organised or as large. The hundreds
of men and women workers who were employed in the un-
dertaking gave proof of a touching support for the enterprise.
When from the beginning there was a question of paying them
a higher wage than the employers had paid in the past they
refused to accept, deciding to wait until the cooperative had
made its first profits. It was also largely due to their initiative
that the production of a local ”turron” (nougat) was undertaken
as well as of a number of articles of a similar kind.

The cooperative – which in fact was more like a community
than a cooperative – was managed by a workers’ council con-
sisting of six workers from the establishment, each equally re-
sponsible for the smooth running of the factory and of the qual-
ity of the product.

4. The Agrarian Groups in Tarrasa

Tarrasa was essentially a manufacturing centre situated 30 km.
from Barcelona. For a long time the principle industry there
was the manufacture of woollen cloth from raw materials pro-
vided principally by the sheep from La Mancha, rich in wind-
mills and poor pastures and thistles. The workers’ movement
here goes back a longway, and the syndical traditionwas taken
to heart by the town’s 30,000 inhabitants. But at the moment
of the Revolution the workers’ organisations of Tarrasa were,
like those of many other towns, far from having acquired the
technical preparation needed to undertake the reorganisation
of society. That and the opposition of the political parties with
whom we co-existed, explains in part why long after the work-
ers had seized the factories and workshops, the Syndicates had
still not taken over their management.
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4) Import immediately supplies from Russia and
Argentina.

Their demands were ignored. The precious cereal was soon
to be in short supply, which came as no surprise to anyone ever
so slightly conversant with the Spanish economy. But so long
as there was wheat and flour they were distributed thanks to
the ”Socialised Flour Mills” of the Valencian region.

3. The Chocolate Cooperative of Torrente

In the province of Valencia, Torrente was renowned for its pro-
duction of confectionery, especially chocolate. The industry
was in the hands of some 45 small working owners who, de-
pending on their means, might each employ one or two work-
ers.

But driven by the desire to modernise production and safe-
guard the health of workers, members of the C.N.T. called a
meeting which took place on September 1, 1936. The employ-
ers were invited as well as the wage earners. And as hap-
pened on many other occasions, employers and workers were
in agreement to go forward.

Thus it was that they unanimously agreed to organise the
”Cooperative of the Chocolate Workers of Torrente”. Work
was started immediately on the construction of a large build-
ing sited near the railway, in order to facilitate the unloading
of raw materials and the dispatch of the finished articles.

The whole consisted of five sections, each 50 metres long by
30 wide. The first, used for manufacture, soon had 45 machines
all at work; some had been provided by their owners while the
others had to, be specially acquired.

The second section of the building was used for lesser opera-
tions which consisted in giving the articles their characteristic
shape. The third was for storing raw materials; the fourth, for
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And every Thursday free cinema shows for children were
given in all the halls, to instruct, and amuse depending on the
programmes intelligently selected.

Supplementary details regarding health: immediately after
their victory the revolutionaries decided that the people of Hos-
pitalet should have clinics, dispensaries, hospitals, doctors, all
the attention to which they were entitled. It was rapidly put
into effect, and as widely as means allowed, that is to say to
a lesser degree than had been desired, for in Hospitalet doc-
tors continued to live on what they received from their parents.
In July 1937, socialisation of medicine had not yet been fully
achieved. Nevertheless, besides the maternity hospital a large
cantonal hospital had been built which conformed to modern
concepts of medicine.

From all that has been said, it is clear that to syndical activity
was added communal activity, and that both often advanced to-
gether, for the communalist spirit was strong among our com-
rades in Hospitalet (José Xena, the mayor, was an anarchist).
They could have taken over the local Council had they wished.
Their honesty, their feeling for anti-fascist solidarity, and be-
cause they did not want to provoke too hostile reactions from
the other anti-fascist sectors, prevented them from doing so.
They invited the U.G.T. and the Republican Left to join them
in setting up the Municipal Council which would consist of
twenty four members. They replied with a refusal. As a result
there were only eight councillors, ours, who dealt with the es-
sential aspects of local life: health and social assistance; public
education, the economy; defence; work and agriculture; public
services; food supplies and public work…

Nevertheless, collaboration continued to a certain extent. At
the time of our enquiry the situation was that each of the three
sectors nominated special Commissions which submitted to
the councillor entrusted with these matters initiatives which
they considered useful; he decided when the issues were not
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of importance; when they were it was the Municipal Council
which decided. The C.N.T. called popular assemblies, either in
the largest hall in the centre of the town, or in the outlying dis-
tricts, where it informed the people, who freely attended, what
had been done and what it was proposed to do. The audience
was free to ask questions and express any objections.

There was no question therefore of party politics, of deci-
sions taken in secret, of sleight of hand by comités sitting
behind closed doors and acting against the will of the peo-
ple. Close contact with the people was maintained for they
remained among the people, and applied as best they could
the libertarian solutions which they had always advocated.

In brief, the libertarians of Hospitalet acted according to a
municipalist concept which corresponded to their preferences
and which imposed itself. They defined the functions of the
commune, and of the Syndicate. From them the functions
of the latter were integrated with those of the former, as the
part is to the whole. And just as the isolated syndicate no
longer existed, each one of them having to consult the others
before launching itself on a new enterprise, so neither did
the Syndicates and their federation impose themselves when
the matters discussed concerned all the inhabitants. Thus,
education, transport, public works, health, social assistance,
planning, concerned everybody. Therefore all the population
was invited to decide.

To conclude, the following is the text of a leaflet which the
T. Sala Collective distributed in the town and which was ad-
dressed to mothers with families.

”Comrade: We offer you the Children’s House so
that your child can receive there, up to the age of
five, the best attention during working days when
in the past and until now, he was turned out onto
the street; and even when you could leave him
with someone he was not receiving the education
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up for shortages of other foodstuffs. From the French frontier
to Gibraltar, Eastern Spain was not a producer of wheat; the
great corn belts, as we have pointed out, were in Castile and
Andalusia, which fell to Franco in the early days. Furthermore
the Levante had the additional burden of an ever-growing num-
ber of refugees.

In such circumstances, where there was no time to lose,
since the daily bread had to be assured, the fairly modern
mills quickly passed into the hands of the workers. But the
supplies of wheat required were soon under the thumb of
the Minister of Agriculture, the communist Uribe, who was
certainly obliged to economise and plan his stocks, but who
on the other hand took good care not to seek to establish
agreement with the ”Socialised Flour Mills” grouping. Kill the
revolution that they cannot control: such has always been the
attitude of the communists from Marx onwards.

That grouping operated just the same. The general organi-
sation was divided into two sections. One, the purchasing sec-
tion whose agents scoured the countryside and even went into
some regions occupied by the Francoists, for supplies of wheat.
The other, the sales section, which undertook the distribution
of the flour to the Valencia bakers. A third, complementary sec-
tion of an administrative nature, was concerned with statistics,
correspondence, archives, accounts.

From the beginning the organising Comité, consisting en-
tirely of comrades of the U.G.-T. and C.N.T., presented the Min-
ister of Agriculture with their conclusions based on the gravity
of the situation:

1) All corn stocks in the national territory to be
requisitioned.
2) Distribution to the provinces on the basis of
their respective needs.
3) Freeze the price at not more than 45 pesetas per
100 kilos.
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The Catalan government increased its orders for the militia-
men. Shortage of money (according to the communist Comor-
era who was then Minister of Industry) was the reason given
for defaulting on payments for goods received. And when the
fascist advance started the said minister owed the Lerida shoe-
makers’ Community some millions. Fortunately the members
managed by shoe repairs, by making shoes to measure, as well
as by growing some of their own food, to maintain themselves
and their families.

2. The Valencia Flour Mills

The upheaval caused in the political domain by the Francoist
attack naturally had repercussions in the economic field too.
A more or less intensive disorganisation took place in those
sectors of vital importance to the population. The authorities
were incapable of taking any action of the slightest usefulness,
and it was left to the workers, mainly those who thanks to the
syndical organisation had an understanding of what needed to
be done, to undertake to replace the largely inefficient private
capitalism.

For instance one saw this in the case of flour supplies for Va-
lencia, where the central government had set itself up with all
its bureaucracy. Some delegates of the U.G.T. and C.N.T. who
worked in the food industry, had to meet to deal with the grave
shortages which very soon appeared, and constituted one of
the factors leading to disorganisation which the fascists would
have sought to exploit. And on October 1, 1936 an organism
with the name ”Socialised Flour Mills” started to operate under
the management of a workers’ council of members of the two
workers’ unions: U.G.T. and C.N.T.

In normal times Valencia received and consumed 1,000 sacks
of flour daily. But the situation had become more complicated
as a result of the CivilWar, andmore breadwas needed tomake
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and attention needed to make eventually a physi-
cally healthy and balanced person.
”The aim of the Children’s House is not only that of
providing him with every attention, and to relieve
you of some of your chores. It goes much further.
The conditions in which you have lived have pre-
vented you from getting the information you need
in order to bring up your child sensibly. For this
reason we have organised, as well as we can, all
the necessary conveniences, and to ensure pleas-
ant surroundings for your child, we have made
sure that he lacks nothing in the way of hygiene,
education, food, and medical supervision. All will
be in the hands of skilled personnel.
”The Children’s House will be organised in two
main sections: one for the youngest from birth up
to 2 years of age; the other for children between 2
and 5 years. At each stage he will receive all that
he needs so far as diet, recreation and development
of his aptitudes are concerned. And it will be a
good thing if mothers take account of the guidance
offered by the personnel so that the work of the
Children’s House is continued within the home.
”For all these reasons, you will understand that it
is in the interests of the child that we are today
offering you the Children’s House.”

One certainly finds stylistic clumsiness in the text, but there
is nothing clumsy about the feelings behind this initiative.
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4. Rubi

This small Catalan town had 10,000 inhabitants in July 1936.
Half the workers were engaged in various employments, the
most important of which was the textile industry. The only
syndical organisation that had established roots was the C.N.T.
which in normal times had from 1,500-2,000 members. But
to the activities involving the class struggle and direct action
which belong to that fighting organisation – which were com-
pleted by a libertarian force organised in the F.A.I. – therewas a
practical spirit and achievements too often overlooked. Since
1893 Rubi boasted a cooperative, organised by our comrades,
with an average membership of 400 which was doubled dur-
ing the Revolution. Furthermore in 1920 members of the C.N.T.
had bought a piece of land onwhich to build a rationalist school
to further the work of Ferrer. For this purpose every member
contributed a minimum of 10 centimes a month and when the
Civil War broke out, not one but two such schools were open
and functioning.

Let us add, in order to appreciate more fully the balanced
outlook of our comrades, that from the end of the last century.
a number of them, for propaganda reasons, belonged to the
republican Centre, thus indicating a spirit of tolerance which
could only augur positive results.

All around Rubi agriculture was of some importance. The
large estates, though not as large as in other regions, domi-
nated it, were generally farmed by the owners who, besides,
leased some of their land in return for a quarter, a third or a
half of the harvest. This ruthlessness was confirmed by a detail
which reminds one, though it was worse, of a similar case men-
tioned in the chapter on Gratis in Aragon: the drinking water
that was consumed in Rubi had its source on the land of one of
the proprietors, and he charged for it . . .

In Rubi the Revolution was the counter-attack to the Fran-
coist attack, for without it our forces, important as they were,
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examples, one agrarian, the remainder of an industrial nature,
which surely serve to further illustrate the multiplicity of
creative initiatives about which one cannot ever say enough.

1. The Boot and Shoemakers of Lerida

A few days after the Francoist uprising, and under the influence
of the hopes that the Civil War had aroused, some shoemakers
in Lerida (capital of the province of the same name) who were
members of the libertarian movement met not only to see in
what way they could participate in the struggle but how to
organise a new way of life. The Republican authorities had
virtually disappeared so nothing prevented them from making
the experiment.

With them at that meeting was a small employer and his son.
Soon other workers attached themselves to the original groups;
other small employers did likewise. And they organised them-
selves on a collectivist basis.

This transformation brought with it a revolution in methods
of work. It was no longer the case to sew the leather with awl
and needle. A few machines were available and these were
put to full use, for the orders were increasing and included a
growing demand from the authorities for laced boots for the
militiamen. More workers joined and in the end there were
about fifty collectivists. Moremachines were bought and- soon
there were 23 at work.

The responsible management Comité consisted of six work-
ers, three from the C.N.T. and three from the F.A.I.; an assembly
of collectivists elected replacements on the Comité.

Production increased and, at the time of the bombing of
Lerida in December 1937, as well as satisfying local needs
the community of shoemakers were producing 1,500 pairs of
shoes a day.
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CHAPTER XIV: ISOLATED
ACHIEVEMENTS

The Revolution did not always manage to socialise all the
workshops, works, and factories of the established industries
in a locality or in a region. The resistance of the political
forces allied to what remained of the bourgeoisie itself, made
it impossible to go beyond certain limits. On the other hand
some undertakings were frequently cut off somewhere in
the province. Or again the workers had not been won over
quickly enough by the organisation of industrial federations
on a national scale. And according to the circumstances, some
establishments which had remained outside were collectivised,
or organised themselves through acting on their own initiative
– or by imitating what was being done elsewhere.

Such was also the case with agrarian Collectives in Catalo-
nia. Achievements of this kind were fairly rare in the Cata-
lan countryside, the peasant there beingmore inclined towards
individual smallholdings, than towards the social community.
The Catalan agrarian Collectives resulted therefore in group-
ings which cannot be compared with the Federation of Aragon,
the Levante and the Centre.

Nevertheless these achievements were numerous and
deserve to be listed and studied in depth. And even though it
is not possible to include their history in the general structure
– local, regional, national – they are of considerable interest.
In many cases each would deserve a monograph to itself. If
just one of them had been realised, today it would arouse the
interest of reformers on an international scale. Here are some
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could not have achieved their objectives. It clearly underlines
the failure of insurrectional attempts before 1936, to which we
have already referred.

But faced with the attack, all enemies of fascism found them-
selves side by side. From the bourgeois Catalanists to the anar-
chists, unity had been established. And as was the case almost
everywhere, our comrades more resolute, more prepared for
’the struggle, were soon masters of the streets. Once the dan-
ger had passed, men were sent (or men went) to the Aragon
front which was being established in the course of the fight-
ing, at the same time as reinforcements were on their way to
Barcelona to consolidate the situation. And to consolidate it
further, collectivisations were started.

To guarantee food supplies, basic foodstuffs were the first
concern. In Rubi there were a dozen bakeries on which bread
supplies depended. The C.N.T. decided to deal with the matter
and concentrated the whole production in its premises where
most of the employers and all the workers agreed to work with
a sense of responsibility that brooked no failures.

Next in importance were the means of transport. On the ini-
tiative of the Syndicate a professional Collective was created.
The small employers joined, bringing with them some 200 lor-
ries, a number of buses, and some 15 motor cars. The admin-
istration of this Collective was established at the headquarters
of the Syndicate.6

Almost simultaneously the building industry was integrated
with the social transformation that was taking place. There
were some 100 masons and about 150 labourers; in Rubi, as
in Granollers and Alicante, these small contractors joined and
brought with them their tools and equipment. A detailed list
was made of these. The member with the highest professional
experience was nominated as the technical councillor, with the

6 It should be noted that in this case the professional Collective was
not independent of the Syndicate. Indeed it emanated from it.
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task of supervising and guiding all the work on the various
sites. And accountancy was put in the hands of the specialist
deemed the most able.

In Barcelona the building industry was paralysed by the de-
parture of the employers, who had no intention of building
blocks of Hats, or carrying out repairs to rented premises when
the lot would be taken away from them if the Revolution tri-
umphed. But in Rubi there was plenty of work, for what was
being done was urgently needed by the inhabitants in general,
and the Municipality had the funds to guarantee payment. For
instance two bridges were being built to span a wide ravine, a
project which had until then remained a wild dream in spite of
the need for it. Work was also proceeding under the aegis of
the Municipality on a group of school buildings which would
provide hundreds of children with places and for which inci-
dentally the Catalan government of the Generalitat was con-
tributing to the cost, though it should not be overlooked that
public educationwas in the hands of the libertarians.7 A length
of the road which crossed the town was widened to make it
easier for the buses; a great number of houses were repaired;
a 1,500 metre channel was constructed to carry water to the
land being worked by the peasants and in this connection aban-
doned and filled-in wells were reinstated and water raised by
electric pumps specially installed to irrigate the cultivations.

All this work was managed by a technical Commission of
five or six members nominated by the assembly of the Collec-
tive. Of this personnel the only ones paid in their capacity as
professionals were the director and two secretaries.

In order to be assisted in these many tasks, the builders Col-
lective asked for and obtained the help of factory workers on
these contracts for two hours every Sunday.

7 We must honestly recognise that the government of the Generalitat
sometimes helped useful enterprises with finance; and while regretting that
all too often it dispensed funds indiscriminately, creating stagnation, which
as we shall see later, could do untold damage.
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ployer. Nevertheless, these are problems which a movement
of change should study.

TheMetallurgical Industry – In the somewhat summary clas-
sifications inspired by the desire for unification, metallurgy in
Alicante encompassed everything from the jewellery trade to
the iron boiler works. But naturally the jewellery trade played
no part in the general organisation of syndical production.

On the other hand the U.G.T. and C.N.T. were in agreement
and worked together. They constituted the I.M.S.A. (the
Socialised Metallurgical Industries of Alicante). This complex
was organised in sections which included a general Council
integrated by a work Commission, a technical Commission, a
purchases and sales Commission, an administrative Commis-
sion, etc. The workers nominated on the spot their delegates
who acted in agreement with the union Council.

The two syndical organisations were in contact with the del-
egates on the Council of I.M.S.A. The workshops like the bake-
houses, were identified by numbers. They were parts of a large
interdependent whole.
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different parts of which harmonised and completed, instead of
opposing, each other.

The preserves were warehoused and put at the disposal of
the Food Syndicate, which sold them to the municipal Coun-
cils of the region and to the provincial commissions for food
supplies; the Quartermaster-General’s department itself was
among the buyers.

Bread making – Between them the U.G.T. and C.N.T. Syn-
dicates socialised the bakeries. The hornos (the bakehouses)
became bakery No. 1, No. 2, No. 3 and so on. Flour supplies
were equitably shared among them, and finances were held in
common. As described in other cases, the personnel of each un-
dertaking elected a responsible delegate who was supervised
by the Syndicate, which in its turn was responsible to them.

Clothing –Most of the factory and workshop owners retired
from the undertakings where they no longer gave the orders,
and of which theywere no longer the owners. The undertaking
delegate selected by assemblies of the enterprise, and responsi-
ble to the Syndicate which coordinated the whole, constituted
the axle of the organisational mechanism.

A customer requiring a suit or an overcoat would select the
workshop of his choice, where he would be provided with a
list of prices according to the quality of materials required. In
exchange for the money paid out he would be given a receipt
from a triplicate receipt book and the whole, procedure was as
already described.12

Cutters and other workers replaced employers in managing
the work. Wages were 10 pesetas a day for men and women.
Some of the best tailors would be paid 12 pesetas. These hang-
overs of inequality can be explained for the same reasons as ad-
vanced for the building workers. But this inequality wag very
small compared with what it had been when there was an em-

12 See chapters on Fraga and Castellon de la Plana.
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The cabinet-makers and joiners also, created their Collec-
tive which established itself in a huge workshop equipped with
modern tools and providing hygienic working conditions pre-
viously unknown. Never had they produced so much furniture
in Rubi, I was to be reminded by one of the prime-movers in
recollecting this worthwhile initiative.

The agricultural Collective was constituted with the farms
seized from the large proprietors. That represented three-
quarters of the cultivable area. 250 agricultural workers
joined this extensive productive undertaking. There were six
organised zones; each concerned with a speciality: market
gardening, forestry, viticulture, pasture, cereals, fruit. The
managing Commission was nominated by the general As-
sembly, and it in its turn nominated the delegate for each
section.

As we have seen, and it was generally the case where Col-
lectiveswere concerned, the corporative spirit had disappeared.
Workers moved from one section to another when necessary.
And they admittedmeasureswhichwent against their own pro-
duction speciality. Among the initiatives taken under pressure
from immediate necessities, was the grubbing of vines in order
to plant wheat. And though the land was not the most suitable
for the purpose, in Rubi they would have almost succeeded in
growing sufficient wheat to satisfy the needs of all the inhab-
itants if the economic difficulties which extended throughout
the region had not had severe repercussions on this small town.

There remained a few ”individualists” outside these revo-
lutionary transformations; but the majority advanced with
the new order. So much so that a number of young men and
women had left their families in order to join. Bachelor quar-
ters had to be organised for them. One of the prime-movers
assured me that ”nothing immoral ever took place” between
these youngsters, who anyway were housed in segregated
quarters.
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The cooperative did not rest on its laurels. Apart from dou-
bling its membership, the part it played in the distribution of
goods consequently expanded and nine new depots or sales
points were set up. This did not prevent the continuation of pri-
vate trading, obviously under some control. The retailers were
supported by the food supplies section of the Catalan govern-
ment.

Rubi offers a very characteristic example of development so
far as the general organisational structure of society is con-
cerned. When the events of July 1936 took place the majority
of the municipal Council consisted of Left Catalanists whose
leader, Luis Companys was president of the Catalan govern-
ment; on August 6, that is three weeks after the Revolution
started, faced with the predominance of our forces and the so-
cial upheavals which took place through their efforts, this ma-
jority resigned. Its situation was made even more difficult be-
cause the farmers – the rabassaires – supported the upheaval,
as did also the P.O.U.M.

But because our comrades did not wish to misuse the
victory; because the urgency of the war demanded that they
remain united to prevent Spain from being handed over to
Franco; because the Left Republicans supported the social
reforms,8 the new Municipal Council that was then set up
consisted of six members of the C.N.T. and six representatives
of the Catalanist avant-garde. But the new law of February
1937 having ordained that all the political parties should be
represented (this was one of the first counter-revolutionary
manoeuvres) the definitive Council consisted of seven mem-
bers of the C.N.T., seven Left Catalans, two U.G.T.-ers (the
local section of which was then set up by the efforts of the
Communists who sounded the alarm for the small reactionary

8 Not only was the pretext for expulsion false but Bakunin had not
been warned of what was being hatched. He was absent and number of the
delegates who voted in the manner desired by Marx were in possession of
false mandates.
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congratulated the workers on the site, just as it expressed dis-
approval when a loss was made.

One may well ask why the profits were not shared among
the workers whose efforts produced them. Simply because any
profits were kept for acts of solidarity. Thus, the disappearance
of the estate owners or the postponement of building contracts,
created a certain amount of temporary unemployment, but for
all that there were no real unemployed. Thanks to the funds
held by the Syndicate it was possible to allow groups of ma-
sons, painters, etc., to take a rest in turn. Unemployment was
thereby converted into holidays or leisure days.

The Canning Industry – This industry was concerned above
all with fruits and vegetables, which were produced in large
quantities in this region of the Levante. But following the con-
cept or principle of organisation being interdependent with
related industries it included also the workers dealing with
the manufacture, preparation, packing – and not only wooden
packing boxes for dispatch but also tin cans. The structure and
operation of the general organisation was as follows:

The undertakings generally employed a large number of
hands, and the assemblies where women were in a majority,
named at their places of work a delegate, man or woman,
responsible for 20 workers. In their turn the responsible
delegates met to nominate a person to be responsible for the
whole enterprise. There was also a delegate from the Syndicate
for each section, to supervise workers’ working conditions in
the offices, workshops, warehouses, depots, etc. Naturally the
delegates were themselves workers in the undertakings.

Fruit and vegetables were supplied by the agrarian collec-
tives. The fraternal coordination between workers on the land
and in industry and between their respective organisms was
therefore being extended and completed. If one adds to it the
collaboration existing between the Syndicates and the Munic-
ipalities one can see the constitution of a social organism the
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still existed as did parasitic or privileged strata – though the im-
portance of the latter had considerably diminished and was go-
ing on decreasing – finance capital, with very reduced powers,
middlemen in distribution continued to exploit the population
but were tending to be reduced to straitened circumstances by
growing cooperatives; but also operating along parallel lines
were trades, industries, services and production activities, of-
ten among the most important, which were in the hands of the
workers, previously wage earners subjected- to the employing
class, who had now become masters of their own destiny.

The building Syndicate consisted of 500 masons, 85 painters
in addition to the roofers, the locksmiths, architects, etc.
The units of work were duly organised and repair work on
buildings and repainting brickwork on houses was started
and chargeable to the proprietors. Contact was made with
the municipality for public works, and construction work
which depended on its goodwill and financial resources. Such
work included repairs to schools and hospitals. New buildings
sprang up, and as air raids were expected, shelters for the civil
population constructed.

The administrative mechanism demonstrates once again the
tendency already noted in many places to get everybody to
take on general responsibilities11 or to participate in the man-
agement of the life of the community.

But as well as having a technical representative in charge
of the work on each site, there was also a union delegate cho-
sen, by theworkers. Between them they prepared estimates for
projects. There was close and constant collaboration, every ef-
fort was made to encourage enthusiasm, moral support, and to
appeal to the individual conscience. And when a contract was
completed and the balance sheet showed a profit the Syndicate

11 To assist this general enterprise and the collaboration between the
Syndicates and the Municipality, the latter waived all taxes on the Building
Syndicate for three months.
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proprietors in order to scotch collectivisation), and two
members of the Acció Catalana party. So many different ten-
dencies coexisting against their wills in the Council chamber,
could only give rise to friction and confrontations, for clearly
those who were opposed to the establishment of libertarian
socialism considered that the C.N.T. was going much too far.
For their part our comrades were opposed to the Council’s
traditional way of operating which was essentially political,
and in which the sterile party games, frequently conducted
over the telephone by the Committees established in the large
cities, would end by reviving the old order of things. But,
strengthened by the support of the Syndicates, the various
Collectives and even the Cooperative, they did not give in.

So the parties decided not to collaborate any longer in the
practical tasks of a municipal nature, or within the jurisdiction
of the Council. Our comrades had therefore to take over the
most important duties: food supplies, public works, industry
and agriculture. They were so successful that the organisers
with whom I discussed these achievements fifteen years later
had tears in their eyes in recalling that lost paradise.

5. Castellon de la Plana

Castellon de la Plana, chief town of the province bearing
its name, had a population of 50,000 when the revolution
exploded. Our movement there was not important. There is
a twofold explanation for this weakness: on the one hand
industry was not very advanced, and this had not given
much scope for a powerful syndical force; on the other, if
in the surrounding countryside one frequently came across
proprietors with a libertarian outlook, the great majority did
not go beyond republicanism.

Now, in Castellon and its environs, republicanism was pop-
ular, and as the Republic was only five years old its supporters
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had not had time to be swallowed up in the morass created
by the new regime. Which explains why on July 19, 1936, the
fascist were defeated at local level, and why the population ac-
cepted without too much difficulty the local task of transforma-
tion undertaken by our comrades. It is worthwhile adding that
a majority of republicans whowere unionmen chose the C.N.T.
for they feared the danger of statism and state control which
they foresaw in a traditional socialist future, and in the party
claiming to lead it. This was, in fact, not unusual in Spain.9

The U.G.T. had more members than its rival the C.N.T., but
they were workers whose socialist aspirations had remained
intact. These circumstances resulted in the following situation:
that at our meetings more than a half of the audience though
not libertarians, applauded our speakers.

Circumstances made the task of our comrades easier
without, for all that, sweeping away the obstacles. The
professional politicians were helpless in this new situation
in which for them everything had been turned upside down.
Furthermore many employers and landowners were fascists
or crypto-fascists; others were not but all the same belonged
to the Right parties and hoped for a victory of the insurgent
generals. Our comrades knew beforehand what they wanted
in a situation such as the one that presented itself. They started
therefore by organising control Comit9s in the undertakings.
These Comités had already been accepted three years earlier
when Largo Caballero was Labour Minister and in order
to calm the revolutionary passions of the workers and to
limit their demands, had legalised the creation of these new
organisations.

Therewas now therefore no reason for legally opposing their
extension, and the political parties were obliged to allow them
to be created and developed.

9 See Libertarians and Republicans in Part V of this volume.
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the employers in the building industry were better tradesmen
than the wage earners. And as they did not wish to run the risk
of failure with serious, immediate consequences, it was from
among the employers that the site managers were selected.

On the other hand, in practice it transpired that these ex-
small contractors who accepted the new situation without too
much difficulty, had a greater sense of duty than that of the av-
erage worker, accustomed to being given orders and not to tak-
ing responsibilities. And that they paid more attention to the
quality of the work than their new comrades. In this case, as in
others, it was not possible to put into operation at one stroke
the absolute equality of wages, for in the middle of a revolution
it was unwise to provoke conflicts which would only hamper
production. For all these reasons the Syndicates felt obliged to
establish a difference in remuneration. Workers without tech-
nical responsibilities received 10 pesetas a day and those with
received 14.

This was in all probability facilitated by the relative impor-
tance of the numbers of members of the U.G.T. who, had sup-
ported the syndicalisation and were upsetting our comrades.
But once again what was essential was the smooth running,
and quality, of the work; one could not risk having new con-
structions or repaired buildings needing attention after only a
few months. That would have been a justification for a return
to the capitalist system.

It should be pointed out, anyway, that wages were fixed by
the general assembly of the Syndicate, consequently with at
least the approval of the majority of workers who bowed to
these facts of life.

The building Syndicate therefore exercised control over the
sites as a whole, of the former undertakings transformed into
sections or cells, in a regime the framework of which had re-
mained republican. A situation reminiscent of the situation
in Castellon de la Plana. An important part of social life still
conformed to the established juridical principles; social classes
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came the Food Syndicate, the chemical industry, and finally
the land and maritime transport Syndicate.

Nevertheless it should be noted that the U.G.T. also had a
Building Syndicate, a Fishing Industry Syndicate (a branch of
the Food Syndicate) and another in the chemical industry. This
did not in fact constitute an insurmountable obstacle for forg-
ing ahead. Alicante is one of the examples where socialist rank
and fileworkers, thoughmembers of the U.G.T., refused to obey
the anti-revolutionary directives of their leaders.

The facts we are reproducing were not obtained on the spot.
They are based on the testimony of militants who took part
in this constructive task and who explained it to the author
in discussions he had with them after Franco’s triumph. We
reproduce what seems to us to be most important, and in a
certain sense, original, aspects for they corresponded to a par-
ticular social and local situation as well as, it must be said, to
the outlook of the people concerned.

Socialisation of Building – The building industry was in the
hands of small contractors. At an assembly specially called,
the Syndicate of the C.N.T. building workers decided to take
possession of building plant and equipment and to socialise its
use. This was done. In each case, an inventory was drawn
up of all the tools and raw materials controlled by each of the
dispossessed employers, for the purpose of compensation. An
unusual procedure and contrary to the basic principle of the
libertarian movement, but it should not be forgotten that the
contractors were small employers, and as was very often the
case, they often worked harder than their employees. We will
soon be seeing the consequences of this.

For, in the first place, in the system which made the Syndi-
cate into the coordinator and director of work as a whole, it
was necessary to select on each site someone to be responsible
to his comrades and to the syndical coordinating committee.
This person, inevitably, had to be capable of running the site;
that is, someone having technical experience. Now, in general,
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And new positions were rapidly captured; the employers
were not concerned to maintain production at its normal level,
even less to construct armoured cars and to manufacture com-
bat weapons. So the workers, guided by the C.N.T., took their
places and started managing the work.

Thus it was that on October 20, 1936 the metal workers’ Syn-
dicate decided to take over some workshops. To that end they
nominated a Comité for expropriation, technical administra-
tion and economy which took on the spot the following mea-
sures:

1) Proceed to a detailed inventory of all the work-
shops and local garages.
2) Prepare statistics of wage earners and employ-
ers of those garages and workshops.

Then it organised five sections to be in charge of work; en-
gineering, foundry, metal work, tinplating, garages. Soon the
building workers and woodworkers organised themselves sim-
ilarly and almost all, if not all, industrial production was so-
cialised under the aegis of libertarian Syndicates.

We will take the organisation of the metal workers and the
garages that had joined them, as themodel for all the industries.
One reason for such a choice is that it was the most important
branch of production.

To start with the syndical Comité, which included in the first
place a technical Commission concerned with general man-
agement of work in all establishments; this Commission was
elected by the general assembly, and replaced the specialised
employers and the technicians who had defected.

It was also entrusted with allocating labour in the work-
shops and garages according to possibilities of production
equipment, organisation and importance. Indeed one pro-
ceeded as more or less elsewhere to a regrouping which
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eliminated the installations that were too small to be eco-
nomic, and constituted or enlarged other production units,
making them more modern and better equipped for the work
to be done and for the workers.

In every workshop or garage the workers’ assembly nom-
inated a non-bureaucratic management committee. All the
commissions were in contact with the syndical technical
Commission, and those in charge met every evening with it to
direct general activities.

The administrative Commission specially concerned itself
with the handling of money, which continued to exist for, let
us repeat it unceasingly, we were in a mixed society, the politi-
cal pattern of which was predominantly republican and where
the petty bourgeoisie, even without always being really hos-
tile, constituted an important local element. It was this Com-
mission which paid workers in accordance with the categories
established by the syndical assemblies: technicians, commer-
cial agents, skilled workers, semi-skilled workers, apprentices.
It was furthermore divided into five sections ’ corresponding
to the work categories. The most important sections had one
employee nominated by the syndical council.

The workshops and garages carried out the work (repairs,
replacement of parts, etc.) required by the customers living in
Castellon and its environs, or even by passing customers. If
for example the owner or driver of a car wanted repairs to be
done to it, he would go to a garage and ask for an estimate.
The responsible delegate would tell him how much it cost and
the customer would pay not the workers doing the work but to
the Syndicate and given a receipt for payment which he would
then take to the garage or workshop where the work was to be
carried out.

Thus all accounting was centralised, and all garages, engi-
neering workshops and foundries had a common treasury. But
each operation was scrupulously recorded, so as to be in a po-
sition to follow in detail the economic life, of each work unit.
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where only some industries were socialised because they were
the only ones with sufficiently strong revolutionary cadres,
whereas the others had none at their disposal. The twelve
million members of consumers cooperatives in Britain do not
prevent the existence of private commerce. For the partisans
of the creation of a new society, many steps could be taken
without the shedding of blood.

6. Socialisation in Alicante

With Elda, Jativa and Castellon, Alicante, capital of the
province in which these towns are located, had a social
movement with a libertarian outlook of long standing which
kept going come hell or high water throughout the social
history of that region. And in the events which opened the
road to the social revolution, the traditional solidarity existing
between those towns, their syndicates and their federated
libertarian groupings made possible the achievement of what
each isolated town would undoubtedly have been unable even
to undertake.

For the armed forces of the C.N.T., the anti-fascist combat
groups set up by our comrades or with their participation, pre-
vented, here too, the reactionary elements from taking, indeed
of even attempting to take, by assault the republican institu-
tions. Peace was not therefore seriously upset, and the Civil
Guard allowed itself to be disarmed.

To realise their ideal our comrades had behind them our
Syndicates: firstly the metallurgists’, numerically the most
important one, grouping all metal workers. Then the building
Syndicate, with an industrial structure and including masons,
quarrymen, plasterers, joiners, carpenters, painters, roofers,
etc. Then the clothing Syndicate with tailors, dressmakers,
hosiery and lingerie specialists; then, in order of importance
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of cooperatives, and smallholders: who believed that we in-
tended to, leave them without the means of subsistence and
deprive them of their harvest when the time came, joined en
masse the reformist organisation U.G.T. in which the commu-
nists were spreading their influence. Right-wingers also infil-
trated it in order to make it into a fortress, or at least a defen-
sive bastion for their privileges, whilst waiting to recover what
they had lost.

In spite of everything our comrades succeeded in obtaining
basic reforms. Most of the doctors who were unwilling to be
under the control of the State bureaucracy, but to work in-
spired by their professional duty and the social problemswhich
they were able to see for themselves, joined our movement and
supported the social solutions it propounded.

In the communal field our comrades succeeded in introduc-
ing the socialisation of housing. Rents for lodgings were no
longer paid to the landlord – so much the worse for the Consti-
tution and Roman Law! – but to the Municipality which had
abolished almost all local taxes; and workers’ families could en-
joy a sanitary and comfortable home, for the building repairs
and necessary building were undertaken as soon as the need
for them was realised. It should be pointed out that just as the
dispossessed landlord not able to work would receive a normal
wage, the small proprietor was allowed to occupy the house
which he had built by his own efforts. This socialisation of
housing was not uncommon.

The example of Castellon de la Plana appears to us to
have had special characteristics. It proves the possibility
of achieving very bold reforms in a society which has not
entirely emerged from its original political framework. It
demonstrates that the struggle against the exploitation of
man by man [sic anarchosyndicalism.org] can, if conducted
intelligently, with practical ability, tact, and nobility of spirit,
loses much of its harshness and gain in effectiveness. In any
case it opens up new horizons, as it did in those localities
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Which did not prevent sections enjoying surpluses from giving
support to those working at a loss when the case arose.10

Every month the technical and administrative council pre-
sented the general assembly of the Syndicate with a report
which was -examined and discussed if necessary, and finally
approved or turned down by a majority. Modifications were
introduced when this majority thought it of use. Thus all the
activities were known and controlled by all the workers. We
find here a practical example of libertarian democracy.

Such were the norms adopted in all trades, and all locally
socialised industries. But let us go deeper in our analysis.

As one can well imagine, former employers were not admit-
ted into the Syndicate; nevertheless they were accepted as pro-
ducers in the workshops. Those who for physical or mental
reasons could not work andwere without means of subsistence
received a wage similar to that of the workers.

From the professional point of view workers wishing to ad-
vance to a higher category could do so, but were required to
undergo an examination in theory and practice before the cen-
tral council of the Syndicate and the workshop delegates.

Finally, when the case arose, the Syndicate applied – on the
acceptance by the general assembly – disciplinary measures.
This is the only case that we have met and noted but cannot
affirm that there were not others. In the first months of the
Revolution, and believing that the disappearance of the em-
ployer justified unusual negligence, some workers displayed
excessive laxity (this also occurred among building workers in
Alicante). In consequence, at the assembly held on December
30 a resolution was adopted – we do not know whether by a
majority or unanimously – the text of which was printed on
posters which were displayed in all the workshops.

TO COMRADES AND WORKSHOP DELEGATES
10 For instance, the garage workshops established along the road from

Barcelona to Valencia had more work than those dotted about the town.
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Comrades,
1) The workshop delegates are nominated in ac-
cordance with the rule made by you and by the
Comité.
2) In accordance with Article 5 of the regulations,
these delegates are responsible for technical and
administrative questions in the workshops.
3) In agreement with, the general assembly of De-
cember 30, 1936, a vote of confidence was given
to these Delegates, in cases of indiscipline or fail-
ure to carry out their duties by the comrades com-
prising the workshop personnel, disciplinary mea-
sures considered necessary should be taken to en-
sure the smooth running and satisfactory progress
of the work in the Syndicate’s workshops.
4) These delegates will not be able to apply severe
sanctions, such as the dismissal of a comrade from
a workshop, without the agreement of the Comité
and of the management Commission of the Syndi-
cate.
5) Any comrade having cause to complain of the
delegate either for union matters or in connection
with the work should, in order not to create con-
fusion, abstain from direct and personal criticism;
but will refer to the comrades of the administrative
Council who will take the necessary decisions.
6) All current matters concerning the work or
union matters which will arise among comrades
in the workshops will have to be dealt with
through the respective delegates.
All of which we communicate to delegates and
comrades for their information.
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Castellon, January 1, 1937.

Once again we observe that the seriousness with which ev-
erything is dealt with to ensure the success of the workers’
achievements, implies a discipline freely accepted, and consid-
ered as a guarantee for success. And undoubtedly, all said and
done, it is better that there should be excessive demands so far
as responsibility is concerned than an irresponsibility which
would lead to a melting away and failure.

But the activity of our comrades was not limited to the or-
ganising of industries. They were integrated in the municipal
Council, where, incidentally, they were in a minority. They
were not good talkers or brilliant orators, but intelligent, their
practical or human sense was not deformed by a politician’s
mentality, and they knew how to defend with conviction the
constructive initiatives which flowed from their ideas and from
the new situation. Among the proposed reforms was the fam-
ily wage and the socialisation of medicine by the municipal-
ity, The other councillors, republicans and socialists (support-
ers of Largo, Caballero) who advocated many reforms when
they were in opposition, turned them down, invoking the re-
publican constitution, existing laws and economic difficulties.

But unfortunately for the politicians, the Council sittings
were public, and the workers as well as their womenfolk at-
tended these meetings with interest. The result was that many
U.G.T. members, disappointed by the antisocialist behaviour of
their socialist leaders, went over to the C.N.T. and throughout
the province the membership of the C.N.T. rose at an unex-
pected rate. It was the internal development of a society in
a period of revolutionary transformation.

The membership of the U.G.T. did not correspondingly fall,
for the small artisan-employers, opposed to socialisation, care-
takers, generally the defenders of the established order, office
employees with the souls of bureaucrats, tradesmen, enemies
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attitude of opposition to all governmentalism and therefore to
all governmental parties. But in fact in the face of the grow-
ing danger, the greatest unification possible was needed. They
thought up a revolutionary solution: the government would be
replaced by a Defence Council composed of five members from
the C.N.T., five from the U.G.T. and four from the republican
parties. In this way they sought to make clear the supremacy
of the workers’ Syndical organisations over the political par-
ties, and so kill two birds with one stone.

Based on the numerical strength of the respective organisms
this representation could appear to be justified. But the truth
is also that the political parties had behind them a current of
opinion consisting of the electorate. The C.N.T. and U.G.T. still
had, in a Spain which was half occupied by the Francoist forces,
about 1,200,000 members each-perhaps the U.G.T. had slightly
fewer but its members were, by an overwhelming majority, un-
der socialist influence; their structure was socialist just as that
of the C.N.T. was libertarian. The majority of members would
not therefore have accepted this take-in which would have de-
ceived no one.

No more anyway than the statesmen, politicians and profes-
sional leaders in the different parties whose influence was a
very real one for the majority of the population, and it needed
a minimum of commonsense to realise this.

And yet, the idea of the constitution of a unified bloc was
gaining ground with many people, even among the libertari-
ans. One of them, Horacio Prieto, the then secretary of the
C.N.T., undertook to convince his comrades of the necessity of
crossing the Rubicon by entering a coalition government. To
that end he had been in touch with Largo Caballero who had
become President of the Council, an old political campaigner
of the wirepulling kind,1 who having played the Leftist role

1 LargoCaballero had been a counsellor to the dictator Primo de Rivera;
he resigned when the latter was in his decline as was the monarchy. Labour
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within the socialist party during the period preceding the Fran-
coist uprising, thought that the C.N.T. ministers-to-be would
support him against his political opponents of the moment, es-
pecially the Communists whose influence was growing rapidly.
There was agreement in principle between the two men. All
that remained was to convince those most qualified to take the
perilous leap.

Juan Lopez and Juan Peiró who were more syndicalist and
revolutionary than anarchist, accepted. Then the F.A.I. lead-
ers, Federica Montseny and Garcia Oliver, the bolstering of
their egos overcoming the intransigence of principles. It is true
that they already had the precedent of the Catalan government,
where, there too, pure anarchists very easily abandoned their
theoretical virginity.

Nevertheless, whoever examines the facts completely objec-
tively, with a sincere desire at understanding, must admit that
the situation was not an easy one. Ile only way of escaping
from the dilemma (ministerial collaboration or the weakening
of the resistance to the fascist attack) would have been the or-
ganisation, to a certain extent autonomous, of the struggle loy-
ally carried out by us alongside the official armies thanks to a
combative force seeking its inspiration in the methods of the
guerilleros. But let us admit it: the imagination for such a pol-
icy was lacking. Back in 1931 the author in his book Problemas
Economicos de la Revolución Española, had devoted a chapter
to the question of the armed struggle in which, without play-
ing at being the strategist or tactician, he drew attention to the
form of combat employed by the ”caudillo” such as El Empeci-
nado and - other heroes of the war against Napoleon where
Masséna and other ”enfants chéries de la victoire” had been
defeated by the ill-armed peasants. It warned against the er-

Minister in the Republic and professional leader of the U.G.T., he was a sys-
tematic opponent of the C.N.T. though later he got closer to them when it
suited his political ends.
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the degree of consciousness which creates the sense of duty,
imposing the acquisition of the required disciplines. It is above
all this awareness of their responsibilities that predominated
among the Spanish anarchists, influenced their struggles, their
individual behaviour, their propaganda among, and- organisa-
tion of, the workers in the countryside and in the towns, and
their invincible persistence in the struggle waged for a better
world and a happier mankind. Without these qualities all the
intelligence and techniques in the world would not have been
of much use.

Our constructive revolutionary achievement was destroyed
by the Francoist victory and by the sabotage and betrayal of
Stalin and his agents. But it remains in history as an example
and a proof that it is possible to avoid the dictatorial stages
when the capacity to organise the new society quickly is
present; and dispense with the so-called dictatorship of the
proletariat or more exactly the revolutionary party usurping
the representation or delegation of the proletariat which those
drunk with power – their power to which the people must bow
– persist in wanting to impose on us under pain of massacring
us as counter-revolutionaries. Just as in their time Marx and
Blanqui, and more recently Lenin and his henchmen and all
dictatorial maniacs, they have riot the faintest idea of how to
reorganise social life after capitalism. But just as Lenin did,
they would very quickly organise a police force, a censorship,
and in due course concentration camps.

A new way has been indicated, an achievement which
emerges as a beacon light of which all revolutionaries who
seek mankind’s emancipation and not its subjection to a new
slavery will have to follow. If they do, yesterday’s defeat will
be largely compensated for by tomorrow’s victories.
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ror of bowing to modem military methods, instead of having
recourse to the tactics of revolutionary war, invented long be-
fore Mao Tse-Tung defined it in his own way.

Those who improvised as leaders and military commanders
had no ideas at all on the subject. Neither Durruti about whom
one hears so much nor Garcia Oliver who had placed himself
at the head of the Catalan militias and had drawn up war plans
which immobilised Durruti at the gates of Sarragossa, then
hastily abandoned his post to become, of all people, Minister of
Justice. The initiative failed: the enemy was given the time to
reinforce his armament, the time to choose his terrain and the
most favourable moment to launch his offensives. The tactical
genius thatMakhno had given proof of in the Ukraine, when he
obliged General Denikin to halt his advance on Moscow, was
completely lacking.

And our eminent personages, or who very quickly con-
sidered themselves such, were no more equal to the task at
the political level than they were at the military level. Their
role within the government was simply pitiful. After they
had been ousted from it, they complained that the Stalinists,
socialists and republicans had blocked all their initiatives, and
they were right. Unfortunately they lent themselves to this
game in which they were always the dupes and the losers.

When one draws up the balance sheet of this collaboration,
the conclusion one comes to is that from every point of view
this excursion in the corridors of power was negative. One can
admit in extraordinary circumstances – and they were – that
if, over and above his loyalty to his principles a man is faced
with the dilemma of personally contaminating himself to serve
a cause which is greater than him, he has the right, and even
the duty, to prefer contamination. History, and as it happens,
that of revolutions, offers such cases. But there was deviation
and ridicule, in playing the adversary’s game, and in saving
nothing at all.
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The only constructive, valid, important achievement during
the Civil War was in fact that of the Revolution, on the fringe
of power. The industrial collectivisations, the socialisation
of agriculture, the syndicalisations of social services, an
that, which made it possible to hold out for nearly three
years and without which Franco would have triumphed in a
matter of weeks, was the achievement of those who created,
organised without concerning themselves with ministries
and ministers. From the point of view of the conduct of the
war and resistance to Franco, our ministers were unable to
secure anything that was useful. We have even seen them
echoing the slanders made by Caballero against the defenders
of Malaga, accused of having handed over the town to Franco,
whereas the way they had been systematically deserted by
the government could not but lead to the town falling into
the enemy’s hands.2 The Aragon front which opened the way
either for the Francoists to Catalonia or for the antifascist
troops towards the heart of Old Castile, was systematically
sabotaged, deprived of weapons, aircraft and anti-aircraft
guns. During the first year of the war it would have been
possible to break through that front which the fascists were
holding with a few thousand mobile troops provided with fast
means of transport which could quickly move in wherever an
offensive was launched by our forces. It was not done, due to
a lack of shells and ammunition, and this made it impossible
to relieve the Madrid front, and resulted in the massacre of
tens of thousands of combatants to no purpose. Instead they
preferred to systematically send arms to the Central front,
which was the least vulnerable, on the fascist side, but where
the Stalinists were in control. The Russian generals conducted

2 Largo Caballero, after he had become head of government, told a del-
egation who had come to ask for arms to defend Malaga: ”For Malaga not
a cartridge, not a rifle!” The fact was that in the Defence Comités in that
town, as the author was able to see for himself, the Caballeroites were in a
minority.
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it possible to, syndicalise production more quickly and more
completely, and above all, the organisation of distribution.

It is true that no social – nor even political – revolution has
ever been prepared beforehand in every detail so far as the
positive achievements are concerned and we can in the cir-
cumstances feel proud of the bases that were established be-
fore 1936. Nevertheless we have the right and even the duty
to judge ourselves with severity, and to recognise our weak-
nesses, our errors or failings. We would have been more suc-
cessful if our movement had done more towards that economic
and technical preparation., That the others did much less or
nothing at all and still do not in this age when so many in-
tellectuals, lacking intelligence and with utter irresponsibility,
publicly lay claim to a revolution about which they haven’t the
slightest constructive thought, does nothing to help. Proud-
hon, Bakunin and Kropotkin, the greatest theoreticians of lib-
ertarian socialism, always recommended, especially Proudhon
and Bakunin, that this preparation of revolutionary construc-
tion should be as advanced as possible. This was in violent
contrast to the inexplicable Marxist incomprehension, as evi-
denced not only in the writings of Marx13, but also of Kautsky
and even Rosa Luxemburg, which always, in the name of so-
called ”scientific” socialism, combated all anticipation concern-
ing the post-revolutionary society. One can now see where it
has led those countries euphemistically called ”popular democ-
racies”.

Without organic preparation no social and truly socialist rev-
olution is possible. The chances of success depend on the ex-
tent of the pre-existing constructive capacity. But this does
not mean that the preparation should be only intellectual and
technical. It must be, above all, moral, for the degree of spe-
cialised intellectuality and technicality achieved depends on

13 Marx wittily poked fun at ”the recipes for the casseroles of the future
society” and his international disciples naturally fell into step.
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Lenin wanted top men who would manage production un-
der instruction from the Party and the resolutions of the Party
congresses. Politics first, even in the name of the materialist
or economic interpretation of history. In that policy were in-
cluded instructions for the conduct of work and of the work-
ers. Socialism was above all a question of authority. And it
remained so. For us it was a question of the organisation of
work by the workers, manual and intellectual, and it remained
so.

While praising and proclaiming the constructive achieve-
ments of the Spanish libertarian revolution, this writer
recognises that it was not without its failures nor was it
perfect. We have stated the objective reasons: the war which
largely dominated events as a whole; the inevitable survival
of the political parties and social classes attached to a society
with traditional classes, and the many-sided hostility of
Spanish and international Stalinism directed by Moscow.

But there were also subjective reasons. In the first place if
the constructive apparatus was, so far as its technical prepara-
tion was concerned, superior by far to what it had been in all
previous revolutions, it was also, in our view, insufficiently de-
veloped. The reason, and still from a subjective point of view,
was twofold: on the one hand the struggles waged for sixty-
six years (which we have sketched in the chapter ”The Men
and the Struggles”) because they were so time consuming ab-
sorbing forces and energies, prevented the organisation from
moving further forward. For this would have required much
more thought, which our rank and file militants, whowere also
struggling against poverty and hunger, and often lacked a suf-
ficient intellectual preparation, could not undertake. On the
other hand, demagogic elements in our movement who exer-
cised a negative, anti-syndicalist and anti-organisational influ-
ence which had to be combated, contributed, as we have al-
ready pointed out to slowing down the constitution of the fed-
erations of industry, the existence of which would have made
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the operations on the Andalusian and Estremadura fronts in
such a way that it was impossible to win. And often our forces,
made to launch an offensive, found themselves faced by much
larger forces and were obliged to retreat at bayonet point to
avoid annihilation, leaving behind large numbers of casualties.
It was as if the Stalinist and fascist generals were agreed about
the massacre of our men. It is true that Stalin was capable of
such things and worse; many accounts of the war justify such
an hypothesis.

Another aspect of the sabotagewhich contributed to the rout
was the refusal by the Valencia government to give financial
aid to the Barcelona Generalitai to purchase arms or the raw
materials with which to make them.

Against all this our ministers did nothing, either because
they could not orwould not. Their protests fell on deaf ears, but
they did not denounce that sabotage ”because we were collab-
orating in the government and should not air our differences
in public”. Men like the Stalinist Jesus Hernandez, who on or-
ders from Moscow engineered Caballero’s overthrow, have re-
counted how the policy of the government was conducted on
orders from the representatives of the Comintern, and one can
say that the best allies Franco, had were these master manoeu-
verers: who were quite unconcerned with the disagreements
and protests of the ”anarchist” ministers.

We therefore repeat that in face of these great national and
international political problems, in face of the~e difficulties for
which theywere not cut out, even for themajor economic prob-
lems at national level the militants who played leading roles
were not equal to the situation. In a situation of unilateral
domination and by the use of dictatorship which silences the
malcontents and discontentment, and the use of force to which
the Bolsheviks had recourse, it is possible tomakemistakes and
remain in power. It was not a question of that.

But I also wish to put on record that one of the lessons to,
retain from that collaborationist indiscretion was the harm re-
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sulting from the poison of power. In general, the rank and file
of the C.N.T. remained sound, remarkably sound, as were the
libertarian militants we met in the Collectives or at the head
of syndicalisations. Eager to construct, with an enthusiastic
effort of will, determined to realise that ideal, they let the min-
isters, the governors, the police chiefs, ministry officials, state
officials and babbling nonentities gesticulate. But the great ma-
jority of libertarians who had strayed from their own milieu
were intoxicated by governmentalism with a rapidity that was
heartbreaking. Some would have started a new political party
but for the opposition of the rank and file.
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cesses of July 19, but even that was not general Fac-
tories, workshops, transport, public services were
rapidly set in motion, except for the building in-
dustry in Barcelona, the financial mechanism of
which is always unusual.10

There is no doubt that had Franco been defeated the econ-
omy would have passed more or less entirely into the hands of
the workers, and that our Syndicates would have developed it
rapidly with technicians of all kinds, engineers and architects
already in their organisation or who had recently joined in suf-
ficiently large numbers. Thanks also to the organising con-
tribution of tens of thousands of libertarian militants,11 who
not only had a working knowledge of the problems of labour,
production, the various operations of the different trades in a
workshop, factory, railway network, but also how the different
wheels of the economy in general were geared up and operated.

On the other hand this preparation was completely lacking
so far as the majority of the 240,000 members of the Bolshe-
vik Party12 were concerned and with whom Lenin thought (in
September 1917, in a pamphlet reserved for his intimates) he
could seize power and maintain it. In general, his professional
revolutionaries were not labour professionals. This equally ap-
plied to the overwhelming majority of bureaucrats who be-
longed to the left wing social democrats, who had become com-
munists, and who were completely ignorant of the workings
of a factory or of a workshop, of production and its multidirec-
tional relations, coordination between industrial sectors, geo-
graphically scattered or concentrated.

10 The Catalan government paid the wages as the Syndicate had no
money. It resulted in stagnation in the building industry.

11 We should recall that at the beginning of 1936 we had 30,006 com-
rades in prison.

12 Figures given by Lenin, which cannot be checked.
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fected this workers’ management which gave the kind of re-
sults we have seen (bearing in mind the difficulties due to a
growing shortage of raw materials and power, opposition by
the political parties, food shortages at a certain stage due to
the occupation of food growing areas by Franco’s armies), in
Russia Lenin, who rectified and changed his opinions at each
congress, decided that themanagement of production had to be
taken over by the bourgeoisie in order to remedy the paralysis
he criticised yet which he continually strengthened. Stalin’s
monstrous dictatorship, which was the blossoming of that set
up by Lenin, was needed to incorporate into this system, at the
price of millions of lives, an economy which would have built
itself without dictatorship if state worship had not annihilated
everything.

If we seek to establish the difference between the Russo-
Bolshevik revolution and the Spanish Revolution, we can sum-
marize it, so far as production and economic life as a whole are
concerned, as follows:

In Russia after the seizure of power by the Bolshe-
viks who imposed their dictatorship and set about
governing through the State, everything contin-
ued to crumble for years both in agriculture and
industry as well as in the public services, to the
point of dragging from Lenin’s lips the admission
we have quoted and obliging him to drop social-
ism completely and have recourse to the N.E.P. as
a result of which the economy was on the road to
recovery until the years 1926-27. Stalin continued
along those lines after eliminating those to whom
Lenin had had recourse.
In Spain except in those cases where rawmaterials
were soon in short supply, agrarian and industrial
production did not suffer interruptions, apart from
the few days following the euphoria of the suc-
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CHAPTER XVI:
LIBERTARIANS AND
REPUBLICANS

Historically, the contact between libertarians and republicans
first appears in the form of a common struggle against the
monarchy, but there are also other explanations. From the sec-
ond half of the 19th Century some Republican factions felt an
active sympathy for ”the workers”. And certain affinities of
thought were soon to emerge. We have already said that it was
Pi y Margall the great leader, thinker and theoretician of fed-
eralist republicanism who was the first to translate the works
of Proudhon. And it was as a result of these translations that
anarchist thought was born in Spain. From another quarter
the centralist republican Joaquin Costa wrote one, among his
many books, with the title El Colectivismo Agraria en España,
gathering together systematically all the examples of mutual
aid that existed throughout the country. This book could well
have borne Kropotkin’s name, and would be a suitable sequel
toMutual Aid. Among Spanish anarchists he is still held inwell
deserved esteem; and he also helps one to understand why the
libertarian revolution was possible in the countryside.

Furthermore, at the time of the dissolution of the First Inter-
national, in 1872, the great republican jurist Nicolas Salmeron,
an eminent personality universally admired, eloquently
defended in the Parliament this workers’ revolutionary
organisation’s right to exist.
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But above all, it is in the local contacts, in many provincial
towns and numerous villages that the esteem and support of
the republicans for the libertarians was manifested. Especially
with the federalist republicans. In the periods of repression
when the C.N.T. Syndicates were made illegal as well as the
C.N.T. itself, their premises were always open to us and wemet
there freely, welcomed with a friendship which was unfailing.

Besides, a quarter of the members of the C.N.T. were repub-
licans. The reason was that having to choose between that
organisation which was essentially libertarian, and the U.G.T.
which was state socialist they preferred ours, whose principles
were the greater guarantee of human freedom, whereas Marx-
ism, which the U.G.T. leaders favoured, seemed to them a threat
for the future (”the danger of a newMiddle Ages for humanity”
some of them told me).

One will therefore not be surprised that not only some
lawyers, mostly republican federalists, such as Francisco
Layret, assassinated by the employers’ gunmen in 1921, and
Eduardo Barriobero, a jurist and talented writer, shot by the
Francoists, and many others whose names now escape me,
were always at our disposal.

At the time of our Revolution in 1936 the Second Republic
had been in existence for only five years. In such a short
time only the politicians-among them Alejandro Lerroux, for
a long time a rightist and conservative-had had time to be
corrupted. Many rank and file forces had remained sound and
for these men republicanism embodied the social question.
Thus when the agrarian Collectives emerged, many of them
accepted administrative posts especially in accountancy.
Belonging mainly to the middle classes they had received a
technical training and education which made them efficient
collaborators. Libertarian ideas had thus penetrated many
republican minds. At the beginning of 1937 this writer was
one of the speakers at a large meeting organised by the C.N.T.
in Castellon de la. Plana. Half the audience, of some 5,000,
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erating. But in 1922, the year when Lenin uttered the words
we have quoted, steel production had dropped to 255,000 tons.

Once again the explanation for this vertical drop is in the
first place due to statism pushed to its limits; by the Bolshevik
government, which eliminated the able employers (there were
some, there are some everywhere) and the technicianswho had
to be replaced by bringing in others from Germany and the
United States at the time of the world economic crisis.

Another cause of this extraordinary setback was the resis-
tance shown by the personnel in the factories who, from 1918,
that is nine months after the Bolsheviks had seized power,
began to protest against the introduction of police methods by
the party in power, which most of the workers opposed,9 and
against the stifling of workers’ freedom in the factories. The
apologists would say that these workers were worked on by
the Mensheviks and counter-revolutionaries. Well, read what
Kirov, one of the outstanding members of the Communist
Party, wrote at the beginning of 1919:

”All thework of organising the economic life of the
country has been done, so far, with the direct par-
ticipation of the Unions and the representatives
of the working masses. The Unions and factory
workers delegate conferences in certain industrial
branches have been the principal and only labora-
tories in which the economic organisational ser-
vices of Russia were formed, and are still formed.”

A situation comparable to that in Spain. But whereas in
Spain the prime-movers of the Revolution enlarged and per-

9 This discontent came from the fact that at the time of the elections for
the Constituent Assembly (in January 1918) the Communist Party had only
obtained 25% of the votes, that is 10 million. and the revolutionary socialists
5001, or 20 million; seeing which the Bolsheviks closed down the Assembly
and started to persecute all those who did not accept their dictatorship.
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these (iron, coal, oil, cotton, wool) could be produced in the
country itself, especially in the south, they were in short sup-
ply even in the areas where they were produced, due to disor-
ganisation caused by the regime itself, and this continued even
when the Civil War ended in 1921.

Kruschev’s skilful propaganda put the blame for the non-
development of Russian industry onto the Tsarist regime, and
for their setbacks on the consequences of the international and
civil war. Well, that was not the reason! Even if one takes
account of the ravages of war in all its manifestations, in the
last analysis, it was the regime that sprang from the Bolshevik
Revolution that itself undertook to transform the partial paral-
ysis into a general paralysis. ”At the time of the census of 28
August, 1920, there were 37,226 industrial enterprises belong-
ing to the State and employing almost two million workers,”
wrote the economist Serge Procopovicz in hismonumental Eco-
nomicHistory of the U.S.S.R. He continued by pointing out that
”on the 1st September of the same year, that is two months af-
ter the census was taken, only 6,508 undertakings employing
1,300,000 workers, were shown in the records of the Superior
Council of the National Economy.”

What do these figures mean? That actuated by its domineer-
ing will, the State was causing the disappearance of a great
number of undertakings at a giddy rate, by a systematic cen-
tralisation, or by the cutting off, of supplies of raw materials
or power. It was not the only reason, The seizure of the man-
agement of work by the functionaries spread like a cancer, or a
swelling of cancers.8 On the eve of the Revolution there were
in Russia 65 blast-furnaces which produced in 1912 5,200,000
tons of steel (France produced in the same year 4,207,000). At
the time of the Revolution half the blast-furnaces were still op-

8 At the time of our stay in Moscow in 1921 Kamanev declared at a
meeting of the Pan-Russian Railway Committee: ”There were 250,000 state
employers under Tsarism for the whole of Russia. Today there are 240,000
in Moscow alone.”
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were republicans who had remained honest. It also explains
how it was possible to introduce libertarian social reforms
in that town in the conditions which we have described
elsewhere.
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CHAPTER XVII: THE
INTERNAL
COUNTER-REVOLUTION

A complete account of the behaviour of the government au-
thorities to the diverse achievements of socialisation, under-
taken and realised by the Spanish libertarians during the period
1936-1939 would show contradictory attitudes which could be
commented on in different ways. That the Ministry of Indus-
try, which in the early months was in the hands of a C.N.T.
militant, Juan Peiró, did in some cases help undertakings by fi-
nancial contributions, such as was the case of the S.I.C.E.P. in
Elda, there can be no question. But in general, that aid had as
its objective not so much to help socialisation, which was not
approved of, but to save the political situation by supporting
war industries. This did not prevent the Stalinists, when they
were laying down the law inside the government, to sabotage
even the manufacture of goods needed for the struggle against
the Francoist armies.

But at the same time, the government authorities as well as
the Stalinist Communist Party, on many occasions waged war
on the social achievements we have been describing. It will
not come amiss to enumerate some of the more notorious with
which we were acquainted.

These events were sometimes accompanied by incredible vi-
olence. The first of these armed confrontations between the
builders of the Collectives and the government forces occurred
in the region of the Levante. In view of the growing strength
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So much so that the women in the Kolkhoz, deformed in the
course of a life of hard labour, give the visitor the impression
of a rough, coarse creature who has lost all traces of feminity.

Piecework was widespread in the Kolkhozes and Sovkhozes
(we do not believe it has been abolished in the recent past) and
the wage categories, as well as the ”norms” to achieve, were
arbitrarily fixed by the leaders of each production cell. And let
us not forget that all this exists after 50 years of a regime said
to be communist.

Now, nothing similar occurred in the Spanish Collectives
where everybody took part in the assemblies, could say what
they liked to anyone without fear of reprisals.

In Russia the privileged classes seem to be irremediably es-
tablished, for they are encrusted in the State, they are the, State,
and castes of the State created by the State. Proofs abound.

Thus the Moscow review Partiinaia Jizn (The Life of the
Party) gave the following figures for 1964: 37.3% of the
Russian Communist Party’s members were workers; 16.5%
were peasants (bear in mind that the latter represent 45%
of the population). Out of 11,758,169 members, 5,408,000
were technocrats, bureaucrats, and other members of the
”intelligentsia”, the latter category constituting, thanks to its
superior education, the ”new privileged class” with their cars,
their ”dachas” (country houses), their domestics, their military
orderlies, their fine apartments and pleasant holidays on the
shores of the Black Sea.

The contrast between the regime founded by so-called State
Communism, which was no other than State capitalism, and
that founded by the Spanish Revolution was absolute, and it
was one of the reasons why the Spanish Communists and their
masters combated – and both continue to do so implacably –
our constructive achievement.

Furthermore in Spain industrial production was maintained
at a high degree of productivity so long as there was no short-
age of rawmaterials and power. Whereas in the U.S.S.R. where
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note for example, an extraordinary backwardness in agricul-
ture. More than 25 years ago, Stalin was promising, and his
successors continue to promise the people ”free bread” a slogan
with which the French, Italian and Spanish communists hoax
their supporters. But free bread (the consumption of which,
in the capitalist countries is decreasing anyway and would not
represent such an extraordinary conquest) is still only the bait
which hides the hook.

Another more convincing and important fact is that 45% of
the population is actively engaged in the countryside in Russia.
In the United States it is 6% and in France 20%. This demon-
strates the technical deficiencies of the Russian Communist
agrarian organisation, a deficiency which has to be made up
by human labour, in spite of the technical progress that has
been proclaimed urbi et orbi for the past 40 years.

And this is not the most important fact. We are now further
from communism than we were in 1917. For communism im-
plies economic equality. But whereas we have seen this equal-
ity being established from the beginning of the constitution of
the Spanish Libertarian Collectives, it is not even any longer a
hopeful promise for themen andwomen landworkers grouped
in the Kolkhozes and Sovkhozes, the collective organisations
born of the regime referred to-derisively-as communist.

For there are fundamental differences between these organ-
isations and the agrarian collectives in Spain. The Kolkhozes
and Sovkhozes were created by the State, by State bureaucracy.
Producers and ordinary inhabitants live there under the orders
of a class of functionaries and technicians who plan, decide,
dictate orders as to what must be done or not done accord-
ing to instructions received from the various ministries. This
class, in turn, is controlled by the Communist cell, which at the
same time controls all the members of the community includ-
ing the tractor drivers, the employees of the machine depots,
nurses and teachers. Most women have to do the heaviest work
(driving tractors and machinery, road maintenance work, etc.).
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of the Collectives they represented as it were the alternative
power to the central government (by then installed in Valen-
cia) in the event of military victory over Franco’s forces. The
government reacted to this threat by launching an offensive
against the Collectives. Duly militarised, the ”carabineros”, a
branch of the Civil Guard, and the Assault Guards, another po-
lice corps, created by the Republic, were chosen for this offen-
sive the first of which took place in the Levante in March 1937.
The attackers came from Alicante and Murcia. Their forces in-
cluded an artillery sectionwith large numbers of machine guns
and tanks which could have been better employed at the front
where they were short of them. (Eighteen were counted in the
Gandia region and thirteen in the Alfara del Patriarca region.)

Our peasant comrades, who were expecting the attack, had
got ready to resist, and fought with rifles, revolvers and two
anti-tank guns. The government forces planned to converge on
Cullera and on Alfara, strategic points for eventual operations.
But almost the whole region rose in arms, and in response to
the alarm bells which were widely used, people joined them
from the neighbouring villages armed with shotguns, to give
assistance to the localities under attack. Hand grenades were
widely used and two battalions of the Iron Column followed
by two more of the Confederal Column (of the C.N.T.) came all
the way from the Teruel front to Segorbe. The cantonal fed-
erations of Jativa, Carcagente, Gandia, Sueca having gathered
their forces, established the ”Gandia Front” while those from
Catarroja, Liria, Moncada, Paterna and Burriana established
the ”Villanesa Front”.

In Cullera and its environs the struggle lasted four days at
the end of which the official troops, being unable to advance,
changed their plans and moved in the direction of Silla. Finally
the intervention of the leaders of the C.N.T. brought the strug-
gle to an end. Prisoners and captured arms were exchanged,
but in spite of everything some of our people, especially mem-
bers of the libertarian youth, were imprisoned and only re-
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leased later. There were dead and wounded, but the Collec-
tives were not destroyed; indeed the number increased at an
even faster rate.

It would appear that the whole operation had been mounted
by the War Minister, the right wing socialist Indalecio Prieto,
in agreement on this occasion with the Communists, whom he
hated but with whom he was reconciled for this venture.

In Catalonia too the military forces in the rearguard had
been organised more quickly than the forces who were lan-
guishing without arms along the Aragon front. And when
Companys, president of the Generalitat, implicitly or tacitly
with the other political parties, thought the time had come he
approved of what has been called the ”May Days” 1937 which
ended in the eviction of our ministers and of our comrades in
high official posts, and in the Communist take-over in record
time of the police corps, the administrative responsibilities and
the already infiltrated army. From that moment the persecu-
tions started against our forces and we lost ground everywhere
except in production.

One of the most striking examples of hostility was the em-
bittered struggle against the collectivisation of urban transport
in Barcelona.

We have seen how the central government had only
asked that 3% of its receipts should be paid in taxes to the
Finance ministry; and the Catalan government presumably
to demonstrate the superiority of federalism and decentral-
isation demanded payment of 14 different taxes. But both
governments were very careful not to upset the new socialised
organisation, knowing only too well that it could not replace
it, and that to paralyse the means of transport in a city like
Barcelona and in the suburbs would cause the kind of chaos
which would play into the hands of fascism.

The Stalinists who had no such scruples received the order
to sabotage and as is their wont, carried it out conscientiously.
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inventor discovers something, it is used only by the capitalist
or the individual employing him, whereas in the case of an in-
ventor living in a community not only is his discovery taken
up and developed by others, but is immediately applied for the
common good. I am convinced that this superiority would very
soon manifest itself in a socialised society.

Lenin, in his report on the Russian situation to the 11th
Congress of the Communist Party held in March 1922, de-
clared: ”The idea of constructing a communist society with
only the help of the communists, is nonsense, pure nonsense.
Building the economy must be left to others, to the bour-
geoisie which is, much more educated, or to intellectuals in
the bourgeois camp. We ourselves are not yet sufficiently
educated for that.”

It is true that Lenin spoke in this way then6 to justify the
N.E.P. (New Economic Policy) which consisted in allowing free
enterprise to the bourgeois and technicians of the bourgeoisie
still remaining in Russia, in order to get production, which
had virtually come to a standstill as a result of the destructive
and paralysing action of the State, back on its feet. From 1920,
rather than allow the workers and their organisations (the de-
velopment of which would become an embarrassment to the
communist governments7) to participate actively in a renewal
of the economy, Lenin preferred to make use of his class ene-
mies. But such was the situation that at the end of four and a
half years, he was obliged to have recourse to this . . . heroic
remedy!

Furthermore if we analyse certain aspects of the present Rus-
sian economy, at least at what is more or less verifiable, we

6 He had expressed similar views in 1920.
7 The party faction called ”Workers’ Opposition” of which Alexandra

Kollontai and Chlapnikof were the leaders demanded in vain the participa-
tion of workers’ syndicates in the building of the economy. She was perse-
cuted.
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untarily, Liberty is secured not only when one demands the
rights of the ”self” against others, but when it is a natural con-
sequence of solidarity. Men who are interdependent feel free
among themselves and naturally respect each other’s liberty.
Furthermore so far as collective life is concerned, the freedom
of each is the, right to participate spontaneously with one’s
thought, one’s heart, one’s will, one’s initiative to the full ex-
tent of one’s capacities. A negative liberty is not liberty: it is
nothingness.

This! concept of liberty gave rise to a new morality-unless it
was this new ethic that gave rise to another concept of liberty.
It explains why when the author sought information about
changes, and improvements introduced in the lives of every-
one, they did not speak of ”liberty” though they were libertar-
ians, but, and they did so with deep joy, of the results of their
work, experiments, and research on which they were engaged;
on the increase in production. No, they were no longer think-
ing of liberty in the way workers in capitalist factories or day
workers on the land of the owner-employer think.

On this subject we would like to make an observation to
which we attach great philosophical and practical importance.
The theoreticians and partisans of the liberal economy affirm
that competition stimulates initiative and, consequently, the
creative spirit and inventionwithoutwhich it remains dormant.
Numerous observations made by the writer in the Collectives,
factories and socialised workshops permit him to take quite the
opposite view. For in a Collective, in a grouping where each
individual is stimulated by the wish to be of service to his fel-
low beings, research, the desire for technical perfection and so
on are also stimulated.5 But they also have as a consequence
that other individuals join those who were the first to get to-
gether. Furthermore when, in present society, an individualist

5 We would remind the reader of the 900 new models of shoes in Elda,
the new funicular design in Barcelona, the new transport lines, etc…
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Having been removed from the management committee in
which by rights they should never have been because they
represented an insignificant minority and never missed an
opportunity to put a brake on the enthusiasm that existed by
diverse and machiavellian manoeuvres, they did not however
stop raising obstacles and creating difficulties.

They went about the task in many ways. For instance they
had succeeded in becoming a majority in an engineering work-
shopwhere 24workersmade spare parts – to be exact, bearings
– without which the tramcars would grind to a standstill. They
did not refuse to work; indeed they formally undertook to sup-
ply what was asked of them. But a month after the delivery
date established the bearings had still not been made. When
eventually they were made they were the wrong size. It was
partly as a means of defending itself against such forms of sab-
otage that the Syndicate purchased an ultra modern electric
furnace.

Another manoeuvre consisted in fomenting disagreements
and disputes between the different branches of the transport
network. The Stalinists had managed to become the majority
in the management of one of the two large bus companies. The
tramwayworkers bought a ticket when they used the buses but
schooled by their committee the bus company’s employees did
not pay when they travelled on the trams. This caused friction,
which is what they wanted. An end was put to, this situation
by threatening to have recourse to strong action.

Again in Catalonia, the forms of sabotage were perfected by
adapting oneself to changes in the situation. Three new ele-
ments were taken into, account:

a) The growing need felt by the population to
give the struggle against fascism top priority –
a view with which our comrades concurred, but
a return to management along capitalist lines of
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the tramways and other enterprises would, on the
contrary, strengthen the possibilities of defeat.
b) The entry of official Communists into the War
and Industry Ministry after the May Days of 1937.
c) The rights possessed by that Ministry to requisi-
tion, through its agents cunningly placed, the tech-
nical means needed for the production of arms and
ammunition.

These agents, or ministerial representatives, started by de-
manding delivery of the chemical products used for welding
the rails, with the pretext of using them for the manufacture
of explosives. Our comrades complied in order not to be ac-
cused of hampering the struggle against Franco but then sent
technically qualified men to France to buy equipment based
on electrodes (as already described) and the manoeuvre was
neutralised. As to the requisitioned chemical products, they
were left to go bad in some warehouses where they had been
dumped by the Stalinists.

Some weeks later several officers specially instructed, with
a written order from the War Ministry in Valencia, presented
themselves to requisition the latest model American lathe,
though the Ministry could have easily purchased several
in France, Belgium or elsewhere.1 Our comrades offered
resistance to this confiscation, and as the excuses constantly
advanced were the needs of war, to which they contributed

1 Some people might argue that the non-intervention pact signed by
Leon Blum prevented them from obtaining the equipment for manufactur-
ing arms. In fact there has been a lot of exaggeration on this question. The
Franco-Spanish land frontiers remained at least half-open for delivery of
arms, ammunition, tools, and even aircraft. Under the pressure of circum-
stances Blum appeared to subscribe to the blockade of Spain but in reality
he saw to it that as much as possible was delivered, and many were the lor-
ries which ’crossed at Puigcerda, Bourg-Madame, or at La Jonquera, carrying
useful loads for the anti-Francoist struggle.
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with distribution then proceed towards socialisation of produc-
tion, which was the opposite procedure to most other places.

But it is remarkable that this diversity of organisational
structures did not prevent membership of the same regional
federations nor, through them, national coordination, prac-
tical solidarity, whether it concerned our Collectives, mixed
Syndical Collectives or communities at different stages of
municipalisation.

The general law was universal solidarity. We have under-
lined, in passing, that the Charters or Statutes in which the
principles were defined and from which stemmed the practical
attitude of each and all, made no mention of the rights and lib-
erty of the individual. Not that the Collectives had ignored
these rights, but simply because the respect of these rights
went without saying, and that they were already recognized
by the standard of life guaranteed to everybody, in their access
to consumer goods, to wellbeing and culture, to the attention,
consideration and human responsibilities of which each one, as
a member of the Collective, was assured. It was known, so why
mention it? In return, for this to be possible, everyone had to
carry out his duty, do his work like the other comrades, show
solidarity according to the ethic of a universal mutual aid.

One was the guarantee of the other. It is for this reason we
so often read that same sentence in the Charters though there
had been no previous discussion between Collectives hundreds
of kilometres apart: ”Anyone not having any work in his trade
will help comrades in other activities who might need his help.”
This was supra-professional solidarity in practice.

Going deeply into these matters it could perhaps be said that
they were developing a new concept of liberty. In the village
Collectives in their natural state, and in the small towns where
everybody knew one another and were interdependent, liberty
did not consist in being a parasite, and not interesting oneself
in anything. Liberty only existed as a function of practical ac-
tivity. To he is to do, Bakunin wrote. To be is to realise, vol-
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beginning, not to found other Syndicates, and this is most sig-
nificant, but to found Collectives. And those who joined these
Collectives, Often without belonging to the Syndicates, were
also collectivists and acted and behaved as well as anybody
else. Let us hasten to add that the groups of ’organisers often
consisted of men who had until then been active in the Syndi-
cates or even in libertarian groups.

But there were some cases where the Commune fulfilled the
role of the Collective. Among the examples we have given one
especially recalls Granollers, Hospitalet, Fraga, Binefar, and
many places in Castile. We also find municipalities which had
been reconstructed to conform with governmental decisions
(January 1937) and had, as a result, played a more or less im-
portant, more or less subordinate, role; and in the Levante the
Syndicate and the Collective in the end linked their activities.
But in that region the role of the Syndicate was often to be-
come more important, both through direct participation and
as inspirer and guide, which it was not in Aragon.

Finally we see in Castile, the Collectives being started in
large numbers, under ’the impulse of militant workers and
even intellectuals who left Madrid and spread out into the
countryside.

This plasticity, this variety of ways of acting allowed for the
creation of true socialism, in each place according to the situ-
ation, circumstances of time and place, and for the resolution
of a great number of problems which an authoritarian concept,
too rigid, too bureaucratic would have only made more com-
plicated with, in the end, a dictatorship reducing everything to
a uniform pattern. The variety of methods used reflected the
variety of the facets of life. Often in the same region, villages
with similar forms of production, with a somewhat similar so-
cial history, would start by socialising the local industries and
end with agriculture, while others would start with the social-
isation of agriculture and end with that of local industries. In
some cases, in the Levante for instance, we have seen it start
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without remuneration, offered to work even more hours
without payment in order to, satisfy the needs that they
invoked. The offer was refused. They wanted the machine in
order to disorganise the Barcelona transport services.

In an attempt at conciliation, our comrades suggested ex-
changing two milling machines of the most recent design, and
which the War Ministry could have bought abroad, for two
other, older models. This exchange led to an unexpected dis-
covery.

A technician delegated by the Syndicate to go and choose
the two machines offered in exchange for theirs found them in
a secret depot to which he was taken. It was situated in a place
called Sarria, near Barcelona, and our astounded comrade saw
there 80 other milling machines, some 40 rectifiers and some
hundred lathes.

What were these machines doing there when they were so
badly needed by the arms factories and when there were none
at all in other regions? Perhaps they were waiting to bring
them out when they would be in power at national level. This
not having happened the machines remained where they were.
They were left to the Francoists to use.

The Stalinists went further. In the Aragon countryside
where the villages were more scattered, less densely popu-
lated and less organised for struggle behind the fronts than
were those in the Levante, they succeeded in almost com-
pletely destroying the Collectives. The method used was the
following.

In June 1937 after the decisive May Days in Barcelona, the
Stalinist Uribe, the newMinister of Agriculture, published a de-
cree by which he legalised the agrarian Collectives throughout
the Spanish territory, whatever the circumstances, in which
they had been formed. For anyone who knew what a vigorous
campaign this man had waged against the social creations of
the peasant revolutionaries, this about turnwas surprising. For
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months he had been delivering radio speeches advising peas-
ants not to join the Collectives, urging the smallholders to op-
pose them and combat them by everymeans, and hewas speak-
ing in his capacity as a minister, so much so that the conserva-
tives and reactionaries who remained in the countryside felt
they were being given official support, while those who hesi-
tated about joining concluded that if the establishment was ex-
pressing itself against these new social structures, they would
not last very long after the victory over Franco; so better not
to risk taking the plunge.

Not satisfied with this campaign, Uribe organised the
Peasant Federation of the Levante, which the defenders of
private property in the land joined en masse. Stalinists and
fascists rubbed shoulders cordially. The anti-revolutionary
united front was thus on the march.

It was for this reason that the tardy legislation had caused
so much surprise, the more so since groups of Young Commu-
nists were organised to spread themselves in Catalonia and the
Levante, ostensibly with the intention of helping the peasants
to harvest and gather the crops. The Stalinist press published
whole columns of communiqués, reports and slogans praising
this wholehearted collaboration of the ”shock brigades”.

Those who knew the traditional tactics of these implacable
enemies of the collectivisations could have no illusions about
the aims of the campaign. It was a case of infiltration of the
agrarian organisations, following a traditional method, of us-
ing them or of destroying them from within.

But in that month of June the offensive in Aragon was
launched on a scale and using methods so far not experienced.
The time for harvesting was drawing near, which explains a
lot. In the countryside the carabineros, often led by men of
the Communist Party who had known how to secure posts
of command, started to hold up at pistol point food lorries
going from one province to another, and taking them to
their barracks. A little later the same carabineros traversed
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ileged consumers compared with those, such as housewives,
who are not producers in the classical definition of the word.

Neither is the Collective the municipal Council or what is
called the Commune, the municipality. For it parts company
with the political party traditions on which the commune is
normally based. It encompasses at the same time the Syndi-
cate and municipal functions. It is all-embracing. Each of its
activities is organised within its organism, and the whole popu-
lation takes part in its management, whether it is a question of
a policy for agriculture, for the creation of new industries, for
social solidarity, medical service or public education. In this
general activity the Collective brings each and everybody to
an awareness of life in the round, and everyone to the practi-
cal necessity of mutual understanding.

Compared with the Collective the Syndicate has simply a
secondary or subordinate role. It is striking to observe how
in the agricultural districts, it was more often than not sponta-
neously relegated, almost forgotten, in spite of the efforts that
the libertarian syndicalists and the anarcho-syndicalists, had
previously made. The Collective replaced them. The word it-
self was born spontaneously and spread into all the regions of
Spain where the agrarian revolution had been brought about.
And the word ”collectivist” was adopted just as quickly and
spread with the same spontaneity.

One could advance the hypothesis that these two words
– collective and collectivism – better expressed the people’s
moral, human, fraternal feelings than did the terms Syndicates
and syndicalism. A question of euphony perhaps, and of a
breadth of views, of humanism: man as something more than
the producer. The need for syndicates no longer exists when
there are no more employers.

If we pass from Aragon to the Levante we see Collectives
emerging there too but not as such a spontaneous, one might
almost say instant, creation. It was the agricultural and some-
times the non-agricultural, syndicates which were there at the
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bureaucracy were also numerous enough for their absence to
be felt.

One of the dominant characteristics which impresses
whoever studies the Spanish Revolution is its many sidedness.
This revolution was guided by certain very clear and very
definite principles, which involved the general expropriation
of the holders of social I wealth, the seizure by the workers of
the organisational structures of production and distribution,
the direct administration of public services, the establishment
of the libertarian communist principle. But the uniformity of
these principles did not prevent a diversity in the methods for
their application, so much so that one can talk of ”diversity
within unity” and of a surprisingly diversified federalism.

In a very short time, in the agrarian regions and especially
in Aragon, a new organism appeared: the Collective. Nobody
had spoken about it before. The three instruments of social
reconstruction foreseen among those libertarians who had ex-
pressed themselves on a -possible future were firstly the Syn-
dicate, then the Cooperative, which did not win many support-
ers, and final ’ on a rather large scale, the commune, or com-
munal organisation. Some foreshadowed-and this writer was
among them-that a new and complementary organism could
and should appear, especially in the countryside, seeing that
the Syndicate had not assumed the importance it had in the
towns, and the kind of life, of work and production, did not
fit into an organic monolithic structure which was contrary to
the multiformity of daily life.

We have seen how that Collective was born with character-
istics of its’ own. It is not the Syndicate, for it encompasses
all those who wish to join it whether they are producers in the
classic economic sense or not. Then it brings them together
at the complete human individual level and not just at a craft
level. Within it, from the firstmoment, the rights and duties are
the same for everybody; there are no longer professional cat-
egories in mutual opposition making the producers into priv-
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the Collectives, and in the name of the General Staff with
headquarters in Barbastro, demanded large quantities of corn.

The Aragon Collectives could not be accused of meanness,
especially towards the fighting forces which without their sup-
plies would have quickly disintegrated (we have given else-
where many proofs of this). But they were waiting for the
harvest to obtain by barter the goods they themselves needed,
in some cases urgently. And to hand over large quantities of
corn at the beginning of the harvest without compensation,
for some cantons such as Binefar which had given everything
– cereals, potatoes, oil, meat – this provoked among some of
the population a discontent which was exploited by them. For
nothing was demanded from the small landowners; and the
same policy was later adopted in the Levante.2

This demand was immediately followed by another. Always
on orders from the General Staff in Barbastro, which in turn
was covered by the authority of the Minister of War in Valen-
cia, Indalecio Prieto, they started requisitioning manu militari
all transport though at that moment it was vital for moving
the harvested crops. We have already observed that the Col-
lectives had almost always procured their transport by barter,
often depriving themselves of food and other essentials. The
lorries were among the acquisitions of which they were justly
proud. The carabineros took everything, or almost, brutally on
the pretext if its being needed for war transport.

At the same time more conscripts were called up with the
pretext of an imminent offensive. At the time of the harvest
some 50 youths left Esplus, a village which had already pro-
vided so many volunteers for the fronts. The other villages
were likewise deprived of their young men. But the young peo-

2 In that year the Communists organised a United Levante Council for
the export of citrus fruit (C.L.U.E.) to compete against, and if possible ruin
the FERECALE, created by the Federation of Collectives of the Levante.
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ple of the same age groupwhowere doing nothing in Catalonia
were not called up until later.

Still in Aragon at the same period troops from the front line
were withdrawn and billeted in houses in villages carefully se-
lected for their strategic positions. These forces came from
other regions; they lived a carefree, parasitical existence, eat-
ing, lounging, playing pelota all day long. They were to be
used when the time was ripe. At the same time the peasants
who had achieved the miracle of cultivating and sowing more
land than before saw the corn fall from the ears in the fields
due to a lack of hands to gather it.

Simultaneously the press campaign continued. Playing as
usual a double game, the Communist Party could prove to some
that it supported the Collectives, by producing the text of the
Uribe decree,3 and evidence of the dispatch of youth brigades
to work in the fields, whereas in fact it was destroying, in or-
der to break up a revolution that it did not control, economic
resources vital to Republican Spain.

Then one day at the end of July, the brutal attack was
launched by a mobile brigade led by the commanding officer
Lister whose troops were, in the following month, at the
beginning of the offensive on Belchite, to retreat with such
alacrity before the fascists that they stopped only when they
were fifty kilometres from the front.

The final outcome of the anti-revolutionary offensive was
that 30% of the Collectives were completely destroyed. In Al-
colea de Cinca, the municipal Council which managed the Col-
lective were arrested, the residents of the Old People’s House
were driven out. There were arrests in Mar, de las Matas, in
Monzon, in Barbastro and elsewhere. Pillaging also occurred in
most places. Cooperative warehouses, municipal food depots

3 To this day (1969) the C.P. states to those who have recently joined
and do not knowwhat happened, and leads them to believe that it was thanks
to the Uribe decree that the Collectives were organised.
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ten happens to the happy beneficiaries of new political regimes.
We are not saying this in a partisan spirit. About 1935 an
enquiry had shown that the largest percentage of enchufistas
(people who hold more than one official employment) were
to be found among the Socialists and the Left Catalanists. So-
cial reforms interested them much less than the enjoyment of
newly acquired privileges. In such an ensemble of conditions,
the revolutionary fact had to occur.

On the other hand, one of the consequences of the contin-
uous social conflicts was to drive people of the Centre parties
towards the Right, and to swell the conservative, reactionary,
and fascist forces. The figures at the February 1936 elections
prove this, and here one can speak of the responsibility of the
revolutionaries, But if the socialists and left republicans had
given land to the starving peasants4 and had undertaken dar-
ing social reformswhichwere clearly exceptional in a situation
which was itself exceptional, the tumultuous social struggles
would not have been of such a grave nature and perhaps the
fascist reaction would not have resulted. But they preferred
to limit themselves to copying the constitution of the Weimar
Republic.

We have said and repeated that the fascist attack created
a favourable situation for the libertarian sector to take over
an important part of the general situation and of almost the
whole economy. Nevertheless the repercussions were only
favourable, for negative and positive consequences were
about equally balanced. On the one hand many militants,
often the best, were, because of the war, mobilised and many
died at the front. It was also the best who were missing
from the Syndicates, in the Collectives, in the villages where
they exercised a salutary influence. And on the other hand,
the number of those who became a part of the government

4 Their agrarian reformwas like giving a few grains of millet to a starv-
ing eagle.
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fascism is the ”preventive counter-revolution” of those who
are threatened by subversion, even when it is incapable of
changing the social order. The people themselves end by
preferring, the suppression of political and civic liberty to
permanent disorder which, let us face it, is also an attack on
freedom if only of living a normal life.

There is therefore the danger in pursuing these revolution-
ary exercises, with an unending series of partial strikes, contin-
uous general strikes and insurrectional attempts, of harming
the stability of society.

This is probably what happened in Spain before the un-
leashing of the fascist attack. Certainly it is not a question of
condemning outbursts caused by hunger, impatience, despair,
anger a hundred times justified in those who saw their babies
dying from lack of treatment, or who had spent most of
the year looking in vain for work, and having to send their
children barefoot to school when a school was available. But
those who set themselves up as leaders of the C.N.T. and
the F.A.I. – the latter organisation embodied a revolutionary
passion rather than intellectual worth – needed a strategic
vision which they lacked. Here too they were not equal to
the situation. The greatness of the libertarian movement was
its almost exclusively proletarian character, but it was also its
weakness. And this weakness permitted the, demagogues, and
we had our share of them, to play a role for which they were
not cut out.

But even more responsible were the socialist and republi-
can leaders who had neither the inspired initiative, the intel-
ligence nor the courage to undertake, with the proclamation
of the Republic, daring social reforms which might have satis-
fied the hunger of some and tempered the impatience of others.
They have a greater share of the responsibility because they
were better educated and had greater means for action. What
was the reason for their indifference? Undoubtedly power had
made them fainthearted, had dulled their imagination as so of-
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were ransacked, furniture broken up. The governor of Aragon,
who represented the central government following the disso-
lution of the Council of Aragon-which seemed to be the signal
for the general offensive-tried to oppose this plundering. He
was sent packing.

At the peasants’ national plenumwhichwas held in Valencia
on 22 October, 1937, the delegation of the regional Comité of
Aragon presented a report which is summed up as follows:

”More than six hundred organisers of the Collec-
tives have been put in prison. The government has
nominated management commissions which have
seized the food warehouses and have distributed
supplies haphazardly. The land, draught animals
and agricultural implements have been returned to
the members of fascist families or to fascists who
had been left unmolested by the Revolution.
”The harvest has been distributed similarly, as
well as the animals raised by the Collective. A
large number of Collective piggeries, stables,
stockyards, barns have been destroyed. In some
villages, such as Bordon and Calaceite, even
their seed stocks have been taken away from the
peasants, thereby preventing them from sowing
the fields that had been prepared.”

Such exactions naturally bore their fruits. Almost all the
Collectives were reformed but they were far from attaining to
their earlier heights. The ”individualists” and the conservatives
gained the upper hand, the more so since a number of those
who had joined this vast movement of socialisation and who
would have belonged to it again had they been free to choose,
no longer dared to start again.
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Then the Francoists followed the Communists, and nothing
remained of the constructive work of the Aragon Collectives
other than some of the technical improvements.

Much remains to be written about the manoeuvres adopted
by the non-fascist opponents of libertarian socialisation during
the Spanish Revolution. We will limit ourselves to two more
examples of the methods used by them. One, which the Syn-
dicate of the wood industry had exposed at the time, consisted
in keeping tens of thousands of unemployed in idleness rather
than give the Syndicates the money distributed among them,
in order to create new industries or to keep going those which
were essential but were in difficulties. The wasteful spending
was preferred to the strengthening of the new social structure.

And when, in Catalonia, the Communist leader Comorera
became Minister of Finance after the May Days, the means
of struggle he adopted were original. It was clear that it was
quite impossible to destroy the outstanding influence of the
Syndicates of the C.N.T. To attempt to do so would have paral-
ysed production overnight. So, Comorera had recourse to two
complementary procedures; on the one hand he deprived the~
factories of raw materials or deliveries did not arrive on time,
thus resulting in production delays which were knowingly crit-
icised; on the other hand they paid for the deliveries of cloth,
clothing, arms, etc., with a delay which affected the workers
own budgets. As the wages were distributed under the super-
vision of the Syndicates, it was against the delegates of the
C.N.T. and against the organism of which they were the rep-
resentatives that the discontent of one section of the workers
was directed.

This sabotage, this art of turning the responsibility for
the clever manoeuvres against those who suffered its con-
sequences, reminds one of what happened during the first
eighteen months on the Aragon front.

We had no arms, for what was being manufactured in
Barcelona was virtually nil; and this prevented us from launch-
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the liberal bourgeois allied themselves with the monarchists
and Cavaignac, the republican general, struggled with all his
might against the insurgent workers.

Other social revolutions, or those which had a definite social
content, whether it was the Commune of Paris, or the Peasant
War in Germany in which Luther was allied to the nobility in
provoking them to the wholesale massacre of the serfs in re-
volt, or again the Hussite movement in Bohemia, and all the
peasant risings in the Middle Ages, are all a repetition of the
same facts. One must go back to Egypt in 2200-2000 B.C. to
find a victorious social revolution. And even then, two cen-
turies later – probably even before that – a new dynasty had
been enthroned and the castes re-established.

Bakunin himself wrote eighteen months before his death,
thereby confirming what Elis6e Reclus had written to him:
”You are right, the day of revolutions is past, we have entered
that of evolution.” And he explained his opinion by recalling
not only the terrible defeats suffered by European revolution-
aries in the course of nearly half a century of heroic struggles,
but in face of the scientifically organised military power of
modern states, and the lack of revolutionary spirit, or desire
for emancipation among the masses.

To be sure this latter consideration did not apply to the
Spanish people, or at least to that large, dynamic section
which made history. But facts oblige us to recognise that
the Kropotkinian thesis, to some extent in opposition to
the posthumous theses of Bakunin, Elisée Reclus and even
of Proudhon,3 has not been borne out by experience. For
fascist totalitarianism, which in Italy after World War I was
answering back at a long period of disturbances which did
not end in revolution, made its historical appearance. And

3 Proudhon also rejected the armed revolution andwrote toMarx, ”Our
proletarians are so thirsting for science that we would be badly received by
them if all we could offer them to drink was blood.”
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even sporadic, and so numerous before the French Revolution,
constituted a training, a revolutionary exercise in which the
people learned to fight, and would end by winning the last
hand. A little like Peter the Great’s celebrated remark in face
of the continued defeats inflicted on him by the Swedes: ”By
going on fighting they will teach us how to beat them.”

Unfortunately there was no proletarian Poltava andwhat we
have just recalled provides an explanation that should be borne
in mind. If we return to all the factors that intervened in this
chapter of history we are obliged to conclude that the defeat of
the Spanish libertarian revolution was inevitable. For every so-
cial revolution provokes the cohesion of the threatened forces
drawn together for exceptional reasons, and in spite of those
which normally divide them. It is the lesson that we learn not
only from the final defeat of the Spanish Revolution but of his-
tory when studied with a concern for the truth.

Apart from some contemporary exceptions which have
anyway led to new forms of oppression,2 generally speaking
it is the political revolutions that have triumphed, but the
same men or the same parties who were fighting amongst
themselves for a change in the power structure became recon-
ciled when they were faced with a popular movement which
threatened their positions, or their privileges. Thus in France,
the revolution of February 1848 was simple: liberal bourgeois
and workers joined forces to overthrow the monarchy of
Louis Philippe. But everything was changed four months
later when the workers wanted to introduce socialism. Then

2 Such is the case of the Russian Revolution which might not have
been crushed in view of the immensity of the country, itself the cause of
Napoleon’s defeat. As to the Cuban revolution, if its sycophants observed
things more closely instead of being tricked by the magic of words, they
would see that it has implanted a new form of totalitarianism by setting up
a regime which is only socialist in name and which deflected it from the
promising road – we are not saying of integral socialism – that it had taken
on the morrow of Battista’s overthrow.
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ing offensives which would have relieved the Madrid front,
and even perhaps made possible an advance beyond Saragossa.
The many desperate attempts which took place were paid
for in huge losses of life. As we have already mentioned,
the unsuccessful attempts to capture Huesca, a town with a
normal population of 18,000, cost us 20,000 lives.

By contrast the Madrid front was, largely supplied, thanks
to Russian arms supplies (paid for in advance, in gold)’ but
with which it was not possible to penetrate the solid defences,
backed by the Sierras, of our opponents. Our militias on the
Aragon front were raging within at being condemned to im-
potence and at being uselessly massacred. And the Stalinist
press in Madrid published cartoons such as the one in which
a militiaman is portrayed spending his time quietly fishing on
the banks of the Ebro instead of fighting to relieve the capital
which was defending itself with difficulty.

One can imagine the repercussions that this way of present-
ing the facts had on the minds of uninformed readers and on
public opinion.
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Part 6: Final reflections

CHAPTER XVIII: FINAL
REFLECTIONS

We have so many times said, for it is important to bear this
in mind that the Spanish libertarian revolution was set in mo-
tion as a consequence of the Francoist attack which made it
possible to put into action revolutionary forces which without
it were condemned to new and sterile failures. And when we
say ”sterile failures” we are referring to the attempts made in
January 1932, January and December 1933 (revolutionary and
insurrectional attempts organised and manned by the C.N.T.-
F.A.I.) to which onemust add the Asturianminers’ insurrection
in October 1934 in which socialist, U.G.T. and C.N.T. workers
(in spite of the stupid opposition of the national Comité of the
C.N.T.) and even Communists took part.1 All these attempts
were crushed by the more powerful forces of the State, sup-
ported by the non-revolutionary political parties which, for all
that, were not fascist.

This last point needs elaborating. The tactical concepts of
anarchist communism (and before it anarchist collectivism) im-
plied, according to a tradition going back to the First Interna-
tional, the attack by, and the victory of, the people. Therefore
the armed struggles which took place under the Second Span-
ish Republic corresponded to a doctrine of action theoretically
established. This doctrine, which coincided with the teach-
ings of Kropotkin and taken up by his disciples including the
present writer, considered that local uprisings, the attempts,

1 It was on this occasion that the U.H.P. Union Hermanos Proletarios
(Union of Proletarian Brothers) was constituted.
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